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Abstract 

The research presented in this thesis has been concerned with the use 
of parallel logic systems for the implementation of large knowledge bases. 
The thesis describes proposals for a parallel logic system based on a new 
logic programming language, the Pure Logic Language. The work has 
involved the definition and implementation of a new logic interpreter 
which incorporates the parallel execution of independent OR processes, and 
the specification and design of an appropriate non shared memory 
multiprocessor architecture. 

The Pure Logic Language which is under development at JeL, 
Bracknell, differs from Prolog in its expressive powers and implementation. 
The resolution based Prolog approach is replaced by a rewrite rule technique 
which successively transforms expressions according to logical axioms and 
user defined rules until no further rewrites are possible. 

A review of related work in the field of parallel logic language systems 
is presented. The thesis describes the different forms of parallelism within 
logic languages and discusses the decision to concentrate on the efficient 
implementation of OR parallelism. The parallel process model for the Pure 
Logic Language uses the same execution technique of rule rewriting but 
has been adapted to implement the creation of independent OR processes 
and the required message passing operations. The parallelism in the system 
is implemented automatically and, unlike many other parallel logic systems 
there are no explicit program annotations for the control of parallel 
execution. The spawning of processes involves computational overheads 
within the interpreter: these have been measured and results are presented. 

The functional requirements of a multiprocessor architecture are 
discussed: shared memory machines are not scalable for large numbers of 
processing elements, but, with no shared memory, data needed by offspring 
processors must be copied from the parent or else recomputed. The thesis 
describes an optimised format for the copying of data between processors. 
Because a one-to-many communication pattern exits between parent and 
offspring processors a broadcast architecture is indicated. The development 
of a system based on the broadcasting of data packets represents a new 
approach to the parallel execution of logic languages and has led to the 
design of a novel bus based multiprocessor architecture. A simulation of 
this multiprocessor architecture has been produced and the parallel logic 
interpreter mapped onto it: this provides data on the predicted performance 
of the system. A detailed analysis of these results is presented and the 
implications for future developments to the proposed system are discussed. 

xviii 



Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1. Introduction to the Project 

The use of logic as a programming language developed out of work on 
automated theorem proving in the 1960s and 1970s: in recent years logic 
languages in particular Prolog have moved from being research tools to 
providing the facilities and performance expected from modern 
programming environments. However although the performance of many 

current Prolog systems has been improved with the introduction of 
sophisticated compiler techniques, the type of application in which Prolog is 
used often makes heavy computational demands on the system. This 
situation is typical of many programs employed in the field of artificial 
intelligence where extensive pattern matching operations are involved in 
the processing [Charniak 85]. Applications of this type include expert 
systems, natural language processing, deductive databases and other 
knowledge based systems [Frost 86]. 

The involvement of high computational demands in many logic 
language applications has led to research into the parallel execution of these 
programs. The underlying premise has been that by dividing the 
programming task into separate computational units which can be executed 

simultaneously, the overall performance can be improved. There has been 

a considerable amount of research into the definition of parallel logic 
languages and the design of suitable multiprocessor architectures, and this 
project contributes to the work in both of these areas. 

The thesis describes the development of new proposals for a parallel 

logic system. The work has involved the definition and implementation of 
a new logic interpreter based on the parallel execution of independent 

processes, and the specification and design of a non shared memory 
multiprocessor computer for use with the parallel logic system. The 
manner in which the interpreter handles the creation and execution of 

independent processes differs from other parallel logic language 
implementations. The multiprocessor machine design represents a novel 

approach to the communication of data between different processing 
elements. A simulation of the combined system, ie the interpreter mapped 
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Chapter One 

onto the parallel architecture, has been produced and measurements on the 
predicted performance of the system obtained. 

The project evolved out of work done at Sheffield City Polytechnic and 
the Systems Strategy Centre of ICL on parallel architectures and logic 
language execution and this is considered in the next section which presents 
the background to the project. This is followed by a discussion on the aims 
and development of the project. The final section of the chapter describes 
the organisation of the thesis. 

1.2. The Project 

1.2.1. Background to the Project 

The starting point for this project has been research done at Sheffield 
City Polytechnic on the design of multiprocessor architectures and work by 
the Logic Language Research Group at JCL, Bracknell, into the development 
of a new logic programming language known as the "Pure Logic Language" 
[Babb 89a]. These two interests were brought together in a three year Alvey 
funded project centred at Sheffield City Polytechnic with ICL acting as 
ind us trial "uncle". 

The research at Sheffield into multiprocessor architectures had been 

initiated by an interest in data flow programs and the first proposals were 

for a fine grained non shared memory parallel computer to support this 
type of application [Loh 82]. This architecture consisted of a fixed two 
dimensional grid of processing nodes thus providing nearest neighbour 
connections. Speedy transmission of data through the grid was 
implemented by having a dedicated message handling processor in each 
processing node in addition to the actual "working" processor. A 
simulation of this architecture was produced. 

The emphasis in the research moved to considerations of applications 

in the field of artificial intelligence and in particular the definition of 
knowledge based systems. Investigation into the possible implementations 
of the type of semantic networks proposed by Fahlman resulted in a 
simulation of a network model mapped onto the fixed grid architecture, 
[Fahlman 79], [Hird 85]. This appeared to be a promising field for 

development and two projects concerned with parallel systems for 
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knowledge bases were established in 1986. In the first the method for 
knowledge representation was to be frame based [Brown 87], [Brown 88], 
[Saeedi 90]; the second project which forms the subject of this thesis was 

originally defined as "The Implementation of Large Knowledge Bases and 
Logic Programming Languages on Multiprocessor Architectures" ijelly 87], 
ijelly 88]. 

On the architectural front the original hope was that the type of fine 
grained multiprocessor design that had evolved for use with these other 
applications would prove suitable for implementing a logic language 
system and that a parallel version of the Pure Logic Language could be 
mapped to the existing simulation. 

The work at ICL on the execution of logic has its origins in database 
research. The need to define correct and secure database systems which 
could be extended to include inferencing capacity led to the development of 
a new logic system [Babb 86a]. This reflected the growing interest in 
deductive databases in the research community [Gallaire 78], [Gallaire 84], 
[Minker BB]. Because of problems associated with its operational semantics 
Prolog was not felt to provide a satisfactory basis for this work and research 
was initiated to develop a new logic language interpreter which would 
execute "pure" logic [Babb 86b]. The research at ICL has resulted in the 

definition of a new language, the Pure Logic Language, and its 

implementation in the form of an interpreter. Unlike Prolog which is 

resolution based this interpreter uses a rule rewriting approach: logic 
expressions are successively transformed by the application of rewrite rules 
[Nairn 87]. These are of two types: inbuilt system rules and user defined 
rules, the latter corresponding to the logic program. This is discussed fully 
in Chapter 4. 

Several version of the Pure Logic Language interpreter have been 
produced by JCL, all based on a sequential mode of operation [Nairn 87], 
[McBrien BBa], [McBrien BBb). There has been considerable attention given to 
parallel logic language systems in recent years and an investigation into the 
potential for parallel execution of the Pure Logic Language was considered 
to be important. While work on the sequential system has continued at 

ICL, the possible parallel execution has been considered in this project and 
related to other work done in the area of parallel logic languages. 
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1.2.2. Aims of the Project 

The project was set up to bring together work on parallel architectures, 
knowledge representation and the execution of logic. The hope was that 

because of its declarative approach to the execution of logic, the Pure Logic 

Language would prove suitable for defining knowledge based systems. It 
was recognised that deductive databases and knowledge based systems could 

be realised by the use of logic programs, and that the programs involved 
showed some common features. In general they had a comparatively small 
number of rules and a large number of base predicates. It was one of the 

aims of the project to consider the implications of this feature for parallel 
execution of these programs. The intention was to develop a parallel 

computational model for the Pure Logic Language based on the study of the 

type of logic programs employed in knowledge based implementations. 

The other aim of the project was to consider the design of 
multiprocessor architectures in the context of parallel logic language 

execution. It was soon realised that the original fixed grid type of 
architecture was not ideal for a parallel version of the Pure Logic Language 
because the topology did not support the type of message passing required, 
and the idea of mapping a new parallel interpreter onto the original 

simulation was abandoned. The task became that of identifying the 

functional requirements for a parallel system and translating them into a 

new multiprocessor design [Brown 89]. 

1.2.3. Development and Achievements of the Project 

The development of the project is represented diagrammatically in 
Fig.LI. It can be seen that the first stage in the project involved a critical 

appraisal of research in a number of related areas. This led to the definition 
of an abstract computational model for process based OR parallel execution 

of the Pure Logic Language. The realisation of the computational model 

took the form of a parallel language interpreter, and at the same time a 

detailed design for a new multiprocessor machine was proposed. Finally a 
simulation of the combined system was produced and quantitative results 
obtained on the behaviour of the interpreter and the associated architecture. 
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Fi . 1.1 - Project Overview 

Four broad areas were covered in the review of related research: the 
field of knowledge representation including work on deductive databases, 
parallel logic languages systems, multiprocessor architectures with 
particular emphasis on those designed for symbolic processing, and the Pure 
Logic Language itself Uelly 87], Uelly 88]. It became clear from the literature 
review that the parallel execution of logic languages could be implemented 
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in a number of different ways and that the first task in the specification of 
the system would be to define the type of parallel model required for the 
Pure Logic Language. The functional requirements for an architecture 
suitable for the implementation of the parallel system would be dependent 
on the type of parallelism to be used. In order to define a suitable parallel 
model for the language, information on the manner in which the 
sequential system executed was required. 

The analysis of the Pure Logic Language involved not only 
consideration of the theoretical issues involved but a detailed study of the 
coding of the sequential Pure Logic Language interpreter which had been 

supplied by ICL. Because the language is based on "pure" logic execution the 
move to a parallel system had to incorporate a mechanism for the 
implementation of parallelism without introducing control structures into 
the language; the underlying interpreter had to be responsible for 
guaranteeing safe parallel execution. 

In general logic languages show the potential for two basic types of 
parallel execution: these are commonly referred to as AND and OR 
parallelism [Conery 85]. They arise from the structure of logic programs 
which incorporate the concept of conjoined and disjoined expressions. In 
Prolog conjoined expressions are found in the subgoals in the body of a rule 

definition, and disjunctions arise where there are alternative versions of a 

rule eg: 
ancestor(X,Y) :- parent(X,Y). 
ancestor(X,Y) :- parent(Z,Y), ancestor(X,Z). 
(See Appendix A for the lexical conventions used to represent logic 

language syntax in this thesis). 

AND parallel execution refers to the concurrent evaluation of 

conjoined subgoals, whereas OR parallelism involves execution of 
alternative rule definitions and base predicates. Analysis of the Pure Logic 
Language showed that there was scope for the introduction of both types of 
parallel behaviour. However the analysis of the execution patterns of the 
type of program involved in knowledge based systems indicated that only 

limited performance benefits would be gained by the inclusion of AND 

parallelism. On the other hand the potential for OR parallel execution 
within these applications appeared considerable, and the decision was taken 
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to concentrate on this form of parallel activity. The results obtained in the 
later stages of the project show this belief to be justified. 

In this manner the analysis of the relevant research areas led to the 
proposal for a computational model for the parallel logic language system. 
This was the first step in the design of a full parallel language system and 
associated multiprocessor architecture. The computational model proposed 

allows for the setting up of fully independent OR processes which become 
candidates for simultaneous execution. The degree to which they are 
executed in parallel is determined by the characteristics of the 

multiprocessor machine. 

The next objectives in the project involved the specification and 
coding of a new interpreter to implement the computational model, and 
the design of an appropriate multiprocessor machine which would match 
the functional requirements of the parallel language system. The work on 
the detailed machine proposals was the prime responsibility of John Brown 
and is documented in [Brown 89], the author of this thesis being responsible 
for the parallel logic language implementation. The results of this phase of 
the project were a detailed machine proposal and a parallel interpreter for 
the Pure Logic Language, and represent a novel approach to the 

implementation of parallel logic languages. 

The specification of the software to implement the OR parallel process 

model involved work on a new interpreter which would be responsible for 
the automatic control of these parallel OR processes. It had to incorporate 
the mechanisms for the creation, execution and transmission of OR 
processes. Because process creation or spawning had been identified as 
following a one to many pattern, ie one parent process spawned several 
offspring processes, the interpreter was responsible for the handling of 
groups of processes each time a disjoined expression was encountered. 

Because the computational model had been based on the notion of fully 
independent processes, each newly created process had to incorporate all the 
information required for it to complete its execution without reference to 
the parent, and this information had to be transmitted from parent to 
offspring at the time of process spawning. The new parallel interpreter 

retained the rewrite rule approach defined in the sequential version but the 
move to a process based OR system involved the production of a new 
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rewrite rule module redefining the inbuilt system rules to incorporate the 
mechanism to implement OR parallel execution. 

At the same time as the new parallel interpreter was being written 
work was carried out on the functional requirements for a suitable 
architecture on which to implement the parallel language system and a new 
machine design was prepared [Brown 89]. This design incorporated a 
method of implementing concurrent broadcasting operations which 
matched the one to many pattern of communication employed in the 
parallel interpreter. The incorporation of this form of broadcast 
communication in the parallel language system and its direct mapping onto 
the proposed machine design represent the project's main theoretical 
contribution to this field of research. It is believed that this approach to the 
implementation of a parallel logic language system is new and offers an 
effective mechanism for communicating information between separate 
processes operating on different processing elements. 

The final stage in the project involved the design and implementation 
of a software simulation of the broadcast multiprocessor machine. This was 
interfaced with the parallel interpreter to provide a system which mapped 
the parallel logic language onto the architecture. Measurements about the 
predicted performance of the system were made: these involved data about 
the behaviour of the interpreter as well as information on the operation of 
the multiprocessor machine. It can be seen from these results that the 

system is able to utilise the potential OR parallelism within the programs to 
give considerable performance benefits. The results form the basis of the 
detailed evaluation of the system and proposals for future work in this area. 

1.3. Organisation of the Thesis 

The structure of the thesis is closely related to the chronological 
development of the project. Chapters 2 and 3 document the important 
aspects of the background work that were considered in the first phase of the 

project. This is followed in Chapter 4 by a detailed consideration of the Pure 
Logic Language and the method by which the sequential system is 
implemented. Comparisons are made between the mode of execution of the 

Pure Logic Language and Prolog. 
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The new parallel version of the Pure Logic Language is described in 
Chapter 5. This shows the theoretical considerations in the move to a 
computational model for OR parallel process execution, as well as the 
implementational details. The functional requirements of the 
multiprocessor system designed for the parallel language are discussed in 
Chapter 6 and proposals for a hardware realisation presented. 

The two aspects of the project, ie the new parallel interpreter and the 
multiprocessor design, are incorporated in a simulation of the proposed 
system. This is described in Chapter 7. Chapters 8 and 9 are concerned with 
the testing of the simulation and the analysis of the results obtained. 
Chapter 10 presents an evaluation of the project and indicates the areas into 
which future work could be directed. 

1.4. Summary 

This chapter introduces the work in the thesis. The research described 
in it is in the field of parallel implementation of logic languages with 
particular emphasis on knowledge based systems applications. The work 
leading to the inauguration of the project has been discussed and its aims 
and development have been outlined. The project has contributed to the 
body of knowledge in this area by the proposals for a new parallel logic 

systems and an associated multiprocessor architecture. 
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Parallelism in Knowledge Based Systems and Logic Languages 

2.1. Introduction 

The aim of this chapter and the next chapter is to set the scene for the 
work done during this project. There are two main areas which have been 
brought together in the work: the field of knowledge representation and 
manipulation with particular emphasis on the use of logic programming 
languages, and the design of multiprocessor machines performing parallel 
computations. It has been shown in Chapter 1 that the project has focused 
on the employment of a new logic programming language, the Pure Logic 
Language, as a suitable knowledge representation formalism, and has 
developed a parallel system based on its use. This chapter documents the 
process of narrowing down the area of interest from generalised knowledge 
based systems and their implementations to considerations for the design of 
parallel logic language systems. Specific examples of parallel logic language 
systems and associated architectures are discussed in Chapter 3 and the Pure 
Logic Language will be considered in Chapter 4. 

The chapter looks at the concept of knowledge based systems and briefly 
at the different types of knowledge representation that can be used in these 
systems, drawing on the corresponding database experience where 
appropriate. This is followed by a discussion on the inclusion of inferencing 
capacity within such systems, and the use of logic programming languages as 
the unifying formalism for rules and data is presented. The concepts of 
deductive databases and Datalog programs are introduced at this stage. 

When the implementation of a knowledge based system is considered, 
it is recognised that the inclusion of deductive capacity involves high 
computational demands and this has led to many proposals for parallel 
execution for such systems. Parallel execution can take the form of 
specialised hardware to tackle one particular task within a conventional 
sequential system, or the development of an integrated computational 
model based on parallel execution. It is the latter group of systems that are 
important to this project and particularly those parallel execution models 
that involve logic programming languages. The potential for parallelism in 
logic languages will be discussed; this has been an active research area over 
the past ten years and many proposals have been put forward. 
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The next chapter will review examples of parallel logic systems and 

consider the implications for the design of multiprocessor machines for 
their implementation. 

2.2. Knowledge Based Systems 

2.2.1. Introduction 

The terms "intelligent knowledge based systems" (IKBS) or "knowledge 

bases" are increasingly used not only in the research community but in the 
commercial world. The type of applications in which knowledge bases are 

used include expert systems, natural language processing, deductive 

databases and other systems which incorporate inferencing mechanisms 
[Frost 86]. The interest in this type of system has developed into a major 
research area within the field of artificial intelligence; at the same time work 
in extending conventional databases to include deductive capacity has 
addressed the same issues [Gallaire 78], [Gallaire 84], [Minker 88], [Gardarin 
89]. 

Definitions of the term "knowledge base" vary from author to author 

but it is generally agreed that a knowledge based system will contain an 

inferencing mechanism as well as data, ie it is the application of an 

"intelligent reasoning mechanism to an explicit representation of 

knowledge" [Hogger 84]. At °its fundamental level therefore a knowledge 

base is a "collection of simple facts and general rules representing some 

universe of discourse" [Frost 86]. The term "data" is used to represent the 
"collection of simple facts" and thus a "data" base plus general rules becomes 
a "knowledge" base. The concept of "information" is important: this has a 

"value added" connotation: knowledge becomes information when it tells 

the user something he or she did not already know, or in information 

theory parlance "reduces the receiver's uncertainty about some aspect of the 

universe of discourse" [Frost 86]. It is important to realise that it is 

"information" in this sense that the user of a knowledge based system 
requires. The knowledge that it is snowing heavily in the French Alps is not 
likely to be of great benefit to the people of Chamonix but may be important 

information for someone in Sheffield planning a skiing holiday. 
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If a knowledge based system is considered in this manner it can be seen 
that the implementation of the system has two aspects: the choice of an 
appropriate knowledge representation formalism and the inclusion of an 
inferencing mechanism. However this notion of "rules plus data" presents a 
structuring problem, ie to what extent should the knowledge representation 
model impose a predefined structure on data to be encapsulated. For some 
applications a structured approach provides immediate advantages, 
allowing relationships to be expressed naturally and enabling 
communication between users of the system to take place easily. For other 
types of system a less structured approach allows different types of 
relationship to be expressed without the necessity to mould data into 
unsuitable formats. 

The main types of structured models used in the artificial intelligence 
field are often referred to as "slot and filler" knowledge representations: 
these include semantic nets, frames, scripts, conceptual dependencies and 
structures [Brachman 85], [Fahlman 79], [Minsky 74], [Minsky 85], [Schank 75], 
[Schank 77], [Sowa 84], [Woods 85]. Work on these formalisms was started in 
the 1970s and has resulted in a considerable research literature as well as a 
number of commercial systems, eg KEE [KEE 86]. This work has direct 
parallels with research from the software engineering field into the theory of 
data typing, and it is interesting to note that the current work on object 
orientated programming shows a marked similarity to those concepts 

developed for frame based systems [Meyer 88]. Recently proposed object 

orientated database systems are also incorporating the concepts of 
hierarchical organisation and inheritance of attributes that are familiar from 
the earlier artificial intelligence work on frames [McGregor 90], [Gray 90a]. 

Less structured knowledge representation models can be seen in the 
relational database approach where normalised relations are stored in tables. 
of tuples, and there are no explicit links between relations [Codd 71]. A 
similar approach is taken in logic programming languages where data is 
stored in sets of base predicates ("facts" in Prolog) which are equivalent to 
relations [Gray 84], [Hogger 84]. The links between the base predicates or 
relations have to be made explicitly in the form of rules, unlike the frame 
based approach where meta rules covering aspects such as inheritance of 

attributes are implicitly built into the structure of the system. Fig.2.1 gives an 
example of a small relational database which consists of two relations, and 

the Prolog program that includes the equivalent base predicates and a rule. 
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Relational Database 

Relation 1 

Warne Course 

Dr Good CS 
Ms Sharp IT 
Prof Wright Maths 
MrSman Maths 

Relation 2 

SName Course 

Sally White IT 
Bill Gray CS 
Sue Brown Maths 
Frank Green CS 

Chapter Two 

Prolog 

teaches(X,Y) :
teacher(X,Course ), 
student(Y,Course). 

teacher( drgood,cs). 
teacher(mssharp,it). 
teacher(profwright,maths ). 
teacher(mrsmart,maths). 

student(sallywhite,it). 
student(billgray,cs). 
student(suebrown,maths). 
student(frankgreen,cs). 

Fi . 2.1- Relational Database and Prolo Pro am 

The factor that promotes the relational database model into that for a 
knowledge base has been defined as the incorporation of general rules 
[Gardarin 89]. This involves the inclusion of a reasoning mechanism for the 
manipulation of the rules and data to produce data in a form that is not 
explicitly present. This inferencing capacity is at the heart of knowledge 
based systems; most of these systems will include an automated deductive 

system, but other forms of reasoning, eg abduction and analogical reasoning, 
are used in some applications [Frost 86]. It is outside the scope of this project 

to consider the role of these other inferencing mechanisms: the concern 
here is with deductive capacity. The following sections on logic 
programming and deductive databases will indicate how classical deductive 
methods can be implemented in an automated system. 
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2.2.2. Logic Programming 

Logic programming has evolved from theoretical work on automated 
theorem proving [Lloyd 84]. The previous section has referred to the use of 
predicate logic clauses as a means of knowledge representation. This model 
meets the basic requirements for a knowledge representation formalism in 
that it provides an unambiguous interpretation, allows the system to be 
reasoned about and facilitates communication between users. The problem 
in the use of predicate logic as an executable language is that application of a 
deductive method is liable to produce an extremely large number of 
deductions which although valid are not useful to the user; in other words 
the search space is uncontrollably large. The work by Robinson defining the 
resolution principle provided the means of controlling this situation and 
made possible the efficient automation of deduction [Robinson 65]. By 
restricting the knowledge representation language to Horn clauses, an 
interpreter could be produced which was not only sound but 
computationally efficient. The work of Colmerauer and Kowalski led to the 
development of the logic programming language Prolog [Colmerauer 73] 
[Kowalski 74]. This language is now widely used and familiarity with it is 
assumed [Clocksin 81]. 

The crucial feature that emerged from Kowalski's work was that 
clauses written in Horn clause logic have both a declarative and a procedural 
interpretation [Kowalski 74]. The declarative interpretation of a logic 

program rests with its definition as a clause set and specifies the relationship 
that exists between the head (left hand side) and body (right hand side) of the 

rule. The same logic program can be given a procedural interpretation 
which defines the operational semantics of the language. A clause can be 
regarded as a program and subclauses as procedures. Program execution 
involves the calling of appropriate procedures for each subgoal. Thus 

resolution can be defined in algorithmic terms using the procedural 

semantics of a conventional programming language. If the query 
(contains europe, X). is put to the following program or clause set: 

partof(europe, britain). 
partof(britain, london). 
partof(europe, france}. 
partof{france, paris). 

con tains{X,X). 
contains{X,Z) :- partof{X,Y), contains(Y,Z). 
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partof(britain,X), 
contains(Z.X), 
ans(X) 

contains(london,x), 
ans(X) 

partof(london, W), 
contains(W .X), 
ans(X) 

containl(CUrope,X) 
ans(x) 

contains(france,X), 
ans(X) 

partof(france,Z), 
contains(Z.X), 
ans(X) 

contains(parls,X), 
ans(X) 

partof(paris, W), 
contains(W .X). 
ans(X) 

Fi . 2.2 - Resolution Search Tree 

Chapter Two 

the resulting resolution search tree is shown in Fig.2.2 (adapted from 
[Warren BBb]). Branching in the search tree occurs when alternative 
predicate definitions are present. Each node in the resolution search tree can 
be regarded as defining a procedure calling operation: the appropriate 
subgoal (in the case of Prolog the left hand one) is selected as the next call, 
the procedure whose name matches the call is invoked and the formal and 
actual parameters are unified. The body of this new procedure replaces the 
call in the goal list with appropriate unifiers applied, thus producing a new 
goal list. This method of handling literals in a clause as procedure calls 
allows a logic language program to be executed in a similar manner to a 
conventional imperative program. Where no alternative definitions of 
predicates exist the flow of computation is directly comparable to that 

produced in an imperative language. 

However alternatives within logic languages have to be handled in a 
different manner because it may be necessary to "backtrack" to a previous 
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state of the computation. This is known as "non determinism": at a general 
level Hogger defines a non deterministic program as one which "admits 

more than one computation, that is, has a branched computation tree" 

[Hogger 84]. However this feature of non determinism in logic languages is 

somewhat different from the situation that exists in conventional 

procedural languages. Although the flow of computation in an imperative 
language can exhibit branch or choice points, eg 
if (condition) 

{do action 1 } 

else 
{do action2 } 

the branch representing the unsatisfied condition is always discarded, and 

there is never a need to maintain information about the computational state 

of an branch which has not been selected. In logic languages backtracking to 

explore previously marked choice points is the method by which the search 
tree is explored and the implementation of logic languages has to involve 
the storage of information relating to these branching points. This is 
discussed in Chapter 2.2.6 in relation to the implementation of Prolog. 

It is the procedural interpretation that allows an automated system to 
be written to execute the language, ie to make the refutation proof [Lloyd 84]. 
The methods by which the execution of logic language systems is 

implemented are considered in Chapter 2.2.6. It is important to note that the 

use of a logic programming language allows rules and data to be represented 

in the same formalism and the inferencing mechanism handles both aspects 

in a uniform manner. This makes the use of logic programming languages 

for representing knowledge attractive. 

2.2.3. Deductive Databases 

At the same time as work on logic programming languages was 

developing out of research on computational logic, the application of logic 

to the database field was being considered. Work by Reiter, Chang and others 

on the relational database model originally proposed by Codd, put a logical 

interpretation on the model and introduced concepts such as the Closed 
World Assumption in order to allow negation to be handled correctly in the 

system [Reiter 78a], [Reiter 78b], [Chang 78]. The concept of extending the 

relational database to include general rules results in the definition of a 
deductive database. The foundations of the research into deductive databases 
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have been reviewed by Gallaire and Minker [Gallaire 78], [Gallaire 84], 
[Minker 88]. 

From a formal viewpoint a database can be viewed in two ways; the 
model theoretic and the proof theoretic viewpoint [Gallaire 84], [Gardarin 
89]. From the simpler viewpoint the relational database is considered to be a 
model of a first order logic. Thus a predicate name in a first order logic 
formula corresponds to a relation name. The values in the database are the 
set of constants satisfying the formulae and queries are treated as expressions 
whose truth value can be ascertained with respect to the database. However 
this view does not allow for inferencing techniques to be included into 
relational database theory and therefore a second approach to the database is 
defined as the "proof theoretic". In this view the database is seen as a set of 
logic formulae that can be used for inferring new formulae, ie as a set of 
axioms of a first order logic. In the proof theoretic approach the theory 
requires additional general axioms to be included concerning domain 
closure, completeness, unique names etc. Having defined the database in 
terms of the general and specific axioms, a general proof mechanism, such as 
resolution, can be used; this provides the formal interpretation of a 
deductive database. 

The design of deductive databases involve issues such as how to 
implement the inferencing mechanism efficiently, to what degree the rule 
handling element should be incorporated within the database management 

system, and the need for common or separate languages to handle rule 
definition and data manipulation. The question of language for these tasks 
is important: relational databases use some variant of relational algebra (or 
its declarative counterpart, relational calculus) as the method of expressing 
the operations for the system. Relational algebra defines the set operations 
which can be applied to the relations in the database in order to derive new 
relations. A detailed description of these operations is given in 
"Introduction to Database Systems" [Date 85]. It is worth considering an 

example of the database Join operation as this is referred to in the section on 
parallel logic languages. The relations in Fig.2.3 show the small previously 
defined database holding information on students and teachers (see Chapter 
2.2.1). Relation3 which was not originally in the database has been derived 
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Relation 1 

lNarne Course 

Dr Good CS 
Ms Sharp IT 
Prof Wright Maths 
MrSmart Maths 

Relation 2 

SName Course 

Sally White IT 
Bill Gray CS 
Sue Brown Maths 
Frank Green CS 

Relation 3 

lNarne SName Course 

Dr Good Bill Gray CS 
DrGood . Frank Green CS 
Ms Sharp Sally White IT 
Prof Wright Sue Brown Maths 
MrSmart Sue Brown Maths 

Fi . 2.3 • Relational Database with Derived Relation 

by performing a Join operation, ie by combining Relation1 and Relation2 
with respect to the value of their common attribute "course". This is 

expressed as 

Relation1 >< Relation2 

or 

JOIN(Relation1, Relation2). 
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However languages (such as SQL) derived from relational algebra or 
calculus cannot handle the inclusion of rules which are needed in a 
deductive database system, and thus designers of these systems have looked 
towards the logic languages as providing suitable rule definition and query 
answering facilities [Maher 88]. The concept of Datalog programs and their 

use in deductive databases is looked at in the next section (Chapter 2.2.4). 

The implementation of a deductive database system can take a number 
of different approaches. The degree to which the inferencing system is 
integrated with data management can vary from "loose coupling" to "full 
integration" [Gardarin 89]. A fully integrated system implies that there is no 
separation between the inferencing mechanism and the data storage 
management; they are integrated together at a low level of system 
implementation. The actual database management system is designed in 
such a manner as to include the rule base management and the logic 
interpreter to handle queries; the languages which handle rule and data 
manipulation and querying are likely to use a common syntax, and the user 
is presented with an integrated interface to the system. "Coupled" systems 
use a conventional database management system as the underlying storage 
and manipulation mechanism, and the inferencing component is "bolted" 
onto this. In a loosely coupled system the inferencing mechanism is likely to 
represent rules in a different language from that used to define and handle 
the data, whereas tighter coupling implies that rules and data are expressed 
in the same formalism, and the storage management is hidden from the 

user. Fig.2.4 which has been adapted from [Gardarin 98] gives a schematic 

representation of these three approaches. 

An example of the tightly coupled type of system is the Prolog/PSAlgol 
system where rules and data are expressed in Prolog but the underlying 
storage mechanism for the Prolog "facts" is a database management system . 
[Moffat 86], [Gray 87a]. Work on a Prolog database system at Edinburgh is 

concentrating on the organisation of Prolog modules and files for disk 

storage in order to implement a fully integrated deductive database system 

[Williams 87aJ. 

However because of its "non" logical features Prolog does not provide a 

formal model for a system definition and manipulation language for 
deductive databases, and this has led to the concept of Datalog programs. 

These are discussed in the next section. 
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2.2.4. Datalog Programs 

Datalog programs can be used to provide a formal system definition 
and a query language: they specify the database in terms of Horn clauses 
without functions symbols, ie they can be regarded as Horn clause logic 
programs with no extra logical features, functions or negation [Minker 88]. 
Thus the semantics for a Datalog program can be regarded as having a 
declarative or procedural interpretation in the same manner as generalised 
logic programming [Kale 88a]. 

Several extensions to the concept of Datalog programs have been put 
forward in order to enhance their usefulness as a database definition 
formalism. These include the incorporation of negation: negated predicates 
are allowed in the rule body. In order to allow a unique "least model", a 
program which includes negation has to be stratified; the program is divided 
up into levels or strata, and predicates can only be negated if they have been 
fully defined in one of the previous strata [Gardarin 89]. Similar extensions 
may be provided for the inclusion of functions and set operations. 

Datalog programs can be defined using a specific syntax for a particular 
database system, or by employing a subset of a logic language such as Prolog 
or the Pure Logic Language. They allow the system designer to express both 
the intensional and extensional database in the same language, the complete 
program defining a "logic database" [Gardarin 89]. The first benchmark 
program with its associated queries given in Appendix C is an example of a 
Datalog program written in the Pure Logic Language. 

2.2.5. Implementation of Logic Based Knowledge Bases 

As has been seen the concept of a knowledge based system includes not 
only the storage of data but a reasoning component and thus the question of 

efficient implementation of such a system has to address both aspects. As 
this project is primarily concerned with the use of logic languages as a 
knowledge representation method the discussion to follow will concentrate 

on systems using this type of model. 

In general the inclusion of an inferencing mechanism puts heavy 
computational demands on a system because the algorithms used to 
implement it define the testing of many different hypothesis. These tests 
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usually involve a series of pattern matching operations, the results of which 
are discarded if the match fails. In this way systems with deductive capacity 
generate a search space for each query and the effective management of the 
search process determines the performance of the system [Charniak 85]. It 

has been shown that the search space for logic programs can be reduced by 
the application of theoretical concepts such as an SLD resolution based 
refutation proof (see Fig.2.2 for an example of a small resolution search tree). 
Helpful as this is, for a logic based program which includes a considerable 
number of alternative definitions, query response is still going to involve 
computational operations whose results do not contribute directly to the 

answer. 

The question of implementing efficient methods for handling the 
heavy computational demands of these systems can be tackled in three 
general ways: 
a) the use of parallel hardware to allow the simultaneous execution of 
different computations, 
b) the development of separate methods for implementing the inferencing 
component and the data management aspect, 
c) the introduction of special compiler techniques to produce efficient "tailor 
made" sequential code for each inferencing procedure in a given program. 
This is looked at in more detail in Chapter 2.2.6. 

It is important to note that these three approaches are not mutually 

exclusive and many systems based on parallel architectures involve aspects 
from categories b) and c). The question of parallelism in systems based on 

logic languages is looked at in detail in Chapter 2.3 and Chapter 3. 

The separation of rules and data handling has been referred to in the 

section on deductive databases. This approach allows the designer of the 
system to utilise the considerable knowledge of data management gained in 

the conventional database field. Because of the scale of the systems 
involved, many deductive database proposals have concentrated on using 
inferencing methods which avoid the need to implement a full resolution 
proof. This can be done by separating the "intensional", ie rule handling, 
aspects of the system from the "extensional", ie data management. This 
allows methods of query optimisation to be introduced in order to ensure 
that access to the data is kept to a minimum. The inclusion of recursive 
rules adds complexity to this process and several proposals for query 
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transformations have been made in order to cut down the overheads 
involved in recursion [Bancilhon 86], [Valduriez 86], [Ramakrishnan 88]. 

The question of data handling involves not only the conceptual level 
aspects of representation and relationships but inevitably the method of disk 
storage and retrieval. Indexing schemes such as that proposed for deductive 
databases by Lloyd [Lloyd 81] are included here. Another approach is the 
design of specialised hardware which aims to give rapid access to appropriate 
disk stored data: this includes systems such as CAFS [Howarth 85]. In order 
to meet the disk retrieval demands of knowledge based systems there has 
been considerable work on a number of different hardware systems which 
can be regarded as "backend" machines offering fast associative access to 
data. The paper by Gray gives a summary of work on these systems in 
Britain [Gray 87b]. It is outside the scope of this project to give detailed 
consideration to methods, which may involve hardware and/or indexing 
schemes, for handling secondary storage data, but it is recognised that this 
area is of great importance in the implementation of realistically large 
knowledge based systems. 

2.2.6. Implementation of Prolog 

In Chapter 2.2.2 an outline description of the procedural interpretation 
of resolution based logic languages such as Prolog was given. This section 
looks at this in more detail and specifically how the system can 

implemented in a compiled version. 

There are two components which implement the procedural semantics 
for a logic language such as Prolog: first the choice of which procedure is to 
be the next candidate for execution is determined by the "call selection" or 

"computation" rule. The second component of the interpreter is a matching 
or "unification" procedure which is invoked each time a goal or subgoal is 

selected. The unification procedure is responsible for determining whether a 

call to a subgoal succeeds or fails, and in the case of success may produce 

binding values for uninstantiated variables [Lloyd 84]. 

The standard computation rule used by Prolog to implement the 
resolution proof always selects the first call in the goal, replacing it with the 
body of the new procedure [Hogger 84]; this leads to a depth first exploration 
of the search tree. When alternatives are encountered and branching occurs, 
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the branch points are stored by the system as backtrack points, ie the place at 
which the computation must resume in the event of failure of a branch or if 
a full set of bindings is required. 

From this brief description of the execution process in a Prolog program 
it can be seen that the internal state of the computation at any given time 
can be represented by the current position relative to the search tree. 
Branches that have been explored can be discarded, those that have still to be 
explored must be stored as choice or backtrack points, and the present state of 
the computation or the "environment" is represented by a goal list plus any. 
current variable bindings. The ability to return to a backtrack point and pick 
up the computation from that point can only occur if the environment that 

existed at that point is also stored. Thus the information required for 
backtracking involves the storage of previous bindings and goal lists. 

An interpreted Prolog system includes data structures to represent the 
original clauses or program, the present state of the computation including 
current variable bindings and information on previous environments to 
allow backtracking to occur where appropriate. The execution of the 
program will be driven by generalised algorithms implementing the call 
selection or computation rule, and the unification operation. 

However the use of these generalised algorithms applied at run time 

will often involve unnecessary computations. Most recent implementations 

of Prolog have abandoned the use of general computation and unification 

algorithms in favour of a compiled system. At program insertion time each 
procedure, ie each group of clauses defining a predicate, is compiled into low 
level code which specialises the unification and computation rules for that 
procedure. This low level code replaces the original program and there is no 
need for the general interpreter code to be held in the system. At run time 
the compiled code which has specialised the deductive process for each goal 
call is used at run time and results in substantial savings in terms of 

unnecessary computations. 

The work by Warren in producing a compiler which translates Prolog 
to an abstract machine code has provided the basis for most current 
commercial Prolog systems [Warren 88b]. The Warren Abstract Machine 
(WAM) also defines the memory management of the system with the use of 
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Prolog Rule: 

concatenate([], L, L). 
concatentate([XILI], L2, [XlL3]) :- concatenate(LI, L2, L3). 

W AM Code for rule: 

concatenate/3: 
switch_on_tenn CIa, CI, C2, fail. 

CIa: 
CI : 

C2a: 
C2 : 

try_me_else C2a 
geCconstant nil, A I 
get value A2, A3 
proceed 

truscme 

% concatenate( 
% [], 
% L,L 
%). 

% concatenate( 
% [ 
% 
% 
% [ 

XI 
LI], L2, 

% XI 
% L3]):-

Chapter Two 

geclist Al 
unify_variable X4 
unify_variable A I 
get_list A3 
unify_value X4 
unify_variable A3 
execute concatentatef3 % concatenate(LI, L2, L3). 

Fig. 2.5 - Com piled Prolog Code 

various stacks and registers to hold control data such as backtrack or choice 
points. The performance benefits are further enhanced by the incorporation 
of indexing methods for access to base predicates. The use of the Warren 
Abstract Machine has also b~n employed in many parallel Prolog systems 
and it has set the standard for the implementation of high performance 
sequential Prolog systems such as Quintus Prolog and BIM Prolog. 

Fig. 2.5 shows the WAM instructions produced by the Prolog compiler 
for the rule for list concatenation: these are included as an example of the 
intermediate code, ie the generalised machine instructions which can then 
be translated into the native machine code of the target machine [Warren 

88b]. Programs can either be stored as WAM (ie intermediate) code or specific 

machine code. 

It is worth looking in outline at the W AM data structures that are used 
to control the program execution. Many parallel logic programming 
languages are based on these data structures and the implementation of the 
Pure Logic Language which is discussed in Chapter 4 shows some 

similari ties. 
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The W AM data structures which hold the information on the 
computation state are given below in Fig.2.6. The code area holds the 
compiled code for each rule in the program, the "heap" is used to store large 
structures (typically lists) constructed during execution, the "trail" holds 
conditionally bound variables and the "push-down list" is a small stack used 
during unification. The registers are shown in Fig.2.7. For the purpose of 
this description the memory area of prime importance is the "local stack" 
which contains the data on the state of the computation throughout 
execution. Details of the role of the other areas can be found in [Warren 88b], 
[Maier 88]. 

Two types of data structures are stored on the local stack. It has been 
shown in Chapter 2.2.2 that the system must hold information on the 
current "environment", ie the current goal list plus bound variable values, 
and information to enable backtracking to occur. The current environment 
of the execution is given by a chain of "environment frames" which are 
stored on the stack. Each time a call is made to a new subgoal a frame is 
created and linked to its parent, ie the previous subgoal, by a pointer storing 
the parental frame address (the CE or continuation environment pointer). 
The'address of the code for the next call to be made after the present subgoal 
is evaluated is also stored in the environment frame (the CP or 
continuation code pointer). Thus the chain of frames created by the CE and 
CP pointer links indicate the present state of the goal list. Also included in 
the environment frames are details of bound variables. The frame may hold 

the actual binding value or the pointer to it in the case of structured terms. 
In the execution of a program which contains no alternatives the state of the 
computation is defined by this chain of environment frames. 

However any implementation of Prolog has to handle backtracking 

when alternatives are encountered. In order to allow backtracking to occur 

the system has to store the state of the computation at the time of branching 
so that it can be re-established on backtracking. This is done by the use of a 
choice point frame which is also added to the local stack. In a manner 
similar to the chaining of environment frames a chained list of choice point 
frames is maintained representing backtrack points in reverse chronological 
order, ie the most recent choice point is at the head of the chain and its 
position is given by the register B holding its address. Each choice point 
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frame stores copies of all the registers of the W AM at the time of its creation 

thus enabling the computational state to be restored - see Fig.2.7. 
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P program pointer 
CP continuation program counter 

E last environment 
B last choicepoint 

TR top of trail 

H top of heap 
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S structure pointer 
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Fig. 2.7. - WAM Registers 
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In this manner the run time or local stack consists of a mixture of 
choice point and environment frames, the currently executing call 
represented by the frame at the top of the stack. The performance of the 
WAM is improved by a number of optimisations which aim at saving space 
and unnecessary frame creation but it is not appropriate to consider this 
aspect of Prolog implementation here. This outline description of the 
standard form of compiled Prolog is sufficient to allow comparison between 
it and the Pure Logic Language interpreter to be made in Chapter 4.7. 

2.3. Parallelism in Logic Languages 

2.3.1. Introduction 

This section looks at the case for parallel execution of logic languages 
and it will be followed in Chapter 3 by a description of examples of such 

systems. Parallelism in logic languages covers a wide field and involves 

theoretical concepts and implementational problems. Work on parallel logic 
languages systems has been produced by a number of large centres 
throughout the world and it is still an active research area. Considerable 
difficulty has been experienced in moving from a simple conceptual model 
of parallel execution to real implementations, and the reasons for this will 

be discussed. The abstract level of defining parallelism in logic languages is 
seductive in its simplicity but methods of implementing it lead to a morass 

of problems. 
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The section includes a discussion on the different concepts of 
parallelism and concurrency, and looks at issues of the control of parallel 
behaviour in systems based on these two abstractions. Logic language 
programs exhibit the potential for a number of different types of parallel 
execution [Conery 83], [Conery 85], [Hogger 84] and these are discussed with 
particular emphasis placed on the fundamental concepts of AND and OR 
parallelism. The implementational problems of employing these forms of 
parallelism are looked at, and it is shown that AND parallel execution 
involves computational overheads not involved in OR parallel systems. 
The potential performance benefits to be gained from parallel execution are 
considered and the conclusion reached that OR parallel execution is likely to 
provide substantial speedups for the type of application that this project is 
concerned with. The usefulness of AND parallel execution is more in doubt. 

2.3.2. Concurrency and Parallelism 

These terms are both used in the work on logic programming 
languages, and it is necessary to consider their precise meaning. The concept 
of concurrency is known from the work by Dijkstra and Hoare and involves 
the defining of computational modules which can be executed 
simultaneously in safety; concurrent programming languages present a 
method of representing this computational possibility and expressing the 
communication between the concurrent processes, and use methods for the 
explicitly expressed control of concurrency [Dijkstra 68], [Hoare 78]. Because 

of the involvement of communication, it is perfectly possible to define two 
concurrent processes which will necessarily be executed serially because of 
the nature of the communication between them. The traditional producer
consumer process model is an example of this: the fact that a consumer 
process can only execute following a producer process does not invalidate 
the description of them as concurrent processes. Thus concurrent 
programming is a paradigm for expressing relationships between different 
parts of the computational task: its primary aim is to produce a valid model 
for the problem under consideration, performance benefits due to 
simultaneous execution are a secondary issue. 

Parallelism on the other hand can be seen as the search for 
performance benefits by dividing the computational task into many 
simultaneous operations. This would include specialised operations such as 
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vector processing, low level pipelining of instructions in CPUs as well as the 
coarse grained parallel execution of concurrent processes. The goal of 

producing a parallel model for logic programming language execution is to 
achieve speedups in performance, whereas the definition of a concurrent 

logic programming language involves other aims and is likely to be directed 

to different types of applications. However the potential for defining a 

parallel or concurrent model is based on the concepts of conjunction and 
disjunction within logic languages and this is discussed in Chapter 2.3.4. 

2.3.3. Control of Parallelism 

Linked to the question of language model in parallel systems is the 

issue of explicit control. In a concurrent language it is an implied aspect of 

the language that the concurrent behaviour is specified, ie the programmer 
uses algorithms to define processes which are candidates for simultaneous 
execution. The system may not implement them simultaneously owing to 
constraints on resources, but the programmer has written the program with 
specific annotations to indicate concurrent control. This is equally true of 
procedural concurrent languages such as Occam and of logic programming 
languages such as Concurrent Prolog, Parlog and Guarded Horn Clauses 
[INMOS 88], [Shapiro 83], [Shapiro 86], [Clark 83], [Clark 86], [Ueda 86]. 

The situation with languages used to implement the parallel model is 

slightly different. In these systems it is not a necessary condition that they 

should explicitly represent simultaneous operations; the parallel behaviour 

in the system can be determined either by automatically invoked operating 

system type procedures, or by the programmer's use of specific annotations 
within the language. Examples of both types of system will be discussed in 

the section on parallel logic languages. 

The question of automatic versus programmer control of parallelism is 

still an active research issue. The advantages of automated parallelism are 

clear: the absence of control annotations makes program debugging and 

verification easier and it allows programs already written in a standard 
sequential language such as Prolog to be run on a parallel machine without 
alteration [Butler 88]. Examples of the type of control annotations used in 

parallel logic language systems are given in Chapter 3.1.2.3. The addition of 

these program annotations contradicts the declarative concept of a logic 
language. (This is equally true of the commonly used program construct for 
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the control of backtracking in sequential execution, ie the cut). However 
many systems do include such control structures: first because the 
programmer can use his or her knowledge of the program and the hardware 
to ensure that the right amount of parallel execution takes place; secondly to 
avoid some of the pitfalls caused by theoretical issues in parallel logic 
languages. These theoretical problems which involve the role of the shared 
variable in conjoined subexpressions, are looked at in Chapter 2.3.4.4. For 
both these reasons many systems have incorporated the notion of 
programmer control of parallel execution as a necessary part of the program. 
In this project the aim has been to maintain the purely declarative nature of 
the Pure Logic Language and thus parallel behaviour is generated 
automatically by the underlying system. This will be discussed more fully in 

the following chapters but the price that has to be paid is that the system may 
lack some of the fine tuning that other parallel logic language systems can 

achieve. 

2.3.4. Sources of Parallelism 

2.3.4.1. Introduction 

Reference is commonly made to four sources for potential parallelism 
within logic languages: AND, OR, search and stream parallelism [Conery 83], 

[Conery 85], [Hogger 84]. 

2.3.4.2. Search Parallelism 

Search parallelism is different from the three other types in that it is 
less closely related to the logic programming model. It refers to the process of 
finding clauses from the program that match a given expression; instead of 
running through the clauses in textual order attempting a match the system 
initiates a parallel or associative search. As such the implementation of 

search parallelism would appear highly advantageous; however most 
efficient Prolog systems perform searching for clauses by holding indexes on 
the clause name and also the first argument in the clause, thus improving 

the search performance of sequential systems considerably [Warren 88b]. 
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2.3.4.3. OR Parallelism 

OR parallelism describes the simultaneous execution of alternative 
versions of the evolving query as a separate process. This may involve 
alternative versions of rules at a high level in the solution tree or of base 
predicates at the leaves of the tree. The concept of OR parallelism replaces 
backtracking in a sequential system. Instead of following one branch of the 
solution tree, having marked the backtrack point, the system spawns 
separate processes for each alternative, and these processes become 
candidates for simultaneous execution. The query 
<- a(x) 

to the following rule base 
a(x) <- b(x) or c(x) 
would produce the OR tree as shown in Fig.2.8. 

a(x) 

b(x) 

Fi • 2.8 - OR Tree 

c(x) 

A further example of an OR tree that includes conjoined expressions is 

given in Fig.2.9. This represents the query 

<- a(x y z) 
which has been put to the rule base: 
a(x y z) <- b(x) and c(y z) 
b(x) <- d(x) or e(x) 
c(y z) <- fey) and g(z) 
The two alternative subexpressions contained in the definition of b(x) lead 

to the branching of the OR tree. 

Two points emerge from this high level description of OR parallelism: 
first it can be seen that a move to this approach makes the language model 
set based. Unlike Prolog any OR parallel system involves a search for the full 
set of bindings which satisfy the query. The user may wish to curtail the 
search after a given number of bindings have been produced but the concept 
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of handling binding sets remains. This is not generally true of sequential 
systems: in Prolog the search suspends once the first binding is produced and 

in order to obtain the full set the system has to be repeatedly prompted or 

the instruction has to given within the program by the use of a construct 
such as "findall" or "bagof" [Bratko 86]. 

a(x y z) 

hex) and c(y z) 

d(x) and c(y z) e(x) and c(y z) 

d(x) and fey) and g(z) e(x) and fey) and g(z) 

Fi • 2.9 - OR Tree 

The second aspect is that the separate processes created during OR 

parallel execution are conceptually independent of each other, as bindings . 
represent proper alternative values; this can be seen in the OR tree 

representation in Fig.2.9 where the two OR processes result in the 
alternative binding sets for x,y,z. This means that each process can run to 
termination without reference to any other process and no forms of 

synchronisation or suspension are needed. However in the same way that 

backtracking involves returning to a previous computational state, each OR 

process has to inherit the environment of its parent, and variables that were 

bound at the time of OR process creation must remain bound in the new 

offspring processes. This creates an implementational problem in that 
although each process is independent, it shares a common parental 

environment. If this is held in a shared memory provision must be made to 

ensure that new bindings made by child processes are private to that child 
(and any subsequent offspring); on the other hand if the parental 
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environment is to be copied for each child process, considerable overheads 
may be introduced. (There is a third possibility, ie that a process recomputes 

its parental environment when it is set up: this will be discussed in Chapter 

3.1.3.3. in relation to the Delphi project [Alswawi 88]). 

For many OR parallel systems one of the main implementational 
concerns is not with defining enough parallelism to execute but containing 
it. In programs where there are a large number of alternative rule and base 

predicate definitions, the number of OR processes produced in the course of 
query response may swamp the computational resources available. This will 

be looked at in more detail in the context of architectural requirements. 
Thus the issues involved in the definition of an OR parallel system are 

implementational rather than theoretical because of the independent nature 

of the processes. Representation of the binding environment in both shared 
and non shared memory models is of importance, and load balancing, ie 
control of distribution of OR processes, is necessary in either system. 

2.3.4.4. AND Parallelism 

AND parallelism occurs when the conjoined subexpressions in the 
body of a rule are executed in parallel. To return to the rule base from the 

previous section, ie 
a(x y z) <- b(x) and c(y z) 

b(x) <- d(x) or e(x) 

c(y z) <- fey) and g(z) 

when the query 

<- a(x y z) 
is entered into the system, b(x) and c(y z) can be executed in parallel and 
similarly fey) and g(z) are candidates for parallel evaluation. This is known 
as AND parallel execution. When alternatives are also present in the rule 

base an AND-OR execution tree can be defined for the query evaluation. 

Both conjoined subgoals and alternative calls are expressed as separate nodes 

in this tree as shown in Fig.2.10. 

The line linking two arcs indicates that the offspring nodes are conjoined 
expressions. Although d(x) and e(x) have been shown to be independent 

computations because they represent alternatives, this is not true of b(x), 

c(y z), fey) and g(z). Each of these provides part of the response to the query 
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<- a(x y), and their results must be communicated to the parent process in 
order to combine them. This is the crucial difference between AND and OR 

parallelism: in the latter the communication in the solution tree is one way, 
ie downwards; in the case of AND parallelism it has to be bidirectional, ie 
between parent and child and vice versa. Thus implementations of AND 

parallelism must incorporate controls for synchronisation and combination 
of results. The AND-OR tree for the small clause set shows four leaf nodes 
which could be candidates for parallel execution under a system 
implementing AND and OR parallelism. The OR tree that is produced by 
the same query has already been discussed in the context of OR parallelism 
(see Fig.2.9). 

a(x y z) 

b(x) c(y z) 

/\ 
d(x) e(x) fey) g(z) 

Fi . 2.10 - AND-OR Tree 

In the example given above the two conjoined subexpressions 
contained mutually exclusive variables. However the situation commonly 

occurs where variables are shared between two or more subexpressions. The 
shared variable is an important feature in most logic languages programs 
and in the case of recursive definitions it is necessary for passing binding 
values to the next level in the solution tree. In the following example 

a(x y) <- b(x y) and c(x) and dey) 

it is not sufficient for b(x y), c(x) and dey) to return values for x and y to the 
parent process, they have to be checked for consistency. In a program where 
the predicate names b, c and d represent sets of alternative base predicates it 
becomes apparent that this consistency checking requirement is directly 

comparable to the Join operation in relational databases. Fig.2.11 shows the 
AND-OR tree for this query including the sets of returning bindings. 
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a(x y) 

b(xy) c(x) dey) 

Fi .2.11 - AND-OR Tree with Shared Variables 

To consider a further example the clause set introduced in Chapter 2.2.1 

and repeated in Chapter 2.2.3 shows the logic program and the directly 

comparable relational database. The Join operation illustrated in Fig.2.3: 

JOIN (Relationl, Relation2) 

is analogous with the query 

<- teaches(x, y) 

and the resulting AND-OR tree shown in Fig.2.12 shows that the values 
returned for "course" from the leaf nodes have to be checked for consistency 
and only when this is established can a valid binding set of {x,y} be 
constructed. 

If full AND parallelism is incorporated into the parallel logic system 

the full consistency checking operation has to be performed on bindings 

produced for shared variables. The management of the shared. variable 

problem is the main implementational issue in AND parallelism and causes 

considerable difficulties. 

There are two aspects to shared variable management; the first is 
recognition of shared variables and secondly containment of the consistency 
checking phase. Automatic recognition of shared variables is not 
straightforward as the differing pattern of variable instantiation affects this. 

Returning to the simple example given above, as can be seen in Fig.2.11 both 

the variables x and y were shared between two subexpressions; however if x 

is instantiated at query insertion time, there is no need to include it in a 

consistency checking operation, y will be the only variable involved. In this 
way identification of shared variables at run time will take into account the 

particular pattern of instantiations throughout query evaluation. 
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teaches(X, Y) 

student(Y, Course) 

student(sallywhite,it) 
etc 

Fi . 2.12 - AND-OR Tree for Student-Teacher Pro am 

Alternatively shared variable recognition can be done at compile time. 
The run time flagging of shared variables involves complex algorithms and 

thus imposes computational overheads on the system; the compile time 
approach does not create extra processing at run time but neither does it lead 
to such a finely tuned system. 

The reason for identifying the shared variable is to implement a form 
of producer-consumer parallelism which avoids the need for a full scale Join 
operation. Most projects concerned with the AND parallel execution have 
proposed some form of this type of pipelined producer-consumer 
parallelism. Of course with this approach if there is only one consumer to a 
producer no AND parallel execution is possible; only where one producer is 
supplying values to several consumers can benefits from AND parallelism 
be gained. In the above example b(x y) would be designated as producer and 
would execute first passing values for x and y to c(x) and dey) which could 
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then run as separate AND processes. Examples of systems using automatic 
detection of shared variables will be discussed in Chapter 3.1.2.2. 

Automatic detection of shared variable dependencies creates theoretical 
problems and imposes computational overheads: a more pragmatic 

approach is to include "mode" declarations which are installed by the 

programmer to indicate whether a variable is to be a producer (input mode) 

or a consumer (output mode). These mode declarations are used to control 

the parallel execution of subexpressions, and have been employed in a 

number of systems. Other program annotations may be available to indicate 
when the system is to operate in parallel mode for both AND and OR 

processes. Whilst recognising that the ultimate aim is the automatic 
production of safe and efficient parallel logic language execution many 

researchers have felt that the use of programmer control over parallel 
execution provides a temporary means of exploring many of the complex 
issues involved. Examples of systems using this approach can be seen in 

Chapter 3.1.2.3. As will be shown this project has taken the other stance, ie to 
maintain the transparency of parallel execution even if the resulting system 
is less precise in its implementation. 

2.3.4.5. Stream Parallelism 

A specialised form of shared variable producer-consumer parallelism is 

known as "stream" parallelism. This refers to the method of passing large 

structures (typically lists) from one AND process to another as they are 
formed - the first process adding values to the end of the list at the same 

time as the second process consumes them by removing them from the 

front. This is a typical use of pipelining in processing and involves the usual 

controls on synchronisation. It is frequently used in the concurrent 

committed choice languages [Shapiro 83J, [Clark 83J, [Ito 83J, [Ueda 86]. 

2.3.5. Potential Performance Benefits from Parallel Execution 

It has been shown that the logic language paradigm includes two 

abstract level concepts, ie AND and OR parallelism, which would allow a 
parallel computation model to be designed. Before looking at examples of 

systems which have incorporated the concepts of AND or OR parallelism it 

is worth considering the theoretical advantages that the inclusion of parallel 

execution can bring, ie what are the potential performance advantages to be 
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had in implementing a parallel model. In general the amount of exploitable 
parallelism is highly application specific. In the type of programs written to 
implement the deductive database type of system, the scope for OR 
parallelism is considerable as these systems usually contain many 

alternatives of both rules and base predicates. An example of this type of 
system is the Molecular Protein Database project of the Imperial Cancer 
Relief Fund. This is written in Prolog and at present holds information on 
almost 300 proteins in the form of approximately 300 rules and 5,000,000 base 
predicates [Rawlings 87], [Rawlings 90]. The type of program which is largely 
deterministic in nature is likely to offer much more limited scope for OR 
parallel execution. Examples of the latter type of program include the 
traditional append program for concatenating two lists (see Appendix C). . 

Program Mean Degree of Max. Degree of 
Parallelism Parallelism 

append 2 2 

memtx-r 2 2 

atlas 811 2548 

mutation 78 255 

~ 425 920 

map I Ins 249 

map2 Yl &l 

Fi . 2.13 • Measurements of Potential OR Parallelism 

The work by Ciepielewski in measuring the amount of potential OR 

parallelism in a set of small benchmarks gives some idea of the range of 
potential speedups to be obtained [Ciepielewski 86]. His results dealt at an 

abstract level taking no account of communication overheads and assuming 

that the system had unlimited processing resources; thus they represent the 
theoretical maxima for performance benefits under idealised conditions. 
Examples of the results obtained are given in Fig.2.l3. The maximum speed 
up that could be obtained for a query response is directly related to the mean 
degree of parallelism; the maximum degree of parallelism is determined by 
the maximum number of processes concurrently active during an execution 
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run, ie it represents the number of processing elements required to produce 
the ideal performance benefit. 

These results proved helpful in the decision to concentrate on this 

form of parallel execution in this project as they showed that realistic 

speedups could be achieved for the type of applications under consideration. 

The database type of programs used in these tests were felt to provide 

appropriate models for the larger and more complex knowledge based 

systems likely to result from the field of applied artificial intelligence. 

It would be helpful to see the same form of theoretical analysis for 

generalised AND parallelism but as the implementation of this form of 

execution is dependent on the details of the system it is not possible to 

obtain such a clear picture. However the analysis of Pure Logic Language 
programs (see Appendix D) has led to the conclusion that the amount of 
potential AND parallel execution to be obtained may be fairly restricted for a 

large number of programs. This tentative conclusion is reinforced by the 

results given for the PEPSys system where only small performance gains 

were obtained from some of the benchmark programs: although it is not 
directly stated it is likely that the poor potential for parallel execution is due 
to the lack of OR parallelism within the programs [Chassin de 

Kergommeaux 89]. In general the typical number of conjoined expressions 

in a rule is in single figures; in a program where each rule body contains two 

conjoined expressions, and each rule has two alternative definitions the 

number of leaf nodes in the search tree is 4(n-l). For a deep tree this will lead 

to a large number of processes where AND-OR parallelism is employed: a 

tree with five levels will produce 256 leaf nodes to be evaluated, whereas for 

a tree of depth ten the number rises to more than 250,000. However it is 

necessary to add the serialising effect of the shared variable handling 

mechanism, and this has been shown to limit severely the amount of actual. 

AND parallel execution that can take place [Kale 88b]. 

2.4. Summary 

The chapter has taken an overview of the type of system where the 

inclusion of an inferencing mechanism is likely to involve some form of 

logic interpreter. The methods by which this can be integrated into a data 

handling system have been looked at, and the implementation of the logic 
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programming language Prolog described. The declarative nature of logic 
languages appears to offer scope for the development of parallel execution 
models and the mapping of these models onto multiprocessor architectures. 
The sources of parallelism in logic languages have been discussed and the 
problems in the implementation of parallelism identified. The next chapter 
will look at some examples of parallel logic systems and architectural 
proposals for parallel hardware. 
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Parallel Logic Systems and Associated Architectures 

3. 1. Parallel Logic Language Systems 

3.1.1. Introduction 

As the discussion in Chapters 1 and 2 has indicated, this project has 

been based on the approach that the implementation of an OR parallel 

model for the Pure Logic Language is appropriate for the applications area 

under consideration. The inclusion of AND parallelism has been 

discounted at present because it is not clear that it would provide major 

performance benefits. (Examples of this type of system are described in 

Chapter 3.1.2.2). It is therefore appropriate to concentrate attention on the 
work that been done in the implementation of OR parallel systems by the 
major research groups. Brief reference will be made to those proposals 
concerning the efficient implementation of AND parallel models. 

There is one group of languages in which the OR parallel approach 
plays a very limited part: this is the set known as the committed choice 
languages which operate a concurrent process model. They include 
Concurrent Prolog, PARLOG and Guarded Horn Clauses [Shapiro 83], 
[Shapiro 86], [Clark 83], [Clark 86], [Ueda 86]. These languages differ in 

concept from the "parallel" logic languages, and they address a different 

applications area, typically being used to implement operating systems, 

process control applications and other programs where the communicating 

sequential process paradigm is appropriate. There is an increasing amount 
of work being undertaken on their implementation and they represent one 

of the important developments in logic programming. However this is 

outside the scope of this project as they do not present a suitable model for 

the implementation of OR parallelism. 

This section will look at several examples of parallel language systems 

from the language implementation viewpoint. A number of languages 

have been employed on specific multiprocessor architectures, and this 
aspect will be discussed in the next major section which deals with 

architectural issues. The examples of systems described below is not 

intended to be an exhaustive list but represents some of the major work 
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System Language AND OR Control References 
Parallelism Parallelism Annotations 

BC Prolog No Yes No [Ali 88a1, 
Machine [Ali 88b] 

DelIill "Pure" Prolog No Yes No [Alshawi 88] 

Gigalips/ 
[Butler 88], 

Prolog No Yes 
[Calderwood 88], 

Auroral No 
[Hausman 89], 

ANLWAM [Lusk 88], 
[Warren 88a] 

PEPSys Prolog Independent Yes Yes [Ratcliffe 87], 
(modified) [ChKergommeaux 88], 

[OlKergommeaux 89] 

BRAVE "Brave" Full Yes Yes [Reynolds 87a], 
[Reynolds 87b] 

Gigalipsl 
Prolog Full Yes Specialised [Carlsson 88] Extended 

ANLWAM Predicate Calls 

AND "logic" Restricted Yes CQrnpile Time [Olang 85] 
Analysis 

AND,oR "logic" Restricted Yes RunTime [Conery 83], 
Analysis [Conery 85], 

[Conery 87] 

RAP "logic" Restricted No Compile and 
Run Tune [DeGroot 84] 

Analysis 

PSOF "logic" Restricted Yes CompiJeand 
Limited Run [Hwang 89] 
l1I1lC Analysis 

Fig. 3.1 - Summary of Parallel Logic Systems 

that has been reported in the field. The table (Fig.3.1) summarises the salient 

features in the systems under consideration. References to other research 
work in the field of parallel logic systems include [Beer 86], [Biswas 89], 
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[Bosco 89], [Cheese 87a], [Cheese 87b], [Diel86], [Kale 88b], [Naish 88], [Odijk 
86], [Rhaman 88], [Shaw 85], [Stolfo 87], [Wise 86]. 

It can be seen from the table that the Gigalips system is responsible for 
more than one system. This joint project involves research teams from the 
United States (Argonne), Britain (Bristol) and Sweden (SICS, Stockholm), 

and results from an informal amalgamation of separate work already 

underway in the different institutes. Some of the work has incorporated a 

form of AND parallelism but the main emphasis has been on OR parallel 
logic languages, resulting in AURORA and ANLWAM versions of Prolog. 
The Gigalips projects are also involved in the design of multiprocessor 

architectures, and proposals for shared memory and "distributed" memory 
machines will be looked at in Chapter 3.2.4. 

Before looking at the implementational issues involved in OR parallel 
execution attention is focussed on the systems which also incorporate some 

degree of AND parallelism. The question of memory management in these 
systems is complex as not only do considerations of shared versus non 
shared data structures arise (as they do in OR parallel systems) but process 
synchronisation has to be included. This aspect is only discussed in outline. 
The memory management of OR parallelism within the AND-OR systems 
is looked at in Chapter 3.1.3 in the context of pure OR parallel systems. 

3.1.2. AND Parallel Systems 

3.1.2.1. Introduction 

The AND parallel systems can be subdivided into those which 
implement AND parallelism in an automatic fashion, ie it is transparent to 

the programmer, and those systems where the programmer has to specify 

when parallel execution is to take place. As will be shown in the next 

section (Chapter 3.1.2.2) and the analysis contained in Appendix D for the 

Pure Logic Language program, automatic generation of "safe" AND 

parallelism is not necessarily going to offer real performance benefits. The 
use of programmer introduced annotations to specify parallel execution of 
conjoined subgoals is looked at in the following section. In these systems it 
is possible to incorporate knowledge about the program's execution 

behaviour and architectural considerations. 
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The terms "independent" and "restricted" are commonly used to 
describe the type of AND parallelism employed: these are used in the same 
sense to indicate that parallel execution of conjoined subgoals is only 
permitted when there are no shared uninstantiated variables involved. 

3.1.2.2. Transparent AND Parallelism 

The four systems listed at the bottom of the table (Fig.3.1) represent 
examples of work done in incorporating automatic detection of "safe" AND 
parallelism into logic language systems [Conery 83], [Conery 85], [Conery 87], 
[Chang 85], [DeGroot 84], [Hwang 89]. The work is relevant to this project 
only in as much as it indicates the type of data dependency analysis that 
would need to be included if the parallel Pure Logic Language system were 
to move towards an AND-OR model and retain its declarative nature. 

The original proposal by Conery used an AND-OR process model 
[Conery 83], [Conery 85]. It defined a parallel execution scheme based on 
message passing between processes which were generated automatically by 
the system. Because AND processes were defined, messages to implement 
synchronisation and suspension of processes as well as transmission of 
bound variable values were required. The system automatically detected 
shared variables and used an ordering algorithm to work out the pattern of 
subgoal evaluation. This variable dependency checking operation was 
performed at run time whenever a new conjoined goal list was produced. 

The original ordering algorithm proved to be unable to cope with 
certain cyclic rule definitions and subsequent work by Conery refined and 
extended it [Conery 87]. However the overheads involved in running a full 
dependency analysis check throughout query evaluation led to proposals to 
perform the operation at compile time. 

Work on compile time analysis by Chang, Despain and De Groot has 
lead to the concept of storing data dependency graphs which indicate the 
patterns of data flow between subgoals [Chang 85]. The first proposal used 
these graphs which were set up at compile time to work out shared variable 
dependencies during program execution. The problem with this approach is 
that in order to ensure "safe" AND parallel behaviour, a conservative view 
on parallel execution has to be taken. The following example demonstrates 
this. The rule which defines one aspect of Bill's social behaviour is: 
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has_date("bill", x) <- likes(''bill",x) and available(x,day) and 

enjoys(x,activity) and open(activity, day} 

FALSE/fRUE 

(x) 

FALSFIlRUE with {x} 
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If x were instantiated at the time of query insertion, the data 
dependency graph would indicate that the first three subgoals could be 
solved in parallel (Fig.3.2). However if x is not instantiated it would appear 

nWEor(x} 

(x, day) 

(x, day. activity) 

FALSElI'RUE with (x) 

that the graph should be reduced to Fig.3.3. Unfortunately even this limited 

amount of AND parallelism is not safe, as it is not necessarily true that the 

call to likes(tlbilltl x) will bind x - it is possible that the database contains the 
base predicate likes(tlbilltl x), ie Bill likes everyone! Thus for this rule the 

safe data dependency graph produced at compile time has to define a serial 

implementation of the rule (Fig.3.4). 
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These two systems demonstrate the dilemma involved in the 
automatic detection of AND parallelism: accuracy can be sacrificed for run 
time efficiency, or computational overheads can be introduced in the hopes 
that the added parallelism will be worthwhile. The problem is still under 
active consideration and several proposals have been put forward for mixed 

schemes which incorporate both compile and run time checking: the two 
final entries in Fig.3.t represent examples of this method [DeGroot 84], 
[Hwang 89]. The overheads in this approach are considerably less than those 
in the original compile time checking schemes. 

3.1.2.3. Programmer Control of AND Parallelism 

The three systems listed above which involve programmer control 
over AND parallelism are the ECRC PEPSys system, the BRAVE language 
developed at Essex, the extended ANLWAM scheme from the Gigalips 
project [Ratcliffe 87], [Chassin de Kergommeaux 88], [Chassin de 
Kergommeaux 89], [Reynolds 87a], [Reynolds 87b], [Carlsson 88]. The first two 
proposals are looked at in more detail as they represent examples of two 
differing approaches to controlled AND parallelism. In PEPSys the 
programmer must prevent subgoals simultaneously competing to 
instantiate shared variables, whereas in BRAVE this is allowed and the 
system provides for the resultant consistency checking operation. The 
extended ANLWAM system incorporates a stream type of parallelism by the 
inclusion of specialised predicates rather than program annotations 

[Carlsson 88]. 

The PEPSys project running at ECRC in Munich is a major research 
effort involving multiprocessor architectures for parallel logic 
programming as well as theoretical work on the language definition issue. 
The aim is to produce a multiprocessor system which will give worthwhile 
performance benefits with large Prolog programs [Ratcliffe 87], [Chassin de 

Kergommeaux 88], [Chassin de Kergommeaux 89]. 

The parallelism is controlled by dividing the program into modules, 
serial and parallel. Serial modules represent standard Prolog code, including 
extra logical features if required, and are executed in a sequential manner 

using the normal Prolog backtracking mechanism. Parallel modules contain 
self referencing code, ie predicates defined within these modules can only 

call predicates belonging to parallel modules. No side effects are permitted 
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within this code. The interface between serial and parallel modules is 
implemented by the built-in predicates "setof", "bagof", "oneof", the latter 
providing the semantics for the return of one result only which will be the 
first in time to be produced. 

Within parallel modules AND parallel execution is labelled by the 
programmer where the programmer is sure that independence of variables 
is guaranteed, eg 
a (X, Y) :- b(X) # c(Y). 

indicates that the b(X) and c(Y) are candidates for parallel execution. OR 
parallel execution of alternative versions of predicates is assumed for those 

contained in parallel modules. The intention is that knowledge of the 
multiprocessor architecture plus the type of computations involved in a 
given program is to be used by the programmer to produce the most 
efficient code for a particular application. 

The PEPSys system is based on a modified Warren Abstract Machine, 
known as the PAM. This means that not only is the code compiled into 
groups of W AM instructions but a PAM contains the memory management 
structures as defined for the W AM (see Chapter 2.2.6). Each processor or 
virtual processor has its own PAM so that on each processor a process 
operates independently in its own environment. However data (bindings or 

goal lists) may be inherited from other processes and thus may appear in the 
PAM of other processes. This situation is handled by marking data as either 

belonging locally or by indicating which non local process contains the 
necessary information. When some non local data is required, access to the 
PAM of the other process or processes must be allowed. In a shared memory 
implementation this is straightforward, but in a distributed memory system 
this access will involve copying data from one processing element to 
another. Thus although conceptually the model does not require a shared 
memory implementation, because of the references within a process' PAM 

to data from a number of other processes, a shared memory 

implementation is likely to be more attractive. 

The PEPSys system has been tested in three stages: 
a) the implementation of the abstract model showing the parallel behaviour 
of different programs, but ignoring such issues as communications 

overheads and limitations in computational resources, 
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b) a simulation of the system running on a new design for a "multi-cluster" 
machine, 

c) a multiprocessor implementation using a Siemens MX500 multiprocessor. 

The Siemens MX500 machine is similar to the Sequent Balance 8000, and 
both comprise eight processors and a shared memory (16 Mbytes in this 
instance) using a common bus. The shared memory is logically divided into 
partitions for each processor: each partition holding the stacks relating to 

the PAM for the individual processor. Communication is achieved by 
allowing a processor read-write access to its own stacks but read-only access 
to those of others. 

The simulation results given for a number of benchmark programs 

indicate that the performance predicted for the abstract analysis should be 
possible in a "real" machine. However the amount of performance benefit 
is highly application dependent: much of the analysis for the reasons for 
this is concerned with the "size" of each process, ie the granularity of the 
system, as a large number of short lived processes appear to degrade the 
performance. This would indicate that the overheads of process creation are 
sizeable in relation to processes only performing a small number of 
inferences. Unfortunately no analysis is given of the separate roles played by 
AND and OR parallelism in the benchmark programs, nor is there any 
comment on the effectiveness or otherwise of the programmer's use of 
parallel control structures, other than the general conclusion that the 
setting up of short lived processes should be avoided, presumably by 

restricting parallel definitions in some way. However it would appear that 
in general the OR parallel execution is providing the basis for most of the 
performance benefit [Chassin de Kergommeaux 89]. 

The BRAVE language system is the result of research carried out at the 
University of Essex [Reynolds 87a], [Reynolds 87b]. Unlike the approach 
taken in the PEPSys the program is not divided into parallel and sequential 

modules, but within each rule definition explicit control of parallelism 

must be specified; conjOined expressions are candidates for parallel 

execution if the following syntax is used: 
a(X,Z):- b(X,V) & c(V,Z). 

Serial execution is indicated as: 
a(X,Z) :- b(X, V), c(V,Z). 
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OR parallel execution is defined in the alternative versions of rules by 
the ":" notation, whereas the terminator "." indicates sequential execution 
in textual order as with Prolog. Thus 
a(X, Y) :- b(X, Y). 

b(X,Y):- bl(X,Y): 

b(X, Y) :- b2(X, Y): 

indicates that in order to satisfy the goal a(X,Y)., the alternative definitions 
for b(X,Y) can be evaluated simultaneously. Had the terminator been the 
standard Prolog ".", normal sequential evaluation would take place, ie 
b1(X,Y) would be tried before b2(X,Y). 

The example given to indicate AND parallel execution shows that the 

programmer is not forced to specify serial execution when shared variables 
are encountered. Reynolds discusses proposals for incorporating a 
consistency checking mechanism that operates on the different binding 
values as they are returned from conjoined subgoals, rather than holding 
onto all the sets in memory and performing a full Join operation [Reynolds 
B7a]. However it may in fact be advisable to direct this process by use of the 
serial conjunction annotation in the case that the first subexpression is 
likely to bind variables and thus reduce the search space for subsequent 
subgoals. There is clearly considerable scope for developing programmer 
heuristics for the best method to control execution through the use of AND 
and OR parallel/serial annotations in this and other similar proposals. 

BRAVE is implemented using a compiled system based on the Warren 
Abstract Machine known as the BAM. The BAM holds memory 
management structures and compiled code in the same way as the WAM 
(see Chapter 2.2.6) and each process has access to this global abstract machine 
thus providing the basis for a shared memory implementation of the 
system. The BAM code instructions include a "compose" operation to 
perform the consistency check in the case of full AND parallel execution of 
conjoined subexpressions which share variables. By starting the consistency 

checking task as soon as each subgoal has returned its first set of bindings 

the necessity to hold the entire variable binding sets in memory at one time 
is reduced. Reynolds discusses the situations in which it is appropriate to 
call for full AND parallelism (including a consistency checking operation) 
as opposed to the serial implementation which can involve co-routining of 
subgoals [Reynolds B7a]. The programmer is responsible for determining 

which form of parallel execution is likely to lead to the best performance. 
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The system has been implemented on two shared memory machines, 
and results are given from a prototype machine with three processors and a 
common memory, and the GRIP machine [Reynolds 87b]. The system has 
also been implemented on a Transputer grid in which the global memory 
has to be spread throughout the local memories of the Transputers. Access 
to non locally held data involved message passing and not surprisingly 
communications overheads proved high for this method of 
implementation [Reynolds 87b]. 

3.1.3. OR Parallel Systems 

3.1.3.1. Introduction 

It can be seen from the table in the Chapter 3.1.1 that the inclusion of 
OR parallelism is implemented in all but one of the systems under 
consideration. This involves the concept of treating alternative branches of 
the search tree as separate processes and executing them simultaneously. 
Fig.2.9 in Chapter 2.3.4.3 showed a simple OR tree for an expression 
involving conjoined expressions. The tree given in Appendix E as an 
example of the search space produced by a test Pure Logic Language query to 
the reduced benchmark database shows an OR tree which contains 
approximately forty OR processes. When the same query was used with the 

proper benchmark database more than seven hundred OR processes were 

generated. It is generally accepted that this provides a solid basis for 
performance benefits in a wide range of applications [Kale 88a]. The 
theoretical issues of variable dependencies do not arise in pure OR parallel 
systems. However the representation of alternative bindings for the same 
variable has to be tackled, as do mechanisms for the control of OR parallel 
execution. This latter task can be performed either by restricting the number 
of OR processes formed or by efficient scheduling methods. 

When a child OR process is created it has to inherit the "binding list" 

and "environment" from its parent. These are directly comparable to the 
situation that exists in a sequential implementation, OR processes being 
created as an alternative to the storage of backtracking points. The binding 
list refers to the set of bound vari~bles which are present in the query or 
have been introduced by subsequent evaluation of subgoals. The 
environment is the goal list that exists at that particular point in time. This 
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may be implemented in various ways but is likely to involve some form of 
linked list of unpredictable size. In Chapter 2.2.6 it has been shown how the 
linked chain of environment frames is used to represent the state of the 
goal list in the WAM. The passing of this environmental information from 
parent to child processes can be achieved in three ways: 

a) sharing access to the environment, 
b) copying the environment from parent to offspring, 
c) recomputation of the environment by the offspring. 

Of these alternatives a) assumes that some form of global or shared 
memory is available. Most OR parallel proposals have developed schemes 
for sharing access to environments because it has been felt that the cost of 
copying the required information is too great [Kale 88a]. Although most 
proposals discount the full copying operation at process creation time, any 
actual implementation that uses a non shared memory machine, eg 
Transputer based testbed for BRAVE (see Chapter 3.1.2.3), must inevitably 
perform some copying as execution proceeds and access is required to data 
which is held on remote processing elements. The implementation of a full 
copying of environment prior to process creation is implemented in the 
SICS BC-Machine proposal [Ali BBb]. One scheme has been found that relies 
on recomputation as a means of giving child processes access to parental 
environments: this is the Delphi proposal [Alshawi BB]. As will be ~een in 
Chapters 5 and 6 the proposals for the parallel Pure Logic Language are 

based on the view that a form of mixed copying and recomputing the 
process environment at the time of process creation does not necessarily 
produce unacceptable overheads if the physical architecture can be designed 
to optimise this method. This approach is conceptually close to that taken in 
the SICS BC-Machine system and the Delphi project but the actual method 

of implementation is different. 

The following sections look in more detail at various OR parallel 
systems. The first group rely on a process having a mixed form of access to 
data, some shared with other processes and some local. The second group 
consists of the two schemes referred to above which are specifically 
intended to operate in a non shared memory context. 
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3.1.3.2. Data Sharing OR Parallel Systems 

When environmental data, ie the binding environment and the goal 
list, is made common to two or more processes running on different 
processing elements by the use of a shared memory, two aspects require 
attention. The first is contention for access to the memory: this depends on 
the type of locality of reference shown in the program and on the hardware 
design (see Chapter 3.2). The second aspect is the representation of 
alternative bindings for the same variable. 

In the rule base containing the following definition 
a(x y) <- b(x y) or c(y) or dey z) 

if the query 
<-a(x y) 

is put with x instantiated to a value, the three OR processes have the 
following bindings requirements: 
b(x y) inherits the binding for x and will attempt to bind y, 
c(y) has no interest in x and will attempt to bind y, 
dey z) has no interest in x and will attempt to bind y, and also a locally 
introduced variable z. 

If any of these three processes spawn further child processes these 
offspring will need to operate in the environment of their parent but may 
also require access to the grandparent's binding environment in the case of 
b(x y)'s descendents. Bindings made by any of the three offspring processes 
for yare independent of each other and have to be held separately. When 
all processes are operating on separate processing elements but sharing a 
common memory, means of representing this hierarchy of binding 
environments must be found, as the copying of parental binding lists for 
each new process defeats the object of maintaining a shared memory. If each 
process is given a designated list or "window" for the bindings performed 
locally and access to the location of its parent's window, each time it needs 
to bind a variable it has to check up the tree of windows to ensure that the 
variable has not been bound by an ancestor. Fig.3.5 shows a representation 
of the OR tree and the binding window which is associated with each 
process. If during unification descendants of Process 2 need to check 
whether x and yare bound, they must search both the binding list for 
Process 2 and for its parent, Process 1. It is more efficient for an OR process 
to be passed a pointer to the start of the appropriate chain of binding 
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windows than it is to copy the total bound variable list for each process. Of 
course where no shared memory exists the copying of necessary variable 
bindings has to be performed. 

Many OR parallel implementations have used variations on this 
theme. Because there may be situations where large number of variables 
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Fig. 3.5 - Representation of Bindin Windows 

have to be included in a binding window (eg when a lengthy recursive call 
involves many introduced variables) some implementations have 
employed indexing and hashing methods to speed searching for bindings in 
these lists. These include the hash windows of PEPSys [Ratcliffe 87]. The 

details of these proposals are not of prime importance to this project and 
doubt has been cast on the advantage to be obtained by using them [Kale 
88a]. Other proposals define a binding list for each processor rather than 
each process [Warren 84]. In systems produced by the Gigalips projects, eg 
Aurora and ANLWAM Prolog, the solution space has been divided into 
"public" and "private" sectors [Butler 88], [tusk 88]. Within a private sector 
(lower down the solution tree) a standard Prolog sequential systems works 
and uses normal backtracking methods operating on a standard binding 
representation; the public area defines work that is to be shared out and 
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thus requires management of shared binding environments. The optimal 
division of public and private sectors is employed as a process scheduling 
method and is a matter for run time adjustment [Butler 88], [Calderwood 
88]. Further refinements of this approach divide the search into three 
sectors, public, private and an intermediate level known as "favoured" 
[Kale 88a]. 

3.1.3.3. Non Shared Data OR Parallel Systems 

Finally the systems which have been proposed for non shared memory 
architectures are looked at. These relate closely to the approach taken in this 
project in which it has been assumed that because of scalability problems, 

shared memory multiprocessors with large numbers of processing elements 
are not viable for this type of application. If all memory is to be local to the 
individual processing elements, processes executing on different processing 
elements must "share" data by copying it, or alternatively the junior process 
must recompute some or all of the data. An example of this type of scheme 
is discussed later in this section. 

The implementation of OR parallel Prolog on the BC-Machine at the 
Swedish Institute of Computer Science uses a copying of data method [Ali 
88b]. Standard Prolog is used as the language model and is implemented in 
a sequential fashion using compiled WAM techniques. When alternatives 

are encountered, the offspring OR processes are allocated to remote 

processing elements where the standard Prolog system performs the 
computation. The reason that this method can be used efficiently lies in the 
communication between separate processing elements and the load 
balancing of work throughout the machine. Communication is achieved by 
dividing the processing elements into groups of "masters" and "slaves": as 
execution of a process takes place in the master the environment is 
continually written into the memories of each of the slaves. Thus when OR 
processes are spawned by the master there are a number of other (slave) 

processing elements which contain the same environmental information. 

Evaluation of child processes can proceed in these slave processing 
elements almost immediately as there is no large delay due to copying 
overheads; the only information which needs to be accessed at this stage is 
the data on which branch, ie OR process, the slave node is to handle. This is 
achieved by using a small control memory into which each master writes 
"control frames" for each OR process which needs to be allocated to a slave. 
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The Be network system is regarded as a broadcast net as 
communications are implemented on a one to many basis, ie one master to 
many slaves. The actual proposals for hardware implementation will be 
looked at in section on multiprocessor architectures (Chapter 3.2.4.4). 

The pattern of masters and slaves is a hierarchical one altering in time 
during query evaluation. Nodes which start out as slaves to the first master 
processor may become designated masters and achieve their own group of 
slaves as the amount of work, ie separate OR processes, increases. 

The efficient implementation of the software execution clearly 
depends on the method of scheduling work to the processing nodes, and 
obtaining the correct balance between masters and slave numbers. In the 
actual implementation work is not disseminated at the first possible 
opportunity. The load balancing parameters are k (the thresho~d of the 
number of locally created OR processes), g (the number of processor groups 
created on each reconfiguration) and m (the threshold of the number of idle 
processing elements). When processing starts the first master executes a 
standard sequential Prolog program storing up choice points, ie OR 
processes, until k choice points are reached. At this stage the k control 
frames are written to the global memory and the system is partitioned into g 
groups with a master in each. Because environment broadcasting has taken 
place by this stage all the processing nodes contain the same information; 
however from this point on the information in the different groups will be 
determined by their individual master. Each new master copies a control 
frame from the control memory and proceeds with its standard Prolog 
execution. If its number of locally spawned OR processes exceeds k, it 
performs the same operation of partitioning its offspring into masters and 
slaves. Initially there will be many idle processing nodes but as the number 
of OR processes increases the partitioning will expand to such an extent that 
jobs are pushed down the hierarchy until there are only master nodes. At 
this stage the situation can arise that a master can have more than k jobs to 
run and there are idle processing nodes elsewhere in the system. If there are 
more than m idle nodes the implementation allows the state of the 
overloaded processing node to be copied into all of the idle nodes using the 
broadcast network. The partitioning mechanism is then restarted. 
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The best combination of values for the parameters k, g and m will vary 
with different programs, the balance to be maintained is that of copying 
overheads (either of frames from the control memory or whole 
environments in the later stages) and better load balancing between 
processing elements. Examples are quoted with k = 6, ie a processing node 
will store locally up to six OR processes before distributing the work. It is not 
clear whether this is intended to be a realistic value. The guidance as to the 
determination of g is obtained from analysis of Prolog programs: it is 
suggested that a value of 0.2 - 0.4 of the average number of untried branches 
at a choice point, ie if the average number of OR processes spawned at each 
choice point is 10, the number of processing element designated groups 
should be in the range 2 to 4 giving an approximate theoretical allocation 

ratio of three processes to one master processor at the time of splitting into 

subgroups. 

In this system the work load on any processing node throughout 
program execution is determined by the values k, m and g. Details of tasks 
awaiting allocation are held centrally and processing nodes are responsible 
for "collecting" new work as they become idle. It will be shown in Chapters 
5 and 6 that the method used to implement a parallel system for the Pure 
Logic Language has certain similarities in that it recognises the crucial role 
that broadcasting of environments can play but the allocation of work 
throughout the machine is implemented in a different manner. 

The Delphi project is based on the OR parallel execution of pure Prolog 
programs [Alshawi 88]. The fundamental approach is that communication 
overheads can be reduced if separate processes perform a certain amount of 
recomputation. Under many circumstances it may be speedier to reproduce 
the parental environment by recomputing it than by passing it in message 
form across a communication network. The Delphi project has explored 
ways in which the recomputation of data necessary for OR processes to run 
on separate processing elements can be employed, and inter-processor 

communication kept to a minimum. 

Conceptually each path through the solution tree has a processor 
allocated to it and the path is executed in standard sequential fashion. 
Because no alternatives are represented, no backtracking is involved. Each 
processor holds a copy of the program, ie the rule base, and is given a code 
for the path to follow which indicates the branch to take at each choice 
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point. In the solution tree shown in Fig.3.6 the eight paths through the tree 
have path specifications or "oracles" "111 If, "112", "113", "121 If, "131", "132", 

"21", "22". Given such an oracle a processing node can arrive at its leaf of 
the tree totally independently from the others. 

The naive implementation of this builds up the oracles level by level. 
The root node on discovery that there are two branches creates two oracles 
"1" and "2", and despatches them to two processing elements. The 
processing element receiving "1" recomputes the solution tree taking the 
first branch until it reaches the three nodes on the next level. The oracles 
"11 tI, "12", "13" are sent to other processing nodes, each of which start again 

at the root node and follow their individual path to evaluate the goal list. 

This method of using oracles to communicate the state of the computation 

to remote processing elements clearly cuts down on message passing 
overheads, although the size of the oracle will increase as the tree grows. 

Fi • 3.6 - Oracle Representation 

The amount of recomputation involved also increases and can be related to 

the shape of the tree. A short bushy tree will involve less recomputation 

than a narrow deep one. 

The practical implementation of the oracle model involves the 

introduction of "bounded depth" backtracking. A process follows the oracle 

it receives but does not immediately create oracles when alternative nodes 
are encountered. Instead it uses the conventional backtracking method of 
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handling choice points until some predetermined limit or bounded depth is 
reached. When this boundary is reached the processor assembles the 
corresponding oracle or oracles which are then sent to idle processors by a 
controller mechanism. 

The research at present has concentrated on the different ways of 
defining the bounded depth for oracle creation. Because the potential 
amount of recomputation is dependent on the shape of the solution tree, it 
would be ideal if some method of reflecting the nature of the tree could be 
incorporated into the computational model and allow the system to deal 
automatically with the different types of search space invoked by various 
programs. The length of the oracle can be used to give an approximate 
measure of the amount of potential recomputation involved and thus the 
oracle size can be used as a means of setting the bounded depth limit of 
backtracking. This would mean that the bounded depth varied throughout 
program execution. The work on this approach is still underway and it is 
not yet possible to make a final assessment of the schemes for optimising 
the amount of parallel processing involved. However it represents one end 
of the spectrum of methods of making information available to a number 
of processing elements and the proposal to be put forward for the parallel 
Pure Logic Language system incorporates a version of path following by 
means of a simplified oracle type identifier (see Chapter 6.4.3). 

3.2. Architectural Proposals for Multiprocessor Machines 

3.2.1. Introduction 

The use of large scale multiprocessor architectures in the field of 
scientific computation has been well established and there are a number of 
successful commercial systems including the supercomputer architectures 
[Hwang 85]. However the type of computational demands made by 
knowledge based systems are very different from the more regular patterns 
involved in number crunching operations. The aim of this section is to 
relate the computational demands made by these systems to the design of 
parallel architectures, and look at a number of examples which display the 
different technological possibilities. There is no intention to provide a full 
scale review of multiprocessor machines as many systems are inappropriate 

for parallel logic languages Uelly 87]. 
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3.2.2. Computational Requirements for Parallel Architectures 

This section analyses the processing requirements for knowledge based 

systems in relation to multiprocessor architectures. 

The broad field of symbolic processing includes all the aspects of 
knowledge representation looked at in Chapter 2.2 and produces a diversity 

of applications, eg relational databases, expert systems, logic language 

programs. The fundamental computational task in all these systems is that 
of search and its related pattern matching operations. This process has been 

seen clearly in the logic language implementations but is involved in any 

systems using some form of chaining inferencing mechanism, such as 

resolution in logic languages, backward/forward chaining in production 

systems or graph propagation in semantic networks. When the 

computational demands made by the search process are looked at it becomes 

clear that they are very different from those involved in numerical 

calculations. The actual complexity of the "atomic" pattern matching 

operation is not great and the amount of communication or message 

passing is considerable. Thus the granularity of the system, ie the 
processing/communication ratio, is likely to pose problems. H on the other 

hand, the notion of the atomic operation is upgraded to involve a series of 

pattern matching tasks as in the execution of a logic language OR process, 

the granularity of the system may be improved but the amount of 

computation involved in each atomic operation becomes very variable, and 

it is not possible to design the architecture on the basis that one atomic 

process will execute in unit time. 

Memory management for parallel knowledge based systems is also 

problematic: large memory requirements are needed in these systems, but 

patterns of computation mean that different processes may frequently 

require access to the same data at the same stage in the processing. The third 

aspect which causes difficulties arises from the non determinism involved 

in knowledge based programs. Because the pattern of processing is not 

known at the time of querying the system static mapping of computational 

tasks to processing elements is likely to lead to highly inefficient systems, 

and some form of dynamic load balancing is necessary to exploit the benefits 

of parallel hardware. 
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3.2.3. Design Methodology for Multiprocessor Architectures 

The organisation of this chapter and subsequent chapters concerned 
with the parallel Pure Logic Language system, indicates that the design 
methodology involved in this project has been top down. In this approach 

the designer works through the stages of identification of the applications 
area and its translation into an abstract model of the task. A suitable 

executable language is then chosen and a computational model for its 

parallel implementation developed. Finally the design of a machine which 

will allow as direct a mapping of the computational model as possible is 
proposed. This is the approach that most parallel logic language systems 

have employed, and it is noticeable that many of the schemes stop short at 

major technical proposals for novel parallel machine implementation. The 

testing of the parallel behaviour of such systems has been achieved either by 
simulation of the process model and the architecture or by use of an existing 

architecture which may not exhibit the ideal characteristics for the system, 
eg the Transputer test bed for the implementation of the BRAVE language 
[Reynolds 87b]. 

The other design approach is to start with the multiprocessor 
architecture and base the computational model of the language on the 

operations that the machine can handle efficiently. By employing a parallel 

architecture which appears to possess suitable characteristics for a given 

form of symbolic processing, the exercise of mapping a language and its 

computational model may not provide the maximum performance benefits 

of the top down approach but is likely to give useful comparative 

information on various aspects of the machine's behaviour. This approach 

is seen in the study of retrieval of free text documents using the Connection 
Machine [Stanfill 86]. This multiprocessor machine was originally designed 

for general fine grained artificial intelligence applications especially the 

graph traversals in semantic networks but can be employed for a range of 
applications if they can be expressed in "data parallel" algorithms [Hillis 86]. 

The point of interest in the document retrieval programs has been revealed 

by further analysis of the performance of the system: although the 
multiprocessor machine provides substantial speedups when compared to 
the theoretical performance of a single processor system using the same 

programs, when different algorithms are used for the single processor 

system, the advantages due to parallel processing may be negated [Stone 87]. 
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3.2.4. Shared versus Non Shared Memory Architectures 

3.2.4.1. Introduction 

The discussion on the requirements for a parallel computer for logic 

language systems has identified two aspects that are of crucial importance: 
memory management and load balancing between different processing 

elements. The relationship of memory to processing elements also impacts 

upon the communications pattern as non shared memory machines must 
cater for a different form of communication overheads. Thus the 

granularity of the system is defined by the computational model and the 

technological aspects of the target architecture. It would therefore seem 

sensible that the decision about the relationship of memory to processing 

elements is taken at an early stage in the design of the computational 
model. For most of the language systems that have been considered this has 
been the case, ie they have been designed with either shared or non shared 
memory systems in mind. It is true for the parallel Pure Logic Language 
system: this project has taken the view from the outset that for reasons of 
scalability, large multiprocessor architectures should be based on distributed 
memory designs, and the computational model of the Pure Logic Language 
has been proposed to implement a message passing mechanism (see 

Chapter 5). 

3.2.4.2. Shared Memory Systems 

In a parallel logic language system the amount of data that needs to be 

made common to a number of different processes is considerable, and thus 

many of the proposals have specified a shared memory multiprocessor 

architecture. These proposals include the Gigalips Prolog systems and the 

BRAVE implementation. The PEPSys system claims to be machine 

configuration independent but appears to be using a modified form of 

global addressing which indicates that some form of shared memory is 

likely to be used and the proposals for the "multicluster" architecture would 

bear this out [Chassin de Kergommeaux 89]. 

The problem with shared memory is the contention of access to 

memory which leads to the scalability problem. The contention for memory 

access depends on two factors: the communications network which can 

range from a common bus as used in a machine such as the Sequent 
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Balance, to complex multipath high bandwidth systems, and the 
partitioning of data into different memory segments. Whereas efficient 

systems containing small numbers of processing elements have been 
implemented, there is doubt about the feasibility of systems with hundreds 
(or thousands) of processing elements. Multiprocessor systems have been 

designed with large numbers of memory banks connected to processing 
elements with multipath connection networks: the BBN Butterfly has 256 

processing elements connected to memory modules by a multilevel Banyan 
switching network, and ALICE has a similar number of processing elements 
connected to shared memory by a series of crossbar switches [Rettberg 86], 
[Harrison 86], [Darlington 87]. However the cost of supporting this versatile 

multipath connection scheme is speed: in the BBN Butterfly access to 
remote memory takes about 6 microsecs. This is acceptable for the type of 

applications such as image processing, VLSI simulation etc, where 
processing operations may be complex but is not suitable for the memory 
access requirements of logic languages systems. 

Even where contention for the communication medium can be 
reduced, the viability of the system may depend on the manner in which 
data can be spread around a number of different memory segments. The 
case is made for machines such as the BBN Butterfly that memory 

partitioning schemes can be developed to allow minimum contention in 
applications such as matrix multiplication, image processing· etc, and 

performance efficiency of up to 90% is quoted to prove this. Unfortunately 

the patterns of data access in logic languages differ from those involved in 
numerical applications and make it difficult to install a partitioning scheme 

that will minimise simultaneous requests for the same memory segment. 
The introduction of local caches for each processing element can be of 

assistance as typically dynamic data is written once during the course of 
logic program execution and thereafter only read [Haridi 89]. This is true of 
systems which use a hierarchical organisation of binding windows to enable 

binding values to be "shared" between different processes (see Chapter 

3.1.3.2). 

The long term view is that shared memory architectures will not 
provide the optimal vehicle for high performance parallel logic language 

systems: however the present emphasis on proposals based on shared 

memory has been encouraged by the recent availability of commercial 

systems of this type. Machines such as the Sequent Balance and the Encore 
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Multimax can hold up to sixteen processing elements with access to a large 
shared memory. The PEPSys system has been implemented on a machine of 
this sort and results for the Gigalips project on an Encore Multimax are also 
available [Chassin de Kergommeaux 89], [Lusk 88]. The table below (Fig.3.7) 
presents sample data from that project, and it can be seen that good 
speedups relative to the sixteen processing elements have been achieved for 
some of the applications. 

The processing granularity in this system is controlled by the use of 
public and private sectors as has been described in Chapter 3.1.3.2. The 
results shows that for a relatively coarse grained system the overheads of 
using a shared memory with a small number of processing elements are not 
a problem, making this an attractive approach for small/medium sized 
commercial applications. However the indications are that there is a much 
larger potential for parallel execution with these logic language systems 
which could be exploited given suitable machines with many more 
processing elements. 

Program 2PEs 4 PEs 8 PEs 16 PEs 

8Queens 1.98 3.89 7.53 12.4 

Tma 1.97 3.84 7.22 11.3 

db5 1.88 3.38 5.62 6.35 

parse 1.87 3.42 5.28 5.83 

Fi .3.7· Aurora Prolo I Encore Multimax S eedu s 

3.2.4.3. "Intermediate" System Proposals 

The move to a non shared memory system has resulted in two 
"intermediate" proposals: the "multicluster" architecture of ECRC for the 
PEPSys system, and the Data Diffusion Machine for the Gigalips language 

systems. These are both at the design stage at present so no performance 

data exists for either of them. 
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The Data Diffusion Machine proposals represent an attempt to 
implement a global memory computational model on a fully distributed 
memory machine [Warren 88a], [Haridi 89]. The system operates on a 
virtual memory basis in that the location of a data item is decoupled from 
its virtual address. This will allow the shared memory Prolog schemes 
developed during the Gigalips program to be implemented directly on the 
machine, leaving the question of memory management to the machine 
control elements. 

The design allows the actual location of data to be adjusted during 
query evaluation: this may involve moving the data to a different address 
or copying it, if multiple copies are needed for easier access. This latter 

operation is encouraged by the fact that much of the dynamic data in a logic 
program is written once and thereafter accesses are for reading purposes 
only. The translation of virtual address into physical address is then the 
responsibility of the memory control units that are spread throughout the 
machine, and these each have access to a local directory. The configuration 
of the machine is a hierarchy of processing units and busses, each subsystem 
having a directory and a controller to locate and access data. Each controller 
has two functions: it manages access to data within a given subsystem, and 
it passes a request for non local data up the hierarchy until a higher level 
controller recognises that it has jurisdiction over the data. Warren believes 

that most data accesses can be kept local, ie within a basic subsystem. This 
design has the advantages of scalability without loosing the practical 

advantages that a shared memory model of logic language execution 
provide. However it will require the efficient and frequent transfer of small 
amounts of data throughout the machine and it remains to be seen if the 

technology can provide this. 

3.2.4.4. Non Shared Memory Systems 

The final division of multiprocessor architecture is often separated by 

the term "multicomputer" to indicate that each processing element holds 
its own local memory and functions in a more or less autonomous fashion. 
However this term is not used here: as the previous description of the Data 
Diffusion Machine has shown there is a continuum of memory 
configuration schemes from shared to non shared versions, and thus the 

term "multiprocessor" is retained for all parallel architectures. 
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The issues involved in the design of suitable non shared memory 
machines for parallel logic language systems revolve round the 
communication paths between processing elements. Contention for shared 
memory is replaced by the need to access data held on distant processing 
elements, and the ease with which this can be achieved is dictated by the 
type of communication links between processing elements and the amount 
of locality that can be incorporated into allocation of tasks. 

The connection network that exists in distributed memory machines 
can be implemented by a static or fixed grid of connections or by a 
reconfigurable system of switches. There has been a considerable amount of 
recent work on developing machines based on the hypercube configuration 
as this form of connection network allows for communication between 
nearest neighbours and more distant processing elements. This class of 
machines includes the Connection Machine, a fine grained, centrally 
synchronised computer with up to 64,000 individual processing nodes 
[Hillis 85]. However the fine granularity and synchronisation of 
computation does not provide the necessary functionality for a process 
based parallel logic language system. Architectures such as the Parsifal 
system also provide a statically connected communications network at run 
time [Capon 86], [Hughes 86]. In this machine rows of Transputers are 
connected together by means of crossbar switches allowing the pattern of 
connections to be altered for different applications. In general the pattern is 
set for a particular application run and is not dynamically reconfigured 
during program execution although recent work has explored the possibility 
of adjusting the configuration at runtime [Avramov 90]. 

It has been seen that the pattern of logic language processing which 
follows the search tree is not predictable in advance and therefore static 
mapping of processes to processor cannot be considered. This makes the 
question of locality of processing more difficult. A good system of load 

balancing will place work on whichever processing elements are least busy 

regardless of their position in the machine. However if it is required that 
offspring processes are to be closely connected to their parents, ie on nearby 
processing elements, in order to make data transfer easier, division of work 
may not be optimal. Obviously in hypercube architectures where links exits 
between more distant processing elements as well as nearest neighbours, a 
more flexible pattern of data transfer will ease this situation. 
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The ease with which data can be sent between different processing 
elements is one factor in the design of an appropriate machine for parallel 

logic languages. However data transfer patterns in these systems display a 

further characteristic: frequently the need arises for the passing of data from 
a parent process to several offspring simultaneously. The data to be passed 

represents the parental binding environment and is thus the same for each 

offspring. This broadcasting requirement cannot be met on a grid or 

hypercube form of architecture. 

The idealised parallel logic language distributed memory machine 

thus incorporates a broadcasting mechanism and dynamic reconfiguration 
of processing element connections in order to allow processing elements 

holding parent processes to send data directly and simultaneously to a 

number of offspring processes set up on separate processing elements. The 
BC-Machine system of SICS aims to meet these two functional 
requirements, as does the architecture proposed for the Pure Logic Language 

(see Chapter 6). 

The broadcasting mechanism employed by the OR Prolog BC-Machine 
system has been discussed from the functional point of view in Chapter 
3.2.4. The proposed hardware implementation involves the use of crossbar 
switches to provide the broadcasting operations [Ali 88a). A two tier system 

of local crossbar switches linked to a global crossbar switch is described. The 

design optimises the divisions into "masters" and "slaves" to involve 

communications through local switches where a processor has a link with 

every other processor. The crossbar switches can be used because of the 

nature of the software configuration: at any time during program execution 

a processing element is either an independent master or it is a slave tied to 
one master. Thus a processing element is only required to receive 

information from one other processing element at any given time. This 

contrasts with the proposals for the parallel Pure Logic language system: in 

the proposed architecture it will be seen that a processing element needs to 

be capable of simultaneously receiving data from a number of different 

broadcast channels because there is no hierarchical division into masters 

and slaves, and broadcasting can involve the full set of processing elements 

as receivers (see Chapter 6). 
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3.3. Summary 

The manner in which various logic languages systems have used the 
concept of parallel execution has been discussed. A number of categories 
have been identified: some systems implement OR parallelism only 
whereas others allow different forms of AND parallelism. The factors 
which affect the design of multiprocessor architectures for use with such 
systems have been looked at. It has been the aim of this and the previous 
chapter to provide justification for the decision to concentrate on the 
implementation of an OR parallel process model for the Pure Logic 
Language which could be mapped onto a novel distributed memory 
architecture. Chapter 4 presents the sequential version of the Pure Logic 
Language and is followed in Chapter 5 by a description of the computational 
model developed for the parallel execution of the language. 
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The Pure Logic Language 

4.1. Introduction 

The Pure Logic Language (PLL) has been developed at ICL in their 

Systems Strategy Centre. The work arose out of ICL's interest in large 

business database systems; in 1986 Babb, the Project Manager, wrote that 

"the construction of large future information systems will depend 
increasingly on rules formalised in logic rather than ad hoc algorithms" 

[Babb 86a]. The vital component in these systems was viewed as the logic 
interpreter which had to perform in a number of different ways: it had to act 

as a theorem prover for correct transformation of expressions and provide 

true reversibility. It must contain trapping mechanisms for expressions 

which cannot be transformed, theorems to equate equivalent expressions 
and explanation facilities for the user. Additionally it must be able to 
incorporate algorithms to allow the actual problems to be solved in an 
efficient manner [Babb 86a]. 

It was felt that Prolog based systems were unlikely to meet these 
objectives because of several "non logical" features. These were identified as 
order sensitivity, uncontrollable looping, obscure semantics and non 
standard negation [Babb 86b], [Nairn 87]. Because of this work on a logic 

system at ICL has taken the form of defining a new language and designing 

an interpreter for it. This language has formed the basis for the work on the 

paraUellogic language implementation which is documented in this thesis. 
Before the parallel system design can be discussed it is necessary to describe 

the important features of the sequential system. 

This chapter looks at the early development of the PLL system and 

discusses the method of inferencing which involves the use of rewrite 

rules. The version of the language used in this project is defined and the 

manner in which the sequential interpreter uses the concept of rule 

rewriting is described. As the parallel version has evolved from this system, 

a detailed account of the interpreter is presented and this is related to the 
Warren Abstract Machine implementation of Prolog which has been looked 

at in Chapter 2.2.6. The PLL system has been documented in various papers 

prepared by the Logic Language Research Group at SSC, ICL [Babb 83t [Babb 
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86a], [Babb 86b], [Babb 87], [Babb 89], [Nairn 87], [Cooper 87a], [Cooper 87b], 
[Cooper 87c], [McBrien 88a], [McBrien 88b], and in [Jelly 88]. 

4.2. Development of the Pure Logic Language 

Early versions of the logic language system were based on the Prolog 
resolution approach but incorporated the concept known as the "Finite 
Computation Principle". Under this principle all basic predicates must trap 

and flag expressions which cannot be reduced to TRUE or FALSE: where this 
occurs, various standard axioms may be applied in order to allow further 
transformations to be made. For example the query 

(less(x 5) and (x=4» 

cannot be successfully evaluated under a left to right resolution based 

Prolog system as the first subexpression will produce an infinite number of 
bindings for x. The Finite Computation Principle would trap this infinite 
loop and by using the logical axiom of commutivity, ie B & A = A & B, 

reverse the order of the subexpressions and return the result TRUE with x 

bound to the value 4. 

The earlier versions of the language interpreter were written in LISP 
and maintained the resolution plus Finite Computation Principle approach 
[Babb 83], [Babb 86a). However more recent work has moved to an 

implementation based on the technique of rule rewriting and it is this 

system that is considered here [Nairn 87]. 

4.3. Rewrite Rules 

The application of resolution based methods to the execution of logic 

programs is well accepted and there is no shortage of reference to the 

theoretical basis for them in the literature. However the concept of 
employing rewrite rules to perform this form of computation is less well 

established, and discussion on the theoretical issues involved is not readily 

available in an accessible form. 

The use of rewrite rules is more familiar in the context of general 
mathematics where the successive transformation of an expression into 

another until some final form is reached is used regularly as a method of 

mathematical proof. Bundy gives a more formal definition to the concept of 

rewrite rules in his book on the Computer Modelling of Mathematical 
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Reasoning and proceeds to show how this approach offers certain 
advantages over other uniform proof procedures such as resolution [Bundy 
83]. 

Rewrite rules are sets of ordered pairs in which a typical example can 
be represented as 

lhs => rhs 

In order to apply the rules a "rewriting rule of inference" is required. This 
can be defined by the application of the rule 

lhs => rhs 
to the expression 

exp[sub] 

where sub represents some subexpression of expo The application of the rule 
will resul t in 

exp[rhs0] 

where 0 is the most general substitution such that 
Ihs0=sub 

The relationship between the lhs and rhs may be equality, inequality, 
implication, double implication etc. 

In general there is likely to be a choice of which rule is to be applied at 
each step in the proof procedure and a number of different heuristics can be 

produced for determining the choice. However as the following section will 

show the rules for the execution of PLL programs are so defined that at all 

times there is one and only one rewrite rule that is applicable. 

4.4. The Pure Logic Language 

The version of the Pure Logic Language that has formed the basis of 

this project was produced in 1988 and is documented in PLL User Guide, 

Version 0.2 Issue A [McBrien 88a]. A formal BNF definition of the syntax is 

contained in the User Guide and is reproduced in Appendix B. There have 

been further extensions to the language since that date but its fundamental 

na ture has remained the same. 

The intention is that the language should provide an executable form 

of "pure" first order logic. Conceptually the system holds a collection of 

rewrite rules expressed in a syntax similar to that of standard predicate logic, 

and these rules can be applied to any expression that is entered into the 
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system in order to "rewrite" it into another expression. Thus if the system 
holds a rewrite rule concerned with the concept of motherhood, 
mother(x y) => parent(x y) and female(x), 

when the expression 
mother(x y)? 

is put to the system it will be converted into 
parent(x y) and female(x). 

The "=>" notation is used to indicate that this involves the application of a 
rewrite rule and is not a logical implication as in Prolog. 

Rules held in the system are either entered by the user or predefined 
for the system. In the example in the last paragraph at some earlier stage the 
rule for "mother" would have been inserted using the syntax: 
define mother(x y) tobe parent(x y) and female(x)? 
The "?" acts as a terminator and is present in both rule definition and query 
entries. Inbuilt or system rules are defined for the handling of conjoined 
and disjoined expressions, equality and negation as well as a number of 
arithmetic and list processing operations. Existential quantification of 
variables is included in the language definition. The manner in which 
these system rules operate and how they are implemented is considered in 
more detail in Chapter 4.5. 

The full syntax for the Pure Logic Language is given in the BNF 

language definition in Appendix B, and examples of programs, ie 

collections of user defined rules, are given in Appendix C. 

4.5. The Interpreter 

4.5.1. Rule Rewriting 

The ·basic philosophy behind the language system is that expressions 

should be reduced to a minimum expression or fixed point [Cooper 87b]. 

This can take the following forms: 

a) FALSE, 
b) TRUE, 
c) TRUE with variable bindings, 
d) TRUE with a set of alternative variable bindings, 
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e) the most simplified or reduced form of the query, eg the query 
(less(x y) and (y=3» 

would reduce to 

(less(x 3) and (y=3». 

The method that the interpreter uses to achieve this is the technique of 

rule rewriting. Essentially the interpreter holds a set of rewrite rules. When 

an expression is put to the system for evaluation the interpreter 

successively identifies and applies the appropriate rewrite rules until the 
expression cannot be reduced further and has reached its fixed point [Nairn 

87]. This evaluation process is divided into two steps: the initial parsing of 

the input expression into a form that is recognisable to the rewrite manager, 

and the subsequent operation of the rewrite manager in successively 

applying appropriate rewrite rules. 

The parser operates by converting the input expression into an expression 

tree, eg the expression 
a(x) and b(x) and (x=9)? 

would be transformed into the tree shown in Fig.4.1. The detailed data 

b(x) (x=9) 

Fi . 4.1 - AND Node Ex ression Tree 

representations used in the creation of expression trees are looked at in 

Chapter 4.6.3. The tree having been defined by the parser, control is handed 

to the rewrite manager which determines the appropriate rewrite rule by 

reference to the root node of the expression tree and then applies it. In this 

example the first rewrite rule to be applied is the inbuilt rule for 

conjunction because of the AND node at the root of the tree. 
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In outline therefore the PLL rewrite system works by the application of 
the following process: 
(read input string, 

call parser to convert string to expression tree, 
call rewrite manager, 

while «tree_roocnode) ~ TRUE_NODE or FALSE_NODE) 
and (expression not "uncomputable") 

} 

{case (tree_root_node) 
AND : call rule for conjunction evaluation, 
OR : call rule for disjunction evaluation, 
EQUALS : call rule for equality evaluation, 
TIM:ES 
SQRT 

RULE 

: call rule for multiplication evaluation, 
: call rule for square root evaluation, 

: call appropriate user defined rule. 

endwhile, 
return(tree_root_node). 

. The final choice in the case statement represents the call to evaluate a 
user defined rule: all previous options refer to inbuilt system rules. It can be 

seen at this level that the functionality of the system can be extended if 
required by the inclusion of new system rewrite rules. For example if it were 

desirable to include trigonometric function evaluation in the system, the 
interpreter could be modified to allow the parser to produce sine, cosine, etc 
nodes in the expression tree. Rules for the evaluation of the appropriate 
trigonometric function could then added to the above list. (In later versions 
of the PLL system these rules have been implemented [McBrien 88bJ). 

The in terpreter can thus be viewed as consisting of a collection of 

rewrite rules [Cooper 87b]. These are of two types: system or inbuilt rules, 
and user defined rules. User defined rules are the equivalent of a program in 
a conventional language system and may include any of the connectives 
and functions shown in the formal syntax definition. Recursive definitions 
are permitted as in Prolog, but the rules cannot be altered dynamically at 
run time, ie there is no concept of "asserting" or "retracting" part of the rule 

base while a query is being evaluated. 
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The system rewrite rules provide the mechanism for the evaluation of 
the logical connectives (and, or, not), the arithmetic and list processing 

operations. These rules are applied to the query expression in a 
predetermined fashion and it is this combination of ordering of rule 
rewriting plus the actual effect of the rule that provides the correctness 
within the system. 

4.5.2. AND Node Rewriting 

In Chapter 4.2 it has been shown how the Prolog approach fails with 

the query 
(less(x 5) and (x=4) 

because of the ordering of the two subexpressions. When this query is put to 

the PLL rewrite rules the first rule to be invoked is the meta rule for 
conjunction rewriting. This rule works by evaluating the left subexpression 
(or left branch of the expression tree) but in the event of this being 
uncomputable, ie irreducible to TRUE or FALSE, it passes to the second 
branch to evaluate it. U bindings are made on this second rewriting, the 
conjunction evaluation algorithm returns to the first branch to test if the 
variable bindings will influence its rewriting. By applying this method the 
whole expression is reducible to TRUE with x bound to 4. This method of 
conjunction evaluation is recursive and will apply to any number of 
conjoined expressions. Its application means that the problems of order 

sensitivity associated with Prolog are overcome in the PLL. 

This description of the operation of conjunction rewriting rule shows 

that the usefulness of the interpreter depends on the correct algorithms 
being available for each rewrite rule. The algorithms used to implement the 
basic logical operations are based on accepted logical axioms: de Morgans 
laws, laws of commutivity and association, etc. [Cooper 87a], [Cooper 87b], 

[Nairn 87]. 

4.5.3. OR Node Rewriting 

Disjunctions, ie "OR" expressions, are rewritten by evaluating each 
branch or subexpression separately. U every subexpression is computable the 

disjunction will return return FALSE or TRUE with a set of alternative 

bindings. If disjunction is nested within a larger expression, eg 

(p and q) 
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and each subexpression is then subject to evaluation under its appropriate 

rewrite rules. The manner of implementation of this involves the storage 
of the environment for the alternative branches of the disjunction: this is 
described in the section on the implementation of the interpreter. 

4.5.4. IN Node Rewriting 

Related to the disjunction rewrite rule is that for membership. List 

membership is indicated by the use of the "in" predicate, eg 
define female(x) tobe [x] in [["sarah" ] ["betty"] ["frances"]]? 

This predicate can be used to define base predicates or ground clauses, the 
above definition correspon~ing to the Prolog 
female(sarah). 

female(betty). 
female(frances). 

The rewrite rule that handles membership transforms the "in" 

predicate into disjunctions of equality. Thus a query to a system containing 

the above rule definition 

female(x)? 

would result in the nested disjunction 
«x="sarah") or (x="betty") or (x="frances"». 

The disjunction rewrite rule plus the equality rewrite rule would further 

reduce this to 
TRUE with the set of alternative bindings for x, ie "sarah", "betty" and 

"frances". 

4.5.5. NOT Node Rewriting 

Unlike Prolog the PLL implements negation correctly. This is defined 
as "classical" negation, rather than negation by failure [Cooper 87b). The 
rewrite rule implements the usual negation manipulation rules of 

predicate calculus, ie de Morgans laws, elimination of the double negation. 

Where a double negation of an expression containing free variables the PLL 
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rewrite rule will give the "correct" evaluation, ie rules for p and q have 
been defined as: 
define p(x) tobe (x="a")? 
define q(x) tobe (x="b")? 

the queries 
«p(x) and q(x»? 

and «not(not(p(x»» and q(x»? 
will both respond FALSE. 

In Prolog the equivalent second query would succeed with x bound to "b". 

In the PLL where negation is encountered at the outer level in a 
conjoined or disjoined expression, eg 
(not(p and q» 
the expression is rewritten using de Morgans laws to 
(not(p) or (not(q». 
Similarly 
(not(p or q» 
is rewritten to 
(not(p) and not(q». 
Negation is thus moved inwards to be applied to the logical expression at its 
most reduced level. 

4.5.6. User Defined Rule Rewriting 

The rewriting of user defined rules involves the replacement of the 
left hand side of a rule with the right hand side. When a query referring to a 
predicate name is put to the system, the predicate name is matched against 
the list of user defined rules, and if a rule exists for that predicate the 
substitution is performed with appropriate variable unifications. 

The PLL does not allow constants to appear in the variable list of 
predicates; the Prolog rules which state that Bill likes anyone who plays 

football and gives two examples of games players are: 
likes (bill, X) :- plays(X, football). 
plays(sam, football). 
plays(fred, tennis). 
These are defined in the PLL as: 
define likes(x y) tobe (x="bill") and (some(game)(plays(y game) and 

(game="football"»)? 
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define plays(x y) tobe [x y] in [("sam" "football"] ["fred" "tennis"]]? 

This means that the process of unification of variables is a simple pattern 
matching operation which maps the user's variable names onto the 
internal variable representation held with the user defined rule. If the query 
likes(x y)? 

is put to the above set of PLL rules the response will be 
(x="bill") and (y="sam"), 

similarly the query 
likes(x y) and (y="fred")? 

will be answered with FALSE. 

4.5.7. Future Optimisation of Rewrite Execution 

In the same way that various optimisations have been incorporated 
into the implementation of Prolog systems it is envisaged that the 
algorithms used to implement the rules can be made more efficient before 
being applied to a commercial system. Indeed the concept of the interpreter 
as a collection of rewrite rules allows for the possibility of rules to be 
mapped directly onto specialised hardware: in the context of the sequential 
system and database applications, rewrite rules that involve searching 
relational tables of data could be directly implemented by using database 

machinery such as CAFS [Howarth 85]. As the following chapters will 

describe this project has proposed an alternative method for the rewriting of 

disjunctions and has mapped this onto a more general parallel 

multicomputer architecture. 

4.6. The Implementation of the Interpreter 

4.6.1. Introduction 

This section looks at the manner in which the interpreter is 

implemented: the data structures involved and the overall functionality of 

the system are discussed. The algorithms which operate the inbuilt rules are 

looked at and particular attention is given to those for conjunction, 
disjunction and membership as these are of crucial importance in the move 

to a process based parallel system. 

As discussed in Chapter 4.5, conceptually the interpreter holds a set of 

rewrite rules which are used to reduce a logical expression to its most basic 
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form. The task of the interpreter is twofold: to determine the order in which 
rewrite rules are applied and to apply the algorithms which implement the 
transformations specified for the corresponding rules. It achieves the first 
objective, namely the ordering of rules, by the method of parsing the 
incoming query. From that stage onwards the rewrite rules themselves take 
over the evaluation of the query. It is therefore appropriate to consider the 
interpreter as performing two different tasks, first the parsing of the query 
and secondly the rewriting of the query. As will be demonstrated the 
method of parsing a query is also used for the insertion of user defined 
rules. However before considering its functioning the overall design of the 
interpreter and the data structures involved in memory management have 

to be described. 

The interpreter consists of several interactive modules: the main 
program which controls the system's functioning and holds several general 
utility functions, the parser, the memory management system which 
includes user defined rules, and the "core" interpreter or rewrite manager 
module which contains the algorithms for the inbuilt rewrite rules. There 
are also two small libraries of mathematical and list processing functions. 

The interpreter source code is written in C, and can be compiled to run 
on the Sun workstation or an Archimedes microcomputer. During this 
project both systems have been used, although the bulk of the development 
of the parallel interpreter was done on a networked Sun 3/60 workstation. 
(Later versions were ported to a Transputer based system - see Chapter 
7.4.3.3). The sequential system as developed by leL comprised six separately 
compiled modules and occupied approximately 100 Kbytes. 

4.6.2. Memory Management Data Structures in the Interpreter 

4.6.2.1 The System Stack 

The main data structure used in the PLL memory management is the 

system or evaluation stack. This is a tripartite structure incorporating: 

a) the user defined rules area, 
b) the query evaluation area, 

c) the variable area. 
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The state of the stack during query evaluation is shown in Fig.4.2. The 
rules area is differentiated from the rest of the stack by the heavy line 
showing that during query evaluation no alteration to the rules is allowed, 
ie no "assert" or "retract" is permitted. This area is used to store user 
defined rules and only the separate operations of rule insertion or deletion 
can affect it. The manner in which rules are stored is described below. The 
space marked as the variable area is used to represent variables that exist 
during query evaluation. These may be user variables, ie ones which have 
been introduced in a query, or internally produced ones from rule 
rewriting. If variables become bound during the rewrite process a value (or 
a pointer to a value in the case of a list or string) is inserted in the position 
in the stack designated for the variable. 

The query evaluation area holds the internal representation of the 
state of the query as it is rewritten. This representation is based on a tree 

structure and is described below in Chapter 4.6.3. As the tree is altered 

during rewriting it may expand or contract according to the effect of the 
rules on it. The pointer "High" marks the first free position in the stack 
below the query tree. Similarly "Low" represents the first free value above 
the stored variables area. The system will run out of space if during query 
evaluation "High" and "Low" meet. 
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The size of the system stack is determined at run time by the C 
dynamic memory facility. In order to ensure that as much space as possible 
is provided for the stack the interpreter sets up all the other necessary data 
structures which are fixed at compile time, and then uses a call to the C 

function "malloc" to obtain as much memory as is left for the system stack. 

The value given to the stack in the Sun system is 1,600,000 words and in the 

Transputer based version 400,000 words, word length being four bytes in 
each case. 

4.6.2.2. The OR Stack. 

This is a small array which is used as a stack to store alternative 

subexpressions resulting from disjunction rewriting. These alternatives are 

in fact held on the general system stack and the OR stack merely holds the 
pointers to their position on the main stack. This temporary storage of 
alternatives represents the list of independent expressions to be evaluated 
and can be regarded as holding backtrack points in the sequential version. 

4.6.2.3. The Variable List 

. The use of the variable area in the main stack has been described: 

variables are allocated a two word space on the stack which if the variable 

becomes instantiated holds the data type of the binding (integer, string etc) 

and its value (or pointer to the value). Internally variables are referred to by 

the offset of their stack address from the base of the stack. However from the 
user's point of view this offset is meaningless, and therefore a structure is 

needed to link the variable as known to the user with the stack offset. This 

information is held in the variable list. 

The variable list consists of a small array of structures which hold data 
on the name and type of the variable, the index of the array serving as the 

connection with the stack base offset. At present the maximum number of 

variables allowed in a user query is twenty, thus the array consists of twenty 

elements. 

4.6.2.4. The Binding List 

When variables are bound during query evaluation the values are 

inserted in the appropriate position in the stack. However it is necessary to 
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maintain a list of how many variables have been bound and whether they 
have been bound during the evaluation of any particular subexpression. 
The binding list provided this information. It is an array holding the stack 
offsets of any variables that are currently bound and is operated as a stack. 

The index is referred to as the "binding level" and is used to indicate how 

many variables are bound at the start of a rewrite operation. Any increase in 
the value of the binding level would indicate that further bindings have 

been made. This information is used in two ways: first as has been shown in 
Chapter 4.S, the conjunction rewriting algorithm relies on this information 
,to determine whether or not it is appropriate to attempt to re-evaluate one 
of the subexpressions. Secondly when a disjoined subexpression has been 
fully rewritten, the interpreter uses the binding list information to add a 
conjoined list of all appropriate bindings to the disjunction. These variables 
are then subject to "debinding" ie their stack reference is reset to unbound, 
so that any further disjunction can make new bindings for the variables. In 

the example query 
(a(x y) and (x=S*S» or (b(x y) and (x=sqrt(4» and (y=(7+3»)? 
the first disjunction to be rewritten will result in a binding for x but not y. 
This will be noted in the binding list and once the subexpression has been 
fully evaluated, the expression (x=40) will be conjoined to it, and the stack 
reference to x changed from bound to unbound. The' second disjunction 
will then be able to install a different value for x in the same stack position 
during its rewriting and this will be duly noted in the binding list. Thus as 
evaluation of each disjoined branch of the expression tree is complete the 

information in the binding list allows the interpreter to add the appropriate 

bindings to the subexpression. 

4.6.3. The Parser 

The task of the parser is to convert the incoming query or rule 
definition into a structure that is stored on the stack, and in the case of a 

query is then subject to rewriting. The structures which represent rule 

definitions are stored in the top of the stack as shown in Fig.4.2; the query 
structure is stored immediately below the bottom of the rules area. The basic 
format of the structure is similar for rules and queries, the differences being 

highlighted below. 

An incoming query which is linear in format is transformed into an 

expression tree. The parser creates node structures to build up the links in 
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Fi . 4.3 - AND Node Re res entation 

the tree. These can be of two general types: three part nodes representing 
binary branches, and two part nodes representing a direct link. The "extra" 
field in the node holds the name of the node, eg the expression (p and q) 
where p and q are logical expressions is transformed into an AND node 

which represents the binary tree as shown in Fig.4.3. The second and third 

fields hold pointers to the nodes for p and q respectively. Nodes are held on 

the stack and allocated contiguous memory space for each field. 

Three part nodes include AND, OR, PLUS, EQUAL, SOME; two part 

nodes include NOT, the data type nodes NUM , LIST and STRING, and the 
variable node IDENT. Predicates are given a three part CALL node with the 

second and third field pointing to the predicate name and its parameter list 
respectively. This is not meant to be a definitive list of all nodes in the 
system but indicates some of the building blocks that the parser uses to 
construct the expression tree. Fig.4.4 shows the expression tree that would 

result from the query 
a(x) and b(x) and «x=1) or (x=2»? 

variable area 

ression Tree Re resentation 
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When user defined rules are installed in the rules area of the stack 
they are stored in a similar expression tree. The structure to represent a rule 
is larger, consisting of fourteen contiguous memory locations. This is 
because the string holding the "name" of the rule is included in it and rule 
name can be up to ten characters in length. The rule structure is shown in 
Fig.4.5. The first two fields hold pointers as shown, the number of variables 
in the rule head is given in the next field and the number of quantified 
variables in the rule body in the field no.3. The rule body is represented by 
an expression tree created in the same fashion as the query tree, eg for the 
rule 
define a(x) tobe b(x) and c(x)? 

the rule body will have an AND node as its root and two CALL nodes on 
each branch. In this instance there are no further rules defining the 
predicates "a" or "b", and the second fields of the CALL nodes for them 
point directly to the string identifying them as is shown for the example in 
Fig.4.4. 

o 1 2 3 4 -13 

Rule Next No. of No. of Rule 
Body Rule Vars Q.Vars Name 

Fi .4.5 - Rule Re resentation 

However in the event of there being a previously defined rule for "b", 

the parser will identify this and instead of putting a pointer to the string "b" 
in the second field of the CALL node it will insert a pointer to the rule 
structure defining "b". Thus the rule area is built up, not as a list of rules but 
a network. This "precompilation" of the rule list means that search time is 
eliminated in the process of query rewriting. 

In a similar fashion when a query is entered that contains a reference 
to a predicate that is defined in the rule base, the parser will identify this 
and create the appropriate pointer to mark the connection. Thus a 
minimum of search is involved in query evaluation and it is performed in 
connection with the parsing operation. 

The parser is thus responsible for the setting up of the rule network 
when user defined rules are inserted, and for creating the initial expression 
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tree for the query. In the same way as it creates the inter-rule links at rule 
creation time it installs any connections between the query and the rule base 
at the time of parsing the query. 

4.6.4. The "Core" or Rewrite Manager Module 

When a query has been parsed and transformed into an expression tree 

stored in the evaluation area of the stack, control returns to the main 

program for query rewriting. This is performed by the rewrite manager 
accessing and executing the appropriate rewrite rules. As has been shown 
user defined rules are stored in the rules area of the stack, and the inbuilt 

system rules are contained in the rewrite manager module. This consists of 

a number of different high level functions which each implement the 

algorithm for rewriting a particular type of expression. The type of 
expression to be rewritten is known from the node name on the stack. 

The rewriting is effected by starting at the root node of the query and 

applying the appropriate rule as indicated by the node. Because of the 
manner in which the meta rules for conjunction and disjunction operate, 
there is never any choice of which rewrite rule should be next applied. This 
means that there is no need to search for an appropriate rule. The initial 
rewriting of a user defined rule substitutes the body for the head of the rule 

by the process of rule "expansion": this is performed by the copying of the 

rule body into the query evaluation area of the system stack. This replaces 

the pointer to the rule head which the initial parsing operation installed. 

Subsequent rewriting of the rule will operate on this copy and may involve 

further rule head/rule body substitutions. 

As the expression tree is subjected to the transformations as defined in 

the rules it will expand and contract, the root node being successively 

replaced by the result of the rewriting. The final tree represents the system's 

response to the query and ideally is reduced to a pointer to FALSE_NODE or 

TRUE_NODE, in the latter case with possible binding values attached to the 

variable representations. In a system that contains the following rule 

definitions 
define a(x) tobe b(x) and (x=8)? 

define b(x) tobe c(x)? 

the expression tree transformations are shown in FigA.6. They involve 

calling the rewrite rules for AND, CALL and EQUAL nodes. The manner in 
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which conjunction evaluation is operated is described in outline in Chapter 
4.5. It can now be seen that it involves a "rewrite left as far as possible, 
rewrite right as far as possible, then repeat until no more alterations 
possible" algorithm. Clearly for a query containing many conjoined 
subexpressions this approach can lead to heavy computational demands. 
Thus while it is correct to say that the PLL approach eliminates order 
sensitivity in terms of guaranteeing a computable result where possible, the 
order in which rules and queries are entered may effect the performance of 

the system. 

Stage 1 

Stage 2 

Stage 3 

Rule for "a" 

Rule for "b" 

String 
"c" 

-~ .. ~ Para. list 

Para.list 

Para.list 

Variable 
Representation 

Variable 
Representation 

ression Tree Transformations 

The rewriting of disjunctions and membership is of special interest as 
these rules represent the handling of alternatives within the system and 
need to be al tered in an OR parallel version. As described previously the OR 
stack is used to hold a list of alternative branches of the expression tree. The 
actual expression trees representing the branches remain on the main stack 
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and the OR stack holds a pointer to the root node of each branch. However 
because of the binary nature of the tree only two pointers are put on the OR 
stack at one time, and in many instances one is removed forthwith for 
independent evaluation. Similarly when the "in" predicate is rewritten one 
OR node is created, having an equality node as one branch and an altered 
"in" predicate as the other, eg the query 
(x in [1 23])? 

is rewri tten to 
(x=}) or (x in [23])? 

The subsequent OR node rewriting once again puts two pointers on the OR 
stack. 

4.7. Comparison of PLL and Prolog Implementations 

The introduction to this chapter has shown that work on the Pure 
Logic Language was initiated in order to rectify some of the operational 
problems with Prolog. This section is concerned with how the systems differ 
in their implementation. The description of the data structures and 
memory organisation in the PLL given in Chapter 4.6 has made no 
reference to the similarities that exist between it and the Warren Abstract 
Machine which forms the basis for the implementation of most current 
Prolog systems (see Chapter 2.2.6) and it is appropriate at this stage to 

compare the two systems [Warren 88a]. 

The initial and most obvious difference is that the PLL system does not 
hold compiled machine code for the user's program, instead it relies on the 
parsing operation to produce a form of linked network of rules. As rules are 
inserted the parser is responsible for creating new connections in the 
network as appropriate. 

When a query is input the parser is again responsible for linking in the 

query to the rule network (where possible) and thus the search tree is 

already partially created by the time the rule rewrite phase begins. Rewriting 
involves operating on this embryo search tree expanding and pruning it, 
and eventually reducing it to a minimum form. However the rewriting of 
each of the user defined rules, ie the user's program code, involves the use 
of generalised matching algorithms not customised compiled code as in the 

WAM. 
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In terms of memory management the PLL execution stack can be 
compared to the local stack on the W AM in that the state of computation is 
represented by a linked structure: environment frames in the WAM, an 
expression tree in the PLL interpreter. There are differences in the manner 
that variable bindings are stored: the WAM is likely to include them in the 

environment frames whereas the PLL uses a separate data area on the stack 
and uses a binding list to reference them. 

In the PLL alternative expressions are held as expression trees on the 
system stack but not linked together. Instead a list of pointers to the 
alternative expression trees yet to be explored is held in the array known as 

OR stack. However there is no conceptual difference between the processing 

of alternatives in the two systems. 

The crucial difference in the two approaches appears to be the method 
of handling of conjoined expressions. Because Prolog uses a procedural 
interpretation of a resolution based inference mechanism, the ordering of 
which subgoal is to be expanded is fixed at system definition time and in the 
case of a program with no alternatives follows a deterministic path. This is 
not the case with the PLL where the method of rewriting conjoined 
expressions can involve non determinism even when no alternatives are 
involved. As an example of this, consider the system containing the rules: 

a(x) => b(x) and c(x)? 

c(x) => (x=9)? 
If the query a(x) is put to this rule base the expression tree 
(Fig.4.7) will be rewritten in the following order: 

1. Rewrite lhs of top AND node -> return b(x), 
2. Rewrite rhs of top AND node -> return c(x), 
3. Rewrite c(x) -> return (x=9), 

4. Rewrite (x=9) -> bind x to 9, return TRUE, 
5. Rewrite lhs of AND node -> return b(x). 

If however the rule for c(x) was defined as: 

c(x) => d(x)? 
step 3 and 4 would be replaced by 
3. Rewrite c(x) -> return d(x), 
4. Rewrite d(x) -> return d(x), 
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Stages 1 and 2 

b(x) c(x) 

Stage 3 

b(x) (x=9) 

Stages 4 and 5 

b(x) 
TRUE with (xl)) 

Fi .4.7 - AND Node Rewrites (Version 1) 

and the evaluation would terminate at this stage as step 4 has not produced 
a binding for x (see Fig.4.8). In other words b(x) is evaluated twice in the first 
instance and only once in the second. 

Stages 1 and 2 

b(x) c(x) 

Stages 3 and 4 

d(x) 

Fi .4.8 - AND Node Rewrites (Version 2) 

This form of unpredictability in the computational path does not exist 
in Prolog. In the PLL it is the mechanism used to ensure that the ordering of 
subexpressions does not affect the outcome of expression evaluation but it 
clearly imposes computational overheads and makes the move towards a 

fully compiled system for the PLL more problematic. 
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4.8. Summary 

This chapter has described the initiation of work on a new logic 
language system by ICL. The method of inferencing to be used as a basis for 
the deductive capacity of the language relies on the concept of rule 
rewriting, rather than the resolution principle on which Prolog is based. 
The language has been described and the implementation of the interpreter 
has been discussed. Particular attention has been given to the meta rules 
concerning the rewriting of conjunctions and disjunctions as these are 
important as the move to a parallel system is considered. The PLL 
interpreter has been discussed in relation to the Warren Abstract Machine, 
which forms the standard method of implementation for Prolog. 
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The Parallel Pure Logic Language 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the development of a computational model for 
an OR parallel Pure Logic Language system and the implementation of the 
interpreter. This work represents the fusion of the PLL rewrite rules 
approach and concepts derived from the study of parallelism in logic 
languages. It has led to the construction of an interpreter which is based on 
the sequential version written by ICL, but which provides for parallel 
execution of alternative paths in the solution tree. 

The Pure Logic Language contains no execution control structures in 
its sequential version and it has been a primary aim to maintain this 
approach when considering the introduction of parallelism. This means 
that parallel execution is implicit in the system and must be controlled 
automatically, not by the programmer. This approach separates the project 
from much of the mainstream work on parallel logic languages as has been 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 

The second premise on which the work on the parallel PLL system is 
based concerns the applications area. In Chapter 2 it has been seen that the 
use of logic languages as the programming methodology is particularly 
appropriate in a number of areas. These include many of the systems 
designated by the term "artificial intelligence", eg expert systems, natural 
language programs, knowledge bases. The other area which is intimately 
related to logic is that of deductive databases. It was interest in this latter 
area that provided the initial impetus at leL for work on the PLL. It has 
therefore seemed appropriate to consider the use of the PLL primarily in the 
types of application which could be broadly described as knowledge based 

systems or deductive databases. 

With the intention of implementing implicit parallelism and gearing 
the system towards knowledge base/deductive database systems, the 
potential for parallelism within the PLL has been looked at. The following 
section gives this analysis and shows why it has been decided to concentrate 
on the implementation of OR parallelism in the first instance. The 
remaining sections in this chapter document the development of the 
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computational model for a process based OR parallel PLL system and the 
design of its interpreter. 

5.2. Parallelism within the Pure Logic Language 

The potential for parallel execution within logic programming 
languages has been described in Chapter 2 with particular reference to the 
concepts of AND and OR parallelism [Conery 83], [Conery 85], [Hogger 84]. In 
Chapter 4 the method of execution of PLL programs has been discussed and 
it can be seen from this that the language includes the notion of 
conjunction and disjunction of subexpressions [Nairn 87]. Although the 
rewrite rules for conjunction and disjunction evaluation at present specify a 
sequential implementation there is no theoretical reason why new rules 
should not be developed to allow for parallel execution of conjoined or 
disjoined expressions. 

The case for parallel execution of disjoined or conjoined 
sub expressions can be made if the performance benefits to be gained from 
this outweighs the computational overheads in setting up the parallel 
processes and exporting them to distant processing elements. This will 
depend on the number of candidates for parallel execution and on the 
architectural features which influence the computational overheads. In 
other words although the analysis of programs will provide a guide to the 
value of implementing parallelism, the real performance benefits can only 

be assessed in terms of a mapping to a particular hardware system. 

When the programs are analysed for the potential for OR parallel 
execution, the prospects look encouraging. Knowledge based systems and 
deductive databases contain large numbers of alternatives, both in the 
higher level rules and in the base predicates. These are types of systems 
which fall into the broad category of "Datalog" programs. Chapter 2.3.5 has 
presented the analysis of potential OR parallelism made by Ciepielewski for 

a set of test programs [Ciepielewski 86]. Thus it would appear that the scope 
for concurrent execution of alternative versions in this type of application is 
considerable and the benefits to be gained will revolve round the degree to 
which a system can be defined to minimise the computational overheads. 

As discussed in Chapter 4 in the PLL alternatives arise in connection 
with OR, IN and RANGE nodes and the rules for the rewriting of these 
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nodes will have to be redefined. The effect of the move to an OR parallel 
basis on other aspects of the rewrite system will be explored in the following 
sections of this chapter. 

The question of the benefit to be gained from the inclusion of a form of 
AND parallelism is more difficult. As has been shown in Chapters 2 and 3 if 
parallel execution is to be transparent to the user, it must be automatically 
generated by the system. This is not so difficult to organise in the case of OR 
parallelism as alternative branches in the solution tree represent 
independent computations. However with AND parallel definition the 
question of the shared variable arises, and some method of determining 
these dependencies has to be devised. This can take the form of compile 

time or run time analysis (see Chapter 3.1.2.2). Run time analysis is likely to 

produce the better result in designating the subexpressions that can be 
executed in parallel but it inevitably involves computational overheads. 

In order to determine whether the potential amount of AND parallel 
execution is sufficient to warrant the development of a variable dependency 
scheme, analysis of various programs used by ICL was performed. Of course 
these programs were developed for use in a sequential system, and it begs 
the question about programming techniques for a parallel environment, 
albeit one in which parallelism does not have to be specifically indicated. 
Appendix D gives the details of this analysis for an example program. 

It can be seen from this analysis that the scheduling of AND processes 
in a manner determined by the variable dependencies will lead to only a 
limited amount of parallel execution, and this state of affairs was found to 
be true for many of the test programs developed by ICL. Any program that 
relies on a recursive rewrite rule definition uses a shared variable as the 
vehicle for passing data into the next level of the recursive call, and there is 

no way in which this can be parallelised. 

Thus the effort of designing an algorithm to work out variable 

dependencies for the PLL does not look as if it will provide real benefits at 
this stage. Active research work in this area is continuing at various centres 
and future decisions about the inclusion of AND parallelism into the PLL 
should be made in the light of new results being produced. 
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5.3. The Parallel Process Model of the PLL 

5.3.1. The Requirements of the Model 

The fundamental concept behind the definition of OR parallelism is 
that each alternative branch in the solution tree represents an independent 
computation. The computational model has to be designed in such a way as 
to achieve this. 

The first step is to consider the granularity or atomic computational 
unit of the system. This project has taken the notion of a "process" as being 
the indivisible unit of work. A process consists of a number of 
computational steps which are defined by the logical demands of the 
abstract model rather than measurement of computational time or memory 
usage. This process based approach is well established in the parallel 
execution of logic programs and provides a sound theoretical basis for the 
system. However it is worth emphasising at this stage that there are 
practical problems involved with it: although a process based abstract model 
allows the language designer to view computation in clear cut terms, the 
execution of processes will provide a "mixed" granularity system as 
processes may vary considerably in the amount of actual work involved in 
each one. This of course gives rise to architectural and scheduling problems. 

Having fixed the unit of computational work as a process the 

requirements of the parallel model are now considered. 

The primary requirement of the model is that it should support OR 

parallelism. Following the discussion in the previous section it was 
recognised that in the applications area for which the PLL is likely to prove 
most useful, the simultaneous execution of alternative branches in the 
solution tree should produce good performance improvements. This gives 

the rise to the concept of a process based OR parallel system which allows 

the alternative branches in the solution tree to be defined as separate and 

concurrently executing processes. 

The second requirement for the model is that OR processes should be 

defined in a manner as to make them genuinely independent of each other 

and their parent. The expression tree resulting from the query 

a(x)? 
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in a system that contains the rule 
define a(x) to be «b(x) or c(x) or d(x» and e(x»? 
is shown in Fig.5.1. 

c(x) 

Fi 

Chapter Five 

e(x) 

d(x) 

One way of regarding the OR parallel execution of the query a(x)? 
would be to organise the simultaneous evaluation of b(x), c(x) and d(x), and 
then to report the separate results back to the parent, ie a(x) before the 
evaluation of e(x) is attempted. This approach involves communication in 
two' directions between parent and offspring, and the descheduling of the 
parent process while awaiting the results of the child processes. A good 
description of this type of model is given in [Conery 83]. 

It was decided to take a somewhat different view of OR parallel 
execution and in the model of independence defined for the parallel PLL 
system, the manner of evaluation of the solution tree is the immediate 
setting up of three processes, ie (c and b), (d and b) and (e and b). These are 
now fully independent and can run to completion without any scheduling 
or synchronisation required between them and the parent process. This is 
the approach taken in the BC Machine project [Ali 88a]. The implications 
for this approach are discussed in Chapter 5.3.2. 

The third aspect of a parallel process model has been referred to in the 
previous section and is derived from the aim of implementing implicit 
parallelism. As there is no intention to allow control structures for the 
designation of parallel execution, the system must be responsible for this, 
and thus OR processes must be generated automatically from within the 

interpreter. 
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In summary the parallel process model for the PLL m us t 
a) support OR parallelism, 

b) provide full independence of processes, 

c) allow automatic generation of processes. 

5.3.2. The Definition of the Computational Model 

In order to meet the first requirement as discussed above, ie that of 
providing OR parallel execution, a process is defined as the flow of 
computation involved in rewriting an expression and it exists until an 

alternative branch of the expression tree becomes rewritable. At this point 

the process spawns offspring processes to correspond with the alternative 

nodes and terminates. If no alternative nodes are encountered during 
rewriting a process terminates when it has reduced the expression to its 
minimum or fixed point (as with the sequential version). Processes can 
thus be spawning or non spawning, the latter corresponding to the leaves of 
the solution tree. In a situation where no OR nodes exist the whole query 
evaluation will take place in one process. 

The spawned processes become candidates for parallel execution: 
whether they are actually evaluated simultaneously will depend on the 

architectural considerations and the available computational resources but 

the model provides for the possibility. 

The method of process spawning involves message passing between a 

parent process and its offspring. Essentially when a process encounters an 

OR node it creates a message structure for each alternative containing the 
information required to establish the offspring process. These messages are 

used to trigger the creation of new processes: in a "real" system some or all 

of these messages would be transmitted across the communication medium 

to other processing elements to inaugurate the execution of the new 

processes. Because of the manner in which processes are defined in the 

system, message passing is one way, ie parent to children, and there is no 
reverse communication. The other aspect of communication to note at this 
stage is that it follows a one to many pattern: one parent needs to 

communicate with a minimum of two offspring at the same time. Fig.5.2 

shows this in diagrammatic form for the example given above. 
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Fi . 5.2 - Process Representation 

Because of the requirement that processes are fully independent of each 
other it follows that the messages which inaugurate them must contain all 
the necessary information for them to start execution. In Chapter 2 the 
concept of "environment" for a process has been described: for an OR 
process in Prolog this consists of the current goal list and binding values, in 
the PLL an expression tree and binding values. This is the point at which 
models designed specifically for shared memory machines have a 
considerable advantage as the transfer of the environment from a parent 

process to its offspring can be achieved by using shared memory rather than 
a message containing the necessary information. As the aim in defining 
intercommunicating parallel execution systems usually favours forcing the 
computation/ communication balance in the direction of computation, the 
question of representing the environment in a message passing system is of 
prime importance. In order to avoid large communication overheads it is 
necessary to condense the environmental information into an optimised 

message format. 

As discussed in Chapter 3.1.3.3 the problem with non shared memory 
systems is that data on the environment which has to be made common to 
two processes must either be copied or recomputed. The approach taken in 
this project is that shared memory machines are too limiting for systems 
which display large potential for parallel execution, such as OR parallel 
Datalog programs. Hence the computational overheads of copying and/or 
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recomputing the parental environment have to be accepted but reduced as 
much as possible. 

In the PLL system the environment of a process can be regarded as 
comprising two parts: the expression tree on the evaluation stack, and the 

binding values in the variable area of the stack as indicated in the binding 
list. Because the model is designed for a non shared memory system each 

process operates within its own independent environment. At any stage 
during query evaluation these two aspects represent the state of the 
computation and thus information on them must be passed to offspring 
processes at the time of spawning. Two points in connection with the 
expression tree need consideration at this stage: first that the expression tree 
is not in a suitable format to be passed between processes, and a mechanism 
for representing it in a linear form must be devised. The linear message will 
need decoding by the recipient process in order for the expression tree to be 
re-created. This process is analogous to parsing a query. Secondly a method 
to keep the part of the message which describes the expression tree as small 
as possible must be found. 

Two methods of cutting down these overheads have been 
simultaneously employed; one involves the introduction of an optimised 
message packet which in turn leads to a degree of recomputation. As this is 
tied to the architectural considerations it will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

The second method is to assume that there is a copy of the interpreter 
plus user defined rules globally available on a read only basis. The most 
likely implementation of this is to hold a copy of the rewrite interpreter in 
each processing element. The interpreter consists of the meta or system 
defined rewrite rules plus the user defined rules which are stored in the 
rule network as described in Chapter 4.6. At this stage no distinction is made 
between user defined structures representing base predicates or relations 

and those which define higher level user "rules", the assumption being that 

both types of information is immediately available. In a realistically large 

system it is a reasonable assumption that most of the base predicates would 
be stored on disk. The memory storage implications for this are discussed in 
the next chapter. The reason for assuming that each process has an 
available copy of the interpreter to refer to is that it enables part of the 

process environment to be described by pointers into the rule network, thus 
making the process representation more compact. The problem of bindings 
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however still remains. In a model that does not encompass sharing 
evaluation memory space, binding values have to be included in full in the 
process creation message. The amount of data that this will involve 
obviously varies considerably. In systems where heavy reliance is placed on 
large structured terms it will make for unwieldy communications. 

The process based nature of the system is shown diagrammatically in 
Fig.5.2; this represents processes at the computational model level. The next 
step in the design is to move to the second level, ie the implementation of 
the parallel interpreter, and look at the manner in which the abstract 
concept of independence of processes can be incorporated into the rewrite 
rule sys tem. This is discussed in the next section. The final level, ie the 
mapping of the language system onto a parallel architecture and a 
simulation of its performance, is the subject of chapters 6 and 7. 

Two important aspects concerning the model can be seen in Fig.5.2. 
First the independence of processes means that there is no concept of 
ordering of process execution. As far as the theoretical system is concerned 
the processes can be evaluated in any order without effecting the validity of 
the final outcome. In a theoretical parallel system where processes are 
evaluated as soon as they are created, the effect is comparable with a breadth 
first search of the solution tree. In a "real" system computational resources 
are unlikely to be adequate to provide for simultaneous execution of all 
available processes, and some form of scheduling will be involved. The 
independence of processes means that different scheduling schemes can be 
tried out without any worries about the correctness of the system. 

The second feature of the model that the diagram shows is the 
replicated evaluation of the mutually conjoined expression, ie e(x). This 
would appear to produce a significant overhead in the amount of 
computation taking place in the system, although if processes were all being 
evaluated simultaneously the overall time to produce the query response 
would not be diminished. This would seem to indicate that the first 
approach to OR parallelism as described in Chapter 5.3.1 could produce a 
more efficient system. In fact the amount of repeated or redundant 
computation is often less than initially expected. Because of the manner in 
which AND node rewriting takes place, in the situation where b(x), c(x) or 
d(x) produce FALSE results, no evaluation of e(x) is attempted. If however 
b(x), c(x) or d(x) are themselves rewritten to other expressions and produce 
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individual and different bindings, these need to be involved in the 
rewriting of e(x) from the start. Thus in these two situations there is no 

unnecessary repeated evaluation of e(x). The occasion where redundant 

computation does exist is when neither b(x), c(x) or d(x) is further reducible: 

in that instance e(x) will be evaluated three times under the same 
en vironmen tal condi tions. 

Because of these considerations it has been decided that when the new 

expression tree is set up in the new process the expression representing the 
alternatives is placed on the left hand arm of the AND node, thus ensuring 

that the interpreter will attempt to rewrite it first. In the following two 

cases the spawned processes will have the same expression trees to work on: 
sex) and (r(x) or t(x», 

and 
(r(x) or t(x» and sex) 

will both result in these two processes 
rex) and sex), 
t(x) and sex). 

Because of the manner in which the conjunction rewrite rule works 
this will ensure that the alternative subexpressions, ie rex) and t(x) are 
evaluated first in the two spawned processes (see Chapter 5.4.4.5). 

5.4. The Implementation of the Parallel Process Model 

5.4.1. Introduction 

The implementation of the parallel process model has involved the 

design of a modified PLL interpreter. The basic principle of successively 

reducing a expression until it is in a minimum form by the employment of 
rewrite rules is maintained, but the system must recognise the nodes 

representing alternatives, halt rewriting and spawn new processes. The first 

step however is the move to a process based system. 

A process is initiated by a self contained data packet which is received 
from another process, or in the case of the initial process is constructed from 
the query. Because the data packet holds all the information required to set 

up a new process it can be considered as a representation of the process. The 

first job of the interpreter is to convert the data contained in this packet 
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into an structure that is recognisable to the rewrite rules, ie an expression 
tree. The interpreter then applies the appropriate rewrite rules to the 

expression until such a time as it is no longer reducible or it encounters an 
alternative node. In the former instance it prints out the results, in the 

latter it halts rewriting and spawns new processes before terminating. 

From this outline description it can be seen that the new interpreter 

has to perform functions that were not present in the original sequential 
version: first it has to recognise alternative nodes and react to them in a 
different manner, and secondly it has to handle the construction and 
decomposition of the data packets representing processes. 

There is a third function that the new interpreter system has to 

perform that is not directly involved with the rule rewriting aspects: it has 
to provide management for spawned processes. Because the interpreter is 
actually running on a single processor, the system has to store up spawned 
processes that are ready for execution and provide some method of 
scheduling. In the last section it has been shown that the order of 
evaluating processes is irrelevant to the correct functioning of the logic 
system, and therefore all that the scheduling algorithm needs to provide at 
this stage is a method of ensuring that all processes do get evaluated. This 

aspect of the interpreter's functioning is different from its main operation 

of performing rule rewrites. As such it is important to maintain a 

conceptual separation between them. It involves the use of data structures 

and functions to perform this task of controlling the system, and strictly 

speaking these should not be regarded as belonging to the interpreter as 

they would be redundant in the event of the system being used on a "real" 

multiprocessor architecture. In Chapter 7 it will be seen that it is necessary 
to add a third layer of simulation in order to model the behaviour of a 

physical machine. 

The data structures and functioning required to accomplish the control 

of the system, and process spawning with its associated packet formation are 

described below. 

The new parallel interpreter was defined in a separate module which 

interfaced with the sequential system and eventually with the parallel 

machine simulation (see Chapter 7.4.1). The parallel rewrite interpreter 

involved almost 1000 lines of C code and occupied 40Kbytes. Appendix F 
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contains examples of the coding of some of the more important functions 
used in the parallel interpreter. 

5.4.2. Modelling the Parallel Interpreter on a Single Processor 

Although the role of the new interpreter is to create and execute 
independent OR parallel processes, the system is implemented on a single 
processor system and it is therefore necessary to provide some method of 
providing this pseudo-parallel execution of processes. Before considering the 
details of process creation and spawning, it is necessary to look at the 
modifications that are used to model the running of parallel independent 
processes on a single processor system. This will be further expanded in 
Chapter 7 where the parallel machine simulation is discussed. 

There are two aspects to the modelling of the interpreter on a single 
processor: the first has been touched on, namely the storage and scheduling 
of processes. The second is the allocation of memory space for each process 
to use while executing. It is assumed that in a real machine each process 
will be mapped onto its own specified processing element and operate 
within a private memory in that processing element. However at present 
the" interpreter has to operate in pseudo parallel fashion, ie the system has 
to model parallel operations on a single processor and memory system. 

It has been shown that there is no need for a complicated scheme for 
scheduling processes at this stage: processes are fully independent of each 
other and therefore the order in which they are executed does not affect the 

results of query. As will be seen in the next section processes are represented 
by five field data structures which have been designed to be held on a linked 
list. In order to organise process scheduling a global queue of processes 
awaiting evaluation is defined (the "ready _to_run_queue"), and when. 
processes are spawned they are placed on this linked list. The software that 
controls the system removes one process from the queue, passes it to the 
rewrite interpreter which is then responsible for its execution. The system 

continues in this fashion until there are no more processes in the queue. 
When the parallel machine simulation is designed it is necessary to include 
rules to determine the next process to be removed from the queue - these 

will be looked at in Chapter 7. 
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The question of allocation of memory space for each process has been 
the subject of some concern. The computational model defines each process 

as working in its own environment and this implies that it has available a 

unique evaluation stack and binding list (the variable list is concerned with 

user introduced variables and can thus be considered to be globally 

available). Clearly it is not feasible to divide up the available memory in 

such a manner as to give each process its own "new" memory space: first 

because it is not known in advance how many processes will be produced 

for a given query, and secondly the wastage would soon mean that the 

. system would run out of space. However a system must be designed which 

allows each process to have its own "virtual" stack and binding list. 

This need to allow each process to work in its own environment has 

been implemented by giving each executing process full control of the 

general evaluation stack and binding list as defined for the sequential 
interpreter. When the process terminates, the stack is reset and the binding 

list cleared, and the next process to execute uses the same space. 
Theoretically this is a straightforward implementation of the need to model 
many independent processes in a single system. In practise it has been more 
difficult to achieve. The reason for this is that as the system has developed 
the evaluation stack has been used to store certain control information 
such as the ready_to_run_queue. Whereas the purists would frown at this 

approach it has ensured that maximum use has been made out of available 

memory in a situation where there has not been sufficient memory to run 

as large test programs as desired. However the result is that when a process 

terminates and conceptually the stack is reset, the reality is that quite careful 

garbage collection has to be performed rather than a global reset. 

5.4.3. Process Representation 

The data structure designed to represent a process has to hold two types 

of information: it needs to incorporate the environmental details (the 

expression tree and any bound values) in order that process evaluation can 

be initiated. It also needs to hold a certain amount of control information 

that is required by the system to organise the scheduling of the process. In 

Chapter 7 it will be shown how the control information is used in mapping 

the processes to the physical architecture of the parallel machine. However 

from the standpoint of the parallel interpreter most of the control 

information is irrelevant. 
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The structure representing a process has been defined as a five field block as 
shown in Fig.5.3. Field 0 holds a unique global process identifier; fields 1 

and 2 are discussed in Chapter 7. The "Next" pointer in field 3 allows 

processes to be queued up as a linked list and held on the 

ready _to_run_queue. Field 4 holds a pointer to a structure known as the 

"process description". It is this structure that contains the data required by 

the interpreter to evaluate the process. 

o 1 2 3 4 
I 

Proc_no Control Infonnation Next Proc_desc 
I 

Fi . 5.3 - Process Structure 

The process description component of the process structure consists of 
a linked list of bipartite structures holding pointers which represent the 
conjoined subexpressions of the expression to be rewritten. H any variables 
are bound the bindings are attached to the end of this list. The process 
description relies on the fact that the rewrite rules are globally available on a 
read only basis. This allows a rule to be represented in the process 

description by a pointer into the rule area of the stack. The assumption is 

that the rule address will be meaningful to all processes throughout the 

system and thus the transfer of an address from one process to another is 

the equivalent of passing the rule name and other data about it. In a similar 

fashion the initial query is assumed to be globally recognisable. The section 

on the multiprocessor architecture indicates that this can be achieved 

without loss of efficiency. 

The simplest example of a process description is one which contains 

only one pointer and no bindings. This type of description results from the 

situation where the interpreter has encountered a simple OR node in 

rewriting an expression. For the system that holds the rule 

define a(x) tobe b(x) or c(x)? 

rewriting of a(x) will produce the expression tree shown in Fig.SA. 
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The two resultant processes formed after spawning will have process 
descriptions as shown in Fig.9.S where pI and p2 are the pointers to b(x) and 

c(x) and where there are no variables bound at the time of spawning. 

hex) 

OR 

c(x) 

ression Tree for b(x) or c(x) 

-+-~.~ I BINDINGS VI 

-+-~ ... ~ I BINDINGS IZ1 

Fi . 5.5 - Process Descri lions 

A more complex process description can take the form (Fig.S.6): in this 
instance the list of pointers represent conjoined subexpressions and the 
gives rise to the tree shown in Fig.5.7. 

I p3 I 3...J p4 1 3...J pSi 3...J BINDINGS I 3...J vI I NUM IS IZ1 

Fi . 5.6 - Process Descri lion 

e(x) f(x) 

ression Tree for db) and eb) and f(x) 
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The information contained in the four part node after the BINDINGS 

tag is the data on the variable vI which is bound to the value 5. The first 

field gives the stack base offset value, and NUM refers to the data type of the 

value. 

The pointers in the process description are implicitly conjoined and 

initially it was believed that a pointer to the static rule base or query area 

would cover all possible logical subexpressions. However the representation 

of negated expressions has had to be reconsidered. If the rule base contains 

the definition 

define a(x) tobe (not(b(x») or c(x)? 

the pointer in a process description representing the first subexpression, ie 

(not(b(x») can give the address of the NOT node in the rules area (see 

FigA.2). However in the case of the rule 
define a(x) tobe (not (b(x) and c(x»? 

the first rewriting of this expression will result in negation being moved 

downwards in the expression tree, ie 
(not(b(x» or not(c(x») 

as shown in Fig.S.B. In this case the pointers to the rule for b(x) and c(x) in 
the rule base have to carry a tag to indicate that negation has taken place. 

NOT OR 

NOT NOT 

b(x) c(x) b(x) c(x) 

Stage 1 Stage 2 

Fi .5.8 - NOT Node Rewrite 

This representation of processes was designed to meet the 

implementational needs of the abstract parallel interpreter, and in the 
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Levell: 
Computational Model 

Process Structure t-_ ... 

Level 2: 

next Parallel PLL Interpreter 

Fi . 5.9 - Process Representation (Second Level) 

section the manner in which the process description is constructed and 
decomposed is looked at. However it is important to note here that this is 
the second "level" of the implementation of the process model, and as such 
still represents an abstraction of the system that would be used in a "real" 
parallel machine. It is nevertheless an executable abstraction and the 
software to implement this has been produced. These process descriptions 
are further refined in the third layer of the design in order to model the 
optimised transfer of information from a parent process to its offspring in 
the situation where they are genuinely running on separate processing 

elements. Fig.5.9 shows the process representation design with the second 

level of implementation included. 
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5.4.4. Process Spawning 

5.4.4.1. Introduction 

The creation of a new process takes place either at query insertion time 
or at process spawning in the event of an alternative branch being 
encountered in the search space. The typical situation of process creation 
takes place when spawning occurs and always involves the formation of 
two or more processes. 

The handling of alternatives in the parallel system has to provide the 
mechanics for process spawning and thus differs from that in the sequential 
system. This has meant that new rewrite rules for these situations have had 
to be defined. In practical terms this has led to the introduction of a new 
"parallel rewrite manager" module to the system which replaces the core 
interpreter in the parallel system. Some of the inbuilt rewrite rules 
contained in the original sequential module have had to be completely 
rewritten, and others modified. (The requirements of the architecture 
simulation have also meant that alterations to the system rules have been 
made: this is discussed in Chapter 7). The nodes in which alternative 
branches can be represented are OR, IN and RANGE. It has also been 
necessary to construct a new rewrite rule for conjunction handling in order 
to meet the commonly occurring situation where an OR node is 
encountered nested within a conjunction. 

5.4.4.2. Rewriting of OR Nodes 

When the parallel interpreter encounters an OR node it calls the new 
OR rewrite rule. Instead of the original method of adding the pointers to the 
two branches to the global or-stack, the rule calls a recursive function to 
walk down the expression tree from OR node and create as many process. 

descriptions as there are nested OR nodes (Fig.S.IO) 

As these process descriptions are produced they are each inserted in the 
final field of a newly created process structure (see Chapter 5.4.3). The 
process is given a unique number and at a later stage control information 
will be added to its second and third fields. As the processes with their 

embryo process descriptions are created they are stored on a temporary 

queue. 
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proc_descl .- I pI I ] ~ BINDINGS lZI 
proc_desc2 .- I p2 1 ] .. , BINDINGS IZJ 
proc_desc3 .. I p3 1 +..f BINDINGS IZJ 

Fi • 5.10 - Process Descri tion Formation 

The software then checks in the binding list to discover how many 
variables are bound and adds them to the end of the process descriptions. At 
this stage it is recognised that not every binding is necessarily relevant to all 
pro~ess descriptions. In the case where the OR node 
a(x) or bey) 

and x is bound to a value, the binding for x is only necessary for one of the 
resultant process descriptions. However selection of appropriate binding 

values has not been implemented at this stage, because the final format for 

the data packet as produced for the multiprocessor machine needs to 

include all values. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. Thus all 

bound variables are represented on each of the process descriptions formed. 

The newly formed processes are now complete and the final operation 
involved in spawning is to transfer them to the ready _to_run_queue . 

where they await scheduling for execution. The temporary queue is reset 

and the parent process now terminates. 

5.4.4.3. Rewriting of IN Nodes 

The new rewrite rule for IN node evaluation works differently from 

the original sequential version where the node is successively transformed 

into a disjunction of equality and a modified IN node, ie 

x in [12 3]? 
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(x=1) or (x in [23])? 

Cluzpter Five 

Because of the need to define alternatives for parallel execution, the new IN 
rewrite rule works by immediately transforming the IN node into an OR 
expression tree of equalities (see Fig.5.ll). 

(x=2) (x=3) 

Fi . 5.11 - IN Node Transformation 

This expression tree is then passed to the new OR rewrite rule which 
spawns three independent processes as described in the previous section. 

In this way the principle of membership rewriting is maintained but 
the full expansion into equality relationships is done in one step. 

5.4.4.4. Rewriting of RANGE Nodes 

The RANGE node is used in association with the IN node and 
represents the range of integer values that a variable can take; it is denoted 

by the symbol " .. ". Thus the query 

x in [3 .. 5]? 

is answered by 
(x=3) or (x=4) or (x=5). 

The query 

2in [Lx]? 

will produce the result 

(x=2) or (x > 2)? 

It can be seen from these examples that the final result of rewriting a 

RANGE node is a disjunction. The sequential interpreter performs the 

rewriting in a number of different steps in a similar fashion to IN node 
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evaluation. The new rewrite rule bypasses this serialisation and produces 
the OR tree immediately on encountering a RANGE node. Thus 
x in [1 3 . .5 7]? 

is transformed into 

(x=1) or «x=3) or (x=4) or (x=5» or (x=7) 

and this is passed to the disjunction rewrite rule which spawns the new 
processes in the normal fashion. 

5.4.4.5. Rewriting of Conjunctions 

Because of the need to spawn processes whenever an OR node occurs 

nested within an AND node a new conjunction rewriting rule has had to be 

defined. In this situation the spawning of processes must involve two 

operations: first the setting up of the process structures with process 

descriptions corresponding to the alternative branches or OR nodes. This 
has to be followed by the task of walking back out of the conjunction 
"collecting" the conjoined subexpressions that were present at the time of 
process spawning. These are then added to the end of each process 
description. 

In order to understand the method used to achieve this it is worth 
considering the spawning of processes in the following examples. 

The operation of OR process evaluation as described above works 

correctly for "top level" OR nodes such as 
a(x) or b(x) or c(x) or (x=1)? 

However when an OR node is encountered within an AND node (see 

Fig.5.12) eg 
a(x) and (b(x) or c(x) or (x=2»? 

the manner in which the original evaluation of AND nodes is performed, 

ie try-Ihs-rewrite, try-rhs-rewrite until no more bindings made, would 

produce 
Step 1: rewrite a(x) - not possible, not in rule base 
Step 2: rewrite OR node - leading to three processes with process_desc as 

shown in Fig.5.13. 

In other words these process descriptions give no indication of the 

conjoined expression on the left hand side which is a proper part of the 

newly spawned alternative processes. A method of producing the correct 
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c(x) (x=2) 

ression Tree with AND and OR Nodes 

proc_descl ~ I p2 1 ~ BINDINGS VI 
proc_desc2 --. I p3 1 ~ BINDINGS 171 
proc_desc3 ~ I p4 1 ~ BINDINGS VI 

Fi 5.13 - Initial Process Descriptions 

process descriptions (Fig.5.14) is needed when OR nodes are encountered 

within AND expressions. 

-.~ I p2 1 ~ pI I 3+f BINDINGS VI 
-~... I p3 1 ~ pI I ~ BINDINGS VI 
-~... I p41 3+f pI I ~ BINDINGS VI 

Fi .5.14 - Com leted Process Descri lions 

This has been achieved by changing the AND rewriting rule. The new 
version maintains the rewrite-left, rewrite-right approach until no further 

alterations are made, but before entering the loop it tests for OR and IN 

nodes on both its child branches. If an OR or IN node is encountered, 

instead of entering the loop it spawns new processes in the manner 

described above, leaving them on the temporary queue, and terminates 
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returning the newly defined AND_OR node. This node type has three 

fields: its type, plus pointers to both arms of the subexpression tree which 
has to be included as the mutual part of the process description. 

The interpreter recognises this node as signifying that there are 

spawned processes waiting on the temporary queue which need an extra 
pointer (or pointers) added to them, and it performs this addition by using 

the information in the AND_OR node. In the above example the 
evaluation of the expression 
a(x) and (h(x) or c(x) or (x=2»? 

would spawn the alternatives as shown in Fig.5.13, and return the node 

(AND_OR, pl, NULL). This node triggers the addition of the mutual 

pointer pl to the end of each process description on the temporary queue 
(Fig.S.14). 

1 It Call to AND Rewrite 

• 
2nd Call to AND Rewrite 

• 
pI 

c(x) (x=2) 

Fig. S.lS - Rewritin of Expression Tree with AND and OR Nodes 

Because of the recursive nature of the AND rewriting rule the 

AND_OR node returned from a halted AND rewrite may represent a 

subexpression tree to be converted into a partial process description as can 

be seen in the example in Fig.S.1S. In this case: 

2nd call to AND rewrite rule returns: pterl = (AND_OR, pl, NULL) 

1st call to AND rewrite rule returns: pter2 = (AND_OR, pterl, p2). 

The result of the top level call, ie (AND_OR, pterl,p2) is then converted 

into a partial process description (Fig.S.16); this is then combined with the 

spawned OR processes representing b(x) or c(x) or (x=2) to give the process 
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proc_descI • I pI I +.f p2V1 

proc_desc2 .. I pI I +.f p2 VI 
proc_desc3 • I pI I +.f p2 1Z1 

Fig. 5.16 - Partial Process De~criptions 
for a(x) and (b(x) or c(x) or (x=2» and d(x) 

Chapter Five 

descriptions as shown in Fig.S.17. Only now are bindings added to the 
process descriptions giving these final versions in Fig.S.lB. 

proc_descI .. I p3 1 +-i pI I +-i p2V1 

proc_desc2 .. I p4 1 +-i pI I +-i p2V1 

proc_desc3 • I p5 I +-i pI I +-i p2V1 

Fig. 5.17 - Extended Process Descriptions 
for a(x) and (b(x) or c(x) or (x=2» and d(x) 

proc_desci --.j p3 1 +-i pI I +-i p2 1 +-i BINDINGS VI 
proc_desc2 --.j p41 =-t--i pI I =-t--i p2 1 =-t--i BINDINGS VI 
proc_desc3 --.j pSi =-t--i pI I =-t--i p2 1 =-t--i BINDINGS VI 

Fig. S.18 - Completed Process Descriptions 

for a(x) and (b(x) or c(x) or (x=2» and d(x) 

The general concept of halting execution of an AND expression 

whenever an OR node is found, spawning processes, and walking directly 

out of all the recursive calls to collect the other "mutual" branches that 
have to be conjoined seems to be the appropriate method for creating a 

linear representation of a tree structure. 

There is an additional implementational overhead to this method 

which is not required in the final design for the multiprocessor architecture. 
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It is nevertheless important to be aware of it as it gives rise to overheads 
that have to be discounted in the results on processing times (see Chapter 8). 
Because the first part of the process description is held in a linked list of 
specially created two field nodes the situation arises in which the mutually 
conjoined subexpressions are referred to by the same address when they are 
added to the process descriptions, eg the AND tree shown in Fig.5.19 
produces these corresponding process descriptions. 

If the process defined by proc_desc1 is first to execute it will incorporate 
pl and p3 into its execution tree and at the end of its evaluation it is 
necessary to organise garbage collection including the process structure and 
its associated process description. However the node holding the mutually 
conjoined part of the process description is needed by the second process 
which may be evaluated at any stage in the future. In order to simplify the 
garbage collection and to avoid corruption of information, copying of the 

mutually conjoined nodes is performed prior to binding insertion, thus 

providing two fully independent lists as shown in Fig.5.20. 

-.. I pI I +..J p3 1 +..J BINDINGS VI 
-... I p2 1 +..J p3 I +..J BINDINGS VI 

Fi . 5.20 - Final Process Descri 

5.4.5. Process Reconstruction 

The previous section has shown how a process can be represented in a 

structure which contains a linear list of pointers and binding values, ie the 
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process description. This has been designed to provide the vehicle for 

passing information from one process to another. The procedure for setting 

up a process description has been presented and the situations in which 
processes are spawned have been detailed. 

The other operation in relation to a process description is the 

complementary one of converting it into a format that is recognisable to the 

rewriting functions of the interpreter. Once a process has been scheduled for 

execution and removed from the ready _to_ron_queue, the first function of 

the new interpreter is to convert the process description into an expression 

tree and to reinstate any bound variable values. This operation is 

equivalent to parsing an incoming query but involves far less 

computational effort as the values in the process description represent 

pointers to nodes that already exist in the system. The only nodes that have 

to be created by the interpreter are the new AND nodes for the conjoined 
pointers. Thus the process description shown in Fig.5.21 involves the 

formation of the tree in Fig.5.22. 

--<.~I p I I +-i p2 1 +-i BINDINGS VI 

Fi . 5.21 - Process Description 

AND 

Fi . 5.22 - AND E ression Tree 

The second operation that has to be performed before process 

evaluation can take place is the copying of binding values into their 

position on the stack and the insertion of the stack addresses into the 

binding list. The following bindings representation (Fig.5.23) involves 

putting the integer tag NUM and the value 17 at addresses v1 and (v1+1) on 

the stack and similarly installing NUM and 44. The addresses vI and v2 are 
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inserted into the first two elements of the binding list and the value of 
binding level becomes 2. Having established the environment for process 

evaluation to start control is passed to the rule rewriting part of the 
interpreter. 

I BINDINGS I ~ vI I NUM 1171 ~ v21 NUM 144/71 

Fi .5.23 - Bindin s Representation 

A process can be regarded as having three parts: the setting up of the 

expression tree, the application of the rewrite rules to the expression tree, 

and the spawning of processes in the event of an alternative being 

encountered. The proportion of time taken by each of these operations is 

the subject of discussion in Chapter 8, but at this stage it is of importance to 
note that the first operation, ie the conversion of the linear process 

description into the correct environment, occupies a small fraction of the 

total execution time. 

5.5. Summary 

This chapter has described the decision to investigate an OR parallel 

system for the PLL. The abstract computational model has been defined and 

a parallel interpreter produced. The new interpreter is based on the 

sequential version using the technique of applying stored rewrite rules as 

an inferencing method. However the parallel system is based on the concept 

of evaluation of independent OR processes. The manner in which processes 

are represented is discussed and the modelling of parallel execution on a 

single processor system is described. 
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The Parallel Architecture 

6.1. Introduction 

The previous chapter has described the identification of sources of 
potential parallelism within the PLL and has shown how one of these (OR 

parallelism) can be encapsulated in a computational model and its 
interpreter. In this chapter the next step is discussed. In order to reap any 
benefit from the change to a parallel process model the parallelism 

expressed in the interpreter must be mapped onto a suitable multiprocessor 
architecture. It is recognised that the constraints imposed by architectural 

considerations are likely to impose limitations on the amount of actual 

parallel execution that can take place. However the intention is to design an 

architecture which will support the computational model as closely as 
possible in an attempt to derive as much benefit as possible from the 
potential parallelism. The aim of the chapter is to define the functional 

requirements for a parallel machine based on the knowledge of the 
operation of the new parallel interpreter, and to present a possible hardware 
realisation of this design. 

The chapter shows how the interpreter can be mapped onto the 

architecture: in order to test the validity of this design a working simulation 

of the system has been developed. The simulation is the subject of Chapter 

7, and represents an important step in development of the actual hardware 

system. Resources have not been available during the course of the present 

project to consider the construction of a prototype machine. The role that 

the simulation plays in the overall development of the system is discussed 

in Chapter 7. 

This project developed out of work done on the design of a 

multiprocessor architecture for knowledge bases using semantic networks 

[Hird 85]. The original intention was that the parallel logic language would 

be mapped into the type of architecture that had emerged from the earlier 

work. However an analysis of the patterns of communication involved in 
the parallel PLL has shown that the needs of the two systems are different. 

The type of architecture that was believed to be suitable for semantic 

networks was a fixed topology with nearest neighbour connections. It is not 

within the scope of this project to comment on its applicability for other 
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types of computational model, but what has become clear is that it is not 
suitable for the implementation of a parallel PLL system. 

The chapter discusses the reasons why a fixed topology architecture is 
not suitable for the parallel PLL. Out of this analysis has come a clearer 
understanding of the functional requirements of a suitable multiprocessor 
system. These are discussed and the mapping of the parallel interpreter onto 
the functional design is described. Finally the chapter looks at a hardware 
realisation of the functional design. 

6.2. Fixed Topology Architectures 

The original design for the multiprocessor architecture specified a two 
dimensional rectangular array of processing elements with nearest 
neighbour connections and this was intended to form the basis of the design 
for this project [Loh 82]. It was hoped that this would prove a suitable design 
for a parallel PLL system, as it had considerable advantages from the 
hardware implementation point of view. However attempts to map the 
computational model for OR parallelism to these hardware proposals gave 
rise to a number of problems. Chapter 3 has looked at various architectural 
proposals which have been put forward for parallel logic language systems. 
Having decided to concentrate on non shared memory systems because of 
scalability problems with shared memory machines it is worth looking 
again in more detail at the suitability of fixed topology distributed memory 

archi tectures. 

The term fixed topology architectures is used here to mean the type of 
non shared memory machine in which the connections between the 
different processing elements are not dynamically reconfigurable at run 
time. This definition clearly applies to nearest neighbour grids machines, 
but it also includes systems such as the Parsifal architecture [Capon 86], 
[Hughes 86]. Although in the Parsifal system the individual processing 

elements are connected by means of a bank of crossbar switches which 
enables any Transputer to be linked to any other, this reconfiguration is 
generally done prior to run time and remains fixed during the course of 
program execution. The hypercube architectures such as the Connection 
Machine and the iPSC, offer a fixed pattern of inter processing element 
connections, but the "richness" of the communication network means that 
messages can be sent between distant nodes using shorter paths than in a 
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nearest neighbour grid [Hillis 85], [Intel 86]. For all fixed topology grids 
whether nearest neighbour or hypercube, methods of efficient message 
routing need to be employed. 

A fixed topology architecture has advantages for the hardware designer 
and manufacturer, and can produce good performance benefits for the 
appropriate application. The identification of suitable applications then 
becomes the subject of research: the use of the Connection machine for text 
retrieval work is an example of a study to redefine an application to match 
the processing capabilities of a parallel machine [Stanfill 86]. 

The reasons for believing that a fixed network of processing elements 
is not the most suitable architecture for the parallel PLL lies in the pattern of 
communications involved in the language. A fundamental aim in defining 
a parallel system is to maintain a high processing to communication ratio, 
and to ensure that processing is held up as little as possible by delays in the 
receipt of data from other processing elements. It is generally true that in 
this type of architecture communications between directly connected 
processing elements are more speedy than those which have to be routed 
through a number of other processing element nodes, and it is this aspect 
that leads to one source of inefficiency when looking at the execution of 
parallel logic languages on this type of machine. 

Fig.6.1 shows a simple solution tree to a query put to the parallel PLL. 

The nodes represent processes and communication, ie message passing, 
takes place along the arcs. In order to execute this efficiently, the ideal 
mapping would be to place each process on a separate processing element 
and map the arcs onto the direct physical links between them. However this 
is clearly not possible, as the form of each solution tTee varies from query to 
query, so a fixed topology sui table for one query would not provide the 
necessary links for others. Of course even if this exact mapping of the 
topology to suit the query was possible, it would still be highly wasteful of 
resources, in that as the tree expands downwards, the higher level processes 
die and leave their processing elements inactive. The idea of using a system 
such as the Parsifal architecture which could be customised for each query 
before run time also looks doubtful, because the nature of the rewriting 
process means that it is impossible to predict the shape of the solution tTee 
in advance - the so called "non determinacy" of logic programs. 
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derme a(x) lobe b(x) or c(x) or d(x)? 
derme b(x) lobe f(x) and (g(x) or hex»~? 
define c(x) lobe e(x)? 
derme d(x) lobe (x=sqrt25) or (x=72*35) or (x=100+12)? 

Fi .6.1- PLL Query Solution Tree 

Chapter Six 

The fixed topology approach has the disadvantage that some 
communications have to be routed through a considerable number of stages 

to distant processing elements, because it is not possible to make a 

sufficiently good mapping to allow processes always to send messages to 

close processing elements. Because of the unpredictable nature of the 

pattern of processes, the situation is likely to occur at some stage that the 

communication delay in setting up a process in a distant but idle processing 

element is greater than the time to queue it up and execute it locally in a 
serial manner. Various projects have proposed schemes to minimise this 

transfer of data across many stages in the network: these involve 

hierarchical partitioning of the architecture and obviously provide 

considerable benefit to the efficiency of the system. This type of approach 

which encourages locality of communication is seen in the Data Diffusion 

Machine proposals [Haridi 89] (see Chapter 3.2.4.3). 

The other problem with communications in the type of fixed network 

architecture that was originally considered for the parallel PLL is the 

serialisation of communication. When the solution tree diagram for a PLL 
query is looked at it becomes clear that when a parent process spawns 
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offspring processes it is ready to communicate with a number of processes 
simultaneously. However the type of architecture that requires messages to 
be despatched from one node on a number of different routes or 
connections will inevitably serialise the operation. If the number of 
offspring processes is large this serialisation may account for a considerable 
amount of processing time within the spawning process. In this situation 
communications times within the system will depend not only on the 
length of each data packet but also on the number of processes spawned 
(offspring) rather than the number of spawning (parent) processes. 

6.3. Functional Requirements of the Multiprocessor Architecture 

The pattern of communications produced by a query to the parallel 
interpreter was the crucial aspect in the decision to reject a fixed network 
hardware design as being inappropriate for the ideal parallel PLL system. 
The communications within the parallel system display the following 
characteristics: they are 
a) unidirectional, 
b) one to many, 
c) unpredictable at query insertion time. 
The first two characteristics indicate that an architecture with broadcasting 
capability would be appropriate, and the third feature means that the 
communications links between processing elements should be dynamically 
reconfigurable during query execution. These requirements are discussed in 
[Brown 89] and form the basis·for the work on the hardware design. 

The broadcast mechanism within the machine must be capable of 
providing the one to many communication pattern for process spawning 
and in addition should support multiple broadcasts as there are potentially 
many simultaneous spawning operations. The broadcasting of information 
from one processing element to many others allows the spawning of 
multiple processes to take place in one operation on the assumption that a 
format for the message or data packet can be designed that conveys the 
appropriate information for all the processes. Thus the serialisation of data 
packet transmission can be eliminated. The format of the packet is discussed 
in detail in Chapter 6.4.3 but it is important to note here that much of the 
information needed to initiate each individual process is common to all, 
because it represents in part the parental environment at the time of 

spawning. 
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By designing the system to meet the communication needs as closely 
as possible, the overheads involved in data transmission should be kept to a 
minimum. However this is not the only factor that influences the 
performance of the machine. The other crucial aspect is the load balancing 

between the different processing elements. (This ignores for the present that 
the actual rewrite code may contain inefficiencies - see Chapters 8 and 9). It 
is assumed that in any real machine the processing resources available are 
not going to be sufficient to ensure immediate task execution at all times. 
In terms of the parallel PLL this means that during query evaluation, 
probably for the majority of the time, there will be more processes ready for 
evaluation than there are idle processing elements. Thus the architectural 
design has to incorporate facilities for load balancing or scheduling of 
processes. It has been seen in Chapter 5 that this task is made more difficult 
by the fact that processes vary considerably in the number of computational 
steps they take and this is not predictable in advance. 

Having identified these requirements for an ideal architecture the 
question of the implementation of the design concepts can be regarded as 
having two stages. The specification of the architecture at a functional level 
is the first step. At this point the implications for mapping the 
computational model onto this system are looked at and the interpreter 

modified where necessary. If this mapping process is achieved successfully 
the final design phase represents the detailed hardware specification. In 

practise the separation of the two stages is not clearly defined: it is a 

pointless exercise defining an architecture at the functional level if it is not 

technically feasible to implement. 

6.4. Functional Design of the Multiprocessor Architecture 

6.4.1. Introduction 

Fig.6.2 shows the main functional components in the proposed 
multiprocessor architecture. Query evaluation takes place exclusively in the 
processing elements. It is anticipated that the system will contain a 
substantial number of processing elements, possibly upward of a hundred. 
Each processing element node holds a copy of the rewrite interpreter 

including user defined rules. As discussed in Chapter 5.4.3 the initial query 
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is also assumed to be common to all processing elements, this having been 
achieved by a global broadcast following the initial parsing operation. 

Broadcast Busses 

Controller 

.... - ,...- ..- r- r-'- r-'-

~ ""'-- ~ ~ "-- --- Processing Ele ments 

Fi .6.2· Functional Outline of Multiprocessor Machine 

The broadcast capability is implemented by a multiple bus system 
which can be configured to allow any processing element to broadcast to all 
the others or to any designated subset of them. The inclusion of multiple 
busses allows for several such broadcasts to be performed Simultaneously. 
The number of busses required to give optimum performance is discussed 
in Chapter 8 in light of the simulation results. 

The controller unit has two main functions: the configuring of busses 
to allow the appropriate broadcast to take place, and the allocation of 
processes to processing elements based on a measure of the work load in 
each processing element, ie load balancing. It also acts as the interface 
between the user and the parallel machine. 

6.4.2. Query Evaluation 

The operation of query evaluation involves the following steps: the 
query is set up as a process in a designated processing element, where the 
rewrite interpreter proceeds to evaluate the expression as described in 
Chapters 4 and 5 until process spawning occurs. The basic method of process 
spawning remains as described in Chapter 5 but has been modified slightly 
to meet the needs of the machine. Instead of producing n process structures 
representing n processes, the interpreter constructs a single data packet 
which incorporates all the data representing the n processes. The parent 
process then terminates and a request is made to the controller for a bus to 
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make a broadcast of the data packet. In the more straightforward of cases 
this will involve broadcasting to n processing elements. The n processing 

elements are alerted that they are to receive a data packet and the parent 

process is given control of the bus. The data packet is then broadcast 

simultaneously to all n processing elements and the bus is de-allocated. The 

receiving processing elements store the data packet on their internal queue 
of processes awaiting execution and in due course it will be scheduled for 
execution. The interpreter has to be modified to handle the combined data 

packet, which involves distinguishing which of the n processes it is 
responsible for. The method used is described in the following section. 

6.4.3. Data Packet Definition 

In order to ensure that the communication system is not swamped 
with lengthy data packet transmissions, it is important to consider the 
optimal form of the data packet. The packet needs to hold all the 
information required to inaugurate new processes but at the same time it 
must be as small as possible. The manner in which process structures are 
defined in the abstract interpreter is clearly not suitable for the real 
multiprocessor machine: the availability of a broadcast mechanism means 
that the process spawning information can be passed to many processing 
elements simultaneously if a method can be found to incorporate the data 

for all the offspring processes into one message. This section looks at the 

definition of an optimised data packet. 

Several initial assumptions can be made about the pattern of 

communications and the availability of local data: 

a) a processing element can broadcast directly to a number of other 

processing elements, 
b) the receiving processing element can be given some form of advance 

information concerning the part of the data packet that is relevant to it (see 

Chapter 6.5.5), 
c) the rule base and original query are available to all processing elements. 

The new data packet has to contain the information at present held in 

the group of process structures defined at process spawning time. This 

information is in three parts: 
a) the OR branches in the expression tree which gives rises to the new 

processes, 
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b) any mutually conjoined expressions, 

c) all bound variable values. 

It can be seen from this that b) and c) are required data for the entire group 

of spawned processes. It is only the information in a) that distinguishes one 

process from another. The question of data packet design therefore can be 

divided into two parts: first the optimal manner of representing all the 

common data, and secondly the method of including information in the 

combined data packet that will allow individual processes to be 
distinguished. 

The question of condensed representation of the mutual information 

is considered first. The data packet needs to contain details of mutually 

conjoined expressions and any bindings. If the following simple expression 

is considered, 
a(x) and b(x y) and C<y) (with x instantiated to 10), 

it can be seen that three types of data has to be represented: the variables, the 

binding values and reference to the rules or predicates involved. In the 

present interpreter bindings are passed by reference to their general stack 
location (with their value) as are uninstantiated variables. Although it 
would be possible to pass data about variables in this format it would mean 
that all processing elements would need to have the same (long) stack 

available for variables and also the data packet would be unnecessarily 

lengthy because of the long values needed to represent the stack· address. 

Hence the decision to represent variables and bindings with a value that 

relates to their position in the data packet has been explored. The above 

expression, ie 
a(x) and b(x y) and c(y) (with x instantiated to 10) 

would be represented by the data packet as shown in Fig.6.3. 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7 I 4 10 

, , 
" 

, , 
Rule "a" Rule "b" Rule "e" 

Fi . 6.3· Data Packet Re resentation 
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In the packet the slots marked 0, 2 and 5 hold pointers to the respective 
rules in the rule area; slots 1, 3,4 and 6 represent the variables. Slot 1 is the 
first reference to the variable "x" and slot 4 is the first for "y". The number 
"1" in slot 3 indicates that it refers to the same variable as defined in slot 1, 
and similarly the value "4" in slot 6 links the two references to "y". The fact 
that "x" is bound is shown by the reference in slot 1 to the slot 7. Slot 7 holds 
the binding value. 

When it comes to the passing of information about the rule to be 
evaluated, the present system represents this by pointers to the nodes in the 
rule base. This method can be used in the real machine as the rule 
information is assumed to be available to each processing element. The data 
packet therefore includes the address in the rules area that allows a 
receiving processing element to identify the rule to be used. The 
architecture is thus providing a form of global addressing for the user 
defined rules. 

The method of representing the alternative processes uses the same 
concept. However instead of including pointers to all the separate branches 
of a spawned OR tree it would be more efficient to send a pointer to the 
parent node, and let each processing element identify the child of the OR 
node that is destined for it from the information received from the 
controller. This information is obtained from the controller prior to packet 
broadcast, when the receiving processing elements are alerted that a 
broadcast is about to be made. This part of the communications pattern is 
necessarily serial but involves the passage of a very small amount of data. 
Timing predictions indicate that the operation should not produce an 
unacceptable overhead for the communication/processing ratio. This is 
discussed in Chapter 6.5.5, and in Chapters 8 and 9 where results from 
execution runs using benchmark tests are presented. As far as the 
evaluation of processes is concerned this method involves a small 
processing overhead as each receiving processing element (having been 
informed which OR branch it has to deal with) must follow the pointers 

from the parent node down to it. 

If this latter system is used for OR node representation (ie the sending 
of the parent node pointer) any variable in the parent node has to be 
represented in the packet. This representation can be made in the same 
manner as that used for variables in the mutually conjoined expressions. If 
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one of the child OR nodes has new quantified variables, these will be 
installed by the receiving processing element at the start of rewriting. 

Thus the combined data packet representing the three processes 
spawned from the following expression: 
(a(x) and b(x y) and c(y) and (r(x) or s(x) or t(x») 

(with x bound to the value 10) 
is shown in Fig.6.4. 

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

9 1 1 6 10 

" 
, 

" " 
"OR" Rule Rule "a" Rule "b" Rule "e" 

Fi • 6.4 - Combined Data Packet 

It is recognised that in a non shared memory machine that data needed 
in two separate processing elements must either be copied from one to the 
other or recomputed in the second. The method of compaction of data 
proposed for the data packet can be viewed as an intermediate between 
copying and recomputation. The representation of alternative branches of 
the expression tree by one pointer means that the software which sets up 
the new process has to "recompute" the branch required. This is not such a 
major computational task as the recomputation involved in the Delphi 
approach where each branch of the tree is given a label and the exact 
position in the solution tree is recomputed each time as discussed in 
Chapter 3.1.3.3 [Alshawi 88]. On the other hand the inclusion of the details 
on bindings and the mutually conjoined subexpressions means that these 
can be immediately installed in the new process, ie this information has 

been obtained by copying. 

6.4.4. Size of Data Packet 

It is necessary to look more closely at the design of the data packet in 
order to establish how much space is required for each element it holds. 
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The first decision to consider is the identification of the various types 
of data contained in the packet so that the receiving processing element can 
decode the packet correctly. This can be done either by tagging each data 
item with its type or by constructing a header to each packet which defines 
its precise composition. Both method have been looked at and with the 
present types of queries there appears to be no advantage in defining a 
headers. Therefore the simpler method of tagging each data item has been 
proposed, and this method has been incorporated into the simulation 
software. It may prove necessary to review this decision at a future stage if 
realistically large applications are involved. 

In order to look at the overheads of tagging it is necessary to see how 
many types of data items need to be represented in the packet. The obvious 
items are: 
a) pointers into the rule or query area, 
b) variables, 
c) binding values. 
The binding values fall into four categories, ie integer, floating point, list or 

string values. This brings the total data types to six; however it has been 
found necessary to use two other tags for user defined variables and 
negation. 

The present system does not need to note specifically which variables 
are user introduced, ie in the'query, and which are the result of quantified 
variables being introduced during evaluation. This is because the general 
stack reference is used as a means of identifying variables and therefore the 
links are maintained between the variable list information and the 
variables in the process structure. However the move away from the use of 
the general stack reference means that a tag must be included within the 
data packet to indicate whether a variable is a user one or not. 

The only other information that has to be included in the data packet 
is that of introduced negation. If a negated expression is in the rule base the 
pointer to the NOT node in the rule base will pass the information onto the 
receiving processing elements, but there may be circumstances due to the 
pushing down the expression tree of NOT nodes in de Morgans rewrites, 
that it is essential explicitly to indicate negation that is not present in the 
rule or query area. This has been discussed in Chapter 4.5.5. 
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The final count of data type tags required is therefore eight which 
means that the tag requires a three bit space allocation. 

The space requirement for the pointer to the rules is dependent on the 
size of the rule base. Fig.6.S shows a small table of data obtained for the Sun 

3/60 Workstation on memory usage with a variable number of rules. These 

rules included some base predicates, but these were not of the size expected 

in a large system holding considerable tables of relations. The whole 
position of large base predicates requires separate consideration as 

realistically these are likely to be held in secondary storage not main 

memory. The data in Fig.6.S shows that 10 rules will usually occupy less 

than 2 Kbytes. Based on the assumption that a realistic system might hold 
1000 such rules, this would imply memory requirements in the order of 200 
Kbytes. However it will be recalled that the manner in which the rules are 

stored includes the actual string representation of names both for the head 

of the rule and the body. For large applications based on the PLL it is realistic 
to expect a symbol table or other intermediate optimisation to be used to 
reference this information. If the symbol table is implemented the storage 
requirements for the rules will be reduced considerably. Thus the allocation 
of 200 Kbytes per 1000 rules is over generous. However taking the present 
representation a 20 bit pointer will allow 128 Kbytes to be addressed, ie 

storage for up to 600 rules. 

NO.ofRules No.ofWords Kbytes 

Program 1: 10 1059 2.2 

Program 2 19 1675 3.4 

Program 3 25 1981 4.0 

Fi . 6.5 - Rule Stora e Data 

The question of variable representation is somewhat different: the present 

system restricts the number of variables a user can include in a query to 
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twenty, and on this basis a 8 bit value (5 bits plus three tag bits) can be used 
as the data packet value. Variables introduced during rewriting may run to 
considerably higher numbers. The present benchmark programs are not 
sufficiently large to enable confident predictions to be made about realistic 
maxima for introduced variables, and thus an arbitrary value of sixteen bits 
has been proposed for this, giving the possibility of over 8000 introduced 
variables in one query evaluation. It seems likely that for most applications 
this figure would prove unnecessarily generous. 

Integer and floating point numbers may be handled as sixteen or thirty 
two bit values depending on the processor used in the processing nodes. 
They therefore need a nineteen or thirty five bit space allocation for the data 
item in the data packet. 

String representation is based on the assumption that a symbol table is 
utilised. Thus one data item (tagged with a string identifier) serves to 
communicate a string value in the data packet. Realistic estimates of the 
size of the symbol table are not available because of the nature of the 
benchmark programs, so the decision was taken to use the sixteen bit data 
item format allowing for a symbol table of over 8000 entries. 

The question of list inclusion in the data packet raised the basic 
problem that for programs which are heavily dependent on list processing 
operations copying of variables bound to lists inevitably produces lengthy 
communications. On the other hand if the intention is to limit the system 
to the use of strictly defined Datalog programs the problem vanishes as list 
structures are not permitted. This restriction appears to be too limiting for 
the system and thus the possibility that list structures may be included in 
the data packet has to be allowed for. Each list member therefore has to be 
identified including its appropriate tag. The start of a list has to be marked 
by a data item tagged as a list and giving the number of members included 
in the list. On the assumption that the maximum list size is restricted to 
1000 items the list enumerator has to be 13 bits space allocation. 

The final total of the data types represented in the packet is shown in 

Fig.6.6. 
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Data Type 
No.of Bits/Data Item 

(including tag) 

Rule/Query Pointer 20 

Negated Rule/Query Pointer 20 

User Variable 8 

Rewrite Introduced Variable 16 

Integer 19 

Floating Point Number 19 

String 16 

List Enumerator 13 

Fi . 6.6 - Data Packet T e Sizes 

6.4.5. Data Packet Implementation 

The format of the data packet has been defined and from this the 

modifications to the process spawning functions originally employed by the 
rewrite interpreter can be specified. The new process spawning routines 

have to construct the combined data packet, and in a complementary 
fashion the process initiation functions have to decode the new data packet 

in order to reconstruct the appropriate expression tree. However these new 

functions are not part of the computational model but relate to the 

functional requirements of the architecture. It has been the intention to 
maintain the conceptual separation between the software representing the 

implementation of the parallel interpreter and the software used for the 
architectural simulation. In view of this the parallel interpreter has not 
been altered to produce the combined data packet; it still follows the 

computational model and provides for the spawning of individual 

processes as represented by process structures. 
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Levell: 
Computational Model 

Process Structure 

Level 2: 
Parallel PLL Interpreter 

Level 3: 
Parallel PLL Interpreter 
running on the broadcast architecture 

Fi • 6.7 - Process Re resentation (Third Level) 
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In Chapter 7 the simulation system is discussed: the system needs 

information on the size that the combined data packet would be if it were 

produced. The size of this data packet is needed in order to calculate the 

length of time the broadcast of a given data packet will take. There is no 

actual need to construct the packet and therefore functions have been 

installed which calculate the size of the combined data packet. This 

information is available from the individually spawned process structures 
using the data item sizes as defined in the previous section. 

The final level can now be added to the process representation 

(Fig.6.7). This shows the spawning of processes as the data 

representation designed for the parallel multiprocessor architecture. 

6.5. A Bus Based Multiprocessor Architecture 

6.5.1. Introduction 

diagram 

packet 

The functional design of the multiprocessor architecture for the 
parallel PLL has been a main concern of this project as it has been the 
intention to produce a simulation of the system at the functional level. The 

simulation is to provide quantitative results on the predicted behaviour of 

the machine and should indicate whether the potential speedups in 

performance over the sequential system make the construction of a 

prototype worthwhile. For this type of simulation it is not necessary to 

model the behaviour of the multiprocessor architecture at a low level: 

essentially data is required on the timing of execution of processes and 

delays incurred in process execution through contention for the 

communication network and non optimal load balancing of work in the 

processing elements. Therefore the work on the multiprocessor architecture 

has concentrated on its functionality rather than its hardware 

implementation. However the hardware design has been specified by John 

Brown and this work is detailed in his report [Brown 89]. The description of 

the hardware can be considered in two parts: first the aspects that this 

project has been concerned with, namely the relationship between the 

controller, the individual processing elements and the multiple bus 

communication system, and secondly the proposals for accessing data from 

a multiple disk system. The diagram of the functional units of the machine 

has therefore been extended to show the disk units (Fig.6.8) 
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Broadcast Busses 

Controller 

Processing Elements 

Switching Network 

111111 
Memories 

Disk Switching Network 

Fi .6.8 - Functional Desi of Extended Multi rocessor Machine 

It has been recognised that in a realistic system although the storage of 
user defined rules in each processing element is a reasonable design feature, 
base predicates are likely to be held in secondary storage. However as far as 
the computational model is concerned there is no distinction between an 
alternative in a high level rule or one in a set of base predicates. Thus the 
initial system has followed the assumption that alternative versions of 
rules and base predica tes can be found in the memory of a processing 
element. 
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In the following sections the design of the basic machine and its 
relationship to the work done on the parallel PLL are discussed. The storage 
of base predicates on disk is considered briefly; this is still speculative work 
and no detailed proposals have been made. 

6.5.2. The Multiple Bus Broadcasting System 

It has been shown that process spawning can be achieved by the 
construction of a combined data packet which is then broadcast from its 
parent processing element to a number of other processing nodes. The 
concept of broadcasting involves the simultaneous transmission from one 
processing element into the private memories of the receiving nodes. The 
operation is made practical by the fact that the serial aspect of the task, ie 
alerting the receivers, involves only the transmission of a single address 
whereas the data to be broadcast is considerably larger. The factor that 
determines the speed at which broadcasting can take place is the reception 
time in the receiving nodes. Data must be stored into successive memory 
locations and the settling time of these memories determines the 
transmission rate. There is no need to broadcast addresses on the bus; this is 
handled by a local counter in the receiving node. There is no handshaking 
or feedback path involved and hence the broadcaster can deliver data at a 
rate to allow for the correct reception, ie for data settling, counter 
incrementation and address settling in the receiving processing elements. 

However the intention is that the architecture should be scalable for 
large numbers of processing elements and there are likely to be hundreds of 
potential receivers. Therefore the bus has to be constructed with the use of 
drivers to support this fanout, and Brown has shown the hardware required 
to support this tree shaped design. This is similar to the bus system 
described by Mudge, Hayes and Winnox in which multiple busses are used 
to access shared memory [Mudge 87]. Because of the tree shaped bus design 
maximum bus delays increase logarithmically with the number of devices 
on the bus. However this delay does not affect the maximum rate of data 
transmission because there is no need for handshaking. 

Analysis of the execution patterns in the OR parallel PLL system has 
indicated that multiple broadcast busses are required as there are likely to be 

many near simultaneous calls to broadcast data packets. Reference to the 
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ideal number of busses in the system has been deliberately avoided because 

there is no way of knowing this until some quantitative data is obtained on 

the timings of process evaluation and predicted data transmission times. 
One of the main aims in developing the simulation is to obtain this data. It 

is hoped to obtain a clear idea on the optimum ratio between number of 

busses and number of processing elements given that hardware 

implementation and cost may be decisive in imposing limiting values. The 

use of multiple busses has implications for the design of the processing 
elements. This is looked at in the next section. 

It is worth noting here that this project has taken the approach that 

broadcasting should be done (if appropriate) after process evaluation has 

ceased. Broadcasting is used essentially as a mechanism of copying the 

process environment simultaneously into a number of other processing 
elements. As such the case can be made for the broadcasting of data during 

process evaluation. This is the approach taken in the Swedish Be machine 

project where the memories of designated "slave" processors are updated at 

the same time as that of the "master" throughout processing [Ali 88a], [Ali 

88b]. The advantage of this method is that there is no delay in setting up the 
environments of the newly spawned processes and evaluation of OR 

processes can start immediately when the parent ceases. However there are 

two problems: first as there is no way of predicting in advance whether a 

process will create offspring or how many there will be, the balance of 

"slave" to "master" processing elements cannot be accurately judged. Of 

course in a system where the processing resources are less than the total 

amount of work to be performed at anyone time, queuing of processes 

within both master and slaves will result in few if any idle processing 

elements. However the same is true for the system implemented in this 

project: most receiving processing elements will not be idle during packet 

transmission as they will be executing a previously received process held in . 

their local execution queue. 

The second disadvantage of the "broadcast-while-processing" approach 

is that for a reconfigurable system such as this, the broadcast bus will be tied 
up in use for considerably longer periods, thus causing contention for the 

busses. This leads to processing being blocked as processing and broadcasting 

would be coupled operations. 
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6.5.3. The Processing Elements 

The evaluation of processes takes place within the individual 
processing elements of the system. The hardware for each element needs to 
support input and output from and to the multiple bus system, the storage 
of rules and the processing of packets. The outline of the proposed design is 
shown in Fig.6.9. The description given here represents a summary of the 
section in [Brown 89]. 

Busses 
Processing Element 

I 
I 

: Uneto 

Rewrite I CootrolIer 
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: Specialised 
I Hardware to InpJt 

Rule 
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select memory _ Memory ~ Mem<xy 

andopenle 
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J -ewriteBus : 

: I 
OutpulBul 

I 
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: CmIroIl« 
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Bus from Broadcast 
Controll« Busses 

to all Proccesing 
Elements 

Fi 6.9 - Outline Desi of Process in Element 

The unit consists of two processors and a number of designated 
memory units. The rewrite processor is responsible for process evaluation, 
and the second processor handles outgoing broadcasts. The static rewrite 
rules are stored in the rules memory. There are multiple input memories, 

one for each bus, but only one output memory. 
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Each input memory holds a queue of packets received from its bus. 
Rather than utilise a third type of memory the proposal is that the rewrite 
processor performs the rule rewriting operations in the output memory, 
destroying the results in the event of failure. The second or "output" 
processor is responsible for broadcasting the packets produced by the rewrite 
processor in the output memory when a bus becomes available. 

This implies that there are two potentially simultaneous operations on 
both the input and output memories: for the input memory data may be 
written to it from the bus at the same time as the rewrite processor is 
reading from it, and the output memory may be read by the output 
processor while the rewrite processor is writing to it. These operations can 
be achieved by the use of memories with separate input and output ports. 

The proposal is that the rewriting of processes should take place in a 
slightly different form from that defined in the abstract interpreter. In many 
cases a considerable portion of the incoming data packet has to be 
reconstructed in due course as part of the outgoing packet representing the 
spawned child processes. In order to avoid this decoding, copying and 
reassembly it is suggested that the data items in the incoming packet that are 
not changed in rewriting remain in the input memory: the rewrite 
processor only writes altered data structures to the output memory, and 
marks with pointers to the input memory locations the original values 
which are still valid. The output processor should construct the outgoing 
packet from the data held in both the input and output memories. The 
rewrite processor although reading from the input memory cannot be 
allowed to write to it as broadcasting, ie writing to an input memory, may 
take place at any time and cannot be delayed. Thus the data in the output 
memory represents the changes made during rewriting to a data packet 

which is held in one of the input memories. 

The output processor's task is to construct and broadcast data packets as 
they become available for broadcasting. In the situation where a bus is 
immediately available the operation will take place with little delay after 
rewriting has finished. The request for a bus could be made either by a 
shared bus or a separate single line for each processing element; the best 
arrangement has yet to be determined. The number of processing elements 
needed as recipients of a broadcast is known from the disjunction and is 
stored with the data packet. The allocation and identification of a bus from 
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the controller is supplied over a single conventional addressable bus and 
with this information the output processor initiates transmission from its 
output bus onto the broadcast bus indicated. 

The question of task scheduling at the level of the processing element 
is interesting. On the macro level the controller has the job of ensuring an 
even spread of work throughout the processing elements, but internally for 
a processing element, work is represented by data packets sitting in the 
input memories. The priority in job scheduling within the processing 
element is to ensure that none of the input memories overflow and 
maintain an even spread of work throughout them. The timing and 
amount of data received for each input memory is out of the control of the 
local processing elements, and hence the rewrite processor simply has to 
take packets from the fullest input memory, at the same time avoiding any 
memory that is also involved in a broadcast from the output processor as 
this means that contention will occur as both rewrite and output processors 
will be reading from the same input memory. If there is no contention for 
processing resources the evaluation of the solution tree for a given query 
takes place in a breadth first manner (see Chapter 4.3.2) However this 
second level of process scheduling as well as the load balancing operations 
in the controller may lead to an unpredictable pattern of exploration of the 
solution tree. This does not matter if the performance criterion of the 
machine is to obtain the full set of answers to a query as quickly as possible. 
On the other hand it may be desirable to tune the system to produce the first 
answer in the shortest time by moving to a more depth first approach, and 
in this situation the two independent scheduling operations will make this 

more difficult. 

One of the aims in developing the simulation was to obtain data about 

the predicted usage of the input memories during query evaluation. The 
macro scheduling of work, ie designating processing to processing elements 
based on a measure of their overall work load, has been modelled in the 
simulation. At present the internal scheduling of process evaluation 
depending on which input memory has the highest number of waiting 

processes has not been implemented. 
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6.5.4. The Controller 

The controller performs two crucial functions: the allocation and 
configuration of busses, and the designation of processing elements as 
recipients of data packets. 

The possibility of configuring busses in advance has been raised in 
connection with concurrent copying of the parental environment into 
processing elements set aside for offspring processes, and has been 
dismissed as impractical for this system. It is therefore necessary for the 
controller to allocate a bus at the time a request is made for a broadcast. As 
far as the macro system is concerned there is no difference between busses 
and hence the controller can allocate any free bus (or the first one to 
become free) for a broadcast. However as has been shown because each 
processing element has an input memory corresponding to each bus it is 
important to use the busses in such a manner as to achieve an even spread 
of data packets in the input memories. It is difficult to envisage a practical 
system that gives a precise measure of the usage of each input memory in 
each processing element throughout query evaluation, and hence the 
simplest method for the controller to use is to allocate busses on a round 
robin or "least-recently-used" basis. This can be achieved by using a 
queuing system in the controller and will provide a reasonable measure of 
load balancing with minimum delays in bus allocation. Information from 
the simulation should reveal whether this method is satisfactory. 

The question of organising work allocation to the processing elements 
is a complicated one. Because of the nature of the rewriting process it is 
impossible to predict how long an individual process is going to take to 
execute. If all processes were of similar computational complexity a simple 
measure of the number of processes awaiting execution in each processing 

element would allow accurate load balancing to be performed. It is hoped 
that results from the simulation will allow this scheduling method and 
others to be compared. It has been suggested that a better measure of the 
length of the time a process will take to execute can be derived from 
inspection of the size of the data packet which initiates it. In either case the 
hardware of the controller has to store data on the number or size of 
processes waiting execution in each processing element, and this 
information needs to be updated at frequent intervals. Hardware to 
perform ranking of work loads in processing elements has been designed 
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[Brown 89] and the estimate is that this will allow the set of least busy 
processing elements to be identified in a time of 350"n nanosecs, where n is 
the number of processing elements required for a broadcast. 

6.5.5. Communication Estimates 

Having considered the method by which the three sets of functional 
units in the multiprocessor machine cooperate to organise the transmission 
of data it is now possible to give some estimates about the total time 
communications will take. 

The request from a processing element to the controller for the 
broadcast of a packet to n processing elements results in two operations 
within the controller: first the decision on which bus to allocate, and 
secondly identification of the n least busy processing elements. The first 
operation checks on the queue of bus usage and is trivial in comparison 
with the second operation which involves the ranking of "busy-ness" 
hardware and takes approximately 350"'n nanosecs. The next stage which 
can overlap with the ranking process is the serial signalling to each 
designated processing element that a broadcast is to take place on a given 
bus. This signal also passes the data on which branch of the disjunction that 
the processing element is responsible for, in the form of an integer value. 
This serial process will take approximately 150"n nanosecs for n processing 
elements but can occur concurrently with the load balancing operation. 

Finally broadcasting of the packet takes place. The maximum data 
transmission rate is determined by the speed at which the recipient 
processing nodes can accept the data, and this is believed to be in the region 
of 150-200 nanosecs per word in the data packet, ie total broadcast time is 
200"'m nanosecs, where m is the packet size. This gives an overall estimated 
broadcasting time of (350"n + 200"'m) nanosecs for an individual packet. 
(The simulation figures are based on the conservative estimate of the 
process of (500"'n + 250"'m) nanosecs for data packet transfer). 

The question of timing of processing is treated in the next chapter on 
the simulation. It has been possible to obtain measured timings for process 
evaluation as defined by the parallel interpreter. The relationship between 
these timings and the communication estimates is discussed in Chapters 8 
and 9 where the results of various test runs are analysed. 
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6.5.6. Base Predicate Storage 

The current model for the implementation of the parallel PLL 
assumes the duplicated storage of user defined rules including base 
predicates in the local memory of each processing element. Whereas it is 
feasible to consider a real system which holds copies of high level user 
defined rules, ie the user's program, local duplication of base predicates is 
unrealistic. 

In general base predicates are likely to be stored on disk and retrieved 
as required during query evaluation. This opens a whole area for further 
investigation and involves the indexing of predicates for speedy 
identification and the timing of retrieval from disk. Under some 
circumstances it may be possible to cut down on delays due to disk access by 
fetching data in advance of processing: this requires some mechanism to 
enable predictions to be made about which base predicates are likely to be 
involved. 

Another aspect of disk storage is the inclusion of multiple or parallel 
disk units which are accessed by the individual processing elements by 
some form of connection network. The communication paths through this 
network need to be defined: they can be dedicated channels or 
reconfigurable in the manner of the communication system between 
processing elements. Recent research into a parallel database system using 
efficient parallel access to multiple disk units has shown that considerable 
performance benefits can be achieved in this manner [Gray 90b). 

The importance of base predicate storage and retrieval has been 
recognised from the outset of this project but no detailed proposals are 
available at this stage. In order to obtain the optimum system for the 

parallel PLL architecture a survey of current work on base predicate 
handling in large Prolog database systems would need to be carried out. 

6.5.7. Multitasking 

Throughout the description of the proposed multiprocessor system 
reference has been made to query evaluation as a single task. However it 
would be naive to imagine that a large multiprocessor system involving 
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hundreds of processing elements and multiple connection networks would 
be dedicated to a single user. The design of the machine makes no 
assumptions about the number of concurrent, independent operations that 
should be supported. In functional terms the multitasking or multiuser 
situation can be simulated by the input of a query containing several 
unrelated disjunctions, eg 
(aunt(a "bob") or (b=(36S"(sqrt17») or (route(c "london" "sheffield"»? 

The method of process evaluation and spawning will ensure that the 
three disjoined expressions will be handled as independent queries. In 
practical terms the only modification to the design of the architecture is to 
ensure that values returned to the controller as the result of query 
evaluation indicate to which query they relate. The details of the final 
communication of results have not yet been completed. To some extent this 
depends on the simulation results: if it is found that there is considerable 
contention and delays in returning results on a common bus shared 
between the processing elements, it may prove necessary to provide more 
than one results pathway. 

6.6. Summary 

This chapter has looked at the architectural considerations for a 
multiprocessor machine suitable for implementing a parallel PLL system. A 
bus based broadcast architecture has been proposed as matching the 
functional requirements of the system, and the adaptation of the abstract 
PLL interpreter to meet this design has been described. A possible hardware 
realisation for this architecture has been looked at in outline, and this 
proposal forms the basis for the simulation of the parallel PLL system which 

is discussed in the next Chapter. 
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The Simulation of the System 

7.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes the development of the simulation of the 
proposed hardware architecture. This represents the third aspect of the 
Parallel PLL system. The other functional units, namely the parallel PLL 

interpreter and the software to map the parallel interpreter onto a single 
processor system have been described in Chapter 5. The aim throughout the 

software development has been to maintain conceptual separation between 

these three aspects although the whole system is modelled in one program. 

The simulation development occurred concurrently with that of the 
parallel interpreter; this has proved of benefit to the system as it has been 

possible to design the data structures within the interpreter, eg process 

structures, to include the control information required by the machine 
simulation software. In this way the information interface between the 
functional units has been implemented. 

7.2. The Role of Simulation in the Design Process 

7.2.1. Model Formation and Evaluation 

Neelamkavil defines simulation as "the process of imitating the 

important aspects of the behaviour of the system .. by constructing and 
experimenting with a model of the system [Neelamkavil 87]. The initial 
process of model formation involves the abstraction of the important 

features of the system under consideration. It may be an already existing 

system, or one in the process of design as in the case of this project. 

Once a suitable model has been produced, the next step involves 

decisions about the testing of the model. This can generally be achieved in 
three ways: analytical methods, model simulation or realisation of the 
model. In the development of a new and complicated system such as a 
multiprocessor computer the third option, ie the building of the actual 

hardware, is likely to prove far too costly to be considered in the first 

instance. Only when promising results are produced by analytical and/or 
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simulation methods will the construction of a prototype be a practical 
proposition. 

The decision about the use of analytical methods or simulation 
construction will depend on the system under consideration. In practise 
both methods are likely to be used: an analytical model that exactly fits the 
system model description will clearly produce better results and make 
verification easier. However in complex systems, analysis methods will 
normally involve making simplifying assumptions, and at some stage these 
may prove unacceptable. At this point the effort in developing the 
analytical methods to incorporate further complexities is likely to outweigh 
the work involved in the development of a simulation [MacDougall 87]. 

Thus the typical design process involves the model abstraction 
followed by an analysis of a simplified model using recognised techniques. 
Given indications of satisfactory behaviour, a simulation of the model is 
implemented and finally if the simulation results are consistent with those 
of analytical phase, a hardware realisation is made. 

This design process is well illustrated in the recent paper describing the 
development of the PEPSys system at ECRC. As described in Chapter 3.1.2.3 

results are presented for an analysis performed to identify potential 
parallelism within the language, followed by an abstract machine 
instruction level simulation and finally a multiprocessor implementation. 
Each evaluation system "plays a part in the overall performance analysis" of 
the language system [Chassin de Kergommeaux 89]. 

7.2.2. Simulation Design 

Having decided that a simulation of the design model will provide 
useful information the question of design of the simulation arises. 

Although none of the previous discussion on the role of simulation has 
made any assumptions about the method of its implementation, the 
advantages of using a computer for this task has resulted in the growth in 
interest in computer modelling and simulation over the past twenty years. 
Computer models are used for many systems, both natural and artificial, 
where the complexity of interactions make the problem of formal analysis 

too unwieldy. 
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The considerations involved in the design of the simulation program 
include theoretical issues of maintaining closeness of fit between the model 
and the simulation structure, decisions about the employment of a 
specialised simulation language as opposed to a general purpose 
programming language and the extent to which the simulation should 
incorporate the results of analytical evaluation [Neelarnkavil 87]. 

7.3. The Requirements of the Parallel System Simulation 

It was established at an early stage in the development of the OR 
parallel PLL system that a simulation of the hardware design would be 
necessary to produce the type of results that were needed to assess the 
design. As discussed in Chapter 5 initial analysis of the language and the 
proposed applications area had shown that there existed the potential for 
large amounts of parallel computation where alternative solutions to 
queries were sought. As has been shown in the discussion of parallel logic 
language systems most other proposals in this area have also recognised the 
importance of the inclusion of OR parallel execution (see Chapter 3, Fig.3.l). 

The information required in order to evaluate the parallel system 
model was identified as involving two parts of the system: the parallel 
interpreter and the multiprocessor machine. From the interpreter it was 

necessary to obtain data on: 
a) the number of processes involved in a query and more specifically 
whether they were spawning or non spawning, ie terminal processes; also 
the proportion of terminal processes which produced positive responses 
and those which gave the FALSE result, 
b) timings within each process, ie the time spent in rewriting as opposed to 
converting the data packet into a rewritable expression and in the case of a 
spawning process, setting up a new data packet for transmission to 

offspring. 

The feasibility of the system may depend on the limitation of the 
overheads of spawning so accurate timings for these overheads must be 

obtained. 
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From the model of the multiprocessor machine data was needed on: 

a) the number of busses and processing elements in use throughout the 
query, 

b) delays in processing due to contention for busses or uneven load 

balancing within processing elements, 

c) the amount of storage required in the input memories in each processing 
element corresponding to each bus. 

d) the pattern of return of results during query evaluation. 

It was important to be able to collect the above data from a range of 

different machine configurations, as one of the primary aims in developing 

a simulation was to obtain information on the optimum ratio of processing 

elements to busses. Similarly there are a number of possible load balancing 
algorithms to control the allocation of work to individual processors. It was 

hoped to use the simulation to obtain information on the best method to 

use. 

The data required from the parallel interpreter could be obtained 
without a full system simulation but the machine performance predictions 

required a proper mapping of the interpreter to an architectural simulation. 

It was recognised that the simulation had to be flexible enough to 

incorporate supplementary requirements at a later stage. This indicated that 

the best approach to the design was the traditional software engineering one 

of top-down development with the software data structures and functions 

matching the design model as closely as possible. 

7.4. The Parallel System Simulation Design 

7.4.1. Introduction 

The intention of the simulation was to show how the parallel PLL 

interpreter could be used in conjunction with the bus based multiprocessor 
machine and obtain data on the performance of the system. The system 

design involves holding a copy of the rewrite interpreter at each processing 

element in the system (user defined rules being available to each processing 

element as well). When processes spawn offspring OR processes these are 

set up in remote processing elements by the method of broadcasting a data 
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packet to a designated set of processing elements by means of a bus. The 
controller is responsible for designating the broadcast bus and the receiving 
processing elements. The essential job of the simulation is thus to emulate 
the movement of processes round the parallel machine and execute them 
by invoking the interpreter code. In order to achieve this new data 
structures representing the machine are needed as well as forming the 
interface with the structures being used by the interpreter. 

The data structure which is used in the interpreter to represent a 
process is described in Chapter 5.4.3. It holds two types of information: data 
relating to the rules and query (the process description) and control data 
giving the process identification number, creation time etc. As far as the 
interpreter is concerned the data of importance is the process description, it 
is only the requirements of modelling the system on a single processor that 
lead to the introduction of the control information in the first place. 
However with the additional layer of simulation, ie the multiprocessor 
machine structures, the control information held in the process structure is 
to be used as a link between the different software aspects. In order to model 
the interpreter on a single processor it was necessary to maintain a global 
queue of processes awaiting execution and to execute these processes 
according to some scheduling algorithm. As far as the interpreter was 
concerned the scheduling algorithm was unimportant: all processes are 
independent and all processes must be executed in order to obtain a full set· 
of results. Hence they can be executed in any order as long as the system 
remains as the abstract interpreter model. However this does not hold true 
for the development of the hardware simulation. 

The point of contact between the parallel interpreter and the machine 
simulation has to be the scheduling of these processes on the execution 
queue: in a parallel machine many of them may be running concurrently 
and the system has to emulate this. Thus the control information in the 
process structures now becomes of real importance in modelling when a 
process is actually executed in the parallel system. The machine simulation 
has been implemented by the inclusion of a module representing the 
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structures and functioning of the proposed machine. The top level parallel 

system driver acts as coordinator between the machine simulation 
functions and the parallel rewrite system, and it incorporates the global 
information on processes awaiting attention. Fig.7.1 shows the relationship 
of the various software modules to each other by specifying the data flow 
between them. The sequential rewrite rule manager has been included in 
the program: this has proved helpful during program development when 
checking for consistency of results between the parallel and sequential 
modes of execution. 
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7.4.2. Machine Data Structures 

It was clear that each processing element acts as a store of information 
that altered during query evaluation, and in a similar fashion the controller 
has to maintain a data store if it were to perform its allocation of busses and 
load balancing tasks. The basic data structures to represent the parallel 
machine were therefore defined as: 
a) a controller 
b) an array of processing elements. 
Fig.7.2 shows these data structures and indicates the data relationships 
between them. It indicates how the separation between the machine 
structures and the interpreter is bridged by the two global queues, 
ready_to_run_queue and ready_to_allocate_queue. This will be discussed 
in detail below. 

The controller data structure was subdivided to hold data on: 
a) the amount of work each processing element was performing throughout 
the execution time; this was represented by a count of the number of 
processes awaiting execution in each processing element at any given time, 
b) the timings of processes on each processing element; data was held on the 
finish time of the latest processes to run on an individual processing 
element, ie it represented the time at which a processing element became 

available to execute a new process, 
c) data on busses in use throughout the execution time. 

These internal arrays involved the storage and updating of timings 
during each run. The decision to represent work loading as a simple count 
of processes waiting execution was made as a first approximation: the 
suggested measure of work load involved looking at the "size" of each 
process waiting for execution (see Chapter 6.5.4).The load balancing 
methods are discussed in Chapter 9 in light of the results obtained from the 

simulation. 

Each member of the array of processing elements held data on: 
a) processes awaiting execution in that processing element, 
b) processes that had been spawned within the processing element and were 
awaiting allocation and transfer to remote processing elements, 
c) the maximum usage value reached as execution proceeds for the input 

memory corresponding to each bus, 
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d) the time that the maximum input memory usage was first reached. 

The first two data items, ie the process queues, consisted of a linked list 
of process structures which were defined in the format shown in Fig.7.3. 

Proc_no Bus_no Tune Next Proc_desc 

,. 
" 

Fi .7.3 - Process Representation 

Proc_no represents a unique global identifier, Bus_no refers to the bus 
identifier on which the process was transmitted to the processing element 
and Proc_desc is a pointer indicating the list which defines the expression to 
be evaluated (see Chapter 5.4.3). Time means creation (spawn) time in the 
case of processes awaiting allocation, and time of reception at the designated 
processing element in the case of processes waiting to execute. In the case of 
a process that was transmitted as soon as it was spawned (ie no delay due to 
bus contention) the Time field would be incremented by the message 
passing time when it is moved from the parent processing element to its 
deSignated processing element. Obviously if there was a delay in obtaining a 
bus this delay would have to be added to the new Time value. 

It can be seen from this description that processes awaiting execution 
now reside within an individual processing element structure rather than 
on the global queue of the abstract interpreter. In fact, to ease processing, the 
global queue was maintained and augmented with a similar queue 
representing processes awaiting allocation. These global queues now held 
modified structures known as "process records" and "allocation records" 
respectively; these did not include any of the process description or bus 
details but merely acted as a central list of where to find the appropriate 
process and its time value for scheduling purposes. Process records were 

defined as shown in Fig.7.4. 
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Proc_no PE_no Tune Next 

" 
Fi . 7.4 - Process Record Representation 

Allocation records were slightly different in format because they each 

represented a group of processes that had resulted from a spawning 

operation in the parent process. They were defined in Fig.7.S. 

No.ofProcs PE_no Tore Next PckCsize 

" 
Fi . 7.S - Allocation Record Re resentation 

Instead of using one allocation record per process this combined record 

showed the number of processes spawned in the first field. This data plus 

the processing element identifier and the time of spawning allowed the 

group of processes being held on the allocation queue within the processing 

element to be identified. The fifth field held data on the size of the data 

packet which represented the group of processes and would be transmitted 

to the receiving processing elements (see Chapter 7.4.3.3). 

The . two global queues holding them were designated 

"ready_to_run_queue" and "ready_to_allocate_queue". Unlike the data 

structures representing the controller, the processing elements and 

processes, these global queues would have no direct counterpart in the real 

system. 
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7.4.3. Functional Design of the Simulation 

7.4.3.1. Introduction 

The design model of the system required that each processing element 
held a copy of the parallel interpreter including the user defined rewrite 
rules. To include multiple copies of the interpreter code in the simulation 
program was not necessary and would have involved a great waste of space 
resources, thus one copy of the interpreter code was used in the program but 
with an extra parameter (the processing element number) to show the 

processing element in which it was operating at anyone time. Similarly the 

arrangement developed for the abstract interpreter that the general system 
stack was used by each process in turn and then subjected to garbage 
collection, was maintained as a representation of the local evaluation stack 
within an individual processing element. 

The top level functional task of the simulation was to model the 
movement of processes round the machine and execute them according to a 
predefined scheduling policy. In the real machine many of these events, eg 
the execution of processes, the broadcasting of data packets, would take place 
simultaneously and the task of the simulation was to model this behaviour 
in a sequential fashion. The manner in which timing values were arrived 

at is described below, numerical values being introduced for: 
a) the execution time of each process, 
b) the transmission time of a data packet on a bus, 

c) delays due to non-availability of a bus, 
d) delays due to lack of idle processing elements. 
c) and d) represent queuing problems and one approach would have been to 
employ a recognised queuing theory method to simulate this. However the 

decision was made to attempt to provide more accurate timing values based 

on measurements and estimates calculated from run time observations of 

process execution. Nevertheless this approach does involve the 
introduction of approximations and there are computational overheads to 
be considered. This is discussed in Chapter 7.4.3.3. 

7.4.3.2. The Prototype Simulation 

The conceptual separation between the hardware simulation and the 
parallel interpreter has been emphasised and this allowed the first version 
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of the simulation to be set up using dummy processes. In this version 

instead of calling the proper interpreter to execute processes according to the 

rewrite rules, a piece of code was inserted to model this. It read in a process 
and either terminated without spawning or spawned a random number of 

processes. As it created these new dummy processes (which had no process 
description component) it allocated a creation time to the offspring group 

based on the creation time of the parent plus a randomly produced parental 
execution time. Similar random timing values were used to represent bus 

transmission times. 

The top level algorithm that was initially applied to this system was: 

while (process records on ready _to_run_queue) 
{choose earliest process record on the queue, 
call the interpreter for process corresponding to the process record, 

update all relevant queues, 
if (allocation record on ready _to_allocate_queue) 
{distribute the corresponding processes, 

} 

} 

update all relevant queues 

There were a considerable number of refinements that were 

considered at this stage and some of them implemented. For example under 

one process allocation strategy, the first process spawned by the interpreter 
was automatically given to the same processing element as its parent 

regardless of its work load. 

The first version of the simulation employed a simplified method of 

representing concurrent execution: although this system produced 

information on the various individual components during program 

execution these were subject to a number of approximations. This is 

discussed fully in the context of the full system version (Chapter 7.4.3.4). 

The approach of setting up the machine simulation using simplified 

processes was useful on two counts: first it allowed a great many small data 
manipulation and checking functions to be installed and tested in a simple 

system, and secondly it provided a good test bed for the development of the 

top level algorithms to model the architecture. 
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However it became obvious that in order to test the system under 
proper working conditions real data regarding processing times, data packet 
size etc was required. This necessitated a move to incorporate the full 
rewrite interpreter into the simulation and to construct functions to 
measure or evaluate the necessary timings. 

7.4.3.3. Timing Data 

In order to predict the performance of the parallel machine model it 
was necessary to include timings for two aspects of the functioning: 
a) the length of time each process takes to execute, 
b) the length of time a data packet takes to move from one processing 
element to the receiving elements. 

If these two sets of timings were known all the other behavioural 
aspects of the system, such as traffic on the busses, work load on each 
processing element etc, could be calculated. In addition it has been stated as 
one of the simulation requirements that the process execution times should 
be capable of differentiation into "true" processing, ie rewriting, and data 
packet construction and decomposition in order to check that this form of 
process spawning was not creating unacceptable overheads. 

Measurements of actual process execution times proved impossible 
with the initial resources available. The original computer used for the 
development of the system was the Sun 3/60 workstation, and attempts to 
use the system clock in order to measure process times ended in failure as 
the granularity of the clock was too coarse. It would only measure in 
intervals of approximately 16 ms and typical process times were 

considerably smaller than this. 

In order to obtain as accurate estimates of process times as possible 
Assembler listings of the C interpreter code were obtained. The task of 
enumerating and summing the clock cycles taken by each function was 
performed and these values were inserted into the interpreter code. Thus 
whenever an interpreter function was called the timing count for that 

function was incremented. 
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The first version of the full simulation relied on these calculated process 
timings. However two sources of inaccuracy were identified: first the sheer 
laborious nature of the Assembler inspection task must have led to human 
errors being made, and secondly full data for the MC68020 processor (as used 
by the Sun 3/60) was not available and thus timings were based on the 
instruction set for the MC68000. 

At this stage in the project it was decided to experiment with porting 
the system to a Transputer based system, namely an IBM AT clone with a 
Transputer card holding a T414b-15 and 2 Mbytes of memory [INMOS 89]. 
The 3L C compiler for the Transputer had recently become available and 

this was used to recompile the parallel system software [3L Parallel C 88J. 
The main advantage of this was the prospect of using the Transputer system 
clock which operates at a granularity of 1 microsec. The additional clock 
reading instructions were inserted in place of the calculated measurements 
and all results presented in Chapter 8 refer to this version of the software. 
The estimated timings based on the Assembler inspection for the Sun PLL 
system have not been used but the work involved in the task provided 
additional information into the detailed operation of the rewrite 
interpreter, eg the computational overheads because of function calling and 

recursion, which are considered in detail in Chapter 9. 

The second type of timing data that was needed by the simulation was 

the length of time a data packet took to transfer on a bus from one 
processing element to another. This value had to take into account the 
setting up time for a bus as well as data transfer. Any delay due to 
contention for a bus had to be quantified and added. Obviously there were 
no actual measurements that could be made by the system clock to obtain 
these figures unlike the data on execution times. The timing data for packet 

transfer therefore had to be calculated. 

It has been shown in Chapter 5 that the time of packet transfer 

depended on its size and the number of receiving processing elements. 
However as has been discussed the software did not actually construct the 
data packet using instead the movement of process structures to model the 
information flows in the system. At this stage rather than alter the model to 
work on the basis of transfer of "real" data packets, additional functions 
were added to calculate the size of a data packet using information from the 
group of processes that it would represent in a true realisation of the design. 
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In Chapter 6 the details of the data items in the data packet are discussed. 
The tagging of each item with a three bit tag has been assumed, giving data 
item sizes ranging from eight bits for a user variable to nineteen bits for an 
integer or floating point number. The introduced variables and pointers 
were designed with sixteen bit representations. In order to simplify the 
calculations it was decided to use the figure of sixteen bits to express the size 
of any data item in the packet. It was important that the size of the data 
packet should not be underestimated but it was felt that this approximation 
was unlikely to do this. Thus the size of the data packet was calculated and 
as the number of receiving processing elements was known it was possible 
to include the time of transfer of an individual packet. Timings used for the 
passage of the data packet were based on the estimates given in Chapter 
6.5.5, ie the time to complete a broadcast was calculated at (500"n + 250"'m) 
nanosecs, where n is the number of recipient processing elements and m is 
the word size of the data packet. Delays due to bus contention were known 
from the stored information within the controller on bus utilisation. 

7.4.3.4. A Better Representation of Concurrency 

The main simplification in the first process scheduling algorithm was 
the assumption that if the processing followed the pattern of "execute 
earliest process then allocate spawned processes" that this would simulate 
the behaviour of the concurrent system. In fact it only provides an 
approximation of it: the reason for this lies in the allocation strategy. 

In order to achieve the optimum sharing out of work in the parallel 
machine, it is necessary to know at the time of allocation of a process the 
work load that exists in all the processing elements at that time, so that the 
process can be sent to the least busy. With process execution times of 
variable and unpredictable length it is not possible to update the state of all 
the processing elements accurately at the end of executing one process 

under the first scheduling algorithm. 

Consider the situation shown in Fig.7.6: at time T1 the process on PE 
no.1 will be chosen for execution by the simulation software finishing at 
time T2. A review of processes queued up in the different processing 
elements performed at T1 will show correctly that PE nos.2, 3 and 4 have 
one process each. However a review made at time T2 following the 
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Fi . 7.6 - Timin of Process Execution 

execution of the process on PE no.l would not be able to predict that PE 
nos.2 and 3 had completed the execution of their processes because they 
were substantially shorter that the processes on PE no.I. It would however 

be able to judge correctly that PE no.4 was now involved in executing its 
process by inspection of the Time field in the process. Thus the information 

held in the controller about the state of work load of each processing 
element is likely to include some inaccuracies if this method of simulating 

the scheduling of processes is maintained. The degree to which these 
inaccuracies may effect performance figures is difficult to quantify and will 
vary [rom query to query. However as one of the important aims of the 

simulation was to test different load balancing strategies it was important to 

try to avoid inaccuracies in this area. For this reason a move to a more 

realistic approach towards the modelling of concurrent process execution 

and allocation was attempted. 

The first approach to the representation of concurrency in the 

simulation can be described as event orientated or the variable time 
method. In this the state of the system was checked at time intervals set by 

the start and finish of a particular executing process. As shown above the 

use of this approach with the single global queue of processes ready to 

execute led to inaccuracies in the information about the work load in 
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individual processing elements. Two corrections were possible for this 
situation: the first involved halting at the end of a process execution, and at 
that stage performing a trial execution of all processes that could interfere 
with the outcome of it (ie affect the work load of other processing elements 
in the case of the first process having produced spawned processes). The 
processes which were executed to obtain information would then either 
have to be subject to cancellation or roll-back, or their results stored on a 
"future" results list. This system was rejected on the grounds that it could 
involve considerable extra storage. 

The second method of time representation is that of interval 
orientated simulation which involves stepping through the system at fixed 
time intervals and operating the system at that point. A variant of this was 
used for the full version of the simulation. Fixed intervals updating of the 
system data was used, but as the system model had been developed the 
execution of an individual process was an atomic, ie indivisible operation, 
and there was no attempt to alter this or halt execution of a process 
midstream. These considerations led to the development of the following 
algorithm for the "time step" method: 

set System_time to Time_step, 
while there is still processing to do 

{while (process_records on ready_to_run_queue with 
Time less than System_time) 

or (allocation_records on ready _to_allocate_queue with 
Time less than System_time) 

{while (process_records with Time less than System_time) 
{identify corresponding process, 

execute process, 
update relevant queues 

} 

while (allocation_records with Time less than System_time) 

{identify corresponding processes, 

} 

} 

distribute processes to suitable processing elements, 
update relevant queues 

increment System_time by Time_step 

} 
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This method meant that for each time step in the processing of a query 
all processes whose Time, ie start time value fell within it were executed 
before any allocation of spawned processes took place. Data on the duration 
of each process was stored so that when the software came to allocate all the 
resulting processes, the full information about the work state of each 
processing element was available. Of course allocation of processes during 
the time step could result in further processes becoming executable within 
the time step, so the loop of "execute all processes then allocate all spawned 
processes" was repeated until no further action was possible within that 
time step. The system time was then incremented to the next time step and 
the entire loop restarted. Fig.7.7 shows the top level functioning of the 
system under this modified algorithm. 

One criticism of this method is that injudicious choice of the time 
steps leads to large computational overheads: however these take the form 
of processing time not memory usage, and as far as this simulation was 
concerned total times for query answering were not excessive, the limiting 
factor proving to be storage space. This is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 8 in the section on benchmark tests but a typical run time for one of 
the larger queries supported by the system was under three minutes. 

7.4.4. The Full Simulation 

The full simulation software has been implemented in a suite of 
interactive modules as shown in Fig.7.1: these comprise the main program, 
the parser module, the memory management system, the sequential rewrite 
manager, the parallel rewrite manager, the parallel machine simulation 
module which includes the parallel system driver, and a small library of 
mathematical and lists processing functions. The entire system represents 
more than 200 Kbytes of source code. The modules written specifically for 
this project are the parallel rewrite manager, details of which can be found 
in Chapter 5.4, and the machine simulation. This latter module contains 
the top level parallel system driver as well as the functions simulating the 
machine operations; it contains over 2000 lines of code and occupies almost 

70 Kbytes. 
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On entry to the PLL environment the user can opt for the "parallel" 
system; in this case the simulated machine is "configured", ie the user is 

asked to decide how many processing elements and busses they require 
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Fig. 7.7 - Functional Design of Simulation Software 

for a given run. Various trace options are also presented. The query is then 
parsed and the expression tree set up on the system stack in the normal way. 
Control is passed to the machine simulation which sets up a process 

corresponding to the execution tree, allocating a starting processing element 
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and initialising all the queues and control information. This is shown in 
Fig.7.7. 

The time stepping algorithm is then responsible for the execution of 
this process as well as any subsequently spawned processes by the 
manipulation of the information and queues held within the parallel 
simulation data structures. The rewriting of expressions is accomplished by 
calling the parallel interpreter from the appropriate module. The high level 
functioning of the system is presented in the pseudo-code in the previous 
section and diagrammatically in Fig.7.7 Further details of the actual C 

functions involved are given in Appendix F. 

7.5. Summary 

This chapter has described the development of the software which 
emulated the behaviour of the multiprocessor architecture. This has 
involved the introduction of data structures to represent the various 
functional parts of the machine and the storage of control information 
needed to implement processor work load balancing and bus scheduling. 
The algorithm used to model concurrent operations in a sequential manner 
has been presented. The requirements for the system have been discussed, 

and the manner in which the parallel machine simulation interfaced with 

the logic interpreter looked at. 
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Preliminary Testing and Results 

8.1. Introduction 

The testing of the parallel PLL system and the machine simulation 
involved two separate types of experiments. In order to check that the new 
interpreter operated its rewrite rules correctly, a series of small programs 
written in the PLL were used. These tested the new versions of the rules 
and ensured that the parallel interpreter produced the same results as the 
original sequential one. By incorporating the two versions of the 
interpreter into the same suite of programs it was possible to toggle between 
parallel and sequential execution modes and check consistency in this 
manner. 

These tests were used in the development of the parallel interpreter 
and included queries containing reference to user defined rules, 
conjunctions, disjunctions and all the other operations permitted in the 
PLL. In designing these programs there was no attempt to model the type of 
application for which the system was designed; their purpose was to 
confirm the correct operation of the parallel interpreter with respect to the 
sequential one. 

The other programme of testing used the simulation in order to 

provide behavioural predictions for the system. These benchmark tests are 
the subject of this and the following chapter. The simulation of the 
multiprocessor architecture was produced in order to provide information 
on the type of behaviour to be expected from a hardware implementation of 
the design. The manner in which the simulation had been written allowed 
several of the system parameters to be varied, the intention bei~g to obtain 
data on performance under a range of differing configurations. This 

informa tion would form part of the machine design process. 

In order to obtain maximum value from the simulation it was 
necessary to identify the aspects of the system design which needed to be 

tested and to devise a series of benchmark tests to accomplish this. 
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8.2. Testing of the System Design 

Work on the parallel PLL interpreter had shown that it was possible to 
implement correctly the abstract model for OR parallel process execution 
based on the use of rewrite rules as the inference mechanism. However the 
question remained as to the performance benefits that this approach was 
likely to bring, and in order to obtain quantitative data on this the 
simulation was prepared. Data was produced by the simulation on two basic 
aspects of the system, ie the performance of the parallel interpreter and the 
predicted performance of the multiprocessor machine. 

Two parameters of the system definition could be varied in the 
simulation: these were the configuration of the machine, ie the bus and 
processing element numbers, and the scheduling algorithm responsible for 
load balancing between different processing elements. When the 
simulation was run the machine configuration had to be set by the user for 
each series of queries. The permitted number of broadcast busses ranged 
from one to twenty; it was not envisaged that the real machine would have 
as many as twenty busses but by allowing a high maximum figure it should 
be possible to obtain information on situations where there is virtually no 
contention for the communication medium. The range of processing 
elements was originally two to one thousand. However when the software 
was transferred to the Transputer based system the maximum was reduced 
to one hundred. The more limited memory space in this system meant that 
a balance had to be struck between the space requirements of the simulation 
software and the space designated for query evaluation. By reducing the 
maximum number of processing elements to a hundred (and hence 
reducing the size of several arrays within the simulation code) it was 
possible to provide approximately 1.4 Mbytes memory for the PLL 
evaluation stack. Even so this figure was considerably lower than the stack 
space allocated by the Sun network and resulted in limitations on the size 

of rule base that could be queried. 

The scheduling algorithms for process allocation have been touched 
on in Chapter 6.5.4. The first problem involved estimation of the work load 
in each processing element throughout query evaluation. Two suggestions 
were made for this: a simple count of the number of processes waiting for 
execution within a processing element, or a count of the total "sizes" of 
processes awaiting execution, the size of a process being defined as the size 
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of the data packet which inaugurated it. Having obtained a quantitative 
measure of the work load in each processing element at any particular time, 
the most straightforward scheduling method was to allocate processes in 
tum to the least busy processing elements. A variation on this which was 
also tested was automatically to allocate the first process spawned to its 
parent processing element, the subsequent ones to the least busy processing 
elements. The other allocation approach is to take a round robin approach, 
ie processing elements were chosen on a circular queue method on a least
recently-used basis. Finally as a check that process scheduling is providing 
benefits, tests were made in which processes were randomly allocated to 
processing elements. 

8.3. Required Results 

8.3.1. Introduction 

The results to be obtained from the simulation could be divided into 
two main categories: those representing data on aspects of the performance 
of the multiprocessor architecture, and data on the behaviour of the rewrite 
interpreter. It is important to note at this stage that the data on the 
interpreter was in the form of "real" timings, whereas that on the machine 
performance was produced by calculations based on the proposed design of 

the hardware. 

8.3.2. Rewrite Interpreter Timings 

Data was needed on the number of processes produced during a given 
query and the time taken for each process to execute. It was also essential to 
measure the time taken by the different sub tasks in process evaluation in 
order to check that process spawning was not introducing unacceptable 
overheads. Thus for each process measurements were made for total 
evaluation time and the following subdivisions of evaluation time: 
a) set-up time, the time taken by the interpreter to convert an existing 
process structure into an expression tree, 
b) rewrite time, the time taken to rewrite an expression tree until no further 

alterations possible, or until an OR node encountered, 
c) spawn time, the time measured between first recognition of an OR node 
and the production of a full set of new process structures ready to be 

allocated. 
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8.3.3. Machine Performance Data 

Results on machine performance were sought for a range of different 
machine configurations. The first result to be obtained was a measurement 

of the total time taken to complete each query. This allowed speedups to be 

calculated and gave an indication of the effect that contention for the 
communication medium was having on overall performance. 

However in order to understand what was happening in the machine 
during query evaluation it was necessary to obtain results on the execution 

and starting times of each process. When these were related to the 

processing element to which a process was allocated the pattern of machine 
usage can be determined. With a good scheduling system it was expected 

that the number of processing elements in use would rapidly increase to the 
maximum number and that this level would be maintained throughout 
query evaluation. 

Incoming data packets were written into the input memories of a 
processing element, each input memory serving a particular bus. As 
discussed in Chapter 6.5.4, the method of allocation of processes to 

processing elements was by assessment of work load, and bus allocation was 

performed on a round robin basis. The intuitive belief was that this method 

of bus allocation should result in a reasonably balanced usage of input 

memories for each processing element. In order to confirm this, 

measurements of the size of data packets waiting for execution in each 

input memory throughout process evaluation were required. The 

simulation does not manipulate data packets as such, maintaining the 

original format of the abstract process structure. This has meant that 
additional functions to relate the calculated data packet size with the input 

memory have been written and this information updated throughout query 

evaluation. The final result was a table of maximum input memory usage 

for each processing element and the time at which the maximum was first 

reached. 

The information required on the transmission of data packets across 

the communications medium fell into two categories: the bus usage, 

including any transmission delays because of non availability of a bus, and 

the size and transmission time for individual data packets. 
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The question of return of results, ie the correct binding values, to the 
controller was discussed briefly in Chapter 6.5.7. This could be achieved by 
use of a common bus shared by all processing elements, or more localised 
busses used by fewer processing elements. In order to assess which design 
should be chosen it was important to have data on the pattern of results 
return. If positive results become available in such a manner as to introduce 
little contention for a globally shared bus there is no point in constructing a 
more complicated system. With this in view information was sought on 
the times at which final bindings were produced by processes, and the size 
of data packets that these bindings give rise to. The format proposed at 
present for the results data packet is identical to that of the spawned process 
data packet, as it is recognised that "results" may not always consist solely of 
binding values, but in the case of "uncomputable" expressions will include 
reference to the expressions themselves. More work in this area is indicated 
but it was hoped that the simulation would provide data on which to base 

future design decisions. 

8.3.4. Results Summary 

To summarise, the requirements for results involved timing 
measurements for each query evaluation run. For each combination of 
system definition, ie processing element/bus configuration and process 

scheduling algorithm, records were made for: 
a) process start and finish times, 
b) within each process, the set-up, rewrite and spawn times, 

c) process/processing element allocation, 
d) input memory usage levels, 
e) data packet sizes and transmission times, 
o bus usage and delays in obtaining busses, 
g) results times and results packets sizes. 

These results were written to file during query evaluation, and the 
data analysed in various ways afterwards. This represents a fourth aspect to 
the software developed during the project: functions were included in the 
simulation to calculate and output the appropriate data, and a separate data 
analysis program was written to show the results in a tabular or graphical 
format. An example of the output of this program is shown in Appendix G. 
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The intention was that this series of tests and subsequent data analysis 
would complete the work on the simulation. However as will be shown the 
results obtained from the first series of tests produced somewhat unexpected 
results, and led to the decision to alter the testing strategy and include 
further modifications to the system. 

8.4. Benchmark Tests 

8.4.1. Requirements in Benchmarking 

Williams defines a benchmark as a "program or set of programs which 
allows the performance of similar system features in different 
implementations to be compared" [Williams 87b]. In this instance the 
systems to be compared are the versions of the parallel PLL under differing 
configurations and the sequential PLL. The question of performance 
comparison between the PLL and other logic programming systems, notably 
Prolog, lies outside the scope of this project. 

Benchmark tests can either be specifically written for the system under 
consideration, or can use existing programs. In the case of the PLL because it 
is a new language system it has been almost inevitable that new programs 
have had to be written, although some simple test programs were available 
from ICL with the sequential interpreter. In the main these were used for 
testing the correct working of the parallel interpreter with respect to the 
sequential one. Direct translation of Prolog programs into the PLL has been 
shown to be theoretically sound in the case of "pure" Prolog programs 
[Cooper 87c), but problems arise when extra-logical features are involved. 
Nonetheless one of the test programs used for benchmarking has been 
directly translated from Prolog (see Appendix C). 

When designing benchmark tests care must be taken that the 

following points are covered: 
a) that they allow valid comparisons to be made between different systems, 
b) that they test the whole system not just certain features, 

c) that they are of suitable size, 
d) that the area under testing is dearly defined. 
The tests developed for the PLL simulation meet some of these criteria as 

discussed in the following section. 
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8.4.2. Test Programs 

Having considered the criteria for successful definition of benchmark 
programs it was realised that these would be difficult to achieve in full for 
the PLL system. The main problem was shortage of memory space: the 

system had been moved from the Sun workstation to the Transputer board 

in order to obtain accurate processing timings, but it was recognised that the 
result of this was a decrease the amount of memory for the PLL evaluation 

stack. 

The new PLL system had been based on the concept of OR parallelism 

because analysis of the applications area had revealed the potential for this 

form of parallel execution. It was thus realistic to construct benchmark tests 
which modelled this type of application. Work has been 'done for the Alvey 

program on defining benchmark programs for testing architectures in large 

knowledge based systems [SIGKME1 87]. This has identified a number of 

programs using rule based systems and includes the Protein Molecular 
Structure Database, RESCU real time expert system, OPS5 production rule 
system as well as the smaller Prolog test programs known as the Stockholm 
Tests. Many of these programs show potential for OR parallel execution and 

would have been ideal candidates for benchmark testing of the broadcast 

bus multiprocessor architecture. However apart from the language 

compatibility problems, the simulation capability was far too small to 

consider their use. It was therefore decided to produce suitable PLL 

benchmarks specifically for testing this system. 

Two different sets of user defined rules were written: the first based on 

the family data base concept, and the latter a direct translation of Pereira's 
map colouring problem [Conery 85], [Campbell 84]. Full details of the 

programs and the queries used are given in Appendix C.1t can be seen from 

these that it was not possible due to space restrictions to run some of the 

queries with all variables uninstantiated; the query to the map colouring 

program: 
colour(v w x Y z)? 
which generated over 7000 processes on the Sun system, ran out of space on 

the Transputer. With one variable instantiated the query: 

colour(nredn w x y z)? 
produced 1885 processes and gave the full set of bindings on both systems. 
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The testing of the simulation using these benchmark tests was 
performed in two stages: following the first series of tests, a preliminary 
analysis of the results was made and, on the basis of this, modifications to 
the PLL system were made before further tests were run. The remainder of 
this chapter describes the first series of test and the analysis of their results. 
Chapter 9 is devoted to a description of modifications made to the system in 
the light of the initial test results, and the subsequent tests. 

8.5. Initial Benchmark Testing 

8.5.1. Introduction 

The first set of tests performed using the family database benchmark 
was intended to explore the effect of varying the number of processing 
elements and busses in the machine, the process scheduling algorithm 
remaining constant throughout this phase of testing. 

Measurements were made of the time taken to run each query to 
completion under a range of different processing element and bus 
configurations. The times shown below represent the time taken to 

complete the evaluation of the queries: 
aunt(x y)? 

firstcousin(x y)? 
sibling(x y)? 
colour(ltred" w x y z)? 
under different configurations (Fig.B.l). The data produced by the full range 
of queries is listed in Appendix G; performance figures for the other queries 

show a similar pattern to those listed below. 

Two conclusions could be drawn immediately from these tests: first 

that increasing the number of processing elements led to a reduction of 
query response time in all cases, indicating that the overheads involved in 

the parallel system were small enough to allow good parallel speedups. 
Typical results were speedups in total evaluation time in the range of 39 - 28 
for a system with 50 processing elements. (The base line for these 
comparisons has been taken to be the (Query evaluation time on 2PEs/IBus 
machine) "'2. It would seem more appropriate to use the actual figure for the 
sequential interpreter but as will be discussed in Chapter 9.6, this could lead 
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to inaccuracies owing to the fact that the duration of certain data copying 
activities are discounted in the parallel system but not in the sequential one. 

Processing Element/Bus Configuration 

Query 100/5 100/2 100/1 50/5 50/2 50/1 20/5 20/2 20/1 2/1 

aunt 48 50 48 60 62 62 100 101 103 843 

first-
cousin 488 488 481 551 641 559 1121 1182 1221 9280 

sibling 34 34 34 44 44 44 84 84 84 631 

colour 85 85 82 137 140 136 297 297 296 2707 

Fi .8.1- Total Que Evaluation Times in ms (Initial Test Series) 

The comparative performance of the sequential and parallel systems are 

shown in more detail in Fig.9.11. 

These figures indicate that there was a significant amount of OR 
parallelism within the test program and that the overheads involved in 
exploiting it were small enough to allow significant performance gains to be 
achieved. The exact amount of these overheads will be discussed in the 

light of the next conclusion. 

The second inference to be drawn from the figures was that the 

number of busses used per number of processing elements made almost no 
difference to the response time for these type of queries. In general queries 
were answered as quickly on a single bus system as a multiple bus one. The 
search for an explanation of this forms the basis of this preliminary analysis. 
In order to assess the relative usage of the bus network in comparison with 
the processing elements it is necessary to look at the patterns of processing 

and message passing. 
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8.5.2. Processing and Data Transmission Times 

The following set of data (Fig.S.2) gives details on the processes 
involved in the query; 
aunt(x y)? 

The full set of data for this query is available in Appendix G and the 
following table gives a summary of the data. The timings given are average 
process times for the each type of process during the run and were obtained 
using a 50 processing element/2 bus configuration (although the number of 
processing elements and busses do not affect the processing times of 
individual processes). "Set-up", "rewrite" and "spawn" times are defined in 
Chapter 8.3.2 and refer to the three stages that occur in a process; non 
spawning processes represent the leaf nodes in the solution tree, and will 
either result in failure or a binding set. 

No.of Set-up Rewrite Spawn Wordsl Transfer 
Processes Procs Time/Proc Time/Proc TIme/Proc DataPckt TIme/pckt 

Spawning 
33 140 8465 3327 8.8 12.2 Processes 

Non Spawn. 
678 129 1732 -- --- ---Processes 

Total 711 129 2044 -- --- ---

TImes in microsecs 

Fi • 8.2 - Avera e Process Timin s with Que 

These figures show clearly that for this query the average packet 
transfer time was tiny in comparison with the process times. When 
processing times were considered it was found that non spawning processes 
are in general shorter in their rewrite times than spawning processes 
because so many represent FALSE returns where conflict in binding values 
leads to failure early on in the rewrite process. In this particular query, of 
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the 678 non spawning processes, 670 responded FALSE and 8 resulted in 
valid variable bindings. 

Thus the situation exists where broadcast communication of data from 
one processing element to several others is very efficient, because of the 
speed of the bus and the compaction of data into an optimised packet but 
processing of individual processes is slow in comparison. 

In this particular query, because the data packet sizes were small, the 
transfer times were negligible in comparison with process times. However 
in a different type of query where, for example, a large list of bindings was 
regularly passed in the data packet, the result would be a sizeable data packet 
and hence a longer transfer time. However even if average packet size were 
increased by a factor of ten, the imbalance between processing and message 
passing would still be very great. It is necessary therefore to look in detail at 
the evaluation of processes to attempt to pinpoint any area in which 
inefficiencies exist. 

The apparent inefficiency in process execution may arise from three 
sources; first overheads in the software due to the requirements of the 
simulation, secondly from the operation of spawning processes, or thirdly 
in the actual rewriting of the expression tree. The fourth possibility, namely 
lengthy processing to "set up" the process, ie to re-establish the expression 
tree, appears from the figures to involve a small proportion of processing 

time and is thus not considered at this stage. 

8.5.3. Simulation Overheads 

The process of modelling a. parallel system in a single machine has 
been achieved by the multiple use of the same stack area for different 

processes. This produces the need to create m~tiple copies of data structures 
in order to ensure that independent processes are not corrupted by earlier 
operations in the same area of the stack. This has been discussed in Chapter 
5.4.4.5 in the section describing the implementation of the parallel 
interpreter, and because it was recognised that the copying of data structures 
representing processes would not be needed in a parallel machine with no 
local memory, it was deliberately decided to exclude the time taken in 
performing this from the times measured. Thus the major overhead due to 
the simulation requirements has already been discounted. 
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There are some minor overheads that can be pinpointed and these 
have not been excluded from the measured processing figures. They include 
extra parameter passing to allow control information on the processing 
element involved to be passed from one rewrite function to another, as 
there is only one copy of the rewrite rules in the simulation. In a "real" 
machine each processing element would hold its own copy and the extra 
parameter is not needed. However this will only be responsible for a small 
increase in processing time and in terms of explanation of long processing 
times the simulation overheads cannot provide the answer. 

8.5.4. Spawning Overheads 

The amount of total process execution time spent in spawning of 
processes is small when query evaluation as a whole is looked at. This is 
largely due to the fact that the majority of processes are non spawning, 
certainly for the types of rule base which give potential for good OR parallel 
execution. Within the spawning processes, the proportion of the total time 
spent on the spawning operation is typically in the 25-30% region for the 
queries put to the family database. 

As the software is written at present process spawning can be divided 
into four tasks as described in Chapter 5.4.4. To recap, these are: 
a) when an OR node is encountered in the rewriting of an expression, new 
process structures are created to represent each OR node branch; these 
"processes" hold control data and the pointer to the appropriate branch of 
the OR node; this pointer forms the first element in the process description 
component of the process; the processes are chained together on a 
temporary queue within the appropriate processing element; 
b) if an OR node has been encountered within the rewriting of an AND 
node, the system walks back up the AND-tree marking it with a special 

node to indicate that OR processes have been created; 
c) if the rewriting of an AND node has involved its marking as described in 
b), a further recursive operation now retraces the AND tree creating a list of 
conjoined nodes, the process halting when no further nested ANDs are 
found; a pointer to this list is attached to the end of each process description 

in the new process structures; 
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d) a list of binding values is formed and added to the end of the each process 
description list in the process structures; the stack locations and the shared 
binding list are then reset. 

Two points emerge from this description of process spawning: first in 
certain aspects the code is inefficiently organised, particularly in its almost 
exclusive reliance on recursive functions, and the repetition of the same 
tree walking involved in b) and c). These inefficiencies could be eliminated 
by recoding the operation using better algorithms and an iterative approach. 

However the other point involves the fact that the intended 

organisation of data in the processing elements of the parallel machine 
would render unnecessary some of the processing described above. At 

present the interpreter creates separate process structures to represent every 
individual spawned process; however when the system is implemented on 

a broadcast architecture there is no intention to form separate data packets 
for each process - rather a composite packet is to be broadcast to a number of 
processing elements. Thus the processing that is currently performed in 
phase a) will be reduced to a single operation, namely the marking of the 
parent node of the OR tree, which is to form the first pointer in the 

broadcast data packet. The need to create a separate list of bindings values 

and to clear the stack each time a process finishes is a response to the 

simulation situation where the stack is shared between processes but need 

to be modelled as being local to each process. This operation is not needed 

in the real machine. Thus with the near elimination of processing time 

spent on a) and d) and the recoding of phases b) and c), it is likely that the 

spawning operation can be reduced significantly. The probable extent to 

which this can be done has not been quantified because analysis of the 

overall behaviour of the system has indicated that if the performance is to 

be significantly improved, the main area of concern must be the rewriting 

of expression trees. Even if process spawning could be reduced to a 

negligible operation the pattern of evaluation would not be materially 

effected. The reasons for this are considered in the next section. 

8.5.5. Rewriting Overheads 

The main time spent within a process whether a spawning or non 
spawning one is involved in rewriting, ie the basic PLL interpreter 

operations. In the queries in the family database the percentage of total 
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process time spent in the rewrite operations stretched from over 99% to the 
region of 65%. Because the majority of processes are non spawning ones the 
total time spent in rewrite operations as a fraction of the overall processing 
time is very large, and hence it is to this area that attention must be focused 
if substantial improvements in processing time are to be achieved. 

It is recognised that the modification of some of the node evaluation 
functions to accommodate the parallel simulation must have introduced 
some processing overheads. In order to check that the lengthy rewriting 
times were not occurring as a result of these additions, several tests were 
run using the original sequential and the new parallel versions of the PLL 
interpreter. For these tests, queries were put to a rule base which contained 
rules defined in terms of lengthy conjoined expressions but no disjunctions. 
This meant that the parallel system did not spawn processes but evaluated 
each query in a manner directly comparable to the sequential one. Details of 
the queries and the rule base are given in Appendix H, the following table 
(Fig.8.3) summarises the results. 

Parallel PLL Sequential 
PLL 

Query Setup Rewrite 
TlIlle Time Total Total 

QueryO 35 5044 5079 4879 

Query 1 34 6947 6981 6901 

Query2 34 4088 4122 3954 

Query3 34 4032 4066 3848 

Query4 34 827 864 836 

Times in microsecs 

Fi .8.3 - AND Que Evaluation Times 

The figures show that the overheads in the parallel system where no 
process spawning is involved are small - for these queries in region of 2% 

for the actual rewrite times. 
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The conclusion has to be made that the time spent in the application of 
the rewrite rules accounts for the vast majority of processing time in the 
parallel system. The present design of the machine provides for 
performance benefits by virtue of the exploitation of OR parallelism in the 

system and the ability of a processing element to transfer data 

simultaneously to number of other processing elements, but provision of a 
multiple broadcast facility is under-used in this type of rule base. 

8.6. Summary 

This chapter has described the initial testing and results generating 

phase of the project. The original plan for testing the system has been 
described in Chapter 8.2 where the required results are discussed. The 
intention was that after the analysis of the overall performance and 
processing/ communication overheads had been accomplished, the different 
scheduling methods and processor utilisation would be looked. However it 
had not been expected that the imbalance between overall processing and 
communication times would prove so great, and it was decided at this stage 
to look more carefully at the reasons for this. On the assumption that the 
calculated data packet sizes and transmission times are close 
approximations to those produced in the real machine, it is necessary to 
look at the PLL interpreter to see if performance increases can be achieved 

for it. 

Although the spawning times in spawning processes are not 
insignificant at present, ways in which this aspect of the system can be 
speeded up considerably have been discussed (Chapter 8.5.4). The main area 
in which lengthy processing appears to be taking place is the core of the PLL 
system, ie the rewriting of rules and further analysis of its behaviour is 

called for. This is addressed in Chapter 9. 
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Tests and Results from the Modified Parallel PLL System 

9.1. Introduction 

This chapter addresses the concerns raised in Chapter 8 regarding the 

performance of the parallel interpreter. Further tests have been devised to 

measure aspects of its behaviour and the results are presented below. Fig.9.1 

provides a diagrammatic description of the relationship of the various tests 
and includes Chapter and Section references for each series of tests. 

9.2. The Performance of the Rewrite Interpreter 

The initial simulation results have indicated that the execution of the 

interpreter code is primarily responsible for the apparent large discrepancy 

between communications and processing times. In order to achieve 
improvements in overall system performance, methods of handling the 
rewriting task more efficiently have to be considered. This is a major area 
for future investigation, and the results presented in the following sections 
are intended to provide an indication of the type of performance 

improvements that could be achieved by judicious recoding of the 

interpreter. A more radical approach would be to move towards a fully 

compiled system as used in most efficient Prolog implementations but this 

lies ou tside the scope of this project. 

Inspection of the code for the present interpreter reveals a heavy 
reliance on the use of functions which individually perform small 
computational tasks, and in particular the control of execution by means of 

recursive function calls. A system which uses trees as data structures is 

likely to be implemented by means of recursive algorithms because they 

make the task of the programmer much easier. However there is an 

implementational price to pay for this conceptual Simplicity, and the 

overheads of function calling are likely to be significant. It was decided to 
look in more detail at these overheads in relation to the interpreter code. By 
attempting some form of quantitative analysis of overheads within 

execution patterns of the present interpreter it was hoped to be able to 

predict the possible improvements that could be obtained from recoding the 

interpreter while maintaining the same specification of its operation. 
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The first stage in determining the overheads in the interpreter code 
was to look at the general timings involved in C function calls using the 

Transputer based system. Comparative tests were also performed using the 

Sun 3/60 system although it was appreciated that the limitations in the 

granularity of timings would not allow for the incorporation of the 

information into the Parallel PLL system running on the Sun - see Chapter 

7.4.3.3. The production of timing data from the Transputer system was 

made more complicated by the architecture of the Transputer which 

includes both "on chip" and external RAM. Access time for external RAM is 

considerably slower than that for internal RAM and care needs to be taken 

in the placing of program code and work space if timings are to give valid 

comparative results. In order to emulate the performance of larger 

programs this function testing program was configured to run on external 

RAM only. The details of the system configuration under the 3L Parallel C 

system are given in Appendix J. 

9.3. Function Calling Overheads 

9.3.1. Measurement of Function Calling 

. The following tests were performed to gain some indication of the 

performance overheads involved in function calling in the Transputer and 

Sun 3/60 systems. The first table (Fig.9.2) shows the time taken for 100,000 

iterations of various loops. The contents of the loop ranged from a null 

operation, ie "i" in C, to a function call with a number of parameters. In 

each case the body of the function did no computational work: in the case of 

void functions the function performed the null operation, and in the case 

of functions returning an integer the body was merely a return of one of the 

parameters passed to the function. The full code for the test program is 

given in Appendix 1. 

The graph (Fig.9.3) shows the effect of increasing the number of formal 

parameters to a function. Two functions were used in this test: the first was 

a void function which did no computational work (Function 1), the other 

performed a simple arithmetic task involving one of the parameters and a 

local variable (Function 2). The results refer to measurements of the time for 

100,000 iterations of each function: Function 1 was tested on the Sun 3/60, 

and both functions on the Transputer system. The time taken by the 

arithmetic operation included in Function 2 was separately measured at 350 
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Function Sun 3/fIJ Transputer 

No function -
null operation 183 283 

No function -
assigment of 216 365 variable 

Void function -
no parameters 416 635 

Returning function -
no parameters, 449 698 no assignment 

Returning function -
no parameters, 466 766 with assigmnent 

Void function -
1 parameter 449 697 

Returning fimction -
1 parameter, 583 828 no assignment 

Returning function -
1 parameter, 666 856 
with assignment 

Returning function -
2 parameters, 583 856 no assigmnent 

Times in ms for 100,000 iterations 

Fi . 9.2 • Timin of Functions 

ms/100,OOO iterations. Tests were also performed to measure the effect of the 
number of local variables within a function. It was found that the 

introduction of local variables per se had no effect on the timing of function 
execution. Only when the local variable was operated on, eg by being 
assigned a value, did the function time increase. Inspection of the assembler 
listing of the program produced by the "decode" utility showed that the 
compiler had ignored local variables declared but not used. For those local 
variables which were used in the function code space had been allocated at 
compile time. Thus it was concluded that the introduction of local 
variables was not imposing timing overheads on function calling times. 
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3000 -r-----------------. 

S 2000 

.5! -III- Sun 3/60 
rI ... Transputer Fn.1 E 
~ .. Transputer Fn.2 

1000 

o 5 10 15 
No.Parameters 

Fig. 9.3 - Effects of Parameters on Function Times 

9.3.2. Allowance for Function Calling Overheads 

The basic conclusion to be drawn from these small experiments were 

that function calling does cause performance degradation and this increases 

with the number of parameters involved. Recursive definitions although 

conceptually attractive impose constraints on performance when compiled 

into low level code. 

The next step in the analysis of the performance of the PLL rule 

rewriting code should ideally be an attempt to recode some or all of it using 
iterative methods and an advanced compiler. However the amount of work 

involved in this meant that it was not possible to consider within the time 
scale of the project, and therefore a second approach had to be considered. 

This involved inspection of the code adding a performance overhead factor 

to each function and arranging for a running total of these factors to be 

maintained during evaluation of a process. The new process times would be 

calculated from the actual process times less the total processing overhead 

factor. Allowance had to be made also for the times involved in keeping a 

tally of the processing overhead factors. 
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The typical function in the parallel rewrite interpreter is a function 
returning an integer or pointer to an integer. The average number of formal 
parameters lies between 2 and 3 and these are almost invariably integers or 
pointers to integer values. Based on the figures from the table shown in 
Fig.9.2 it was decided to designate a function calling overhead of 6 microsecs 
which could be applied to each function. At this stage tests were performed 
to time the overhead in incrementing a running total which would have to 
be maintained throughout each process. This was identified as being in the 
region of 1 microsec, and this was added to the function overhead figure, 
giving a final value of 7 microsecs as the "cost" of performing a function in 
the PLL system. It was recognised that this was a fairly crude measure of the 
overheads of function calling in the execution of queries to the system, but 
it was intended to be used as an indicator to the performance degradation 
attributable to this source, not an exact quantitative measure. 

9.4. Results of Revised Tests 

9.4.1. Introduction 

The same benchmark tests used for the initial testing were applied to 
the second version of the interpreter. As described in the previous section a 
function calling overhead factor of 7 microsecs was introduced into each 
function and a running total kept throughout the execution of each process. 
This total was subtracted from the measured process time and this revised 

time was used to represent the predicted "optimised" process time. As 
before subtotals for "set-up", "rewrite" and "spawn" time were maintained 
in order to give comparative data for analysis of the benefits to be obtained 

by reducing function calling. 

9.4.2. Revised Performance of the Interpreter 

The results given in Fig.9.4 show the timings for the query "aunt(x y)?" 
summarised in the same format as the original test results (see Fig.8.2). Full 

results are available in Appendix G. 

The results show that when allowance is made for function calling 
overheads, the predicted performance of the interpreter improves. The 
average number of function calls in a process bears a fairly close 
relationship to the length of time a process takes: for each 100 microsecs of 
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Processes 
Set-up Rewrite Spawn Functionsl Functions/ 

Thne/Proc rnrnelProc Thne/Proc Total Proc 100 
microsecs 

Spawning 
115 6584 2509 9208 671 -7 Processes 

Non Spawn. 
109 1409 1518 -90 -6 Processes ---

Times in microsecs 

timised" Process Timin s for Que 

process time approximately 6 - 7 function calls are involved. If this is related 
to the original estimate for function overheads, ie that each function call 
adds 6 microsecs to the processing time, the elimination of function calls 
should result in processing times being cut by 40%. The data in Fig 9.5 
shows the results for four queries when the "optimised" version of the 
parallel PLL interpreter was used. 

Processing Element/Bus Configuration 

Query 100/5 100/2 100/1 50/5 50/2 50/1 20/5 20/2 20/1 

39 38 38 45 46 51 80 78 78 
aunt 

48 50 48 60 62 62 100 101 103 

first- 388 435 386 428 507 460 917 979 824 
cousin 488 488 481 551 641 559 1121 1182 1221 

27 27 27 35 35 35 69 69 69 
sibling 

34 34 34 44 44 44 84 84 84 

68 69 68 109 110 116 232 237 237 
colour 

85 85 82 137 140 136 297 297 296 

Times inms 

Figures in Italics refer to Initial Test Series Measurements 

Fi .9.5 - Total Que Evaluation Times for "0 timised" Version 
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The values in Fig.9.S show a general improvement in performance 
somewhat less than the anticipated 40%. Further investigation of this 
indicated that the allowance of 1 microsec for updating the function call 
count was probably an underestimate as the manner in which it was 
implemented involved keeping a running total of two variables. However 
the improvement in performance due to removal of function calls is not 
likely to exceed 40%. It has been suggested that time spent in the spawning 
phase can be reduced substantially by the move to a composite data packet as 
opposed to a number of process structures. Even if it is assumed that this 
aspect of process evaluation can be reduced to a negligible figure 
corresponding to set-up time, the above results show that it is questionable 
as to whether the elimination of function calls from the rewrite phase will 
provide enough scope for future performance optimisations on which to 
base a realistic implementation. 

9.4.3. Implications for Further Testing 

In view of the conclusion that sufficient performance improvement 
may not be achieved by merely removing excessive function calls, the 
usefulness of other test results is called into play. As results on the pattern 
of return of results and input memory usage had already been obtained for 
the original and "optimised" code test runs, it was decided to evaluate these 
and this is discussed in Chapter 9.S.1 and 9.5.2. This analysis is valid under 

the present method of implementing rewrite rules. 

Although it was appreciated that detailed proposals for the design of an 
improved interpreter lay outside the scope of this project it was felt 
important to obtain more information about the pattern of function calling 
within the present interpreter. The results produced by the "optimised" 
version of the interpreter merely gave the total number of function calls for 
each process and it was decided to augment this with details about the actual 
functions involved. The results shown previously (Fig.9.4) reveal that large 
numbers of function calls are involved in each process evaluation, and a 
series of new tests were devised to obtain a more accurate picture on the 

role of these functions. 
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9.4.4. Details of Function Calls in the Rewrite Interpreter 

In order to obtain a clear picture of the pattern of function calls in a 
typical query response, the rewrite interpreter was amended to keep a 
running total of calls to each function during the evaluation of a process. 
These were written to file at the end of each process thus giving 
information on the type and number of function calls involved in the 
process. 

More than seventy separate functions could be used during process 
evaluation: for analysis purposes these were grouped into eight categories. 

These were: 

Category 1: top level evaluation functions, 
eg <eval_andP>, <eval_notP>, <eval_plusP>. 

Category 2: lower level list and expression evaluation functions, 
eg <eval_liscto_ vaIP>. 

Category 3: lower level rule rewriting and expansion functions, 
eg <expand_ruleP>, <expand_rule_listP>. 

Category 4: lower level arithmetic functions, 
eg <node_plusP>, <node_multiplyP>. 

Category 5: variable installation and instantiation functions, 
eg <init_varP>, <set_varP>. 

Category 6: process structure creation functions incl. spawning functions, 
eg <spawn_or..:.processes>, <create_process>, 

<create_process_desc>. 
Category 7: memory space creation functions, 

eg <node3>, <node2>, <copy _exp>,<copy _list>. 

Category 8: garbage collection functions, 
eg <release_node3>, <release_process>, <release_exp>. 

In Appendix G results from two queries: 

aunt(x y)? 
and 
stepparent(x y)? 
are given and demonstrate the numbers of function calls in each process, 
decomposed into the eight different categories. Fig.9.6 reproduces two 

examples of these results taken from the query: 

aunt(x y)? 
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The two processes referred to in Fig.9.6 represent a non spawning and a 

spawning process: although the pattern of function calls varies from process 

Function Category 

Process 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 

No.284 

Spawning 

Set-up - - - - - 4 2 6 
.............................. .......... .. ........ .......... .. ........ .......... .......... .. ........... . .......... .. ........................ 

Rewrite 181 6 163 - 2 - 243 2} 624 
.............................. .......... .......... .......... .. ........ ----_ . .. ........ - ............ .. .......... .. ........................ 

Spawn -- - - - - 112 47 - 159 
.............................. .......... .. ........ ----_. .. ........ .. ........... ----_ . .. .......... ............ .. ........................ 

Total 789 

No. 285 
Non Spawn 

Set-up - - - - - 4 2 - 6 
.............................. ............ ............ .. .......... ............ .. .......... ............ .. .......... .. .......... .. ........................ 

Rewrite 23 6 - - 6 - 19 43 97 
.............................. ...... 111 .... ............ .. ......... .. .......... .. .......... ............ .. .......... .. .......... .. ........................ 

Spawn - - - - - - - - -
.............................. ........... ............ ............ .. .......... .. .......... ............ .. .......... .. .......... .. ........................ 

Total 103 

Fi . 9.6 - Numbers of Function Calls within Processes 

to process and query to query, they can be regarded as demonstrating certain 
typical features about function calling overheads. It can be seen that in the 

spawning process, the spawning component of the task involves a large 

number of calls to the functions which set up the spawned process 

structures. Because these are recursively defined each additional element to 

be added to a process structure involves a separate function call. The 
memory creation functions also playa significant role as each new "request" 
for stack space requires a function call. However as discussed in Chapter 

8.5.4 this method of organising the spawning task would be substantially 

modified for implementation in the "real" system, so further consideration 

of this aspect is inappropriate. 
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The "set up" phase of both processes involves a small number of 
function calls and as the earlier timing data demonstrated, this is not 
contribution significantly to process timing. For both spawning and non 
spawning processes the "rewrite" phase accounts for the largest time slice 
and the greatest number of function calls during process evaluation. 

When the function calling of the rewrite operation is looked at in 
more detail the groups of functions involving significant numbers of calls 
can be identified as: 
a) top level evaluation functions (Category 1), 
b) rule expansion functions (Category 3), 
c) memory space creation functions (Category 7), 
d) garbage collection functions (Category 8). 

Process Type 

Function 
Group Spawning Non Spawning 

Top Level 29 24 
Eva! 

Rule 26 0 
Expansion 

Memory 39 20 Creation 

Garbage 5 44 
Collection 

The approximate percentage of the rewrite phase that each of these 

groups occupied in the two example processes is shown in Fig.9.7. For both 
processes top level evaluation functions play a significant role as do 
memory space creation functions. However no rule expansion is taking 
place in the leaf or non spawning process, whereas approximately one 
quarter of the function calls in the spawning process is concerned with this 
lower level user rule rewriting operation. This represents the copying of the 
right hand side of the rule onto the evaluation stack each time a user 
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defined rule is applied. Because of the recursive nature of the rule 
expansion functions each element in the right hand side expression 
requires a separate function call to implement copying. When this is added 
to the memory space creation function calls which are also involved in 
making a copy of the "expanded" rule the overheads in this operation are 
significant. 

In contrast garbage collection forms an important role in the function 
calling pattern in the non spawning process. This is a response to the 
manner in which the evaluation stack has been used in the parallel 
interpreter software (see Chapter 5.4.2). Instead of a global reset at the end of 

process evaluation, discriminatory space retrieval has to be performed. This 
overhead would be minimised in a move to a "real" multiprocessor system. 

These results serve as an explanation for the large total number of 
function calls involved in process evaluation as reported in Chapter 9.4.2, 
and also indicate the areas where revision of the interpreter would be most 
effective. 

9.5. Additional Tests on Machine Performance 

9.5.1. Return of Results 

The size of an individual results packet produced during the 
benchmark tests was typically small, and for programs that do not rely 
heavily on list structures this is likely to be the case. Unlike the data packets 
used to convey spawned process information, results packets do no contain 
intermediate introduced quantified variables: their size is normally 
determined by the number of variables which the user inserts at query time. 
For example, if the query "firstcousin(x y)?" of the family database, all 
results packets will take the format of binding values for x and y, giving a 
total packet size of four words (see Apendix G for detailed results). However 
the data packets used to spawn processes during the evaluation of this query 
may contain up to fifteen words. It is generally true therefore to assume 
that results packages will not be excessively large and given that the 
performance of the present system is apparently determined by processing 
not communication times, delays due to irregular pattern of results return 
are likely to be correspondingly insignificant. Only when the system is 
modified to decrease the time spent in rewriting individual processes will 
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the overhead in return of results need to be considered in detail. The 
present hardware design which assumes a single bus to carry results data 
packets back to the controller and thence to the user works perfectly 
adequately because of the imbalance between processing and 
communication. 

9.5.2. Input Memory Usage 

Values were obtained for the maximum storage requirement for each 
input memory in every processing element during query evaluation. These 
were recorded for the original and optimised versions of the interpreter as it 
was not clear what effect that improved processing speeds would have on 
the input memories. 

Because each bus is directly connected to an individual input memory 
in a processing element the amount of data in each input memories 
depends on which bus has been used for the transmission as well as which 
processing element has been designated receiver for the process, ie bus 
scheduling and load balancing between processing elements both contribute 
to the pattern of usage of input memories. However these scheduling 
mechanisms are independent of each other and Chapter 6.5.3 has discussed 
the possibility that this could lead to wide discrepancies in the use of these 
memories. It was hoped that simulation results would give an indication of 
whether this is likely to happen. Although the results are still subject to the 
same proviso that they do not reflect the necessary "ideal" system because of 
processing/ communication imbalance, it is nonetheless of interest to look 
generally at the type of input memory usage obtained in the two sets of tests. 
The table (Fig.9.8) shows the memory usage for the query "firstcousin(x y)?" 
in the original version and the one which allows for function calling 
overheads. This is designated as the "optimised" code. The table refers to the 

situation where the query is executed with fifty and twenty processing 
elements and five and two busses respectively. The detailed figures showing 
individual values for input memories in every processing element are 
given in Appendix G. 
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Machine with 2 Bus Configuration 

50 PEs 20 PEs 

Input 
Memory 

Original Optimised Original Optimised Number 
Code Code Code Code 

Memory 0 56 - 121 65 - 123 126 -167 139 - 249 

Memory 1 42 -123 54 -123 126 -167 150 - 237 

Machine with 5 Bus Configuration 

50 PEs 20 PEs 

Input 
Memory 

Original Optimised Original Optimised Number 
Code Code Code Code 

Memory 0 13 - 67 13 - 66 56 -98 56 -122 

Memory 1 15 - 56 15 - 53 43 -109 54 -109 

Memory 2 15 - 57 28 - 67 42 -96 81 - III 

Memory 3 13 - 68 26- 83 56 -96 83 -123 

Memory 4 13 - 56 13 - 83 57 - 86 56 -111 

Memory Size in Words 

Fi . 9.8 - Maximum In ut Memory Usa e with Que firstcousin(x )7 

Two implications can be drawn from these tests: the maximum size 
required for input memories related to a given bus does vary from 
processing element to processing element, a spread of 56 to 98 representing a 
typical variation. However when viewed over all the input memories 
within a given processing element there is no marked imbalance in favour 
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of a particular memory. This would indicate that the round robin approach 
to scheduling busses does result in a reasonable distribution of data in the 
input memories. 

The second point revealed in the figures is that when the "optimised" 
code is used, the overall storage requirement for input memories does not 
differ substantially from the original version. Some of the figures would 
appear to indicate an increased need for buffer space for incoming processes 
in the optimised version but the statistical significance of these observations 
has not been determined. 

9.5.3. Load Balancing Strategies 

The previous tests relating to the original interpreter and the 
"optimised" version have used the load balancing mechanism which 
allocated processes to processing elements depending on the "busy-ness" of 
each processing element. This "busy-ness" measure has been determined by 
a count of the number of processes awaiting execution in each processing 
element. This seemed a reasonable first approach to take and it was 
intended to explore other possibilities for allocation of work to the 
processing elements. However in view of the imbalance between processing 
and communication, it was decided that there was little point in obtaining 
measures of efficiency of scheduling at this stage. The future efficiency of 

the system lies with methods of improving overall processing speed and 

only when this is achieved can load balancing be looked at realistically. 

Before looking at some of the theoretical considerations involved in 
load balancing it was decided to check that the present scheduling algorithm 
was producing some performance benefit, and a limited number of tests 
were performed using the original interpreter code but allocating processes 

to processing elements on a purely random basis. The results are 
summarised below in Fig.9.9 and show that for all queries the random load 
balancing policy led to slower overall performance. It is therefore safe to 
assume that the decision to allocate processes on the basis of "busy-ness" of 

processing elements is providing substantial benefits. 

However the scheduling policy as implemented at present is not 
providing maximum performance benefit. This can be seen when the chart 
of processing element usage is considered for the query "stepparent(x y)?": 
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Fig.9.10 shows a schematic repesentation of the usage pattern produced by 
various test runs for this query. In the situation where there are 
considerably more processes for execution than processing elements, an 
ideal load balancing mechanism would ensure that for the majority of query 

Processing Element/Bus Configuration 

Query 

50/5 50/2 20/5 20/2 

aunt 81 82 124 126 
60 62 100 101 

fIrst 917 818 1642 1448 
cousin 551 641 1121 1182 

sibling 64 64 95 95 
44 44 84 84 

Figures in Italics refer to Results from Initial Series of Tests 

Fi . 9.9 - Total Evaluation Times in ms with Random Schedulin 

evaluation time, the maximum number of processing elements were in 
use. As can be seen in Fig.9.10 and Appendix G this is not the case with the 

examples given. 

Fig. 9.10 - Schematic Representation of Processor Usage 

The difficulty with load balancing is in predicting how long a given 
process is going to need to complete its execution. This has been discussed 
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in the section on the granularity of processing (Chapter 3.2.2) and it can now 
be clearly seen that the process based parallel model for the PLL produces a 
mixed granularity system. In the response to the above query "stepparent(x 
y)?", the execution times for individual processes ranged from 1564 to 33,422 

microsecs. The majority of non spawning, ie terminal processes, were 
comparatively short lived, reflecting the fact that the AND node rewriting 

rule produced the result FALSE at an early stage. However other non 
spawning processes failed at a much more advanced stage in the AND 
rewriting, giving longer execution times, and four processes went on to 
produce binding values for x and y which also involved lengthy evaluation 
times. 

It would appear that there is no independent measurement that can be 
made before the start of execution to determine length of time a process is 
likely to take to complete execution. The size of the process description, ie 
the number of words in the data packet which inaugurates the process, 
appears to bear no relationship to the eventual processing time: in the query 
used for these tests, ie "stepparent(x y)?" the data packets produced were all 
either eight or nine words in length. Chassin de Kergommeaux discusses 
this problem in relation to the ECRC PEPSys system and concludes that it is 
important to minimise the number of short lived processes created, because 
of overheads in process creation and load balancing considerations [Chassin 
de Kergommeaux 89]. For the parallel PLL the overheads in process creation 
and spawning are relatively low but the problem of load balancing in a 
mixed granularity system remains, and it is difficult to see how this can be 

ameliorated given the current PLL method of handling rewriting. 

The load balancing problem was demonstrated when repeated 
measurements were made for the same query running under identical 

machine configurations. As shown in Appendix G there was a variation in 
the overall query evaluation times produced by different runs. These were 
caused by slight differences in the measured, ie "real", time of the process 

resulting in different allocation patterns for each run, and thus to different 
query response times. For queries with wide variations in the length of 
individual processes this may lead to noticeable differences in overall 

response times. For the purposes of the examples given in this chapter the 
shortest query response time obtained has been used as the stated 

measurement. 
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9.6. Performance Benefit due to Parallel Execution 

The previous section has looked at the performance measurements of 
various components of the proposed architecture. It is relevant at this stage 
to consider the system at a macro level and attempt to quantify the overall 
performance benefit to be gained by the introduction of OR parallel 
execution. 

As has been shown the ratio of communication to processing times is 
so small that for the purposes of this analysis communication times can be 
discounted. In a more realistic system it is recognised that this is not likely 
to be the case particularly when the transfer of data from disk to the 
processing elements is involved. However the present discounting of 
communication times means that any performance benefit during the 
execution of a query can be directly related to the amount of parallel 
execution taking place. 

Measurements for total query evaluation time with varying number of 
processing elements for a number of different queries are shown below in 
Fig.9.11. These results were obtained from the original parallel interpreter 
and refer to a one bus machine configuration. When these were compared 
with the total execution times produced by the sequential interpreter it was 
found that the parallel interpreter configured with two processing elements 
and one bus evaluated queries in less than half the time taken by the 
sequential version. The explanation for this lies in the copying/spawning 
mechanism in the two systems. In the sequential system when an OR node 
is encountered multiple copies of the expression tree are produced, whereas 
the parallel interpreter produces multiple process structures. The operation 
of installing these process structures is less than the full scale copying that 
takes place in the sequential interpreter and thus the copying of OR 
expressions produces a larger time overhead than the corresponding process 
creation operation. To test the extent of this overhead a second series of tests 
were performed in the serial system to time its overall query response times 
excluding the time taken to copy expression trees when OR nodes were 
encountered. These results are displayed in the right hand column under 
the sequential interpreter results (Discounted Sequential Times). The 
calculations of speedup due to parallel execution are based on these figures: 
Fig.9.12 shows the speedups for each query in graphical format. 
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Parallel PLL Simulation 
Sequential PlL 

No. of Processing Elements 
Query 

100 50 20 5 3 2 Original Discounted 

aunt 48 62 103 340 557 843 1773 1590 

sibling 34 44 84 265 430 631 1255 1174 

colour 82 136 296 1091 1811 2707 5951 4663 

factorial 86 86 86 86 97 151 353 255 

Times inms 

Fi .9.11- Com arison of Parallel and Se uential Evaluation Times 

c. 
= t c. 

til 

60,-----------------------------~ 

50 

40 
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20 
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o 20 40 60 80 100 120 

No. of PEs 

Fi . 9.12 - Gra h of Performance S 

+ colour 
... aunt 
... sibling 
... factorial 

The comparative results indicate that a considerable amount of 

parallel execution is taking place during the evaluation of all the queries 

with the exception of "factorial(lO x)?". This confirms the original belief that 

for the Datalog type of program the introduction of OR parallelism is likely 

to prove beneficial. The pattern of process spawning involved in a query 

such as "factorial(10 x)?" does not result in a substantial number of 

candidates for concurrent execution. 
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9.7. Communication Delays 

In the tests performed up to this stage contention for the 
communication medium occurred very infrequently, and in general the 
overheads involved in the whole operation of data packet transfer were 
small in relation to processing (see Appendix G for detailed results). 
However it is anticipated that alteration in the design of the interpreter will 
lead to faster rewrite operations, and therefore the time occupied in passing 
data round the machine will play a more significant role in overall 
performance. In order to give an indication of the effect of increased 
communication overheads, some sample tests were run in which the 
time taken for each process evaluation was artifically reduced by a factor of 

PF/Bus Configuration 

Query 

100/5 100/2 100/1 20/5 20/2 20/1 

colour 1210 1230 1746 2957 3027 2834 
850 850 820 2970 2970 2960 

524 554 659 1091 1010 1079 
aunt 

500 500 480 1000 1010 1030 . 

409 446 539 848 845 843 
sibling 

340 340 340 840 840 840 

Times in microsecs 

Figures in Italics refer to Original System Times /100 

Fi . 9.13 - Total Query Evaluation Times for "Scaled" System 

one hundred. This is clearly an exaggerated figure for potential performance 
improvement in the interpreter: to set it in context, some compiled Prolog 
systems developers have claimed performance improvements of up to 
thirty times when compared with their interpreted versions [IF Prolog 88]. 
The measurements listed in Fig.9.13 show the results of the tests on 
communication times. The figures in italic refer to the corresponding times 
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for the original interpreter (see Fig.B.l); these have been scaled down by a 
factor of 100 to make comparison of the two systems easy. 

It can be seen that for the queries run with the 20 processing elements 
configurations the number of busses made little difference to the total query 
evaluation times and they were very close to the times from the original 
version when appropriately scaled to match the speeded up interpreter. 
However for the 100 processing element machine there was a noticeable 
drop in performance as the number of busses decreased. The assumption is 
that in the smaller version all the processing elements have enough work 
allocated to them, and delays in receiving further data packets do not affect 
their "busy-ness". For the machine with a large number of processing 
elements the delay in spreading work around the machine becomes more 
significant as processing elements are "waiting" for work. 

9.8. Summary 

This chapter concludes the testing of the parallel system simulation. 
The performance of the rule rewrite interpreter has been analysed in detail 
in order to provide a basis for future work on its design. Further results on 
aspects of the performance of the parallel architecture have been presented. 

This information, together with the work discussed in Chapter B, forms the 
basis for the evaluation of the system contained in the next Chapter. 
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Evaluation of the Project 

10.1. Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to consider the design of the Parallel Pure 
Logic Language system in the light of the results obtained during the testing 
stage and to offer a critical assessment of the work. In addition the 
techniques used during the project are evaluated, and suggestions for future 
work in this area are presented. 

The design of the parallel PLL system involves two distinct 

components: the abstract computational model for a parallel process based 
language system with its associated interpreter, and the proposed 
multiprocessor architecture. Although the two aspects have been developed 
concurrently they are not bound exclusively to each other: the parallel PLL 
language system could be mapped onto a different form of architecture, and 
similarly the bus based broadcast multiprocessor machine offers design 
features that could prove attractive to other applications [Brown 89]. The 
first part of this chapter looks at the design of the parallel PLL interpreter 
and then at the performance of the parallel machine in relation to the PLL. 
The second major chapter section contains a discussion of the manner in 

which the project was organised and the methods and tools used. 

10.2. The Parallel Pure Logic Language System Design 

10.2.1. The Parallel Rewrite Interpreter 

The progress from a sequential logic language system based on rule 
rewriting to an OR parallel process based model has been documented in 

Chapters 4 and 5. The basic philosophy which prompted the work by leL on 

the original system, ie the execution of pure logic, has been maintained in 
the move to a parallel system. Evaluation of the parallel interpreter can 

therefore be considered in two parts: assessment of the original sequential 
system and the degree to which the move to a parallel version has been 
successful. As the second aspect has formed a major part of the project this 
section will focus on it. However it is relevant here to look briefly at the 

original PLL system in the light of the work done during this project. 
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The first point to be made about the sequential system is that it is a 
research vehicle, not a commercial product, and the version that was used 

during the project was a comparatively early one. Subsequent versions have 
introduced more facilities and optimisations, although the basic 

mechanism of rule rewriting has remained constant [McBrien 88b], [Babb 

89a], [Babb 89b]. The original inspection of the method of executing the 

language showed that many of the data structures involved in the 

organisation of the interpreter were similar to those used in current Prolog 

implementations (see Chapter 4.7). Search time during query evaluation 

was substantially reduced in comparison with Prolog by the method of 
"precompiling" the links between the user defined rules, and this would 

indicate that reasonably efficient performance could be expected with respect 
to interpreted Prolog systems. Work at lCL suggests that this is the case 

although no comparative measurement between PLL and Prolog execution 

speeds have been made during the course of this project [McBrien 88c]. 
However what has emerged from the testing phase of this project is that the 
method of implementing the handling of conjoined expressions can lead to 
excessively lengthy processing times. This has been described in Chapter 
4.5.2. The rewriting of conjoined expressions was implemented in this 
manner in order to eliminate the order sensitivity problem which Prolog 

displays but it can impose a considerable and unpredictable performance 
penalty. As has been shown in Chapter 4.7 it also makes the move towards a 

fully compiled version of the ·PLL much more difficult. 

The first decision that was made in relation to the design of a parallel 

version of the PLL was that the "purity" of the language would be 
maintained and that parallel execution would be the responsibility of the 

system and transparent to the programmer. It was recognised that this 

would have implications for two aspects of the design: first, if AND 

parallelism were introduced, some form of variable dependency analysis 

mechanism would be needed to allow shared variables to be recognised, and 
secondly the lack of programmer control over parallel execution could 
result in inefficiencies. Consideration of the type of programs used in 

knowledge based systems led to the decision to omit any AND parallelism. 

The implications of this decision are considered below. 
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Many parallel logic language systems have incorporated programmer 
control of parallel execution not only to circumvent the shared variable 
problem, but in order to ensure that parallel execution only occurs when it 

is likely to give performance benefits. In this way the programmer can 

utilise his or her knowledge of the program's behaviour and the target 

architecture to "fine tune" the performance of the system. The alternative 

position is that definition and allocation of parallel processing is the 
responsibility of the underlying system and the system has to incorporate 
mechanisms to ensure that these tasks are done as efficiently as possible. 

The discussion in Chapter 9.6.3 regarding load balancing in the parallel PLt 

system has shown that this is not a straightforward task. Because of wide 

discrepancies in the execution times of individual processes it has proved 
difficult to implement a good automatic scheduling mechanism. This will 

be looked at again in the assessment of the proposed architecture but it is 
recognised at this stage that the project has not been able to tackle this area 
in a particularly satisfactory manner. 

The concentration on OR parallel execution at this stage has been 
discussed in Chapter 5.2 and 5.3. This was based on analysis of the type of 
programs used in the applications area under consideration, ie Datalog 

programs, and the experience of other research projects also points to the 

performance benefits to be gained from this approach. OR parallelism has 

the advantage that OR processes can be defined in a manner which makes 

them independent from each other. As has been shown parent processes 

terminate after their offspring have been created, and problems of two way 

communication between processes are avoided. 

The test programs used to obtain performance measurements for the 

parallel PLt system were of necessity small, but nonetheless revealed the 

potential for a considerable amount of parallel execution. Figures given in 

Chapter 9.7 show speedups in the region of 30 to 50 times in comparison 

with the sequential version for typical queries involved in the small test 

programs. This would indicate that for a realistically large system the 
inclusion of OR parallelism is likely to prove attractive if overheads in 

process creation and communication can be kept at a manageable level. The 
decision to concentrate on OR parallelism appears to be vindicated by these 

results. 
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It is at this stage that the proposed parallel PLL system shows its 
individuality. Conceptually independent processes are spawned when 
alternatives are encountered during the course of query evaluation and 

these processes become candidates for parallel execution. The important 

feature about this spawning mechanism is that it is proposed to implement 
it by means of a broadcast operation. The one to many relationship between 
parent and offspring processes is formalised by the creation of a single data 
packet which can be interpreted by each offspring process in a unique 
fashion. As far as can be ascertained no other OR parallel logic system 
handles the spawning of processes in this manner. This method of passing 
data between parent and offspring processes can be seen as an amalgamation 
of copying and recomputing data (see Chapter 3.1.3.1). The advantage of this 
approach is that the overheads for process spawning do not increase with 
the number of new processes to be created. (This is not strictly true for the 
particular hardware implementation proposed - communication times do 
include a factor that relates to the number of processes involved, but this 
does not impose the high overheads that would be involved if each process 
was individually represented as a separate data packet. Conceptually the 
overheads of process spawning are linked to the amount of data contained 
in the combined data packet and independent of the number of processes 

involved). 

The setting up of totally independent spawned processes can involve 

repeated, ie redundant processing. In the situation where the query: 

(a(x) or b(x» and c(x)? 

is put to the system the two processes formed, ie 
a(x) and c(x), 
b(x) and c(x), 
will both evaluate c(x). This aspect has been looked at in Chapter 5.3.2, and 

because of the different environments pertaining to the two evaluations of 
c(x), in general the computation is likely to produce different results, ie the 

computations resulting from the separate evaluations of c(x) are not 
identical and thus neither is redundant. It therefore appears reasonable to 
use this method of defining independent processes with the proviso that at 
particular stages in the computation a certain amount of repeated 
computation may take place. No attempt has been made to quantify the 

amount of repeated computation due to the method of process definition. It 

is known that repeated computation is involved in the standard rewriting 

of conjoined expressions and this is an area for further study. 
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The inclusion of a combined data packet which communicates 
information from parent process to its offspring by means of a broadcast 
operation appears to offer considerable scope for the mapping of the parallel 
PLL interpreter to a non shared memory multiprocessor machine, but 
before looking at the architectural and mapping issues further judgment is 
necessary on the present state of the parallel interpreter. 

As has been shown there are aspects of the rule rewriting manager's 
operation that are inefficiently coded at present. This applies equally to the 
sequential and parallel versions. The heavy reliance on large number of 
small functions adds significant overheads to the performance of rule 
rewriting; this aspect has been discussed and quantified in the second phase 
of testing (see Chapter 9.4). The code which implements the spawning 
activity of the parallel version is equally inefficient, and no attempt has 
been made to optimise this. In Chapter 6.5.3 the proposed method by which 
the data packet is to handled within an individual processing element is 
discussed. It is likely that this approach which uses both the appropriate 
input memory and the output memory will reduce process initiation and 
spawning time, although it does not affect the rewriting phase of the 
process. Because of the uncertainty regarding the best method of improving 

the whole task of process execution it is difficult to make realistic 
predictions about the possible overall improvements which could be made 
in the future. Careful consideration has to be given to the advisability of 
attempting to optimise the interpreter using the same high level system 
rewriting rules; in the long run it may be more beneficial to take a more 
radical approach to improving performance in query evaluation. 

10.2.2. The Bus Based Multiprocessor Architecture 

The functional requirements for the proposed multiprocessor 

architecture were derived from the study of potential OR parallelism within 
the PLL and other Prolog systems. In Chapter 6.5 a possible realisation of 
these requirements has been discussed and the design of a multiple 
broadcast bus based parallel machine has been presented. The next stage in 
the project was to produce a simulation of the machine with the parallel 

PLL system mapped onto it, and make measurements of the predicted 
performance of the logic language system and the machine hardware. This 
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section looks at the design of the multiprocessor machine and its 
performance when the parallel PLL system is mapped onto it. 

Before looking at the measurements for the predicted performance of 

the parallel machine it is important to stress that the timings relating to this 

aspect of the system's performance are calculated values and not "real" 

ones. All the timing measurements made for the creation and rewriting of 
processes were made by calls to the inbuilt system clock, and thus represent 
actual times taken to execute a given task; in contrast the timings of data 

transmission, processor and bus allocation have been based on calculations 
derived from knowledge of the design features of the machine. As such 

there is no independent confirmation as to the degree of accuracy that they 
possess. Inaccuracies could be introduced into these calculations either by 

misinterpretation of the design implications or by mistakes in the coding of 
the calculations. It is hoped that neither of these aspects is causing incorrect 

values to be produced but the final confirmation of this can only be given by 

the construction of a prototype machine. As will be seen the accuracy of the 
calculated data transmission aspects of the system does not appear to be 
critical because of the processing Icommunication ratio. 

The first point to make about the performance of the simulated 

machine is that the time spent on communicating data between processing 

elements was minute in comparison with overall processing times. This 

result was somewhat unexpected, although not unwelcome, as it had been 

believed at the outset of the project that communication overheads could 
limit the usefulness of a non shared memory system. The imbalance 

between processing and communication as measured by the simulation was 

considerable and this means that if the performance of the interpreter is 
substantially improved, the communication overheads should be 

maintained at an acceptable level for the type of programs used in the 

benchmark tests. This has been demonstrated by the series of tests in which 

the performance of the rewrite interpreter was artificially "improved" by a 

factor of one hundred. 

The type of programs used in the benchmark tests typically produced 

comparatively small data packets (under thirty words in length) because 

there were no long. list structures included. Delays in obtaining a bus do 
increase as the number of busses is decreased, but these account for such a 
tiny proportion of the total query evaluation time that overall performance 
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measurements show no significant degradation with a diminishing 
number of busses, indicating that for this type of program the inclusion a 

multiple bus system is not necessary. Whether this is generally true for 
other types of programs is undetermined. 

Two aspects of the design of the machine are worth considering in 
terms of the required functionality: these are processor and bus allocation. 
In the description of the hardware in Chapter 6.5.4 no details were presented 
as to how these functions were to be implemented in hardware as it was 

realised that when the performance predictions for the system became 

available the hardware requirements would be more clearly seen. 

The performance measurements have shown that bus allocation does 

not need to be a complicated procedure: on the assumption that more than 
one bus is needed (and this is questionable for the PLL system), the round 

robin approach gives a satisfactory spread of data in the input memories of 

the processing elements. This does not involve complex hardware as the 
only information that has to be stored by the controller is the last bus to be 
used. However the allocation of processes to processing elements is not so 
simple: it has been shown that a scheduling algorithm which takes into 

account the "busy-ness" factor of individual processing elements gives a 

more efficient system than one in which processes are randomly allocated. 

If this is to be incorporated into the hardware design it involves the passage 

of data from processing elements to the controller at regular intervals, this 

data being used to update a central store of information. In addition the 

controller has to consult this store of information each time a process is 

allocated to a processing element. Possible hardware mechanisms for 
realising this function are discussed in [Brown 89], the important 

consideration here is that the whole question of efficient process scheduling 

is a difficult one and the use of sophisticated hardware to implement it may 

not prove cost effective. The test results discussed in Chapter 9.6.3 show that 

even where an efficient method of implementing a "busy-ness" factor for 

each processing element can be devised, this may not act as a reliable 
prediction as to the amount of actual processing involved in the execution 
of waiting processes. Because of wide discrepancies in processing times for 

individual processes it is difficult to devise a meaningful measure to be 

used for load balancing. This would appear to be a fundamental weakness 
in the process based approach to parallel logic language execution; other 

projects have attempted to minimise it by not allowing parallel execution to 
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be initiated until a certain number of processes have been queued up for 
execution in one processing element (see Chapter 3.1.3.3). In the PLL system 

it is not clear whether this approach would offer any advantages. It may be 

that this form of unpredictability has to be accepted and other forms of load 

balancing attempted: the scheduling of processes on a round robin approach 
should be considered at some future stage as this would involve simpler 

hardware and obviate the need for information flow regarding the "busy
ness" from processing element to the controller. In general these design 

considerations should be delayed until a more efficient form of parallel PLL 

rewrite interpreter can be produced. 

The question of memory utilisation in the processing elements is of 

importance. The architecture appears to provide an efficient system for 

parallel execution of independent OR processes and data transmission times 

are kept low by the definition of a data packet which can be received by 

many processing elements simultaneously. However it is an essential 
feature of this system that a considerable amount of static data, namely the 
inbuilt and user defined rewrite rules, is duplicated in each processing 

element. Other proposed parallel logic language systems have also 

incorporated this into the computational model and as the figures for rule 

storage requirements have indicated it may be realistic to implement this 

directly in respect of high level rules (see Chapter 6.4.4). However any 

realistic knowledge based system based on the parallel PLL will need to store 

base predicates on disk. 

Thus the final aspect of the design of the hardware that has to be 

raised is the secondary storage of data and its transfer into the processing 

elements. It has been recognised that for a realistic system the efficiency of 

this is crucial to the overall performance but no detailed proposals have 

been put forward. The access to data on disk involves two considerations: 

how to link the disk units with the parallel machine, ie what data paths are 

to be provided, and how the data should be organised on disk, ie what form 

of indexing schemes should be applied. This is an important research area 
for many database projects: in situations where the processing of data is to 
be performed on a parallel machine different considerations may apply than 

those involved where multiple disk units are linked to a single processor 

machine [Gray 90b]. 
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10.3. Research Methods and Project Organisation 

10.3.1. Introduction 

This section looks at the manner in which the project developed, the 
organisation of the work and the tools used to implement the parallel PLL 
system. The organisation of the tasks in the project followed the traditional 
development cycle, ie familiarisation with the area of concern, analysis and 

specification of the requirements for the system, followed by 

implementation and testing. 

The original design and development of the sequential version of the 
Pure Logic Language was done by research staff at JeL, but the decision to use 
it as a basis for a parallel logic system was taken by the author of this thesis. 
There were two distinct aspects to the work on the parallel system: the work 

on the computational model for the PLL and the design of the architecture 
on which to run the system. The work on the design and realisation of the 
architecture was done by John Brown and is separately documented in 
[Brown 89]. He was responsible for the decision to implement the message 

passing mechanism defined for the parallel language system by the 

introduction of multiple broadcast busses into a specialised custom built 

multiprocessor machine. The work on the computational model for the 
parallel logic language, including the decision to implement an OR parallel 

process model, was undertaken by the author of the thesis as was the design 

and implementation of the simulation software. 

Before looking at the progress of the project it is worth considering the 

problem of abstraction that has arisen throughout this project. The different 

levels of abstraction involved in the overall system design and 

implementation have at times been confusing and do not make the task of 

defining and describing the system easy. Three components of the system 
can be identified: the abstractions involved in the definition and 
implementation of the process concept in the language system (Fig.6.7), and 

in the mapping of the parallel interpreter onto a single processor system 

(Fig.ID.I) and finally the the modelling and simulation of the 

multiprocessor machine design (Fig.lD.2.) It is hoped that the interface 
between the different levels in each component has been clearly identified 

and described, and that the links between them are unambiguous. 
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10.3.2. Background Work 

The impetus to the work on a parallel version of the PLL came from 
previous work carried out at Sheffield City Polytechnic into the design of 
multiprocessor machines to implement data flow programs. This was 

extended to look at the suitability of parallel architectures for applications in 
the field of artificial intelligence, in particular semantic networks of the type 
proposed by Fahlman [Fahlman 79]. Thus the basic expertise in this area 
prior to this project lay in the field of knowledge representation and 

. multiprocessor architectures rather than parallel logic languages. Because of 

this the process of familiarisation with the area of interest and the 

formulation of realistic goals for the project occupied a considerable period 
of time during the project's life cycle. 

The background work carried out in the first stage of this project 

involved familiarisation with three broad areas: parallel architectures with 
particular emphasis on those designed for symbolic processing applications, 
knowledge representation and knowledge based systems including 
deductive databases, and finally logic languages including parallel logic 
language systems. This background work is documented in two reports: the 
first on parallel architectures and knowledge representation, and the 
second on automated theorem proving and parallel logic languages [Jelly 
87], [Jelly 88]. This phase of the work which included the preparation of 
these reports occupied more than the first year of the project. 

At the same time as the general literature review on parallel logic 
languages was being carried out the study of ICL's Pure Logic Language was 
started. This involved an evaluation of the first version of the interpreter 
which was written in LISP. Various test programs were devised to enable 

the potential of the language to be evaluated. It was clear that it showed a 

number of interesting features that separated it from Prolog and the 
decision was taken that it should form the basis for the exploration of 
parallelism in logic languages. This was encouraged by a co-operative 
relationship with ICL who were willing to supply the sequential interpreter 

and internal research papers. 
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10.3.3. Analysis and Specification of the System Requirements. 

Before a specification of the parallel PLL system and architecture could 
be proposed a detailed study of the PLL was required. A new version of the 
system was obtained: this was now written in C and ran on the Archimedes 
microcomputer and the Sun workstation. Both machines have been used in 

the course of the project, Chapter 10.4 considers their use and the 
subsequent move to the Transputer based system. At this stage a detailed 
understanding of the new interpreter was required and this involved the 

design of further tests and a lengthy period of code inspection and 
documentation. This was prolonged by the absence of program 

documentation for the ICL interpreter. 

The decision to implement OR parallelism and omit any form of 
AND parallelism was taken after a considerable amount of work had been 
done on the possibility of induding both forms of parallelism. It would 
appear from the results given in Chapter 8 that this decision was justified 
and once it had been taken the requirements for the computational model 
of the PLL could be formulated relatively easily. 

The functional requirements for the multiprocessor architecture 
evolved from the model for the parallel logic language system. The decision 
to encapsulate the one to many process spawning operation in a broadcast 
mechanism looked attractive and a machine design which could realise this 
was developed. The technical feasibility of the design is considered in 

[Brown 89]. 

The specification of the software system which was needed to 
implement the parallel language and the machine architecture reflected its 

dual nature. The requirements of the simulation model were specified by 

providing a high level description of the machine structures and operations 
that had to be induded, and listing the information that the simulation was 
required to produce. The program design was constructed to "match" the 
machine structures as has been discussed in Chapter 7.4, and operations 
specified that would emulate the "real" machine's functioning in order to 

ensure as dose a fit between the simulation and design as possible. No 
attempt was made to provide a formal specification of the simulation. 
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The identification and specification of the requirements for the new 
interpreter involved the introduction of the concept of process based 
execution. Because the basic system, ie the sequential interpreter, was 
already in existence, the definition of a process involved identifying the 
appropriate sequence of processing and linking it in an unambiguous 
manner with the abstract notion of "process". 

The processing tasks performed by the sequential system that were 
redefined as a "process" effectively involved all the rule rewriting 
operations that took place from the start of rewriting until either no further 
rewrites were possible or an OR node was encountered. In the latter case the 
creation of new processes was implemented before the parental process 
terminated. Having specified the requirements for the definition of a 
process the question of implementation was considered. 

10.3.4. Implementation 

As has been discussed previously the implementations of the two 
distinct parts of the system, ie the parallel version of the interpreter and the 
machine simulation, were carried out concurrently. The approach taken 
was to define an interface between the two components: this interface 
would reflect the functional requirements of the system as well as making 
total separation of the components easy should this be required. This 
interface was chosen to be the process structure (see Chapter 5.4.3). The 
interpreter system "executes" a process structure using the information 
contained in the process description part of the structure, the machine 
simulation used the control information contained in the structure to 

manipulate the storage of processes. 

Having designed this basic linking structure the simulation software 
was developed separately: the structures and functions which had been 
defined at the specification stage for the parallel machine simulation were 
realised in code. These machine components handled the manipulation of 
process structures, where appropriate passing them to the parallel 
interpreter for execution. Initially this was a "dummy" interpreter which 
"executed" a process by destroying it and spawning a random number of 
offspring processes, this number being in the range zero to ten. These 
dummy processes contained no process description but held the appropriate 
control information (including arbitrary times for the start and finish of 
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each process) that allowed the machine simulation to manipulate them. It 
was found that this was a very effective and safe method of producing the 
software to model the machine operation: it allowed the main design 
features of the simulation to be installed without the complexities of the 
parallel interpreter becoming involved. 

The next step after the coding of a simulated machine which worked 
for dummy processes was the implementation of the parallel version of 
the PLL interpreter. This involved a respecification of the inbuilt system 
rewrite rules. Most of these rules required some form of alterations and 
others needed completely new versions. It was decided to incorporate the 
parallel version in a general program which also held the sequential 
version. This was done as an aid to program development and testing: it 
allowed the parallel and sequential modes of operation to be directly 
com pared with each other. 

10.3.5. Testing 

The primary purpose for developing a simulation of the parallel PLL 
running on the proposed multiprocessor architecture was to obtain data on 
the predicted performance of the system. This involved the timing of many 
of the aspects of the system's behaviour during the testing phase. These 
timings were of two types: timings for the simulated behaviour of the 
parallel hardware (data transmission times, delays obtaining busses etc) and 
those for the execution of processes in the parallel interpreter. The former 
type of timings had of necessity to be estimated, there being no "real" 
parallel machine. The interpreter however did exist and the intention was 
to use the inbuilt system clock of the computer running the system in order 
to obtain absolute times. This proved more difficult than was anticipated 

and necessitated a move to the Transputer based system, the full 

implications of this are considered in Chapter lOA. 

In order to obtain the required data on system performance two initial 
tasks were necessary: the writing of suitable test programs and the 
development of a software package to interpret and display the results. The 
implementation of the results evaluation program was a straightforward 
task but production of suitable PLL programs to act as benchmarks was 
hampered by space restrictions in the Transputer system. The resulting test 
programs have been described in Chapter 8.3 and it is recognised that 
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although they allow a reasonable amount of OR parallel activity to be 
defined and measured, the system would have to be expanded for any 
future testing. 

10.4. Assessment of Programming Environments 

The ICL Pure Logic Language interpreter used in this project was 
written in C and therefore it made sense to develop the parallel version and 
the machine simulation in the same language. The C language is frequently 
used to implement interpreters and compilers for high level languages: the 
features it offers are very suitable for this type of task and most 
implementations of C give good performance figures [Kernighan 78]. The 
conversion of the specified data structures defined for the machine 
simulation into C data structures was straightforward and C functions were 
produced to match the operations required in the machine. 

The use of C was beneficial in that it proved highly portable. The 
parallel PLL system has been developed on three separate computers with 
different compilers, libraries and other system tools. However no problems 
of code compatibility have arisen during these transfers except in a small 
number of clearly recognised places where library functions specific to the 
target machine have been used, eg the Transputer "timer_nowO" C 
function [3L Parallel C 88]. 

Three different computers and programming environments were 
used during the project's life time. The initial stage of the work on the 
simulation and the parallel interpreter was performed using an 
Archimedes M310 microcomputer. This machine was also used at ICL and 
allowed easy exchange of software. However there were two drawbacks to 
the Archimedes system. The first problem related to the fact that it was a 
new system and the first version of the operating system was not working 
correctly. This was eventually replaced by a better version which although 
more secure was not "bug-free"; the problem was compounded by the lack 
of good documentation. However the C libraries and compiler for the 
Archimedes appeared to be much more secure and code was compiled and 
linked very quickly. (The operating system problems with the Archimedes 
series of computers have hopefully been solved by the introduction of the 
RISCOS multitasking system which is now in general use). The second 
drawback to the Archimedes system was that the memory (1 Mbyte) proved 
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insufficient to hold the whole of the parallel PLL system including the 
machine simulation and leave enough space to allow test programs to be 
executed. The manner in which the interpreter worked was to allocate any 
free space remaining once code had been installed to implement the 
execution stack for the PLL. Under the Archimedes configuration the PLL 
execution stack was too small to allow any major rewriting to take place in 
it. 

The partially developed simulation/parallel PLL interpreter code was 
transferred and recompiled on the Sun 3/60 workstation which had 4 
Mbytes of memory. This Unix based system proved ideal for program 
development: the SunView windowing facility adds to the ease and speed 
of programming as it allows the programmer to view the source code and 
execution paths of a program simultaneously. 

Unfortunately problems arose with the Sun system when the 
installation of code to implement the timings of process execution were 
introduced. Initially the system had operated with arbitrary values for 
process timings in anticipation of using the Sun system clock at a later stage. 
However when this was attempted it became clear that the clock granularity 
of 16 ms would not provide the information required. Most processes had 
total execution times of less than this and it was also desirable to be able to 
time subparts of each process's execution, eg the "set up", "rewrite" and 
"spawn" times as defined in Chapter 8.3.2. 

The availability of a C compiler for a Transputer based system meant 
that the decision was taken to port the software onto this system which 
consisted of a host computer, the Tandon PCA-20, with a T414 Transputer 
board with 2 Mbytes of external memory. The use of a PC clone provided a 
much less attractive environment for program development and the total 
amount of available memory was reduced in comparison with the Sun. 
However there was sufficient space to run the test programs as given in 
Appendix C and this was acceptable for the present series of tests. The 
benefit was that timings in units of 1 microsec were now available from the 
Transputer clock. The obtaining of valid timing results was complicated by 
the architecture of the system, ie the division into on-chip and external 
RAM. Familiarity with the method of configuring the code and workspace 

with respect to the two types of memory and the implications for the timing 

of programs took time to develop. This is documented in Appendix J. 
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The move to the Transputer allowed real times to be obtained for the 

execution of processes which gives an authority to the overall test results. 
The unusual Transputer architecture was a drawback to obtaining good 

comparative data: the feature which gives the Transputer much of its 
performance advantage as a processor, ie the on-chip RAM, was a 

disadvantage for these tests. A full working version of the interpreter could 
utilise the internal RAM to improve performance and this is an area for 
further experimentation to decide on optimum code and workspace 
placement (see Appendix J). 

10.5. Future Work 

At various stages throughout the thesis suggestions have been made 
for further work in the area of the parallel execution of the PLL and the 

design of a multiprocessor system for it. This section identifies the 
important areas for future research and summarises the tasks. Broadly this 
work can be considered as relating to the PLL rewrite interpreter or to the 

architectural proposals. 

The present parallel PLL interpreter has developed out of work by ICL 

on the sequential version but both systems can be regarded as experimental 

prototypes. In moving towards more realistic implementations 

consideration must be given to improving the efficiency of both versions. 

The method used in implementing conjunction rewriting is 

fundamental to the operation of the Pure Logic Language; the elimination 

of order sensitivity as seen in Prolog is a major strength of the system but its 

implementation involves an unpredictable amount of repeated 

computation as described in Chapter 4.5.2 and Chapter 4.7. Repeated 

computation takes place because of the need to return to "earlier" 

subexpressions when bindings are made during the evaluation of "later" 

subexpressions. 

Essentially rewriting of conjoined expressions can be seen as an 

ordering problem: if the subexpressions can be evaluated in a manner 

which binds variables in a logical order there will be no need to return to 

"earlier" subexpressions to repeat their evaluation. This situation is directly 
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analogous to that existing with the ordering of subexpressions for parallel 
execution in an AND parallel system. As described in Chapter 2.3.4.4 and 
Chapter 3.1.2.2 this can be achieved by the inclusion of data dependency 
analysis techniques in order to allow "safe" parallel execution to take place. 
This "safe" execution is guaranteed when the pattern of shared variable 
instantiation follows an ordered approach with the first subexpression to 
execute acting as "producer" and subsequent ones designated "consumers". 
With conjunction rewriting in the PLL it would appear valuable to order 
subexpressions in such a manner as to allow "safe" sequential evaluation to 
take place, but the criteria for the determination of "safety" are identical in 

both the parallel and sequential cases. Thus it is hoped that the introduction 
of techniques evolved for AND parallel data analysis into the PLL rewrite 

interpreter could prove of considerable value in optimising the sequential 
process of conjunction rewriting. The details of this would almost certainly 
involve some rule compile time analysis with run time checking of the 
pattern of variable instantiation. 

The introduction of some form of variable analysis would be 
appropriate for both the sequential and the parallel systems. It is not clear 
how the existence of OR parallelism within the system would affect the run 

time marking of variable binding patterns. It is likely that some additional 

information would need to be conveyed with the broadcast data packet but 

this area has to be subject to further investigation. 

The question of the design of the coding for the rewrite interpreter has 
been raised in Chapter 8.5.4 and Chapter 9.4.4 where a detailed evaluation of 
the function calling overheads in the system was made. The conclusion 

from those series of tests was that there was room for considerable 
improvement in performance by a reorganisation of the code design. This 

issue is indirectly linked to the suggestion for the introduction of a variable 

dependency scheme for conjunction rewriting. If the handling of 

conjunction rewriting can be altered to give a more deterministic pattern to 
the evaluation of a conjoined expression, the abandoning of the recursive 
basis of the rewriting algorithm is easier and the move to a fully compiled 

system becomes a more realistic possibility. 

At present the state of the evolving query is represented by an 

expression tree held on the evaluation stack. Future work should address 

the question of whether the organisation of the data structures used to 
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control query evaluation is the most effective. A move towards a compiled 
system would also involve low level optimisations of the type seen in the 
Warren Abstract Machine including the use of registers to hold frequently 
used pointers and values. 

The possibilities for future work so far considered are equally 
applicable to the seq~ential and parallel PLL systems. Future research into 
the parallel proposals put forward in this thesis can be divided into two 
types: work directly related to the multiprocessor architecture, and that 
concerned with the parallel computation model. The crucial feature which 
differentiates the parallel PLL system from other parallel logic language 
proposals is the incorporation of the broadcasting approach within the 
interpreter and the proposals for implementing it. However the present 
system exists only in the form of a simulation: not only has no "real" 
parallel implementation of the hardware been attempted but the "parallel" 
interpreter as now constructed has been designed and written to run on a 
single processor. Thus before any attempt to port the system onto parallel 
hardware further work on the parallel interpreter is necessary. 

The discussion on Chapter 8.5.4 has shown that there is room for 
considerable improvement in the efficiency of the software responsible for 
process spawning. This needs to be recoded to implement correct data packet 
creation and to improve the performance of the spawning operation. 

The other obvious area' to investigate before moving towards a full 
scale parallel implementation is the use of Prolog in the system. This would 
involve the adaptation of Prolog to fit the OR parallel process 
computational model and the installation of code to implement the type of 
process spawning used with the PLL. From the theoretical viewpoint this 
raises issues of handling Prolog's extra logical features, eg the cut, assert and 
retract operations. There has been a considerable amount of work on the 
inclusion of side effects in parallel systems and this would have to be 
looked at in detail in relation to a Prolog system based on broadcasting of 

spawned processes [Kale 88b). 

Future work on the architectural side should consider the feasibility of 
prototype building. The design for the broadcast bus based multiprocessor 
machine as proposed in Chapter 6.5 involves a considerable amount of 
customised hardware [Brown 89]. However the first step is to present a 
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hardware model of the system implemented in currently available 
technology. The crucial aspect of the design of an appropriate prototype is 
the communication systems which involve links between the processing 
elements and the controller, and between the processing elements 
themselves. These systems in the multiprocessor design can be considered 
as implementing three different tasks: 
a) the setting up of data packet transfer; this is conceptually a point to point 
communication between processing elements and the controller, 
b) data packet transfer; the broadcast operation between one processing 
element and many others, 
c) return of results; this is a one to one communication as defined in a). 

In order to model the architecture using standard technology these 
three communication systems would have to be implemented in such a 
manner as to allow their individual performances to be separately 
monitored. This approach would not necessarily produce a high 
performance prototype but it would ensure that each aspect of the 
communication network design was tested and would thus contribute 
useful information to the detailed design of the final machine. 

Finally on the architectural side the storage and manipulation of base 
predicates on disk should be addressed. Multiple paths from the processing 
elements to disk units can be provided and this raises queries about the 

optimum organisation of the data. 

10.6. Summary 

This chapter has attempted to evaluate the project in two ways: first by 
presenting a critical review of the work on the parallel PLL interpreter and 
its proposed multiprocessor architecture, and secondly by looking at the 
development and organisation of the work throughout the project's 
duration. Finally suggestions for future research in this area have been 

made. 

• 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this project was to investigate the parallel execution of logic 
programming languages and to relate this to architectural considerations for 
the design of multiprocessor machines. The thesis has presented the details 
of the resulting parallel logic language system and associated machine 
design. 

The basis of the exploration of parallelism within logic languages has 
been the Pure Logic Language. This language system is of importance 
because it represents a practical approach to the execution of "pure" logic 
based on an interpreter which can be viewed as a set of rewrite rules. In 
order to maintain the semantics of the language it was recognised at an 
early stage that any move towards a parallel execution model for the PLL 
had to incorporate the notion of "automatic" parallelism, ie programmer 
control of execution was unacceptable. 

Focusing on the style of logic program used in knowledge based 
sys tems allowed decisions to be made on the form of parallelism to be 
incorporated in the computational model. This type of non deterministic 
Datalog program shows good potential for performance improvements 
within an OR parallel scheme, whereas it is doubtful that there would be 

substantial benefit from the introduction of AND parallelism. 

These two aspects, the automatic control of parallel execution and the 
use of OR parallelism, led to the proposals for an abstract computational 
model for the PLL. The model incorporated a third concept: it had to allow 
for the implementation of the system on a non shared memory machine. 
Work on the design of parallel machines had indicated that, because of 
scalablity problems, the project should not concern itself.with the design of 
a shared memory machine. Thus the computational model for the parallel 
PLL was based on the evaluation of independent OR processes which 
communicated by message passing. These messages represented the 
information required for a process to initiate execution and to run to 
completion without further communication. The computational model 

was realised in the form of a new parallel rewrite interpreter. 
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The aspect which separates the approach taken in this project from 
other work in the field is the recognition of the spawning activity of 
processes as displaying a one to many pattern and the implementation of 
this in a generalised broadcast operation. Instead of a parent process sending 
individual messages to offspring processes, the information required by the 
children is conveyed in one broadcast package. This means that 
conceptually communication overheads are not dependent on the number 
of offspring processes but on parental processes. In a program showing a 
large degree of non determinism this is likely to result in considerable 
savings. 

On the architectural front work on parallel architectures has resulted 
in proposals for the design of a novel multiprocessor machine which 
incorporates a mechanism to allow the broadcasting of messages to take 
place in an efficient and flexible manner. In order to obtain predictive 
performance indicators, a software simulation of the architecture has been 
written and the new parallel rewrite interpreter mapped onto it. The 
resulting software system has produced a large amount of information on 
the performance of the interpreter and aspects of machine functioning. 
These have enabled a detailed evaluation of the proposals to be made and 

led to suggestions for future work. 

The research presented in the thesis has made a useful contribution 
towards the implementation of parallel logic languages by the investigation 
of the use of broadcasting. If broadcasting can be efficiently implemented it 
has been shown that a system can be defined in which there is no major 
overhead for process creation or spawning. This theoretically allows the full 
amount of available parallelism to be exploited, the only constraints being 
limitations on the numbers of available processing elements and thus load 

balancing considerations. 

Finally the importance of parallel execution in the field of artificial 
intelligence and deductive databases is increasingly recognised and is the 
focus of a considerable volume of research. Although this project has 
concerned itself exclusively with the use of logic languages as a means of 
implementing certain types of programs, the concept of process based 
execution and message passing by broadcasting is not specific to this 
programming paradigm. It is hoped that the work contained in this thesis 

may prove of value in the wider context of knowledge based systems. 
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Appendix A 

Lexical Conventions for the Representation of Logic 

Logical expressions used in the thesis fall into two categories: those which 

refer to examples in a specific programming language and those which 
represent generalised logic programming concepts. The lexical conventions 
used for these examples reflects this division. 

a) Specific Logic Programming Languages 

Examples of several programming languages are used in the thesis. 

These include Prolog, the Pure Logic Language, BRA VE and PEPSys Prolog. 

Where examples are refer to specific languages the "accepted" syntax for that 
languages is used. In the case of Prolog this is Edinburgh Prolog as defined 
by Clocksin and Mellish [Clocksin 81]. For the Pure Logic Language the 
language syntax is given in Appendix B; other language syntax definitions 

are referenced at the appropriate point in the text of the thesis. 

b) Generalised Logic Languages 

The thesis presents several examples of generalised logic expressions 

which are not specific to any recognised programming languages. For these 

examples the convention has been adopted that the syntax used should be 

based on the commonly accepted first order logic representation; 

connectives are represented by "and" and "or", logical implication by "<-", 

predicate names and variables are given in lower case character strings and 

scoping limits defined by the use of brackets. 
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AppendixB 

Pure Logic Language Syntax 

Bl. Introduction 

The syntax definition presented here refers to Version 0.2, Issue A, of the 

Pure Logic Language. It is based on the formal description prepared by 

MacBrien [MacBrien 88a] and uses standard BNF notation. 

B2. Pure Logic Language Definition 

B2.1. Symbols and Delimiters 

<digit> 
<letter> 

<symbol> 
<quote> 
<bra> 
<ket> 
<list bra> 

<list ket> 

<range> 

<exist quant> 

::= 1121314151617181910 
::= alb 1 c .... 1 z 
::= ! 1 $1 @ 1 % .... 
.-- " ,,-

,,- ( .. -
.. _) ,,-

"= [ " 

,,-] ,,-

,,-.. - .. 
::= some 

B2.2. Identifiers and Numbers 

<identifier> 

<unsigned> 

<integer> 

<float> 
<number> 

<string> 
<atom> 
<arithmetic atom> 

::=<letter> [<letter> 1 <digit> 1 <underline>] 

::= [<digit>] 

::= (+ 1-) <unsigned> 

::= <integer>. ( <unsigned> )e<integer> 

::= <integer> 1 <float> 
::= <quote> [<digit> 1 <letter> 1 <symbol>]<quote> 

::= <identifier> 1 <number> 1 <string> 

::= <identifier> 1 <number> 
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B2.3. Structures 

<identifier list> 
<parameter list> 
<range structure> 
<list element> 
<list> 

:= <bra>[ <identifier> ]<ket> 
::= <bra>[ <atom> I <list> ]<ket> 

::= <atom><range><atom> 
::= <atom> I <list> I <range structure> 
::= <list bra>[<list element>]<list ket> 

Appendix B 

B2.4. Predicates and Operators 

<not connective> 
<and connective> 
<or connective> 
<times operator> 
<plus operator> 
<power operator> 
<square root operator> 
<cons operator> 
<equals predicate> 
<greater predicate> 
<in predicate> 
<list predicate> 
<logic b_conn> 

<arithmetic b_op> 

<arithmetic u_op> 
<relational predicate> 

B2.S. Expressions 

<arithmetic exp> 
<arithmetic exp> 

<arithmetic exp> 

<arithmetic exp> 
<data element> 

<data exp> 
<data exp> 
<data exp> 

::= not 1-
::= and I & 

::=or I I 
"- .. ,,-

::= + 
.,- " .. -
::= sqrt 
.. - .. .. - .. 
.. _.. --
::=> 

::= in 
::= list 
::= <and connective> I <or connective> 
::= <times operator> I <plus operator> I 

<power opera tor> 
::= <square root operator> 
::= <equals predicate> I <greater predicate> 

::= <arithmetic atom> 
::= <arithmetic u_op><arithmetic exp> 
::= <arithmetic exp><arithmetic b_op> 

<arithmetic exp> 
::= <bra><arithmetic exp><ket> 
::= <arithmetic exp> I <string> I <list> 
::= <data element> 

:.-:= <data exp><cons operator><list> 
::= <bra><data exp><ket> 
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<predicate> 

<predicate> 

<predicate> 

<rule> 

<logic exp> 
<logicexp> 

<logic exp> 
<logicexp> 

<logic exp> 

<logicexp> 

Appendix B 

::= <identifier> 

::= <data exp><relational pred><data exp> 

::= <atom> I <list><in predicate><list> 
::= <identifier><parameter list> 

::= <predicate> 
::= <rule> 

::= <logic exp><logic b_conn><logic exp> 
::= <not connective><logic exp> 

::= <bra><logic exp><ket> 
::= <exist quant><identifier list><bra> 

<logic exp><ket> 

B2.6. Command Line Interface 

<opsys call> 
<rule definition> 

<display command> 
<list command> 

<query> 
<exit command> 

<help command> 

<clear command> 
<parallel command> 

::= <times operator><string> 
::= define <identifier><identifier list> tobe 

<logic exp>? 
::= display <identifier> 
::= list 
::= <logic exp>? 

::= exit 

::= help 

::= clear 
::= parallel 
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AppendixC 

PLL Programs Used for Benchmark Testing 

Ct. Program t - Family Database 

define married(x y) tobe spouse(x y) or spouse(y x)? 

define stepparent(x y) tobe some(z)(married(z x) and parent(z y) and 

not(parent(x y»)? 
define grandparent(x y) tobe some(z)(parent(x z) and parent(z y»? 

define sibling(x y) tobe some(z)(parent(z x) and parent(z y) and not(x=y»? 

define firstcousin(x y) tobe some(z)(grandparent(z x) and grandparent(z y) 

and not(x=y) and not(sibling(x y»)? 

define aunt(x y) tobe some(z)(female(x) and sibling(x z) and parent(z y»? 

define parent(x y) tobe ([x y] in [["fred" "bill"]["fred" "ben"] 
["fred" "betty"]["fanny" "bill"H"fanny" "ben"]["fanny" "betty"] 
["bruce" "scotty"]["bruce" "simon"]["butch" "sonia"] 
["butch" "sarah"]["bill" "sue"]["bill" "sam"]["babs" "sue"] 
["babs" "sam"]["becky" "sally"]["becky" "seth"]["ben" "seth"] 
["ben" "sally"]["betty" "sarah"]["betty" "sonia"]["betty" "scotty"] 

["betty" "simon"]])? 

define male(x) tobe ([xl in [["fred"][''bill''] 
["ben "] ["sam "] ["seth "] ["simon "] ["scotty"]])? 

define female(x) tobe ([x] in [["fanny"]["betty"] 
["sarah"] ["sally"] ["sonia"] ["sue"]])? 

define spouse(x y) tobe ([x y] in [["fred" "fanny"]["bill" "babs"] 
["ben" "becky"]["betty" "butch"]["betty" "bruce"]])? 

0. Program 2 - Map Colouring and Other Sample Definitions 

define a(x) tobe (x=99) and b(x)? 

define b(x) tobe c(x) or d(x)? 
define m(x) tobe n(x) and o(x)? 

define n(x) tobe p(x) or q(x)? 

define o(x) tobe rex) or sex)? 
define smallest(a b) tobe (a in b) and not(some(c)«c in b) and (a>c»)? 

define div(x y) tobe (some(z)( (z in [D .• y]) and (y=(z"x» ) )? 
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define fact(x y) tobe ( (x=O) and (y=l» or (sorne(a b)( (x in [1 .. y]) and (x=(a+l» 
and (y=(x*b» and fact(a b»)? 

define append(a b c) tobe «a=[]) and (b=c» 
or (sorne(x y z) 

( (a=x::y) 

& (c=x::z) 

& append(y b z»)? 

define ins(x y z) tobe (x=(y::z» or 

(sorne(xhead xtail ztail) 

( (x=(xhead::xtail)) 

& (z=(xhead::ztail» 
& ins(xtail y ztail) 

»? 

define perrn(x y) tobe ( (x=[]) and (y=[]) 
or (sorne(xhead xtail rerny) 
( (x=(xhead::xtail) 

& (ins(y xhead rerny» 

& (perrn(xtail rerny» 

»? 

define colour(a bed e) tobe next(a b) and next(c d) and next(a c) and 

next(a d) and next(b c) and next(b e) and next(c e) and next(d e)? 

define next(a b) tobe [a b] in [["red" "blue"]["blue" "red"] 

["yellow" "red"]["green" "red"]["red" "yellow"] 

["blue" "yellow"]["yellow" "blue"]["green" "blue"] 

["red" "green"]["blue" "green"]["yellow" "green"]["green" "yellow"]]? 
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Analysis of Potential AND Parallelism in PLL Programs 

The following rules (Fig.DJ) are part of a test program developed by leL 

to demonstrate the use of the Pure Logic Language. The top level rule 
"route" defines the set of possible routes between two nodes, and the node 

connections are stored in the expression "link". The linking rule is defined 

as an "in" expression and represents a number of alternatives, thus 

providing scope for OR parallelism. However for the purpose of this 

analysis OR parallelism is ignored and attention focused on AND parallel 

execution. 

defme route(x y r) tobe route2(x y r [])1 
define route2(x y r visited) tobe 

«x=y) and (r=0» 
or (not(x=y) 

& (some(mid rem visitmid) 
(link(x mid) 

& not (mid in visited) 
& (visitmid=mid::visited) 
& route2(mid y rem visitmid) 
& r=mid::rem 
»)1 

define link(a b) tobe ([a b] in [ [1 2] [25] [32] [54] 
[43] [53] [36] [67] [78] ])1 

Fig. Dl • Code for "route" rules 

The expression tree for the query "route(x y r)" with x and y 
instantiated to appropriate variables is shown in Fig.D2. The intention is to 

show how the relationship between shared variables affects the possible 

concurrent execution of the query; the figures above each subexpression 

indicate the sequencing of their execution. 

No OR parallelism is assumed, ie the alternative conjoined expressions 

derived from the first rewrite of "route(2 4 r)" are handled sequentially. 

However no alternatives are evaluated at Stage 7 as the analysis permits the 

successful "link" instantiations {x/S,y/4} to be realised at the first attempt. 
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route(24r) 

nl 
route2(2 4 r []) 

(con~nction) 

r \~ 
(5=4) (rem=[]) not(5=4) link(2 m') not(m' in []) vrn'=m::[5] route2(m' 4 rem' vm') rem=m'::rem' 

'6 .",,,~...x ... . ./ ~ 
.............. ~ ~ .. ~ 
~~. ..----~~ 

.......... -----. 

t 
FALSE 

(coj\ction) 

nr ,\ n® 
(4=4) (rem =0) 

ression Tree for Que routeC2 4 d? 

If it is assumed that each subexpression can be evaluated in one unit of 

time, ie all processes take the same length of time to complete, it can be seen 
that for this small query there are 20 subexpressions to evaluate; by 
employing AND parallel execution this can be reduced to 13 steps because 
Stages 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 10 allow for expression evaluation to be performed 
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in parallel. The theoretical maximum potential speedup for this query is 
therefore 20/13, ie 1.54. This compares unfavourably with the maximum 
theoretical benefits obtainable from OR parallel execution for the same type 

of query. 
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OR Tree from PLL Benchmark Program 

In order to show the detailed operation of OR parallel execution for 
one of the PLL benchmark programs the query: 
aunt(x y)? 

is considered. In the tests used this query generated 711 independent 
processes, 33 of which gave rise to spawning operations. Of the remainder, 8 
produced binding values and 670 responded FALSE. However this number 
of processes makes detailed consideration of the execution paths difficult 
and for the purpose of this appendix, a "reduced" rule set is used. This 

involves a smaller number of "base predicate" instances in the rules for 
"parent" and "female" as shown in Fig.El. 

derIDe aunt(x y) tobe 
(some(z)(female(x) and sibling(x z) and parent(z y»)? 

derIDe sibling(x y) tobe 
(some(z)(parent(z x) and parent(z y) and not(x=y»)? 

derIDe female(x) tobe ([x] in [["fanny"] ["betty"] ["sue"]])? 

derIDe parent(x y) tobe ([x y] in [["fred" "betty"] ["fred" "ben"] 
["bill" "sue"] ["ben" "seth"] ["fanny" "betty"]])? 

Fig. El- "Reduced" Rule Base 

The first rewrite results in the conjunction: 
some(z)(female(x) and sibling(x z) and parent(z y)? 

The next rewrite leads to the spawning of processes when female(x) is split 
into its different branches. These three first level OR processes represent the 

expression: 
sibling(x c) and parent(x z»? 
with x instantiated to "fanny", "betty" and "sue" respectively. 

When the first OR process (1.1) executes the expression is rewritten 

into: 
some(w)(parent(w x) and parent(w z) and not(x=z) and parent(z y»? 
which leads to further process spawning when parent(w x) is rewritten. Five 
processes are created, all of which fail on subsequent rewrites because no 
suitable "parent" match is found with x instantiated to "fanny". This is 
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shown diagrammatically in Fig.E2. where all leaf node processes are 
assumed to respond FALSE unless otherwise marked. 

Level 0 
aunt(x y)? 1 

Levell 
1.1 1.2 1.3 

, , I 
1.2.1 1.2.5 

Level 2 
1.3.3 

, 

Level 3 I 
1.2.1.2 

Level 4 

1.2.1.2.4 

6 TRUE with ("''holly", yr .. th", 

Fi • E2 - Solution Tree 

The second OR process (1.2) is similarly transformed but in this 

instance two of the Level 2 OR processes succeed to produce binding values 

with x = "betty". Thus Processes 1.2.1 and 1.2.5 represent the expression: 
parent(w z) and not(x=z) and parent(z y)? 

with Process 1.2.1 having binding values {x/"betty", wI "fred"}, and Process 

1.2.5 {x/"betty", w/"fanny"}. In similar fashion Process 1.3. spawns five 

processes of which Process 1.3.3 results in further processes. Thus the 

original three Level 1 processes have produced fifteen Level 2 and fifteen 

Level 3 processes as shown. Only one Level 3 process does not end in 

failure: this is Process 1.2.1.2 representing the expression: 

parent(z y)? 

with bindings {x/"betty",w /"fred",z/"ben"J. 
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Five final Level 4 processes are spawned and Process 1.2.1.2.4. succeeds 
to bind y to "seth", thus returning {x/"betty",y /"seth"} to the user. 

If it is assumed that each process has the same execution time the 
theoretical maximum number of processes that can run concurrently is 
fifteen and this parallelism will occur at Levels 2 and 3 during query 
evaluation. The mean amount of parallelism for the period of query 
evaluation is the total number of processes divided by the number of levels 
of spawning, ie (1+3+15+15+5)/5 = 7.8. However this hypothetical approach 

is not likely to produce accurate predictions for the parallel PLL system as 
currently implemented because processes vary considerably in their 
execution time, but it indicates that OR parallelism does give rise to the 
potential for performance benefits. The full version of the query "aunt(x y)" 
produces 711 processes within the same five levels of spawning, and thus 
with a larger set of base predicates the potential for OR parallelism increases 
considerably. 
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The Parallel Simulation Software 

Fl. Introduction 

The software written specifically for this project can be divided into three 

components: the small PLL programs used to test the system, the data 

interpretation program which was used to process the results of the 
simulation, and the Parallel PLL simulation system itself. This appendix is 
concerned with the simulation software. The PLL programs are given in 

Appendices C and H, and the examples of the output of the data 

interpretation program can be seen in Appendix G. 

The parallel simulation program consists of several modules written in C. 
These are: 

pH_main.c 
pll_parser.c 

plCmemory.c 

plCcore.c 
pICpar_core.c 

plCparallel.c 

plCmaths.c 
pH_lists.c. 

- the main program, 
- the software responsible for parsing an incoming query 

into an expression tree, 
- the general memory management functions, 
- the sequential rule rewrite manager, 

- the parallel rule rewrite manager, 
- the parallel machine emulation module, 

- library of mathematical functions, 

- library of lis t processing functions. 

The two modules that have been written during this project are: 

pll_par_core.c and pll_parallel.c. The source code for the whole system 
occupies over 200 Kbytes, plCparallel.c and pll_par_core.c representing 

approximately 70 Kbytes and 40 Kbytes respectively. 

F2. The Parallel Machine Emulation Module. 

F2.1. Introduction 

The parallel machine emulation functions are called from the main 

program (plCmain.c) after the incoming query has been parsed. The top 

level function <parallel_machine_driver> is responsible for the control of 

the machine simulation and it relates to the other high level functions as 

shown in Fig.Fl. 
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<evaluate_process> 

calls 

Fig. F1 - Top Level Functions 

The following sections contain outline details of the main data structures 
used in this module as well as the description and code of the high level 
functions and brief details of the different groups of lower level functions. 

F2.2. Data Structures. 

F2.2.1. Machine Emulation Structures 

Two main structures are defined for the machine; a controller and an 

array of pes (processing elements). These represent the physical machine. 

Each pe has two local queues: one for processes awaiting allocation/ 

distribution, and the other to hold processes for execution, plus some 

temporary storage used during process spawning operations. Data on the 

usage patterns of the input memories is also stored in each pe. The 

controller holds information on the number of processes awaiting execution 

and the finish time of the last process to run in each pe: this is used to 

ensure that processes get allocated to the least busy pes. It also holds 

information on bus availability. 
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typedef struct 

lint ·execution_queue; 
int ·allocation_queue; 
int ·temp_queue; 

} 

int ·temp_bindings_list; 

int max_memory _val ue[MAX_NO _BUSSES]; 
int time_max_ value [MAX_NO_BUSSES]; 

PE_TYPE; 

typedef struct 
{int state_oCpe[MAX_NO_PES]; 

int process_finish_pe[MAX_NO _PES]; 
int bus_finish_time[MAX_NO _BUSSES]; 

} 

CONTROLLER_TYPE; 

F2.2.2. Process Representation 

Appendix F 

These have been detailed in Chapters 5.4.3 and 7.4.2. There are three main 
structures used to represent the parallel processes within the system: 
processes structures which include processes descriptions, process records 
and allocation records. Process and allocation records are held on the global 

control queues, ready _to_run_queue and read_to_allocate_queue, to allow 
easy access to the processes awaiting action. Processes structures are held on 
the local queues within processing elements and represent the actual 
processes defined by the parallel rewrite interpreter. 

F2.3. Machine Emulation Functions 

F2.3.1. Function: ParalleCSystem_Driver 

The code for this function is shown in Fig.F2. This top level function is 
responsible for configuring and initialising the parallel machine and for 
"driving" the software that emulates the interpreter running in the parallel 

system. It steps through the execution checking that all necessary processing 
has been completed before incrementing the timing point. Processes within 

each timestep are executed or distributed as appropriate. 
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F2.3.2. Function: Evaluate_Process 

This function (Fig.F3) is called from <parallel_system_driver>. It is 
responsible for the administrative tasks performed each time a process is 
executed. Process evaluation is accomplished by the call to 
<call_interpreter> within this function. 

F2.3.3. Function: CalCInterpreter 

This function is shown in Fig.F4; it converts the process into an 

expression tree and then passes control to the parallel rule rewrite module 

by the call to <rewrite_expP>. It is also responsible for inserting timing 
functions for the three main tasks of the function. 

F2.3.4. Function: Distribute_New _Processes 

This function (Fig.FS) controls the distribution of spawned processes 
throughout the machine. It performs this task subject to two constraints: it 
has to confirm that there are processes awaiting allocation within the timing 
limits, and also that a bus is available within the same time interval. Having 

checked these conditions the function <distribute_allocation_record> is 

called and this implements the allocation of processes to processing 
elements and performs their transfer. The time taken by the broadcast is 
calculated and the appropriate data stores are updated accordingly. 

F2.3.5. Low Level Functions 

F2.3.5.1. Basic Functions 

These functions define the nodes used for process_records, allocation 

records, and processes. Garbage collection functions are also defined. 

int "node4(a, b, c, d) 
int "nodeS(a, b, c, d, e) 
void release_node4(p) 
void release_nodeS(p) 
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/* Top level function which drives the parallel simulation. It "timesteps" through the 
query evaluation executing and distributing processes as appropriate */ 

void paralleCsystem_driv~exp) 
int *exp; 
lint processJrnislLtime; 
int query_time=O; 
int timing,.point=TIMESTEP; 
int processin&...com plete=F ALSE; 
int processin&... within_Jimestep=TR UE; 
int *temp; int n; int iJ; 
initialise_machine(); 
seUlP_query(exp); 
while (!processin&...complete) 

Appendix F 

{while (processin&... within_timestep) 
(temp=ready _to_nnl_queue; 
1* Check each record on the ready_to_nnl_queue and evaluate process if it falls within the timestep */ 

while (temp!=NULL) 
(n=temp[PE); 
if «temp[TIME) <=timing..,point) && (controller .processJmish...,pe[n)<=timing..,point» 

(processJmish_time=evaluate...,process(temp ); 
if (processJmish_time > query_time) 
(query _time=process_fmish_time; 
) 
) 

temp=temp[NEXT_PROC); 
) 

1* All possible processes have been executed */ 
process in&... withi~timestep=F ALSE; 

/* Now check ready_to_allocate_queue. If there are processes to allocate 
distribute_new-Pfocesses will attempt to do this. It will return a TRUE value if distribution 
has been successful and new processes have been placed on the ready_to_run_queue */ 

if (ready _to_allocate_queue) 
(processin&-within_tirnestep=distribute_new ~ses(timing..,point); 
) 

) 
timing..,point+=TIMESTEP; 
processin&-wi~timestep=TRUE; 
if «ready _to_I'IlILqueue=NULL)&&(ready _to_allocate_queue=NULL» 

( processin&...complete=TRUE; 
) 

) 
printf("ALL DONEI Time taken = %d microsecs'-ll", query_time); 
printfC'No of processes = %d'n", proc_no); 

/* Now output stored timing data */ 
timin&...data_toJileO; 

1* Now output results data */ 
results_data_toJtleO; 

) 

Fig. F2 - Code for <parallel system driver> 
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'''' High level function which initiates and controls process evaluation "" 

int evaluate...,process(proc_record) 
int ~_record; 
(int resultin&,...paekecsize; r the interpreter will return a positive 

value if a data packet has been formed "" 
int process1mish_tirne; 
int n=proc_record[pE]; 
int "'process=pe[n].execution_queue; 
int "'temp; 
ready_to_run_queue=remove_from_queue(proc_record,ready_to_run_queue); 
while (process[pROC_NO] 1= proc_record[pROC_NO]) 
(process=process(NEXT _PROC]; 
) 

'''' Release old process_record node"" 
release_node4(proc_record); 
''''Now check to see if process has been subjected to a delay while on the execution queue "" 
if (controller.process_finish.,.pe[n ]>process[TIME]) 

( process[TIME]=controller.processJmish.JlC[n]; 
) 

''''check on contents of the input memories and make suitable updates"" 
update_inpucmemories(n,process); 
if (execution_trace) 
(printf("Evaluate-PfOCess executing process no.%d with start time %d on 

pe no.%d\n",process[PROC_NO],process[TIME],n); 
) 

resultinuackecsize=calCinterpreter{process,n); 
pe[n].execution_queue=remove_from_queue(process,pe[n].execution_queue); 
processJmish_time=process_tirnin&...queue[TIME] +process_timin&...queue(SET _UP_TIME] 

+procesuimin&...queue[EV AL_ TIMEJ+process_timin&...queue[SPA WN_ TIME]; 
controller.process_finish_pe[n]=processJmish_tirne; 
process_timin&...queue[pROC_NO]=NULL; 
process_timin&...queue[TlMEJ=NULL; 
process_timin&...queue[SET_UP _ TIME]=NULL; 
process_timin&...queue[EV AL_ TIMEJ=NULL; 
process_timin&...queue[SPA WN_ TlMEJ=NULL; 
controller.state_of.,.pe[nJ--; 
if (resultin&...P8cket_size!=O) 
{if (execution_trace) 
(printf("Process no.%d finished, processes spawned\n\n",process[pROC_NO]); 
) 
ready _to_allocate_queue=append_to_queue(create_allocation_record 

(n,resultinuackecsize), ready _to_allocate_q ueue); 
pe[n J.allocation_queue=join_queues(pe[n].allocation_queue, pe[n].temp_queue); 

pe[n].temp_queue=NULL; 
) 

else 
{if (execution_trace) 
(printf("Process no.%d finished, no processes spawned\n",process[pROC_NO]); 
) 

) 
release_node5(process); 
retum(processJmish_tirne); 
) 

Fig. F3 - Code for <evaluate process> 
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1* This function creaIU u expreuioo tree and invokes !he rewrite muager *' 
int caJl_inlerpl'Ck:l(process,n) 

int n; int -process; 
(int timerJ)owO; 
int *proc_desc--proceas(PROCJ)ESC]; 
int *exp, *pter, *r; 
int resu1tin&..J"'Cket_size, results_size, .dd_Io_SJIIIwn_time; 
int combine_ud_OI'_time=O; 
int timel, time2, let_Up, eval, spawn, debind; 
IWCIJIIlWJLtime=O; finish_spawJLtime=O; 
process_timin&-queue[PROC_NO)=process[PROC..NO) ; 
proceas_timini-queuc[TIME)-proc:eI&[TIME): 
timel =timerJ)owO; 
cxp=coDvcrt""procesl_dcsc(proc_desc,n); 

timc2--timerJ)owO; 
set_up=(timc2-timcl); 
process_timini-queuc[SET_UP _TIME)=lccup; 
timcl =timerJ)owO; 
pter:o=rewritc_eltpp(eltp,n); 
time2oztimerJ)owO; 
add_lo_spawn_time=(finisb_lpawJLtime-ItarCSJlllwn_time); 
eval=«time2-timcl)-add_lo_spawn_time); 

process_timin&-qucueIEV AL_TIME)=eval; 
if (ptcr[NAME)=AND_OR) 

{timcl=tim erJ)ow(); 
pc[n).tanp_queueocombine_and_or(plCr,pc[n).tanp_qucue); 

time2=timerJ)Ow(); 
combillC_ud_0I'_time=(time2-timcl); 

} 
if «ptcr[NAME)-DR) n (pter{NAME)=AND_OR» 

(pe[n).tanp_qucue=copy_spawn..JlroccsS(pe[n).tcmp_qucue); 
time 1 =timerJ)Ow(); 
add_bindings_Io..JlrOCCS1_desc(pe[n).tcmp_qucue,TRUE); 
time2=timer_DOw(); 
'P1wn=«timc2-timcl )+<:ombine_and_OI'_tim~Io_IJIIlWJLtime); 
reau1tin&..J!"CkcUizc=ocalwlatc..,proceaa-Pdct(pc[n).tcmp_queuc); 
procesl_timin&-qucue[SPA WN_TIME)=spawn; 
timc_Nmp.,J)IOCC&acs(pc[n).tcmp_queuc, (process[TIME)+set_u~al+spawn»; 

if (accuti(lIUracc) 
(printf("Mcasured procesl timc • %d. ",(set_~al+spawn»; 
printf("Elapsc4 time linee start of query. %d\n" ,pc[n).tcmp_qucue[TIME»; 

} 
outpuLtimingl_103ile(process_timini-queuc, process_functiOJLcalls.n); 

rdllm(resultin&-JllCket_,ize); 
} 

clse 
{if (pterl .. PALSE_NODE) 

(int *reaults~.; 
int *reaults..proccal_duc-crcatc..Jlroce&l_dcac(ptcr); 
l'CIulU..Jll"oce&&=IIodcS(NULL,NUIL,NUIL,NUIL,rcsuIU..,proccss_desc); 

IIdd_bindingl_Io...Jll'OCCII_dcac(results...Jll'OCC'I,FALSE); 
l'CIulU_Iizc=get...Jll'OCC'I_lizeCreaulu-PfOCCI1, TRUE); 
printf("Ruulu .,.aet fize= %d\a" ,resulU_lize); 

} 
timeloztimerJ)ow(); 
r=join_ud(ptcr,dcbind_vars(O»; 
time2=timc:rJ)ow(); 
dcbind=(time2-timel ); 
procca_timin&..qucue[EV AL_TIME)-+-debind; 

if (eltccutioluracc) 
(printf("lntc:rpl'Ctcr hu renamed cxpre&sioa:\nj: 
prinLexp(r); printf{"\nj; printf("Mcuurcd proccss time - %d. ",(set_up+eval+debind»; 
printf(''Elapsc4 timc lince start of query =%d\n",proccssITIME)+seLup+eval+dcbind); 

} 
else 
(if (rl=PALSE_NODE) 

(print_ap(r); printf{"\n j; printf{"Rcsult from proc.no. %d\a" ,proceas[pROC..NO)); 

} 
} 

output_timings_to Jalc(proce&S_timin&-qucue,process_functioo_caJ1s,n); 

release_cxp(r); 
rctum(O); 1* No packet for distribution *' 

}}} 

Fig. F4 - Code for <call interpreter> 
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F2.3.S.2. Queue Manipulation Functions 

This section holds the general queue manipulation functions. These 

functions can be used for both four node and five node queues because the 

linking pointer is the fourth field in both cases. 

int "'append_to_queue(p, queue) 

void check_queue(queue) 

int "'remove_from_queue(p, queue) 

int "'join_queues(queuel, queue2) 

F2.3.S.3. Process Creation and Manipulation Functions 

These functions are responsible for the basic operations that take place on 

processes, process_records and allocation records. They utilise some of the 

basic queue manipulation functions. Related to them are the functions for 

the spawning of new processes. These are called from the rule rewrite 

manager but are defined here because they also utilise the queue 

manipulation functions. 

void create_process_desc1(node,list_pter) 

int "'create_process_desc(p) 

void print_node_name(node) 

int check_pointer_location(p) 

void check_fuICprocess_desc(proc_desc) 

in t "'construct_bindings() 
void add_bindings_to_process_desc(process,reset_stack) 

int "'create_process(proc_desc) 

void release_process(p) 

int create_process_record(p,n) 

in t "'create_and_tree(process_desc,n) 

void reinstate_bindings(binding_pter) 

in t "'con vert_process _ desc(proc_ desc,n) 

int "'combine_and_or(p,queue) 

int "'spawn_or_process(p,queue) 

int "'copy _spawn_process(queue) 
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/* This function repeatedly chooses the "oldest" record within the timestep 
from the ready_to_allocate_queue and passes it to the inner 
function <distribute_allocation_record(» ., 

int distribute_new -PfOCesses(time) 
int time; 
lint bus_no; 
int transfer_start_time; 
int transfer_length; 
int allocation...,possible=TRUE; 
int ·record_to_allocate; 
if «ready_to_allocate_queue=NULL)&&(execution_trace» 
(printf("No processes awaiting allocation~"); 
allocation-JlOssible=FALSE; 
) 

else 
(while «ready_to_allocate_queue) && (allocation-JlOssible» 
(record_to_allocate=choose_earliescrecord(ready _to_allocate_queue); 
if (record_to_allocate[TIME]<=time) 

(bus_no=allocate_bus_for_transfer(record_to_allocate[TIMEJ.time); 
if (bus_no 1=(-1» 
{if (controller.busJmish_time[bus_no]<record_to_allocate[TIME]) 

( transferJtart_time=record_to_allocate[TIME]; 
if (execution_trace) 

) 

(printf("No delay in bus transfern"); 
) 

else 
( transfecstart_time=( controller.busJmish_time[bus_no]+ 1); 

Appendix F 

) 
transfer_Iength=distribute_allocation_record(record_to_allocate[TIMEJ. 

record_to_allocate[PROC_NO],record_to_allocate[PE]. 
record_to_allocate[PACKECSIZEJ. transfer_start_time,bus_no); 

controller.busJmish_time[bus_no]=(transfer_start_time+transfer_length); 
ready_to_allocate_queue=remove_from_queue(record_to_allocate.ready_to_allocate_queue); 

) 
) 

release_node5(record_to_allocate); 
) 

else 
{if (execution_trace) 
(printf("No bus available at present\n"); 
) 
allocatiOJl..POssible=FALSE; 
) 

) 
else 
(if (execution_trace) 
(printf(''No suitable record to allocate~"); 

) 
allocation...possible=FALSE; 
) 

return( allocation..J)Ossible); 
) 

Fig. F5 - Code for <distribute new _processes> 
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F2.3.S.4. Packet Communication Calculation Functions 

These functions are used to calculate the size of the data packets used to 
implement the transfer of data throughout the machine. 

int *calculate_ variable_nos (paralist, var_nos, temp_array) 
int *calculate_expression_vars(node, no_vars, temp_array) 

void calculate_list_bindings(node,bindings) 
in t calculate_process _packet(process) 

F2.3.S.S. Timing Functions 

This group of functions are used to store data on timings during program 
execution. 

void time_stamp_processes(process_queue, time) 
void outpu t_ timings_to _file( timing_record,function_ calls, pe_no) 
void output_bus_data_to_file 

(bus_no,pe_no,packet_size,time_oCtransfer,transfer_length, 
no_oC procs,delay) 

void timing_data_to_fileO 

void results_data_to_fileO 

F2.3.S.6. Memory Management and Checking Functions 

The "size" of an individual process is calculated to give information on 
results packet size; for this data packet quantified variables are ignored as 

they are not returned to the user. 

int gecprocess_size(process,ignore_quantified) 

int check_node_ visited(node_list) 
void u pdate_inpu t_memories(n, process) 

F2.3.S.7. Machine Configuration and Initialisation Functions. 

The number of processing elements and busses in the parallel machine can 

be specified by the user at the start of each session. 
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void explain_c1ineO 

void configure_machineO 
void ini tialise_machineO 
void set_up_query(p) 

F2.3.S.8. Allocation and Distribution Functions 

Appendix F 

These functions implement the broadcasting of data packets in the 
machine. Processing elements and busses are allocated by reference to the 
data on usage stored in the controller. 

int allocate_pe_for_process(time) 
int *create_allocation_record(n, size) 
int choose_earliest_record(record) 

int allocate_bus_for_transfer(allocation_time,presenCtime) 
void update_state_oCpes(transfer_time) 
int distribute_allocation_record 

(time,no_oCprocs,n,packet_size,time_oCtransfer,bus_no) 

F3. The Parallel Rewrite Manager Module 

F3.1. Introduction 

The top level function in this module is <rewrite_expP> which is called 
from parallel machine emulation module by the function 
<call_interpreter>. It implements the rewriting of expressions by identifying 
the node at the root of the expression tree and passing control to the 
appropriate rewrite rule. These rules are encapsulated in the "eval" 
functions which are defined for each node type. Rewriting of nodes involves 

operations on the appropriate expression tree and as such most of the "eval" 

functions are based on recursive algorithms. 

The rewrite rules which are of fundamental importance to the parallel 
interpreter are those dealing with conjoined and disjoined expressions, ie 
<eval_andP>, <eval_orP> and <eval_inP>. The manner in which these 

functions relate to the rest of the module is shown in Fig.F6. Many of the 

"eval" functions in the parallel rewrite manager were implemented by 
making minor alterations to the corresponding functions in the sequential 

system. However the move to a parallel process based system which 
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produced spawned OR processes meant that new rewrite rules were needed 
for any node representing alternatives, ie OR, IN, RANGE and for 
conjunction rewrite rule <eval_and>. Details of the operation of these 
functions has been discussed in the main body of the thesis (Chapter 5.4.4.) 
and the code is presented in the next section. 

calls ca1ls 

Fig. F6 - Function Calling in the Parallel Rewrite Mana er 

F3.2. Top Level Rewrite Function 

This function operates to distinguish the node at the root of an expression 

tree and passes the tree to the appropriate rewrite rule as implemented in 
the "eval" functions. The code is given in Fig.F7. 

F3.3. Node Rewrite or Eval Functions 

F3.3.1. Conjunction Rewriting 

The function <eval_andP> implements the algorithm which performs 

rewrites on conjoined expressions - see Fig.FB. The left hand node is 
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rewritten and then the right hand one, and this process is repeated until no 
further bindings are made. Prior to each rewrite it checks to see if an 

alternative node has been encountered, in which case control is then passed 
to the process spawning functions. 

/* This is the top level function in the rewriting module: it passes the expression tree 
to the appropriate "evaJ" function */ 

int *rewrite_expP(p,n) 
int *P[]; int n; 

} 

{ int *evaCequaIPO.*evaCandPO.*evaJ_orPO. 
*eval-8tPO,*evaJ_expPO.*evaJ_inPO.*eval_notPO; 

switch (P[NAME]) 
( case TERM : retum(fRUE_NODE); 
case NOT : retum(evaJ_notP(p.n»; 
case EQUAL : retum(evaJ_equaJP(p,n»; 
case AND : retum(evaJ_andP(p,n»; 
case GT : retum(evaJ-8tP(p.n»; 
case IN : retum(rewrite_expP(eval_inP(p,n),n»; 
case SOME : retum(rewrite_expP(p[RIGHT],n»; 
case OR : retum(evaJ_orP(p,n»; 
case CALL : retum(eval_ruleP(p,n»; 
case EXP : release_node2(p); 

retum(rewrite_expP(p[BODy]).n); 
default : retum(eval_cxpP(p.FALSE_NODE.n»; 

} 

Fig. F7 - Code for <rewrite expP> 

F2.3.2. Disjunction Rewriting 

As shown in Fig.F6 there are several functions concerned with the 

evaluation of alternatives. These involve rewriting of OR, IN and RANGE 

nodes. The task of the primary function <eval_orP> is to pass the expression 

tree to the routine which implements the spawning of processes. This 

function <spawn_new_processes> is held in the parallel machine module 

as it involves the creation and manipulation of data structures defined for 

the simulation system. The other evaluation functions which deal with 
alternatives, ie <evaCinP> and <eval_rangeP>, transform the IN or 
RANGE node representation into a nested OR tree as discussed in Chapter 

5.4.4 and this tree is then passed to <evaCorP>. In addition two 

"transformation" functions are defined to assist in the process of converting 
IN and RANGE nodes into nested OR trees. These latter functions are all 

held in the parallel rewrite manager module. 
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The code for the three "eval" functions is given below together with that for 

<spawn_new_processes> and the transformation operations (Figs.F9-F14). 
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1* The AND node rewriting function ., 

int ·eval_andP(p,n) 
int ·pD; int n; 
( int r_bl=-l; 
int I_hi; 
if (P[LEFT)[NAME)==OR) 

(pe[n).temp_queue=spawn_or-PfOCCss(p[LEFT),pe[n).temp_queue); 
retum(node3(AND_OR,NULL,p[RIGHT)); 
} 

if (P(LEFT)[NAME]=IN) 
(p[LEFf]=eval_inP(p[LEFT),n); 
if (P[LEFT)[NAME]==OR) 
(pe[n].temp_queue=spawn_or-PTocess(p[LEFT),pe[n].temp_queue); 
retum(node3(AND_OR,NULL,p[RIGHT)); 

) 
) 

if (P[RIGHT)[NAME)==OR) 
(pe[n].temp_queue=spawn_or-PTocess(p[RIGHT),pe[n].temp_queue); 
retum(node3(AND_OR,p[LEFT),NULL»; 
} 

if (p[RJGIIT][NAME] IN) 
(p[RJGHT)=eval_inP(p[RJGlIT],n); 
if (p[RJGlIT] [NAME]-OR) 
(pe[n].temp_queue=spawn_or-PTocess(p[RIGHTJ,pe[n].temp_queue); 
retum(node3(AND_OR,p[LEFT),NULL»; 
} 

} 
do 

) 

( l_bl=binding.Jevel; 
p[LEFf)=rewrite_expP(p[LEFf],n); 
switch(P[LEFf][NAME) 
(case AND_OR : retum(node3(AND_OR,p[LEFf),p[RIGlIT]»; 

break; 
case OR : retum(node3(AND_OR,NULL,p[RJGlIT]»; 

break; 
case TRUE : release_node3(p); 

retum(rewrite_expP(p[RJGlIT],n»; 
case FALSE : release_exp(p); 

retum(F~E_NODE); 

) 
if (Cb1=bindinLlevel) 

{break: 
} 

r_bl=bindinLlevel; 
p[RJGlIT]=rewrite_expP(p[RJGlIT],n); 
switch(P[RJGlIT][NAME]) 
(case AND_OR : retum(node3(AND_OR,p[LEFf],p[RJGlIT]»; 

break; 
case OR : retum(node3(AND_OR,p[LEFf],NULL»; 

break; 
case TRUE : release_node3(p); 

retum(rewrite_expP(p[LEFf],n»; 
case FALSE : release_exp(p); 

} 
} 

renun(FALSE_NODE); 

while (l_bU=bindinLlevel); 
renun(p); 

Fig. F8 - Code for <eval andP> 
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1* The OR node rewriting functions *' 

int *evaCorP(p,n) 
int *p; int n; 
(pe[n].temp_queue=spawn_or...,process(p,pe[n].temp_queue); 
retum(p); 
} 

Fig. F9 - Code for <evaCorP> 

1* The high level spawning function which includes timing functions *' 

int *spawn_or".process(p,queue) 
int *p; int *queue; 
( starcspaw~time=timer_nowO; 
queue=spawn_or...,process 1 (p,O); 
fmish_spawn_time=timecnowO; 
retum( queue); 
} 

1* The inner spawning function which creates a queue of alternative processes 
when an OR node is found *' 

int *spawn_or"JJl'ocess 1 (p,queue) 
int *p; int *queue; 
lint *exp; 

} 

int *temp; 
switch(p[NAMED 
{case OR: ( queue=spawn_or"JJl'ocessl(p[LEFI1,queue); 

queue=spawn_or...,process 1 (P[RIGH11,queue); 
break; 

} 
default: (exp=create"JJl'ocess_desc(p); 

temp=create"JJl'ocess(exp); 
temp[NEXT _PROC]=queue; 
queue=temp; 
break; 

} 
} 
retum( queue); 

Fig. FlO - Code for Spawning Functions 
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,. The evaluation of IN nodes: if RANGE nodes are encountered separate function is call1ed ., 

int ·evaUnP(p,n) 
int .p[]; int n; 
lint ·eval_rangePO; 
int ·pter; 
switch(p[RIGHTJ[NAME]) 
{case RANGE: retum(eval_rangeP(p,n»; 
case IDENT : p[RIGHTJ=eval_expP(p[RIGHTJ,FALSE,flODE,n); 

if (p[RIGHTJ[NAME] !=IDENT) 
fretum (evaUnP(p,n»; 
} 

retum(p); 
caseUST : if (P[RIGHTJ[BODYl=NULL~ie the empty list·' 

{release_node3(p ); 

default 
} 

retum(FALSE_NODE); 
} 

return(transform_in_node(p[RIGHTJ[BODYl,p[LEFT]»; 
: abend(TM); 

Fig. FII - Code for <evaCinP> 

,. This function converts an IN node into a tree containing OR 
or RANGE nodes·' 

int ·transform_iILnode(p,lefC value) 
int .p[]; int ·left_ value; 
(int .pter; 
if (p[CDR]) 
{if (p[CAR][NAME]=RANGE) 

(pter=node3(OR,(node3(IN,copy _ exp(left_ value ),p[ CAR]», 
transfortll.-iILnode(p[CDR],left_ value»; 

retum(pter); 
} 

pter=node3(OR,(node3(EQU AL,copy _exp(lefc value ),p[CARD), 
transfontLin_node(p[CDR],left_ value»; 

retum(pter); 
) 

if (p[CAR][NAME]=RANGE) 
{return(node3(IN,copy _exp(left_ value ),p[CAR])); 
} 

retum(node3(EQUAL,lefcvalue,p[CAR]»; 
) 

Fig. FI2 - Code for <transform in node> 
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,. The function which evaluates RANGE nodes and if appropriate converts them 

into OR trees *' 
int *evaCrangep(p.n) 
int *p[]; int n; 
( int· prange; 1* Ranging atom *' 
int. plo; ,. Lower limit of range *' 
int* phi; ,. Higher limit of range *' 
int· evaCexpPO; 
int pter; 

if (P[RIGHT] [NAME) !=RANGE) 
(return(p); 
) 

p[RIGHT][LEFI1=evaCexpP(p[RIGHT][LEFI1.FALSE_NODE.n); 
p[RIGHT][RIGHT]=evaCexpP(p[RIGHT][RIGHT].FALSE_NODE,n); 
p[LEFf]=evaCexpP(p[LEFT].FALSE_NODE,n); 

plo=p[RIGHT] [LEFf); 
phi=p[RIGHT] [RIGHT]; 
prange=p[LEFf); 

switch(prange[NAME» 
{case IDENT :if (plo[NAME]=NUM && phi[NAME]=NUM) 

(if (plo[BODY»phi[BODY» 
( return(FALSE_NODE); 
) 

pter=transfonnJange_node(plo[BODY),phi[BODY).prange[BODY); 
return(pter); 
) 

break; 
case NUM :if (Phi[NAME]=NUM && plo[NAME)=NUM) 

(release_exp(p); 
if (Plo[BODY)>phi[BODy]) 
(retum(FALSE_NODE); 
) 

return «Plo[BODY]<= 
prange[BODY] && prange[BODY]<=phi[BODY)) 7 

1RUE_NODE : FALSE_NODE); 

) 
if (phi[NAME)=NUM) 
(if (prange[BODY»phi[BODY]) 

(retum(FALSE_NODE); 
) 

retum(node3(OR,node3(GT,prange,plo), 
node3(EQUAL,copy _exp(prange).copy _exp(plo»»; 

) 
if (Plo[NAME]=NUM) 
(if (plo[BODY]>prange[BODY]) 

(retum(FALSE_NODE); 
) 
return(node3(OR.node3(GT,phi,prange), 

node3(EQUAL,copy _exp(phi),copy _exp(prange)))); 

) 
break; 

default : break; 
) 

return(p); 
) 

Fig. F13 - Code for <eval rangeP> 
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'* The inner function responsible for the transformation of certain RANGE nodes into OR trees *' 

int *transfonn_range_node(plo_value, phi_value, prange_value) 
int plo_value; int phi_value; int prange_value; 
lint *pter; 
int temp; 
temp=plo_ value+ 1; 
if (Plo_value != phi_value) 
(pter=node3(OR,(node3(EQUAL,node2(IDENT,prange_value),node2(NUM,plo_value»), 

transfonn_range_node(temp,phi_value,prange_value»; 
retum(pter); 
} 

retum(node3(EQUAL,node2(IDENT,prange_value),node2(NUM,plo_value»); 
} 

Fig. F14 - Code for <transform range node> 
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Test Results 

G1. Introduction 

This appendix gives details of various test results obtained from the 

simulation. Two versions of the Parallel PLL system have been used: these 

are referred to as the "original" and "optimised" versions. In the "optimised 

version" an allowance of 7 microsecs per function call has been subtracted 

from the execution times of each process in an attempt to obtain predictive 

data on the performance benefits to be gained by a recoding of the PLL 

interpreter. This is discussed fully in Chapter 9.3. 

The results listed below fall into six categories: 

a) a sample output from the data interpretation program showing the 

different forms in which the test data was pr~sented for analysis, 

b) total query evaluation times for repeated runs of several queries, using 
both versions of the Parallel PLL, 

c) data on the execution times of individual processes within a query 

evaluation run, 

d) details of function calling during process execution, 

e) information on bus usage during query evaluation, 

f) input memory utilisation data. 
g) information on the pattern of results return during query evaluation, 

With the exception of the data used to demonstrate the data 

interpretation program (Appendix G2), the test results are based on the 

querying of the PLL rule bases presented in Appendix C. 
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G2. Data Interpretation Program 

The following pages show the manner in which the data interpretation 
program presented the test results. the first section shows details on the 
individual processes occurring during the evaluation of a query; this is 
followed by the number of processing elements in use, and details on return 
of results, input memory utilisation on patterns of bus usage. 

For this example, in order to keep the program output small, the query 

used was 
"stepparent(x y)?" 
which was put to the "reduced" family database as documented in Appendix 

E. 
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TIMES FOR RETURN OF RESULTS 
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G3. Total Query Evaluation Times 

The following tables represent the total query evaluation times for the 

set of queries used with the rule bases given in Appendix C. Results are 

given for the original and optimised versions of the Parallel PLL. 
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QUERY - aunt(x y)? (original version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 . 
PEs 

49987 50022 48367 
100 48345 56521 49891 

48535 56432 48225 

65727 62055 64048 
50 60186 68430 61928 

70824 65649 64042 

100254 103081 103000 

20 109372 102373 104245 
103519 100507 110524 

176123 187114 180121 
10 180789 194123 175978 

177024 177861 181603 

356360 

5 - 340432 - 359381 

562971 

3 - - 557888 
562995 

844017 

2 - - 843082 
844012 

Sequential 1773269 

Times in micro sees 

Total Evaluation Times for query - aunt(x y)? (original version> 
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QUERY - grandparent(x y)? (original version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

31902 31877 31883 
100 31903 31890 31875 

31890 31889 31885 

40803 40816 40787 
50 40810 40801 40798 

40802 40811 40805 

77159 76964 78740 

20 76955 76950 78536 
76941 77163 78709 

10 
130659 131029 132626 
131120 132247 130954 
131145 131038 131160 

5 - - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential 870562 

Times in microsecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - grandparentCx y)? (original version) 
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QUERY - sibling(x y)? (original version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

34058 34010 34210 
100 33918 34307 34210 

33994 34135 34225 

44063 44155 44307 

50 44076 44173 44593 
44088 44332 44296 

83967 85739 84198 

20 83899 85852 84201 
86001 84118 84188 

145895 145737 145589 
10 145675 145724 145464 

145677 145544 146147 

265865 
- - 265032 5 265772 

429984 

3 -- -- 429977 
429989 

631621 

2 -- - 630657 
630623 

Sequential 1255347 

Times in microsecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - sibling(x y}? (original version) 
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QUERY - frrsteousin(x y)? (original version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

526616 488990 587886 
100 516641 668344 599514 

487720 487527 480771 

619727 659782 687037 

50 550761 641927 559156 
644894 641235 600270 

1120775 1431747 1220644 

20 1239646 1182410 1240654 
1228172 1367141 1324455 

1987514 2096960 2098536 
10 2208643 2108650 2133817 

2215851 2090921 2117696 

5 - - -

3 - - -

9340797 

2 - - 9280050 
9410059 

Sequential 30327744 

Times in micro sees 

Total Evaluation Times for query - firstcousin(x y)? (original version) 
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QUERY - stepparent(x y)? (original version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

92710 92709 62263 
100 92666 66481 80842 

62210 68705 80861 

100752 81815 98756 
50 103173 88889 103987 

98234 106330 93037 

144515 129514 124368 

20 140310 111744 147172 
121342 116661 127145 

222670 196755 181558 
10 229555 219635 198193 

193353 274120 199315 

5 - - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential Stack Full 

Times in microsecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - stepparent<x y}? (original version) 
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QUERY - colour("red" abc d)? (original version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

89993 85607 82283 
100 84936 84977 82291 

84787 92314 82860 

137312 140559 138224 
50 143154 140310 138768 

142802 140205 135938 

297157 297167 298989 

20 299879 301567 295981 
297897 303877 296920 

560839 560582 553799 
10 554005 555452 555823 

559253 560273 563392 

1090885 

5 - 1091125 - 1091007 

1808146 

3 - - 1803707 
1806212 

2706737 

2 - - 2706651 
2707920 

Sequential 5950949 

Times in microsecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - colour{"red" abc d)? (original version) 
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QUERY - aunt(x y)? (optimised version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

45462 37890 39302 
100 38865 46643 37806 

43612 46966 38013 

50320 48455 52547 
50 45307 46844 51194 

51449 45577 51190 

82063 83331 77616 

20 92244 80298 78927 
80123 77668 80733 

147563 150557 149444 
10 150616 145234 146218 

144694 148334 148668 

5 - - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential N/A 

Times in microsecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - aunt(x y)? (optimised version) 
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QUERY - grandparent(x y)? (optimised version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

24998 25088 25214 
100 24987 25079 25202 

24995 25076 25208 

32268 32342 32487 
50 32278 32351 32491 

32270 32354 32485 

62549 62691 62925 

20 62762 62531 62797 
62456 62686 62941 

98888 99081 100425 
10 98992 106205 98977 

106172 98928 100430 

5 -- - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential N/A 

Times in microsecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - grandparent(x y)? (optimised version) 
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QUERY - sibling(x y)? (optimised version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

26858 26935 27378 
100 26852 26916 27062 

26877 26901 27061 

35066 35200 35251 
50 35039 35122 35282 

35077 35217 35531 

68602 68528 68501 

20 68535 68627 68724 
68866 68593 68474 

110844 110021 110669 
10 110398 110152 110668 

110042 117180 110329 

5 - - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential N/A 

Times in micro sees 

Total Evaluation Times for query - sibling(x y)? (optimised version) 
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QUERY - firstcousin(x y)? (optimised version) 

~ No of usses' 5 2 1 
PEs 

387771 589561 498361 
100 493498 434870 385503 

599622 504384 485001 

544928 509461 510055 
50 428443 570234 618604 

522160 507023 460311 

1011282 1018924 1035056 . 
962135 979318 20 824611 
916753 1001638 1001635 

1736799 1770767 1709457 
10 1947863 1736870 1893068 

1732450 1767492 1641310 

5 - - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential N/A 

Times in microsecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - firstcousin(x y)? (optimised version) 
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QUERY - stepparent(x y)? (optimised version) 

~ No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

49920 49955 49829 
100 61987 77303 50006 

61872 76030 61468 

70813 69019 53002 
50 82343 92004 59918 

71348 73570 84832 

89881 138653 108227 

20 89893 91324 90757 
93176 125663 105992 

168157 221240 125703 
10 134605 133913 191439 

132498 133915 164915 

5 - - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential N/A 

Times in micro sees 

Total Evaluation Times for query - stepparent<x y}? (optimised version) 
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QUERY - colour("red" abc d)? (optimised version) 

* No of usses 5 2 1 
PEs 

67717 71872 75636 
100 69865 73493 68180 

71352 69410 70123 

109456 113754 115999 
50 109473 113543 125120 

119467 109590 119908 

236073 236822 242678 

20 237801 237802 237021 
232378 242885 238115 

446851 447214 449029 
10 450499 451563 459115 

461841 447128 456367 

5 - - -

3 - - -

2 - - -

Sequential N/A 

Times in rnicrosecs 

Total Evaluation Times for query - colour("red" abc d)? (optimised version) 
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G4. Process Times 

Details are given for the query 
"aunt(x y)?" 

Appendix G 

of the times of individual processes. Processes are subdivided into three 
parts: set-up time, rewrite time and (where appropriate) spawn time. 
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~ROCE55 TIMES 

Proc -no S.t _IJO P'-cS.lnQ Spawn Tot.1 7.P,.. _ern 
---------------------------------------------------------

(, JJ :6:;:5 1')76 ~7411 "2'1 

II 101) 9'1"'1 311'14 t:7(.1~ 2'1 
10 1 a'11)'1 369a \:10'10 ::9 

: (1) 1 SCllt) :::693 1:71). :'1 
~ 1')(' 0'1\') '!b91 1:70: ::9 

" 1,.'(1 9'1(1) 111'11 1:;"<)3 ::9 

:; l (ll') Bill:: -:6q~ 1:70:\ :'1 

=,' In 179:5 " 1'1:57 9 

:0 11> 4 17101 " 1'1::5 9 

1:;9 111 4 17b~ 0 \'1:7 a 
lib III" 1761 .) 1<;1::7 9 0_ 

16" 1761 " In:5 9 

n 16" L7::; I) 1'11'1 a 
7 16~ 17:5:: 0 1<;11:5 9 

9 1114 17~4 0 \<;118 9 

'1 L6~ 17:;:; 0 1'1 la 9 

t" 164 17:5' I) 1"la a 

II 16" 17~o 0 1'1: 0 9 

I: \10" ~7~; I) tCit:1 9 

I:: 16" 176 1 <) lq-:~ 9 

14 16~ 1710: I) lq::~ 9 

1:5 Ib" 176.1 0 1'1:7 9 

110 Ib4 170:; I) lq~7 ~ 

17 16" 94111 3 :541 1:1:1 : t) 

IB 172 17"" 0 tCJ&2 9 

1'1 1104 04'11 3600: 1:::57 :;0 

'1:5 171 170;" I) 1'1:59 a 

'160 III" 11~7 I) 1'1:1 9 

.7 1104 17:5'1 0 17:'1 9 

IJa 110" 17:560 0 1<;120 a 
,,<;I 1104 17:1'1 0 lq~~ a 

1 f)') 1b4 17:'B I) l q2~ a 
II)I 164 17117 ' I) 1'131 a 
11): 11>4 17611 t) 1":;0 e 
11'3 1M 1'111:5 0 1<;1::<;1 9 

104 1114 177: 
" 

1<;1:;10 9 

lO~ 110: 1 7b~ 0 1<;1:9 9 

l Ob 110 4 177: " 1'1160 a 

1') 7 Ib4 17610 I) 1'131) a 

II" Ib" 1763 I) 11f:;:7 a 

11~ 110" 17601 0 tfJ== a 

~o 1604 1763 0 1'1:7 9 

:1 Lb~ 17103 0 1""260 8 

:!: lb~ 1762 0 19=:; 9 

-- Ib" 176: I) 1q2b e 
:. II." 1710: I) 1<;1:10 8 

: 5 163 17601 f) 1"24 8 

:10 16: 171o:! I) 1'1::5 9 

::7 110" 1762 0 19:10 e 
:9 110" 17:1:1 I) 1'11'1 a 
:::0 1104 17:J 0 1<;117 9 

II loJ 17:55 0 1'119 9 

:: 161:; 17:5:5 I) 1'119 a 

l:; II •• t7~3 0 1'117 9 

:4 1101 17:5:5 0 \'11 9 9 

: :5 1104 17:!:! I) 1'11'1 9 

-:6 II." t7'~ 0 1'11'1 9 

:a 1104 17:17 0 1.21 9 

102 1104 17:1'9 I) lq23 9 

I- ~ 16:S 1767 I) 1'1'l0 8 --I::. 1b4 17610 0 1'1:;0 9 

1::5 110:5 9414 J:S:::1 1:110 JI) 

1:6 171 17IJ3 0 IIJb4 

IV' 16:; 176<' I) t~'29 

1:9 16. 1763 I) lq:!7 

1:'1 16. 17 .. 0 1'1~0 

1:0 l.~ 176.:5 0 1'1:9 

=:'1 16_ 17:18 0 19:2 

0\0.) Ib4 11'8 0 1'1::2 

.1 164 t1~a " lCJ::! 

.:; 164 11~j I) 1'117 

.6 164 11:16 " 1'1:20 

67 164 11:6 0 1'1'20 

1>8 16J 11:56 0 1'11'1 

&'1 164 11:!3 I) 1'117 a 
70 164 17=:7 I) 1'1:1 8 

117 16" 11:5'1 I) I'I;:J 8 

118 163 17:59 0 1'121 9 

11'1 16· 11:59 I) 1'1::2 9 

1:0 11>4 1"'1 <) 1'12:: 8 

1;:1 164 17:!8 I) 1'1:2 9 

1~~ 16· 17:58 0 tq2:: 9 

71 Ib4 11:" 0 1'120 9 

7::: 16. 11:56 0 1'1:0 9 

74 lb~ 17:!3 0 1'118 8 

1:5 to: 17:2 0 1'111 9 

78 111:5 17:14 I) 1'11'1 9 

Timing of Processes for Query - aunt(x y)? 
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7'f'! 16: 1762 (, 1":7 9 

13,1 11>1 116: ,) Iq:6 9 
I-~ 164 1763 I) 1'7:7 9 
I::; 110: 176::: I) 1q:6 9 
IJ~ 1b4 1766 ( I 1":0 9 

1::6 16~ 841: ::;;:0 1:11.)8 3') 

~1 17: l 1Q4 f) 1'1 66 9 
.~ Ib4 1771 ,) 1'137 
~. 

9 
~4 16: 17bb .) 19,Q a 
~6 l b~ a~o'2 ~~31 1:1"8 1(1 

1:7 t7 1 17'13 ,) l'1b. 9 

~7 16:5 17~7 oj 1'1:: 8 

0::' 16,~ 17=::; ') 1'119 9 

64 lo~ 1 7~3 ( I I'HB 8 
r- lb4 8494 :~91 1:::'1 11) 
~ -
~3 \71 17ql) I) 1'769 B 

7b lb4 17~= I) 1'7 1'1 9 

1:1 11>4 17610 (I 19:::0 8 

11:-" t6::; 84<;18 ~oo:: 1::10. ~t) 

11 0 171 179: I) 1'163 9 

11: Ib~ li71 ,) lq~ :I 9 

111 II.: 176= I) 1'7:' 8 

II: 164 8''7~ :603 1 ~:~4 :0 
eo 17: 17'11 I) 1<;1 6" 9 

91 1104 1710: ,) 1'1:7 9 

13: 164 a :51) 1 !60a 1::73 :;0 

a: 171 17'7') 0 1'161 a 

8 4 1M 1768 f) lq~: 8 

9~ 1b" 176: .) 1'1:6 9 

96 164 1767 0 1'131 8 

87 IbJ 177 1 ,) 1'7::_ 9 

~ .) Ib4 17"'1 t) 19:;3 a 

'II lb4 8479 :=:;91 1::-:: 30 

72 17: 1791 , ) 1?&~ 8 

'I~ 164 17" 1 I) 1'1::5 9 

79 16'1 113_ c) I 'B7 9 

~9 1b4 1 1 ~:5 " 
191'1 9 

40 lb' 17'2 f) 1'7lb 9 

1('19 lb' 17b9 .) lQZ-: 9 

41 lb4 17~6 0) 19:0 8 

47 10: L 7~::: .J 1''1B a 

9'1 lb4 170::; 'J 1'1::7 8 

4:5 lb.:; 17:;: .) 1'113 8 

~7 Ib" \ 7~4 'J 1'119 8 

_3 1b" 1 7=:~ 0 1'11'1 9 

44 1103 17~4 (I 1'117 9 

49 164 1;":53 I) 1'117 9 

1bO 147 17:6 ') 199-:: 7 

1:;<7 147 172'1 0 19710 7 

(41) 149 17:::0 0 1979 7 

141 147 1727 I) 1974 7 

14:: 147 1728 t) 1873 7 

l4~ 149 17:8 0 1976 7 

144 147 17:::0 ') 1977 7 

14~ 147 17::::5 0 1992 7 

146 147 1734 0 199 1 7 

147 146 17::: I) le91 7 

148 149 17:::9 0 18911 7 

14. 147 1'13:5 0 :Z092 7 

t:o 147 960. 3146 118~ 27 

1~1 1"~ 17113 ') 1'11~ 7 ". 
1:52 149 17~:; 0 1983 7 

1·- 147 1 7~6 .J 199: 7 
~~ 

1!:_ 147 17:;6 0 1883 7 

1::5 148 I;"J~ 0 lea3 7 

1~1o 147 1737 0 le84 7 

1~7 147 1n4 0 1891 7 

1:59 147 t~6 I) lBS3 7 

1~'1 148 17::5 0 las: 7 

19: 147 ln7 0 1994 7 

It.:: 148 172'1 0 1817 7 

164 1'47 1724J ,) 18711 7 

16:5 148 17:9 0 1876 7 

166 147 17:9 0 197 ... 7 

1107 147 I n :5 0 1B92 7 

1109 147 17:;11 0 1893 7 

110'1 147 1 nil 0 18B3 7 

170 147 17:11 0 1883 7 

171 147 17:36 0 189~ 7 

172 147 In:5 0 1882 7 

173 147 1.37 I) ::084 7 

174 147 9~Bl 314:5 118r.: 27 

17: 1"~ 176:5 0 1'117 7 
"'. 

170 147 17:::7 0 1884 7 

177 147 17::1 I) 1884 7 

178 147 1737 0 188. 7 

17. 147 17:::5 0 189:: 7 

lBO 147 l n7 I) lBB4 7 

Timing of Processes for Query - aunt(X y)? (cont) 
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lBI 147 17:7 <) 1984 7 

1/)1 147 17:7 I) IB74 7 

1102 147 17:7 I) la74 7 

=1)4 14E1 11-=~ 0) laB> 7 

10::: 147 17:a .) t97~ 7 

1134 147 17'29 I) 1971. 7 

1E17 14e 17:" " 
197B 7 

lOB 141. 1729 " la74 7 

la? 147 17';5 (I laB2 7 

I'll) 1"'3 17-:;5 0 1~93 7 

I'll 147 lq~a I) :11)5 6 
I?:: 1111 Flal)a ::147 11Q')2 27 

1'73 I':: 1762 0) 1'114 7 

1'14 147 17:::7 I) 1994 7 

1?5 147 17:';0 I) 1993 7 

I'lb 147 17",:4 r) 1991 7 

1'17 1.,7 17::::: ,) 1890 7 

1'19 14i 173& " 
198::: 7 

1"'1 147 17:::5 0 199'2 7 
:ru.l t41 17": _~ " IB9::: 7' 

: '.1 1 147 17:::10 .) ~9B:! 7 

::1> 147 91070 :::194 1:(101 27 

::1 1~: 1771 0) \'1::1 7 

=A~ 1.7 17:'1 I) 1970 7 

77 16~ 17~4 0) 1'11'1 9 

::(\9 147 17:1 ., 197. 7 

-. ~ 
149 Ina I) 1a7b 7 

:;4 147 17,Q " 18710 7 

4.-' 147 17:a 0' 191~ 7 

:36 1.7 17:!B 0 197' 7 

-~ , 141 17:7 I) la14 7 

:::9 149 17:9 r) 19710 7 

:-;'1 147 17:7 ,) 1974 7 

:.0 147 17:7 ,) 1a74 7 

:.1 147 l1:a 0' 1915 7 

:4: 147 17:9 r) 1975 1 

:(I~ 147 17:::0 0 1977 7 

: rJo 147 17::8 0 le75 7 

:07 147 17:'1 0 19710 7 

:?'1 149 17:'1 0 1877 1 

:1" 141 11:1 0 197. 7' 

:4' 147 17'28 0 te7~ 7 

":7(1 148 In8 0 la1b 7 

:::::!I) 148 174: 0 la'10 7 

~4:; 147 11::1' 0 le77 7 

:!Je) 147 a~?o ~144 Ila91 :7 

_ ,4 1-- 1'184 0 :l!o 7 

a8 10:: 17b~ " 1'1'':0 9 

::7 147 11::' 0 1992 7 

:::!'1 147 In6 0 le8l 7 

~.4 147 1727 I) 1974 7 

:11 147 17:::' 0 1892 7 

2~c) 147 87"7 ~lq: 12')47 ., 
:~a 1-- 1'17' 0 :1:1 7 

-'. 

:1: 147 1 7~~ 0 lea: 7 

:t~ 147 173' 0 188: 7 

ZI6 147 1737 " 1884 7 

:17 148 17:::5 I) 1983 7 

:19 148 17::5 I) 1883 7 

:1'1 147 1142 -0 199'1 7 

.. - 147 1742 I) 188" 7 

-.:.~ 147 8b8::: 31'18 (11)29 :7 

:15 152 1765 0) 1'117 7 

247 147 17~4J I) 187b 7 

:~2 147 17:::4 I) 1881 7 

=:;7 147 In'! I) 18710 7 

:5'1 147 1728 0 1875 7 

:10') 147 17:7 I) 187. 7 

267 147 1728 I) la" 7 

21t? 147 17::'1 ., la710 7 

:53 147 17:::. 0 188l 1 

::4 147 173: I) ISS: 7 

~~5 147 112S 0 1875 1 

2~b 147 1728 0 IS75 7 

:::58 147 17:8 I) 1875 7 

261 147 1728 I) 1875 7 

:02 148 17:::'1 " 18n 7 

264 147 1728 0) 1875 7 

:::105 147 1727 () IS74 7 

266 148 17:8 0 IB710 7 

268 147 172'1 0 1876 7 

2103 147 172'1 0 117. 7 

=1\0 ICIo 17:8 I) 1874 7 

::4CJ 147 8581 ll46 11974 27 

::::S9 1:2 8772 3~=1 Ill:S' .7 

::8 lS:: 17104 I) 1"17 7 

Timing of Processes for Query· aunt(x y)? (cont) 
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7-55 I ~b lq~S (I :11)" b 

==1 14 ... B7-:::B 3:19 1:1 03 27 

297 t~: li~a " 19"B 7 

-=1)4 147 1737 ,) laa4 7 

-:::3" 147 1735 <) IBS: 7 

~-- 147 17'j6 .) lBS~ 7 _.N 
: 1')0 147 17-;6 .) IB93 7 

:71 147 17";b ,) 1ae::: 7 

!14t 147 17-:::0 0 1B77 7 

=01 147 17~7 " IB94 7 

~O: 147 17:::7 ,) IB04 7 

:OB 147 1742 0) IBe9 7 

~I,q 147 OoBI ~ IBO I:O"B 27 

~lC) 1-- 1974 .) :I:b 7 
~~ 

:11 147 1747 ,) IS'I4 7 

:7-::: 147 17:7 0 lB74 7 

:0; 147 17~5 0 IBe:: 

~7:: 147 17:B 0 la7~ 7 

-:.) 1 147 1741 " IBBB 7 

'47" 147 17:" 0) IB7b 7 

~:o 147 17::~ .J lBe: 7 

: :7 147 17~~ ' ) lBB: 7 

:94 147 17:") ,) 1817 7 

:"" 147 17:; " 1874 7 .-- 14b 1774 0 l eB" 1 

J _J 147 9b94 ::ael 1:')1: ::7 

~=o l~= li~7 .) lql''I' 7 

;:1 147 Li~~ 0 198Z 7 

::4 147 19~5 ,) :H'5 b --- 147 1719 0 lSBb 1 
J4~ 

~29 141 1737 0 lBB4 7 

.; :q 147 17,5 I) ISB: 7 

':1: 147 17:S ,) 197: 7 

:~~ 147 17:9 " t.B7~ 7 

='1S 14S 17:9 ,) IS1b 7 

:Q'7 147 17~i ,) IBB4 1 

,"J"" 147 17:::~ 0 189~ 7 

3:;4 147 17::~ 0 lea2 7 

~l:; 147 17":~ " 18e~ 7 

1 19 147 17:';0 0 lsn 7 

:-:::5 147 17310 0 1SB3 7 

:14 147 17~:5 0 lsa: 7 

:7~ 147 17:7 0 lB74 7 

~ql 147 1744 0 lS'I1 7 

-:::1: 147 1743 I) 19'10 7 

:79 147 1771> ,) lBa: 7 

337 14b 17:9 I) IB74 7 

:40 147 17:;b ') lae: 7 

::02 14e 17:::7 0 las:: 7 

~47 147 17,10 I) 19B::; 7 

-:~1 147 Bb:<:7 ::S145 11'119 :7 
':48 1-- 17"4 I) 191b 7 .. ~ 
::1 147 1742 0 lSS'I 7 

~~4 147 1742 0 lBB" 7 

14' 147 17~~ I) lSS2 7 

3510 14b a7"7 3206 1':0~'I 27 

:~o 1-- 171.: 0 19110 ,. 
.. N 

,43 147 17~b I) 1eSl 7 

4'1 1b4 1754 0 1919 a 

:40 147 1729 0 Ie" 7 

:::41 147 11:. 0 1B71o 7 

34: 147 1129 0 lB710 7 

~44 147 1735 0 lBS2 7 

::8:3 147 Inlo 0 1BBl 7 

:B7 147 1742 0 1BB' 7 

:Ba 14e 1743 0 1891 7 

48" 14B 1742 I) lB"O 7 

290 147 1741 0 1SBe 7 

145 14e 17:-::1 0 1S95 7 

:SO 147 BIo41 :::17B 11'11010 27 

:92 15:3 17b4 0 19t7 7 

-=:;'1 14B 1730 0 1B7B 7 

:<:B1 147 17~ 0 IBS2 7 

3:j8 147 1727 0 1B74 7 

::79 147 173~ 0 1aS2 7 

::SO 147 1735 0 1B92 7 

:N6 147 17:::9 0 IBB. 7 

2:S 147 8b9:3 ::l20l 1:O4~ 27 

==3 1~2 17b7 0 1919 7 

295 148 1958 0 :!It)b 7 

:::1~ 147 1740 0 18B7 7 

':03 14b t7:S6 0 IBB2 7 

:9: 147 174: 0 1990 7 

1Bb 147 1130 0 1977 7 

:71 141 17::9 0 18710 7 

~~, 11)7 11'" 0 191% 5 

~101) 11)10 17010 0 1812 5 

:'lb1 lOb 1105 I) IStt 5 

';b% 101> 110'1 0 1915 5 

3'~ lOb 171:: I) 181B , 

Timing of Processes for Query - aunt(x y)? (cant) 
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01>4 107 17 12 (. la1'1 :'I 

:'b~ 11):'1 171~ I) 19::0 !! 

~bb I'l l. 171: 'J 1911l !! 

: 10 7 1(1& 171::: 'J 1911l :'I 

; 68 10~ 171::: (I 1915 !'I 

; 10'1 l (l!'f 171::: 0 IBIS = 
~7r) 106 171: I) ISI9 !'I 

.: 71 l Oi 171:: --0 tS I'" :'I 

:7: 106 1714 'J 18:0 !! 

:7::: to" 171 .~ I) lalll !'I 

::74 11)0 171 ::: 'J 19U :5 

j7~ 1(1~ 171" ( I 181'" !! 

::710 lOb 1712 .) ISIS !! 

:77 11)7 1714 0 18:1 !'I 

::79 106 171::: 0 191'" !! 

j79 1t) 7 171::; " 18.1) = 
:::: 1 l~7 1741 " IBBB 7 

:9? 10~ I 1t)~ I) ISIO !! 

;70 t')!' 1711 " 
IS1 7 :5 

::;';1\ 1')10 1714 ,) IS:<:O !! 

::9: lOb t7t~ .J 18:1 !! 

~q~ 1010 171 4 ( I 18,1) !! 

;q4 11)6 1714 " 18:0 !! 

.~'?~ t l'b 1713 0 lSI'" !! 

:<;10 1::'0 171: 0 IS I9 !! 

:'",7 I'll. 171 : 0 la1a !'I 

::'l9 I'l /o 1714 ') 19:') !! 

~~q 1(1/0 171::; 0 191'1 !! 

4(") I I) b 1712 I) 1915 !! 
4(11 1') 6 1 7 1 ~ 0 191'" !'I 

::a 1 lOi 1714 
" 

19:1 .:'1 

: 9: tile 171::: 0 1BttJ !'I 

::S::: \1) /0 1713 ,) IS I'1 :'I 

:94 1':'/0 17 1::: 0 IBI'1 = 
:8~ \ 1) 6 17 12 ,) IBIS :5 

: Bb 11:'5 1713 0 IB 19 :'I 

;'S7 11)7 171 3 ,) 19:0 = 
781'1 lOb 17 1: ,) 1818 :'I 

: 91•t t0b 1712 0 ~ 81B :5 

:O!'l 147 174: 
" 

18!11l 7 

'II 1')10 17010 ' ) 1 91~ !'I 

41: \ .)'5 1108 0 lSI: = 
~ 13 10:'1 1714 0 IBIIl :'I 

H4 10 , 171: 0 IBI8 ::; 

"\~ 1') :'1 1714 " 1811l = 
4 110 1"/0 17 1:; " 

1811l = 
"17 10!' 1714 'J la:o = 
418 le:'l 171:'1 0 18:0 :'I 

41'1 11) 7 1714 0 le:l :'I 

4'40 \1) 6- 1714 0 18:0 !'I 

1\: 1 to:s 1714 0 1911l :'I 

4::: l Ob 171: 0 1915 ::; 
4~- 1" 10 1713 0 IBIIl !'I .-
4rJ: 1') 10 171: 0 1811l ::; 

4 410 I!) /o 1718 0 1824 :5 

4:::3 10/0 171:'1 0 IB:I :5 

''':~ "'10 1712 0 1BI8 :'I 

,-:;~ lOb 1713 " 
ISIIl :5 

4 3 10 lOb 1714 0 IS:O :5 

411 1';'0 17 1:5 0 19;:1 :'I 

4~8 l Ob 1712 0 lS111 :5 

4:::9 10:'1 1714 0 lBlll !'I 

440 IO!'! 1713 'J 18111 !'! 

44\ 1010 1713 0 1811l !'I 

442 1"10 1712 0 IS18 !'! 

4.1 1')/0 1713 0 1811l :5 

.44 11)/0 1713 ') IS11l !'I 

u!'I lCJ O 1714 0 11120 !'I 

407 11)6 1711 0 1819 :5 

4::;: lOb 17 14 0 19:0 !'I 

403 1')/0 1714 0 IB20 :5 

404 t Ob 1714 0 18;:0 !'I 

4010 10:'1 1714 0 181'" :5 

40 B lOb 1712 0 1818 :5 

401l 1')10 1714 0 18:0 = 
410 1')b 171 3 0 IB11l = 
41) S 11)7 1712 0 IBIIl :5 

4:CJ 10/0 171: 0 IB1B !'I 

4::;0 1"10 1714 I) IB20 !'I 

n1 1 f )b 1713 0 1Bl1l !'I 

~17 147 1743 0 IB90 7 

4::5 1' ) 10 170:5 0 IBll :5 

4lb 11)7 1710 0 1817 :s 
4~7 1010 1714 0 lS: I ) : 
4:0 1')!'I 171::; 0 lBI8 !'I 

448 10 .. 171: 0 1BIB :s 
441l t'·. 1714 0 1B:') :s 
'::;0 \1)0 1714 I) 18:0 :s 
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474 11, 6 1717 0 lS:: ~ 

.L7:5 \06 \7::5 .) la~l :5 

47-:: 11):5 1717 .) IS:: :5 
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~~4 lOb 171'1 0 19::5 :5 

sIi I')b 1:5:S t) 11>34 I> 
100 17~-:; .) 182~ . 

~Iot) 101> 171:5 .) 1921 :5 
!:~q IC)1o 1714 t) 19:0 :5 

~b4 \1)1> 17210 I) 19:'l: :5 

'10:5 lOb 17::: f) 19:9 :5 

~ao 101> 1723 0 1920 :5 

'b7 1010 1742 0 19:9 :5 

'109 If)1> 1724 0 1830 :5 

~hq 10' 172:5 f' 1930 :5 
~7f) 10:5 17::5 0 1930 :5 

:;71 10' 172' 0 I a:>. :5 

!:i. 101> \730 0 1831> :5 

~4:: 101> 1721 f) 1827 :5 

~49 1010 171' 0 182: :5 

':9 1010 1721 f) 1827 S 

~41> 101 1721 0 1929 ~ 

62: 1010 1717 0 18%: :l 

"7 101 171' I) 1821> S 

:1:::5 101> 1720 0 1920 :5 

:;BS 107 1717 0 la:4 :5 

101 f) 107 Inl f) 1928 :5 

/of)3 1010 11:1 0 la27 :5 

.. 04 If)5 \7:1 0 1921> :5 

101:5 If):I 1719 0 184:3 :5 

of)2 1010 1717 0 la2: :l 

011 1010 1720 c) 18:1> :5 

101% 107 1721 0 la:9 :5 

bl': 11):5 1719 0 1923 :5 

~a1 lOll 1711> 0 184:2 :5 

1>0:5 101> 1717 0 1923 :5 

~q4 105 1718 I) 18%: :5 

010 1010 1717 f' 182::: :5 
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~-1 l Q~ 17:" " 18~: :; 
:;:7 t l)6 1 .... -"" . ~- I) 1929 :; 
~ -::I) I f)b 171q I) le:z~ :; .-.., 10b 17::: I) lS:-q :; .--oJ .- tOb 1--'" ' -. r) 19:::9 ~ 

::4 147 1~66 0 ::u:; 6 
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:94 147 17:9 I) lee:5 7 
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Av.,..aq. Set IJp T1",. (all oroc:.) • 1:9t A ..... ,...O. R .... rit. Time '.11 orDcw) - 20 .. 4 
~v.r.~. Rewr i te Ti_. (non _O.wnlnOJ • 17~~ 

4\,1(1"'.08 Set lJa TilMt ("on 10 .... "1 no' • t:q 
Ave,..aq. Rewrite rl~. ( ,o.wnino' • S~6~ 

A" .. ,..aq. S"t. Ua T i .... (aaawn lnoJ. 1"0 
AV."'.Q. So_wn Time. =:27 
P1rc"nt .o_ of So .... nino/Non So.wninq P,..ocs • 4 
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GS. Function Call Details 

The following tables show details from several processes for the queries 
"aunt(x y)?" 

and 
"stepparent(x y)?". 
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Function Categories 

1 Top level "eval" functions 

2 Lower levellistlexp "eval" functions 

3 Lower level rule "eval" functions 

4 Lower level arithmetical functions 

5 Variable installation and instantiation functions 

6 Process related functions inc!. spawning functions 

7 Memory space creation functions 

8 Garbage collection functions 

Function Category Reference List 
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Function Category 

Process 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 

No.6 
Spawning 

Set-up - - - - - 2 2 4 
............................ ............... ................. ... .......... 

·~"r:··· 
............. 

~~?~I~~i~ 
... ............................... 

Rewrite 50 4 184 - 510 
.................................. .. .......... ............... ................ .............. ... ........... ... .............. ... ............................ 

Spawn - - - - - 120 12 - 132 
...................................... .. ............ .. ... --- .............. ............... ... ............. ........... ~- ... -..... ................ .. .......................... 

Total 646 

No. 116 
Non Spawn 

Set-up - - - - - 5 3 - 8 
............................. ........ _ .... .............. .. ........ ........... .. ............ ... ........... .. ......... .. ............ ... ........................... 

Rewrite 23 6 - - 5 - 20 46 100 
......... -_ .................... ... .......... ................. .. .............. ............. .. ........ - .. ............ .............. .. ........ ... ... _-_ .............. 

Spawn - - - - - - - - -
-_ ............................ ... ....... - ............. ................ ............ .. ............. .. .......... .. ........... ............... .. ............................. 

Total IDS 

No. 284 
Spawning 

Set-up - - - - - 4 2 - 6 
............................................ ~-.......... .................. ...-............ ...... __ .. ... ......... - .. ................. ... ...... _ ... .... -_ ......... .... ... , ............................. 

Rewrite lSI 6 163 - 2 - 243 29 624 
........ -.................... .......... ............ ............ ........... .. ........ :--•.... .. .......... .. ........ .. ........................ 

Spawn - - - - - 112 47 - 159 
............................ .......... .. ........ ............. .. ........... .. ........... .......... ........... ............ .. ....................... 

Total 7S9 

No. 285 
Non Spawn 

Set-up - - - - - 4 2 - 6 
.......................... ............ ........... ........ ,. ..... ........... .. .......... . ........ .......... .. ............................ 

Rewrite 23 6 - - 6 - 19 43 97 
........................... .......... ............. ............. .......... ... .......... ................ ...... .. .......... 1-................................ 

Spawn - - - - - - - - -
................................. .............. .......... .......... .............. ... ............ ................ .. ........ . ............. .. ........................ 

Total 
103 

Query - aunt(x y)? 

Function Call Details for query· aunt(x y)? 
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Process 

No.O 
Spawning 

Set-up 

Rewrite 

Spawn 
............................... 

Total 

No. 12 
Spawning 

Set-up 
........................... 

[ Rewrite 

[~~~~;~~~~~~~ 
Total 

No. 79 
NonSpawn 

Set-up 
................................. 

Rewrite 
.............................. 

Spawn 
............................... 

Total 

No. 210 
Non Spawn 

Set-up 
.............................. 

Rewrite 

Spawn 

Total 

1 2 

9 

~ ......... 

54 

23 6 

506 138 

Function Category 

3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 

4 

37 87 

24 

115 

3 2 5 

2 239 21 482 

114 27 141 

628 

3 1 4 

6 - 23 43 101 
f.. .......... 

105 

3 1 4 
........... 

164 6 710 602 2126 

2130 

Query - stepparent(x y)? 

Function Call Details for query - stepparent(x y)1 
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G6. Bus Usage Results 

These results refer to the use of the broadcast busses during the 
evaluation of the query "firstcousin(x y)?" The figures show the amount of 

contention for the broadcast system and the resulting delays. 
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21 
21 
::1 
:::1 
21 
:::1 
:::1 
:::1 
21 
:<:1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:1 
::1 
21 
21 
21 
::1 
2 1 
:<:1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:<:1 
21 
:::1 
:1 
21 
::1 
21 
21 
:1 
::1 
::1 
21 
21 
:1 
:<:1 
::1 
:::1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:::1 
21 

0) 

" (I 

o 

" o 
I 

14 
14 
1:5 
1:5 
110 
29 
::7 
29 
::9 
29 
41 
41 
4: 
4: 
42 
~ 
o 
0) 

" I) 

I) 

I) 

o 
I) 

" o 
o 
(0 

I) 

o 
(I 

o 

" I) 

o 
o 
.) 

o 
o 
o 
I) 

0) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0) 

I) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

" o 
o 
I) 

(I 

o 
t' 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

4 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

18 
4:5 
17 
15 
16 

T1~e. in m1c:,.o •• c:. 
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QUERY - 4irslcousin , . t'- Appendix G 

BUS TIMES 

Bus No. S.nder PE Sl.rt Tim. No.Procs 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

c) 

1 

" 
(I 

1 
V 
1 
I) 

\ 
I) 

I 
I) 

" 1 
1.1 

o 

I) 

1 
o 

I) 

(I 

1 ., 
1 
( I 

I) 

1 
(I 

1 
o 
\ 
c) 

I 
1.1 
1 
I) 

I) 

\ 
I) 

1 
I) 

1 
I) 

1 
I) 

1 

" \ 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
1 

" 1 

" 1 

" 1 
o 
1 
t) 

1 
o 
1 

" 1 

" 1 

" 1 

I) 

" 
8 

:1 
'7 

I: 
14 
16 
20 
17-
17 
18 
19 

1 
4 

10 

.. 
7 

15 
J 

II 
16 
19 
3 9 
::9 
:7 
:7 
::b 
1:5 
14 
46 

21 

17 
3 1 
29 
~f') 

10 
:'7 

'1 

8 

41. 
19 
44 
39 
15 
45 
~q 

16 

40 
'-' 
4'1 
42 
43 
41 
19 

'1 
9 

I') 
3') 
10 
15 

I) 

20 
7 

'!1 
49 

l:q71 
:~=ql 

::::.f):' 
: -:;:;06 
:!531S 
::::: .t ..... --.:....,J . .... . ' 

~:'3"B 
::::51 
:-:;36-:: 
:~:;o6 

:::79 
:5:81 

::;~qb 

:541.19 
:5411 

::54210 
:~4:B 

:~441 

:~4~:: 

:81:7 
:'8:81 
4a=Z6~ 
48294 
48:8b 
4Q::j)~ 

49:b3 
"8::;6b 
4S::S9n 
:;0:71) 
~1)::4b 

:;1474 
~ 1 ~1~ 
~a:;7: 

:51:595 
:;161') 
51blS 
~4:6~ 
54~:!q 

:i4:;~1 

58('8b 
101)475 
b0634 
bOb::;7 
b24bl 
b:594 
62nbb 
b:b8l 
b:747 
&:780 
bbB04 
bo8bq 
;,bql8 
b109'!7 
b109'1~ 
1070110 
b8~20 

.!tsq'1l 
709:::5 
711)44 
72:;bl 
74B:9 
9995b 

1('30')3 
11):'141 
1040'1:5 
If)7::::l0 
14'18'11) 
lb6:73 
2:'7,'Q 
1:762:; 
:~::~9 
:7b2:= 
:810l)B 
:97494 
2ea~l4 
:ge~9q 

:ge~8q 

:;i>:::::7'1 
~b5475 
,70949 
4:749'1 
4q~01t) 

1044:51 

I~ 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
I ', 
14 
14 
14 
\4 

14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
I~ 
1~ 
1~ 
15 
1~ 

1:5 
1:5 
1:5 
1:5 
1:5 
1:5 
I::: 
I~ 
13 
I~ 
I:::: 
1::; 
1:5 
1:5 
1:5 
1:5 
13 
13 
1~ 

I~ 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
I:; 
I::: 
1: 
1:; 
1: 
1:::: 
13 
13 
1: 
13 
13 
n 
I::; 
13 
I::; 
I~ 
13 
I::; 
I: 
I~ 
1::; 
\ 3 
1:5 
I ~ 
1::; 
I~ 
I:::: 
1:: 
1::; 
I: I. 
I: 
13 
13 

:\ 
::\ 
:1 
::1 
:\ 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
21 
::1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
::1 
:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
:1 
:;:1 
::1 
::1 
21 
:1 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
21 
:1 
::1 
21 
::1 
21 
:1 
21 
::1 
:1 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
21 
2 1 
21 
:1 
21 
::1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
:1 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
::1 
:a 

I) 

I) 

c) 

:; 
I~ 
17 
:S 
'::1 
43 
4b 
57 
/.to 
7: 

S& 
89 

II)I 
10::' 
11~ 
118 
130 
1:: 
144 

I) 

(\ 

o 
o 
o 

I) 

I) 

(\ 

I) 

() 

o 
I) 

o 
I) 

c) 

o 
I) ., 
I) 

I) 

C) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
o 

" " I) 

o 
I) 

o 
o 
I) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
() 

() 

o 
o 
() 

o 
() 

() 

o 

" (. 

I) 

o 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
() 

(c 

1 
o -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data on Bus Usage 
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QUERY -fir.tcou"in(:: y)";' Appendix G 

BUS TIMES 

Bu. No. Send.r PE Pack.t Si:. No. Proc. 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

o 
1 
:: 
::; 
4 

o 

:: 
:; 
4 
(I 

:: 

4 
o 

" 

., 
1 
:: 
:; 
4 
.) 

1 

: 
4 
(' 

1 
2 

4 

o 
1 

:; 
4 
o 
1 

4 
(1 

: 
:; 
/I 

o 
1 
2 
:; 
4 
o 
1 

4 

o 
1 
:: 
3 
4 
o 
1 

4 

') 

1 
: 
J 
4 
I) 

1 

4 
I) 

1 

o 
o 

11 
18 

4 

I:> 
? 

14 
I I, 

7 
1'.: 
l~ 
1:: 
1.: 
1'1 

1 

e 
17 
II:> 

'J 

':l 
:: 
1 
7 
3 
4 

1'1 
.) 

17 
1:5 
14 
18 

I 
II:> 
1:: 

." 

I::: 

I 
1:5 
14 
17 

17 
11 
13 

3 
4 

18 
7 

13 
<;I 

4 
4 

1:2 
14 
11 
16 

::; 
4 
4 
:5 

12'11:>7 
::::9q 
2:2C?7 
:~:q8 

:::;zqa 
:::,?q 
::;:,)~ 

:~:;l: 

:~-::l:: 

:~:1: 
:~:'l4 

:~:: t ~ 
~ ... -..... 
_.J •• ' _' 

:::;:::a 
:-~::::'7 
:~:::'I\ 

:~'34: 

:~:4~ 

:~7-':: 
:~::; ,' "\ 
30;:':' 
40 .::': '3 
40::1:>4 
!iO:S:: 
~f):;73 

~lcl:; 

:511077 
::1171:>4 
~::7:::; 

~::'7a('l 

~:57'1'1 

~~B6() 

:5:58100 
bO:5I:>B 
102074 
1:>2810 
7474::; 

1:::281 
1727'1'1 
18:20'1 
18~1"'1 

19:511:>1 
187140 
1'17:BO 
20Bb81 
::11027 
23090: 
:::4~=e 
~~r)4bt 

::bll)74 
:;:U4'11 
2b37b8 
::b4b7:! 
Z7~22B 
:8:;881 
3(1q8~7 

:::101009:; 
li6,Q-:; 
~a4~~4 

3SQ621 
444<;130 
4'172:;7 
~()1:1::J 

:504~i"~ 

:5111:>1:: 
:5241081 
:5b911~ 
~e=::Si"O 
614027 
6:::701 
b241~B 
1021:>348 
1,,27370 
63::00Q 
63:;31: 
04'17101) 
b6,)31')0 
0'17S81 
1:>'1'1:5710 
70:5474 
7 1904<;1 
718907 
71'1144 
1:24~q 

B77J0: 
aB~2~7 

1:5 
14 
14 
14 
14 
\ 4 
\ 4 
14 
14 

14 
14 

14 
14 
14 
!ol 
14 
14 
\4 
14 
14 
14 
1~ 
1:5 
1~ 
1:5 
1:5 
1:: 
1:: 
13 
13 
13 
1: 
13 
13 
1~ 
1: 
13 
13 
14 
1:5 
1:5 
13 
1: 
13 
13 
1: 
13 
13 
13 
1:5 
1:5 
1:5 
13 
13 
13 
13 
I::: 
13 
1:5 
1:l 
1:; 
13 
1:5 
13 
13 
13 
13 
I: 
I: 
1:5 
13 
1~ 

I: 
I::: 
13 
1:5 
1::; 
13 
14 
13 
1:; 
13 
I: 
1:j 

1::: 
13 
13 

:1 
21 
:1 
::1 
: 1 
21 
:1 
:;:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
::1 
21 
:1 
21 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
:;:1 
:;:1 
21 
21 
: 1 
:::1 
:1 
:1 
:;:1 
21 
21 
:<:1 
21 
:;:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
~1 
21 
2 1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:;:1 
:;:1 
21 
::1 
21 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
::1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:1 
21 
21 

o 
I) 

I) 

I) 

'J 
(I 

I -.' 
14 
14 
14 
1.7 

:::B 

411 
40 
40 
41 
o 
~) 

I) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I) 

I) 

" o 

" o 
,) 

o 
o 
o 
,) 

o 
o 
o 
I) 

I) 

" o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
" o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I) 

Q 

I) 

o 
I) 

() 

o 
I) 

o · 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

TI~ •• In micro •• c. 
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QUERY - .firl3tcuualn ' " .... , ~ Appendix G 

r::u,:: TtMF. S 

Sl .. rt Time! No.F'roc:,. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
I) 

1 

I) 

I 
o 
I 
c) 

(I 

1 
IJ 

(t 

1 

" 

I) 

I 
(I 

I 

" 
( I 

o 
1 
o 

,> 
1 
IJ 
I 
o 

" 1 
I) 

I 
(I 

4) 

1 
o 
1 
I) 

1 
~. 

1 
o 
1 
.) 

IJ 
1 
I) 

I 
I) 

1 
o 
1 
I) 

I 
o 
I 
( I 

<) 

I 
o 
I 
I) 

.) 

( I 

: 

IS 
18 
\'1 

1\ 
I I) 
13 

1 

6 
8 

11 
16 
11 
14 

7 
12 

:2 

4 
6 

17 
18 
I? 

? 
8 .., 

17 

1:: 
17 
10 
15 
14 
12 
11 

4 
II. 
1:1 

9 
a 

15 
9 
'I 

10 
10 
o 

17 
7 
7 

16 
1: 
11 
16 

8 
7 
8 
8 

13 
12 

2 

:: 

110 
18 
14 

7 
1'1 

" o 
1'1 
16 
14 

:~=-::o 
:~::=q6 

:~::o~ 
:~:311 
::~r::(1 

2~-::b 

:: :i3~~ 
::~341 

::;::;~(I 

:'!i:;~6 

:~::6~ 
:~:71 
~~:~c) 

:~~86 
::~3q~ 

::1401 
:~41':' 

:~41b 

:54:::1 
-:;B414 
~C)2c;'q 

~O:S4:; 

~ lbC)~ 

51b7~ 

:11677 
:14457 
~447~ 

~::413 

6·S6'19 
6-:;761) 
6,,768 
6e') 1 ~ 
1.3461) 

1.87:1'1 
'11'101 

1::1300 
14~:;a8 

147:47 
1477~-: 

t~27=7 
: 17:183 
:1'141-:: 
::::b:4 
::::;76B 
: ::07(.4 
=~0836 
:6144~ 
2760:;:"1 
:77'1:1.' 
:79(108 
::::::041 
~:;737t 

01 3 181') 
4:1/:,681 
47::'143 
~OO:S41) 

~1:6::4 

~i1:7Ql 
~~o:oc) 

~~O~l') 

S6:14~ 
~744l'q 

:174508 
'85::2:: 
:1'1:::080 
5977"5 
6r:,~:.:q 

b::;()7~: 

6'1:'19'1 
64:;115 
644211) 
b7'4~~ 
b75S76 
671>581 
67B8:18 
71)7410 
7 (17~at) 

7164:1. 
7=73B~ 
7:8274 
7291>24 
7~06aB 

7~~4BO 

864'108 
1 ~'1214? 

1:1 
14 
1" 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
1:5 
1:1 
1:5 
I:: 
13 
13 
1:5 
1:5 
1:; 
1:: 
I:: 
13 
I::: 
13 
I:: 
13 
1:1 
I:: 
1::; 
I:: 
13 
1:: 
1:: 
I:: 
1:: 
I:: 
1::: 
1:1 
I:: 
1:: 
I:: 
1:1 
13 
13 
1:: 
I:: 
1:1 
13 
13 
1:1 
13 
1:1 
13 
I:: 
1:1 
1:1 
1:: 
1:· 
1:1 
I:: 
1:::: 
I::: 
14 
14 
I::: 
13 
1:1 
13 
I::: 
13 
13 
1~ 

1::: 
13 
13 
13 

:1 
: 1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
: 1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:1 
21 
:1 
2 1 
:1 
:1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:1 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
:<:1 
:1 
21 
:1 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
2 1 
21 
21 
21 
21 
:1 
:1 
:;:1 
21 

I) 

o 
0) 

b 
12 
:1 

40 
4'1 

6:: 
b'1 
79 
84 
q;: 
'1'1 

\07 
11: 
1:1 
121> 

o 
I) 
.) 

o 
(I 

I) 

" 

" I) 

I) 

I) 

(I 

I) 

0) 

I) 

o 
o 
I) 

o 
I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

o 
I) 

(1 

o 
IJ 
I) 

o 
(I 

I) 

o 
n 
I) 

o 
o 
o 
I) 

o 
I) 

o 
.J 
I) 
(l 

I) 

c) 

o 
(l 

I) 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I) 

o 

" o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
I) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix G 

G7. Input Memory Utilisation 

These tables refer to the maximum number of words held in each 
input memory during the course of the evaluation of the query 
"firstcousin(x y)?". 
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Appendix G 

QUERY -firstcousinCH v)? 

50 PE/~ Bu~ Confi~uration (original version) 

INPUT MEMORY DATA 

Bus No.') 81..t~ No.1 Bu!!! No.2 8us No.3 8us No.4 
M.u:. No. Word~ Ma:: • No. Words Max.No.Words Mil::. No. Words M .... x.No.Word. 

3() ~6 S5 41 4: 
41 56 55 41 4:2 
30 ~6 54 :6 56 
41 56 40 30 56 
:8 56 r ... 

...,J._ .. 13 56 
26 42 30 26 56 
67 4: 41 :6 56 
67 42 5S 26 56 
~2 42 40 26 56 
~o 
'.1 • 4~ 29 13 56 
67 :6 42 3r) 56 
54 26 56 1S 56 
41 :6 56 26 56 
41 26 56 26 42 
54 :6 4: 15 4: 
:,~ 41 57 26 4'"' .... 
~5 26 S7 13 42 
39 41 ~7 :6 4: 
39 4r) 56 39 40 
68 ::9 56 26 39 
4: ::6 56 54 :6 
43 41 42 4r) 40 
4'3 41 S6 40 ::6 
56 26 56 :::9 41 
:;6 39 56 39 ::8 
56 :6 56 ::8 41 
56 :6 ::;5 54 15 .... 
.J~ 26 ~s 54 15 
~6 :6 41 69 :6 
56 l~ 54 68 1:; 
~6 ~2 28 5~ :8 
S6 26 :6 56 54 
56 39 15 56 41 
56 39 41 :;6 26 
42 26 41 69 26 
42 2b 39 56 26 
42 54 26 56 13 
4:: 41 26 S6 39 
42 15 41 56 :26 
:') ::8 41 S6 26 
:6 42 54 56 :6 
:"J 4: 54 56 26 
30 42 54 !i~ :6 
:6 28 40 42 :53 
26 42 40 42 53 
13 42 40 42 39 
26 4: 40 42 39 
13 42 ...... 

.... j 42 39 
3() 42 41 :54 28 
30 42 54 41 4:: 

Input Memory Values for Each Processing Element 
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Appendix G 

QUERY - firstcousin(x y)~ 

51) PEl: BloiS Conf i qur at ion (or i ';1 i nal lIers ion) 

INPUT MEMORY DATA 

Bus No.1) ['1..1$ No.1 
Ma~: • No. Words MAl::. No. Words 

9:; 71 
95 69 
8: 82 
82 az 
8:: 82 
80 66 
79 :!;6 
79 56 
8: 71) 
8= 70 
95 84 
8:: 84 
82 84 
82 71 
56 82 
70 93 
84 -8(1 
82 69 
69 82 
82 70 
69 84 
56 95 
70 68 
84 81 
84 111) 
84 1'"'''' 

_ .... 
71 92 
70 107 
70 94 
84 95 
70 lOa 
84 95 
84 73 
84 69 
70 67 
99 56 
96 56 
93 56 
95 ~6 

94 ~5 

79 68 
84 67 
84 67 
84 67 
97 ~6 

106 ~6 

121 56 
97 43 
97 42 
82 69 

----------------------------------------------------

Input Memory Values for Each Processing Element 
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Appendix G 

QUERV -firstcousln(n y'? 

1 Nr-"u"r t1EMOFW DATA 

Bus No.1) £Ius No.1 
M .... H.No.Words MaN.No.Words 

126 1~:Z 

1~~ 140 

16<7 1:'8 
154 1:::8 
14(' 167 
154 1:9 
1~11 129 
1~4 151 
154 138 
141) 1:6 
154 126 
1~4 126 
154- 1:::6 
1~4 126 
154 126 
1~e) 126 
1~4 12(, 
1~4 1:17 
14e) 138 
1~1 IbS 

----------------------------------------------------

QUERY - f irstcousi., ()e y'7 

:1) F'E/~ Bus Confi gLlrati on (od 9i nal version) 

INPUT MEMORY DATA 

eu. No.e) £Ius No.1 Bu. No.2 Bus No.3 Bu. No.4 
Mal<. ~Io. Word. Ma::. No. Words Ma».No.Words MaH.No.Words Moan.No.Words 

O! ~7 82 81 7'2. 
97 :;6 67 96 70 
8:5 8:1 81 72 70 
81 b9 81 0::: e2 
:;6 109 ~o 83 b8 
82 b7 81 :56 e:; 
n 81 81 ~6 70 
:;6 96 81 :57 a:; 
72 S8 68 b7 a6 
:;a S8 B1 ~8 ~8 
69 ::i8 B1 :;7 71 
6'T :54 B1 37 71 
8::: :0.;7 B1 :57 71 
72 :54 81 :57 71 
:56 ~4 96 B1 :57 
~b 43 96 loB 7Q 
73 91 42 loB 68 
97 :;4 9:5 68 70 
98 80 3B 68 70 
0"" .. 113 82 b8 8:5 

Input Memory Values for Each Processing Element 
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QUERY - ~irstcousin(x y'? 

~o PElS 8u~ Configur~tion (optimised version) 

INPUT MEMORY DATA 

8us No.1) Bus No.1 Bus Nc.2 Bus No •. :; Bus No.4 

M .. ~::. No .liIords Ma:<. No. Words Ma\):. No.l"ords Ma:: • No. Words MolX.No.Words 
"" .. 42 40 39 :54 .1 
1~ 42 42 54 56 

15 42 28 26 56 

=6 4'" ::8 2~ 56 

15 28 54 67 56 

:6 ::~ 4:;3 26 56 

:6 ::9 43 26 56 

:::? ::8 4: 26 56 ..... :8 42 54 ::;6 ,j" 
15 ::;9 ::;6 69 56 

15 26 56 69 56 

26 39 56 3q 4: 
....... 39 56 54 28 
.. '1 

:~ '39 5"- 41 :8 

29 39 56 ~5 :8 

28 26 56 ... - 28 .J ... ' .... 26 56 41 28 
""I 

56 26 :56 54 26 

56 26 42 54 39 

56 :::9 42 ~4 39 

56 :6 42 54 3r;' 

!'6 :9 42 28 28 

42 68 42 56 26 

42 68 4:: :56 28 

4"" ~5 42 56 :6 .. 
4:- "' ... 28 42 :6 

w·~· 

-~ 15 28 83 26 
..J...J 

4: 40 28 42 26 

4: "'.,. 41 42 26 
.."J,." 

"·2 40 54 54 1::; 

42 40 54 56 15 

4'" :6 :54 56 26 
"" 42 28 :54 56 26 

28 28 67 56 26 

28 28 54 :56 26 

28 29 :54 :56 20 

28 40 'S4 :56 26 

28 ... - 'S4 :5 I!> 26 
..J.~ 

14 42 ~4 56 41 

15 42 54 56 39 

1'3 4'" 54 4: 39 .. 
15 4: 54 :8 39 

26 4: 54 28 39 

26 42 ~~ 28 67 

26 4: ~5 :8 67 

::6 4: 5:5 :e 67 

26 43 40 :8 42 

41 43 29 26 42 

13 4: 29 67 42 

2~ 42 4c) ::::9 42 

----------------------------------------------------

Input Memory Values for Each Processing Element 
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QUERY - ~irgtcousin(x y)7 

~o PEl: Bus ConfiQur~tion (eptimised versien) 

INPUT MEMORY DATA 

ElLIS Ne.O Bus Ne.l 
Mall.No.Words MaH.Ne.Words 

I::: 56 
119 ~6 
1:1 70 
1:1 70 
1(18 70 
90 93 
8: 80 
81 81 
68 79 
Q .... ...... 91 

105 84 
109 84 

94 84 
94 93 
78 106 
93 106 
97 67 
96 81 

109 70 
109 91 

83 91 
81 78 
67 9:: 
70 .107 
70 1:0 
95 79 
67 79 
78 78 
70 78 
70 90 
70 8r) 
84 104 
84 1'):: 
84 94 
70 l(''S 
70 Q4 

6~ 109 
65 \13 
70 110 
84 1::3 
64 1:~ 

94 67 
130 67 ., .. 
, <:I ~4 

78 .... 
..10 

91 84 
104 S-' 

7r) 97 
70 6:: 
95 56 

Input Memory Values for Each Processing Element 
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QUERY - firstcousin(x v)? 

20 PElS Bus Configuration (optimised version) 

INPUT MEMORY DATA 

Bus No.O Bus No.1 Bus No.2 Bus No.3 BLls No.4 
MaH.No.Words MaH.No.Words Ma:~. No. Words Ma>( • No. Words Ma}(. No. ""ords 

84 68 109 96 109 
97 54 95 123 94 
99 81 86 110 81 
68 95 95 110 96 
95 68 98 83 84 
94 95 110 95 83 
81 95 82 110 81 
56 96 98 83 110 
80 83 95 96 84 
56 109 111 83 84 
69 109 84 83 84 
82 109 97 83 69 
82 95 83 87 56 
82 96 96 87 56 
69 109 109 83 82 
69 96 94 83 97 
98 109 108 81 96 
83 55 94 96 111 

122 56 91 124 96 
84 54 109 96 109 

QUERY - firstcousin(x V)? 

20 PE/2 Bu. Configuration (optimised version) 

INPUT MEMORY DATA 

Bus "to.O Bus No.1 
Max.No.Words MaH.No.Words 

241 165 
249 164 
238 150 
180 166 
180 181 
179 151 
16b 151 
139 151 
139 236 
152 223 
164 236 
179 177 
168 218 
194 192 
181 205 
209 190 
182 151 
194 167 
181 182 
247 151 ----------------------------------------------------

Input Memory Values for Each Processing Element 
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G7. Return of Results 

Details are given of the pattern of results return for the query 
"firstcousin(x y)?" 

under different machine configurations. 
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QUERY - fI,.,.tcousin (" y)~ 

~I) PE/~ Bu. Conflou,.ation (o"i~ln.l v.,.sion) 

TIMES FOR RETURN OF RESULTS 

F,.oc.NO . Time ~.5ult found SI:9 of Pack .. t P •. No. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
789 189739 4 :::9 
9·· _ .. 1917bO 4 :: 
919 1921~~ 4 ::;b 
q:l) 192:;81 4 .. 

~ .. 
: 10)01 194013 4 12 
I eqa lq~21a 4 2~ 

: 1·)98 197:~~ 4 1:5 
: I f)q7 197711 4 16 

: 1177 198467 4 :::7 

: 1179 198638 4 26 

: 1 :z::1 198672 4 4b 

: I::;I~ 2004=4 4 23 

: 126~ ::0 1140 4 9 

: 1:::11 2t)3 040 4 14 

11:::106 204194 4 8 

Il:!~:: :-;f)~-:lb 4 7 

: II).): ::06899 4 II 

: l1L::! :')7499 4 :;:0 

11111 20 842b 4 :::1 

I 9 ::6 :oeqO~ 4 I 

: 787 211028 4 30 

: 1')3 1 21 3079 4 17 

I 847 ::13429 4 ::4 

: 7bO ::1~413 4 44 

I 1::::42 :::1et3~ 4 32 

: 1:39 230 lb7 4 19 

: 13 40 ::303::;9 4 18 

I 13 41 :::::;03b9 4 4 

: 1408 248387 4 I) 

: 1('b7 2:51393 4 47 

11406 :Z~2Bq2 4 28 

1 140~ ::::5::979 1\ 31 

I 1407 :::~2932 4 2~ 

: 1~18 3173 10 4 39 

: 1:5lb ::; 19~bO 4 33 

11:122 323292 4 4:5 

11::i'l5 3::6226 4 42 

11:53b :::2b324 4 41 

: 1~17 3:::84~b 4 40 

: 1~1~ 33'):57~ 4 34 

! 1316 ::;31498 4 22 

11491 ::;32::;::;0 4 37 

: 12~= 337:3b 4 9 

: 1099 341188 4 23 

11')69 ::;41~7b 4 4b 

110:::. 34470~ 4 1:5 

: 1032 34:5027 4 lb 

I 8:2 34:;710 4 12 

I 897 34~932 4 2b 

I 160b 349bl8 4 48 

: 8:1 ::;~O248 4 20 

11604 -;:;603 1 4 4::; 

: (61):5 3~6279 4 38 

:160::; 3~"'348 4 29 

11U3 4 3:5798 1 4 30 

IIb28 3622:59 4 2 

Ilb2~ 3b44:;: 1 4 14 

116::6 3b44:59 4 II 

: 1627 3b4478 4 ~ 

I 1:573 36634~ 4 19 

: 1:574 3b6~73 4 18 

: 1690 389 1:58 4 44 

11b99 39 1479 4 I 

IIb67 39:5840 4 27 

: lbb8 39bOb:5 4 :;:4 

11492 4bb:5:54 4 34 

: 7:59 4b8119 4 4:5 

: 848 4817:50 4 23 

: 12:54 482:50:5 4 9 

11733 48b808 4 10 

: 17~4 487208 4 8 

I 17:S:S 4937:52 4 13 

: 17:5b 494211 4 12 

11793 :5169:53 4 17 

:1794 :517119 4 lb 

11100 620088 4 23 

: 18:59 7bl779 4 10 

: 1860 7b2148 4 9 

: 1988 7b2312 4 49 

: 1887 764217 4 0 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total que,.y evaluation tim. - 7h43:s2 micros8C" 

Data on Results Return 
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T I MF.5 FaR RETur<N OF HESUL TS 

r"'ro'::. No. 5i:" ,,~ P,. c: Ic" t 
... _ .... __ ... -----_ ... _-----------------------------_ ... ----

,3:', tr.2:"".):\ 4 !:-
e', ,, !Sa~7G 4 I:' 

1 1'.' tac:-;J,,:' 1\ -:" 
·'07 ! "' ~~ :1~ ~ " 7 

\ <I '~ 'I l " "'::-:' 4 ., 
' 11 !J": t';1;1:~ 4 :1 
• , •• 1 . ::-:-:: :8 4 -. " , 
'l :7·' ~, ' :: ~7 " :4 
" : \ 1.' :':.":7";1.' ~ ::1\ 

: I : '}(} ~ 1· ··. t:1." ·$ 4 -'" 
: t': -7 :!(I ':': '':'~: 

49 

:n '": :(':-': f.7 4 oil. 

: t :'" ': I": :-~ :" ? 1\ 4~ 

: ! :~f.l ~(l81:~ 4 :1) 

~ : : :i' \ :,)s-;qq 1\ .. ~ 
, , - ,- :(lq~l): 4 

,'" -' ~ 

: 1 :-:9 :')97~f) 1\ 16 

: ,:':'0 2149B7 4 : 

: 1 19q :14ql:5 4 1\ 

: 1178 :tb(J~q 4 ~ 

:1177 :1/:)(t~~ 1\ b 

: 1,)'18 : :66q l 4 ::'1) 

: II:') :lbbl7 4 ::q 

: : 1)1\ 6 :1917: 4 7 

: 1 ('4~ :1 ';07:: 4 10 

:10:::1 :: ! :80 4 :7 

: 10:;: ::1::'~6 4 :Zb 

: l~lb :A:7:8 4 11 

! ! !; l' :;:46878 4 41 

: l!i ~'!'j : 4711q 4 : 

: 1~::6 :4 7:1':' 4 I 

: 1~!~ 249':' 44 4 la 

: t4a~ ~4q::.~:; 4 1q 

: 1161 :7:°9:3 4 

: 1. ~::7 :~(I!el 4 4::; 

: l:;~e 291)4:: 4 42 

! l ~7'? :'('6b7:Z 4 4q 

: 1~81) 3 ('h Q :::5 4 40 

: 1::8 ::;::;11 ~1> 4 47 

: 7b') 
::~7q::q 4 I: 

: l(,qq ';4 1116 4 B 

; 1 ; 1° :Z4=2e~ 4 31 

i 1::7 :: 44:~9 4 48 

: 11:1 34all8 4 34 

: SO'? ::4alb~ 4 ::;7 

: 1')~':: :=:~f)q16 4 
~r _OJ 

: ~7q ::~44~q 4 ~ 

1 1 -'96 '::544'):5 4 .... ... 
, 7 98 :::~4bql 4 4b 

: ~80 =~~~2~ 4 4 

ll'·fj4 31>:54:58 4 2q 

: 1481. 384240 4 la 

: 1~19 :a:;~~o 4 41 

: II>:>q !aB ::;'4~ 4 3~ 

i 1040 ::;894ba 4 33 

: i~q 4(lq;j13 4 1::; 

: 16a::; 416q;j,? 4 :9 

: 1684 41727~ 4 :;:7 

: 170 :5 4:-:: 70 4 30 

: 1701. 4:'31~5 4 :)(1 

i 17 a: 4240~7 4 ;j 

: t7~o 4:5:511> 4 0 

: 177q 4:7qbO 4 I:; 

: 17 90 4:9(}44 4 14 

: l7~: 4606::;Q 4 I 

: 110(1 4817::;4 4 a 

Ill:: 4997:;:7 4 :S4 

: 17qQ 4,?q:b9 4 10 

: 1900 
4q~~'!5() 4 q 

: la:o ~0167:z 4 4a 

: la:. ~1'1794 4 
., 

11824 501709 4 46 

I is:::; ::5')11>93 4 4:; 

: 1S;7 ~1) 6a2a 4 
~. "'J 

: 18::a :5>:'71 7>;1 4 
~~ .. -

: 17131 :5630 1>6 4 :s 

: Il3n b::" )1 01 4 a 

: 18Sq 
0:Z,?Q71 4 4 

: ISq Q 
1.;0130 4 I 

119<;>1 630 1~:; 4 (r 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total QU.~Y eVALUAtion tim •• 771><;>QI mic~o •• c. 

Data on Results Return 
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~UERY - Ii,."tc:ou"in(>, y'-

TIMES ~OP RETURN OF RESULTS 

F=''''or:.No. Tlmq r~sult found Si:w of Pac:\, ,,t Pw.No. 
-_. __ .. ---------------------------_._-----------------------------------
b~-:: 19l9:::9 4 9 

74b lq4:t)~ .l I~ 

747 19b494 4 14 

b94 19t.~4b 4 9 

74~ 19"'071 4 lb 

781 20 :997 4 11 

18~ :(I':.f)Q7 4 10 

811 ~O::4t): 4 4 

81: 2t)~4q: 4 18 

b~7 :09b9::: 4 ::; 

.4;,:;8 :10b7b 4 : 
b:;9 :1&40: 4 19 

o~4 ::lb~b4 4 17 

81::: '3::7~4~ 4 1& 

195 :;41198 4 0 

19& :;4:441 4 7 

b-- :::410207 4 18 

1 11):::0 :~~411 4 9 

: 1 (129 ';.~~47& 4 1 

&&0 :~o1q~b 4 19 

1 748 :6:~q7 4 14 

1 944 :::&:;4 4& 4 & 

1 1')107 :;7::9 14 4 8 

1 1·) 45 :;777~: 4 10 

1 1179 I\OI4~'" 4 II 

1 117: .,.)\ 91::: 4 I:' 

1 11&2 4(187') ::; 4 . J 

: 1:t)~ 417=::1 4 17-

: 1 :4-; 4:;:7':8 4 ~ 

1 ~a:: 48:::'19 4 :: 

I ~84 494&1,1 4 18 

: 1 I)f') 1 4810::144 4 0 

: 11) '): 489744 4 7 

11 :71, ~1'):::7; 4 I::; 

11:7 4 51"::: 4 9 

: 11('9 ~:J4q~ 4 19 

11 ':10 ~24q~1 4 1(' 

11 7-:31 ~:b771 4 I 

11') 108 :::0«);;0 4 I. 

11-)41, ::;4:055 4 8 

1 lI b I 544:;:7 4 11 

IIZO & ~:~B=7 4 ::: 

: 1~44 ~b:6=7 4 4 

I 914 1,15041 4 II, 

11::7::: 10::9::14 1\ 17 

: q4~ b:::799b 4 0 

1 1447 6::2~:i 4 :: 
11448 o~416:Z 4 18 

: l -; j= o~q7B2 4 19 

11 470 bb8:4b 4 15 

1 1='~ 
bi14:;:t 4 9 

1 9:0 b8nb::; 4 b 

! 1:14 '7::5207 4 1 

: l:il~ :::~18(O 4 8 

: 1:;6: 7 58874 4 12 

1 14~ 779871 4 7 

: 11,14 78~898 4 1\ 

11691 790899 4 II 

: lOt?:: 792644 1\ II. 

: 1&9: 79:::041 4 17 

: 1711 904:::71 4 3 

114b9 80:::e: 1\ :5 

IH,'9 84;:Olb 4 I::: 

1160Z 846881, 1\ b 

1181:5 86:4:i:: 4 19 

118 11, 86387: 4 18 

: Ib-;'I 8701:9 4 9 

11641) a9b999 4 I: 

11 7'19 9~lb4:; 4 0 

I 919 '129246 4 7 

1171:: C?4f)::;6 1\ 17 

: laoo 100b29Z 4 19 

11:5:i9 1012840 4 4 

11'1111 102 1169 4 1(\ 

1191::: lO=~~67 4 : 
119\ I 1"::5a~9 4 I, 

11"1: lc)::~176 4 :; 

11560 11487'11 4 4 

I 94b 11'1014::1 4 (I 

I 1~61 1=e4q3~ 4 4 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

Data on Results Return 
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:0 PEl: Bus Con~lqur&tlon (orlQlnal version) 

TIMES ~OR RETURN OF RESU~TS 

F.-oc. No. Tim • .-~.ult found SI:. of Pac ket P".No. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

:l .... 1 t09~79 1\ 12 

~b2 t89677 4 11 
7:4 :,,41:0 4 ::: 
787 :;:1)&(''1: 4 1'1 

788 ,0711>0 4 16 
7~q :0863::: 4 8 
76e) :0874 1> 4 7 

7:::: :41171:3 1\ 4 

1>7':. :t471~ 4 18 

1J71 2 1611: 1\ .) 

80:: 2::q67 4 'I 

8e)4 ::::5'176 1\ 1 

8~B :B1760 4 :5 
'1-- :'14416 4 

_oJ 
: 

Q~= :'111~8a 1\ 1: 

q=t -:q~l~::; 4 17 

871> ::0:: 41 4 I e) 

7'Z~ _4'1:114 4 7 

'17" 3 .... 43 16 4 1'1 

'181) .';bb47:1 4 18 

: 10:'1 ';71)'1.,:1 4 1: 

: Ie) ';" ::71189 4 11 

: lO4~ :.n:5 17 1\ 4 

: ~46 -:~:bl): 4 110 

: 1119 4:2:73 1\ 1 

: I IZ0 44~:e7 4 8 

: ~4~ 4:4'1:178 4 ,) 

: 1046 4';:03Z 4 1:1 

97= 4::947'1 4 1:: 

a~7 4::'1'186 4 :5 

S:I:5 4:11::::;'1 4 17 

'1:4 4:1S44'1 1\ 10 

: 1183 48308:1 4 :: 
: 726 :50(1)'13 4 7 

/ 11:3 5027.,., 4 18 

/ '14: :5:403'11 4 12 

/ '141 :5:4.,74:5 4 11 

: 11 : 4 :5:'18:::1 4 110 

/ 11:1 :5:18:1'1'1 4 1 

: 1122 :51>:7:51> 4 8 

: £J~b :584:518 4 13 

: 1:4:: 101:41'1 4 I> 

/ IIB4 61'12'11 4 2 

11287 b:57617 4 10 

11:89 6:577.,6 4 3 

/13:S'J 1>'13070 4 18 

11360 bq:3~:5 1\ 14 

/ 1429 71:781> 4 1'J 

: 14::7 71:5083 4 0 

/142'J 717::66 4 11 

/14'H 7~677 4 9 

111\'J2 n924q 4 4 

11:594 17'1124 1\ 12 

: 1:59: 787860 4 9 

/ 1:5:57 7'14379 4 6 

: l~::B 7'1£021> 4 :5 

/ 16'Jl 917'14:5 4 1:5 

11692 817'J'J0 4 13 

: 169:: 81'J392 4 10 

/ 16'J4 Er.:5q'8 4 3 

/ 17:50 S:59~:: 4 2 

/1816 867383 4 1 

1 174'J 976788 4 7 

11848 986790 4 " 
1196:5 9q:~q 4 18 

11960 8'16.,::2 4 'I 

/ 1946 '1"1827 4 4 

/1430 q2~":6 4 11 

:1:591 926:507 4 12 

/17'J'J 9:594;' 4 1:5 

11900 993300 1\ 14 

1191:5 'Jq4730 4 2 

/1991 100:S0'J7 4 13 

: t9B: 10033:8 4 10 

: 1947 1018911 4 17 

11811:5 10310:5410 4 'J 

: 1244 1042368 4 4 

: l~B'=: 1062612 4 12 

1 1 '10"1 11:51)2~ 4 7 

: 1910 11:50:59S 4 10 

._--------------:----------------

Data on Results Return 
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G7. Summary 

The results included in this appendix are summarised in Chapters 8 
and 9 in Figures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.11 and 9.12. These chapter's 
also present additional data on function calling overheads and the analysis 
of the results. 
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PLL Program for "AND" Queries 

/* Note that the following definitions contain no alternatives; 
they have been written in this manner to test the performance of 
the parallel system in the absence of process spawning * / 

define queryO(x) tobe b(x) and (some(y)(c(x y) and dey) and e(x y»)? 
define b(x) tobe w(x) and (some(y)(v(x y) and u(y»)? 

define e(x y) tobe sex y) and rex) and t(y)? 
define t(y) tobe fey) and (not(k(y»)? 

define vex y) tobe o(x) and (some(z)(1(z) and p(x z y) and q(z y»)? 

define queryHx y z) tobe (x=«S*S)+(6"(sqrt(9»») and 
(y=(z+(2"x)+(S"(sqrt(4»») and (z=(9+10+(sqrt(16)~"3»)? 

define query2(x y z a b c) tobe (x=9) and (y=l) and (z=2) and 
(a=99) and (b=2) and (c=8) and s2(x) and t2(x) and r2(y)? 

define query3(x y z) tobe a3(x) and b3(y) and c3(z) and d3(x z) and 
e3(x y) and f3(y z) and g3(x y z) and h3(z x) and k3(x) and 
13(y) and m3(z) and n3(x y z)? 

define query4(x) tobe a4(x) and b4(x) and c4(x)? 
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C Program for Measuring Function Calling Overheads 

#include <timer.h> 

/ .... The first group are designed to measure the overhead involved in 
increasing the number of formal parameters in a function definition; the 
second group look at the relationship between void and returning functions 
..... / 

void func12(vall,vaI2,vaI3,vaI4,vaIS,vaI6,vaI7,vaI8,vaI9,vallO,vallI, vall2) 
int vall,va12, val3, val4, vaIS,va16, va17,vaI8,vaI9,vaIIO,valll,vaI12; 
(; 

) 

void func6(vall,vaI2,vaI3,vaI4,vaIS,vaI6) 
int vall, val2, va13, val4, valS, val6; 
(; 

) 

void funcS(vall,vaI2,vaI3,va14,vaIS) 
int vall,va12,va13,vaI4,vaIS; 
(; 

) 

void func4(vall,va12,va13,va14) 
int vall,va12,va13,va14; 
{; 

} 

void func3(vall,va12,va13) 
int vall,va12,va13; 
(; 

) 
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void func2(vall,val2) 
int vall,va12; 
{; 

} 

void funct(vall) 
int vall; 
{; 

} 

void funcOO 
{; 

} 

int func2r(vall,va12) 
int vall,val2; 
{return(va12); 
} 

int func1r(vall) 

int vall; 
(return(vall); 

} 

int funcOrO 
(return(34567); 
} 

mainO 

lint i; 
int timel,time2; 
int no; int no1=80876, no2=7865; 

int loop_count = 100000; 

Appendix I 
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printf("Function timing starts \n"); 

timel=timer_nowO; 

for (i=O;i<loop _count;i ++) 
{funcOO; 
} 

time2=timer _nowO; 

Appendix I 

printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of funcO =%d ms \n", 

(time2-timel)/1000); 

timel=timer_nowO; 

for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 
(func1(no 1); 

} 

time2=timer _nowO; 
printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of funcI= %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel) /1000); 

time 1 =timer _nowO; 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 
(func2(no 1,no2); 

} 

time2=timer_now(); 
printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of func2= %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel)/1000); 

timel=timer_nowO; 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 

(func3(no 1,no2,no 1); 

} 

time2=timer _now(); 
printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of func3= %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel)/1000); 
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time 1 = timer _nowO; 
for (i=O;i <loop _eount;i ++) 
(fune4(no l,no2,no l,no2); 
} 

time2=timer_nowO; 

Appendix I 

printf(IITime for 100,000 iterations of fune4= %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel) /1000); 

time 1 =timer _nowO; 
for (i=O;i<loop_eount;i++) 
(func5(no l,no2,no l,no2,no 1); 
} 

time2=timer _nowO; 

printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of funeS= %d ms\n", 

(time2-time1)/1000); 

time1=timer_nowC); 

for (i=O;i<loop_eount;i++) 
(fune6(nol,no2,nol,no2,nol,no2); 
} 

time2=timer _now(); 

printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of fune6= %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel)/1000); 

timel=timer_nowC); 
for (i=O;i<loop_eount;i++) 

(func12(nol,no2,nol,no2,nol,no2,nol,no2,nol,no2,nol,no2); 
} 

time2=timer _nowC); 
printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of fune12= %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel) /1000); 
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time1=timer_nowO; 

for (i=O;i <loop _count;i ++) 
(func2r(no 1,no2); 

} 

time2=timer _now(); 

Appendix I 

printf(tlTime for 100,000 iterations of func2r= %d ms\ntl, 

(time2-timel) /1000); 

time1=timer_nowO; 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 

(funcOr(); 
} 

time2=timer _nowO; 
printf(tlTime for 100,000 iterations of funcOr= %d ms\ntl, 

(time2-time1)/1000); 

time1=timer_nowO; 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 

{no=funcOrO; 
} 

time2=timer_nowO; 
printf(tlTime for 100,000 iterations of funcOr with assignment 

time 1 = timer _nowO; 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 

{func1r(no1)i 

} 

time2=timer_nowO; 

=%d ms\n", (time2-timel)/1000); 

printf("Time for 100,000 iterations of func1r = %d ms\n", 
(time2-time1)/1000); 
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time1=timer_nowO; 
for (i=O;i<loop _count;i ++) 
(no=func1r(nol)i 

} 

time2=timer_nowO; 

Appendix I 

printf(''Time for 100,000 iterations of func1r with assignment 

=%dms\n",(time2-time1)/1000)i 

timel=timer now()i 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 
(func2r(no 1,no2); 

} 

time2=timer _now(); 
printf(''Time for 100,000 iterations of func2r= %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel)/1000); 

time1 = timer _now(); 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 
{; 

} 

time2=timer _nowO; 
printf("Time for 100,000 null operations = %d ms\n", 

(time2-time1)/1000); 

time 1 = timer _now()i 

for (i=O;i<1oop_count;i++) 

{no1=no2i 
} 

time2=timer _nowO; 
printf("Time for 100,000 assignment operations = %d ms\n", 

(time2-timel)/1000); 
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} 

timel=timer_now(}; 
for (i=O;i<loop_count;i++) 
(nol++; 

time2=timer _now(); 
printf("100,000 iterations of i++ = %d ms\n", 
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(time2-timel) /1000); 



AppendixJ 

The 3L Parallel C System on the Transputer 

}1. Introduction 

This appendix details the Transputer system used in the latter part of 
the project. The first section briefly describes the Transputer chip, and 
indicates how it has been used for the simulation. The second section 
describes the relevant part of the 3L Parallel C system and discusses the issue 
of software configuration. 

}2. The Transputer 

The Transputer is a specialised chip which has been designed to 
support parallel processing by the formation of interconnected networks of 
Transputers [INMOS 89]. The chip consists of three types of functional unit: 
a CPU, a small amount of RAM (typically 1 or 2 Kbytes> and four link units 
which control the communications channels. Each link implements a 
bidirectional communication path and can be used to connect with another 
Transputer thus enabling them to be connected to form various network 
topologies. The software model for programming this network is based on 
the concept of Communicating Sequential Processes: by dividing the 
computational task into modules that can be run on separate Transputers 
and defining the messages between modules to match the point to point 
communication channels, the network of Transputers can function as a 
parallel multiprocessor machine [Hoare 78], [Rentenerghem 89]. However 
the Transputer system used in the project consisted of a single chip; 
essentially the Transputer acted as a standard sequential processor unit and 
none of the facilities for parallelism were utilised. The reason for 
transferring the software to the Transputer system was to obtain the benefit 

of the fine granularity clock which was not available on the Sun 

workstation. 

The outline of the Transputer system used in the project is shown in 
Fig.J1. This represents the relationship between the hardware components 
and the software modules needed to run the system. The B004 Transputer 
board consisted of a single T414b-15 Transputer and 2 Megabytes of external 
RAM; the Transputer ran at a speed of 15 MHz and held 2 Kbytes of on-chip 
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RAM. A Tandon PCA acted as host computer, the connection channels 
being implemented by one of the four Transputer links . 

User ~ ... ..... ... 

. ".-: .. -: ..... . 

Host</ 

TandonPCA, 
640 Kbytes RAM, 

20 Mbyte hard disc, 
monitor, keyboard 

Used for: 
editing C source code, 
performing Vo from 

Transputer board 
during program execution, 
collecting performance data 
during program execution. 

... ... .... .... 

BOO4, consisting 
1 T414b-15 Transputer, 
2 Mbyte external RAM, 

connected to host PC 
by one Transputer link. 

Used for: 
compiling source code, 
linking and executing 

machine code. 

Fig. }1 - The Transputer System 

}3. The 3L Parallel C System. 

The standard programming language for Transputer systems is Occam 
which was developed by the manufacturers, Inmos [INMOS 88]. This allows 
the CSP model to be implemented by defining parallel processes which 
communicate by means of messages and channels. Within a process 
sequential algorithms are coded using conventional imperative constructs. 
Thus Occam includes standard high level language features and the facility 
to express parallel activity and message passing. 

The 3L Parallel C system allows programs to be developed using the C 
programming language for the Transputer [3L C 88]. In the same way that 
Occam involves both parallel and sequential control constructs, Parallel C 
uses standard sequential C code to implement imperative algorithms 
within processes and additional "parallel" syntax to define communication 
and parallel activity. However these additional parallel features have not 
been used for the simulation software and are not considered here. For the 
single Transputer two parts of the 3L Parallel C system are of relevance: the 
software which is executed on the host computer to implement the 
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interface between the user and the Transputer, and the Transputer software 
which is responsible for the preparation and execution of the user's 
program. 

The simulation code was transferred from the Sun workstation to the 
host machine and amended to include the clock timing functions available 
within Parallel C. This alteration of source code was carried out using a 
standard editor on the host PC. The code was then compiled and linked on 
the Transputer using the 3L Parallel C compiler and linker, data being 
transferred from the host hard disc by means of one of the Transputer links. 
The system which was responsible for the execution of simulation involved 
two additional Parallel C software modules as well as the simulation 
module: a server program on the host machine and a filter process on the 
Transputer. The module "afserver" ran on the host machine throughout 
program execution and was responsible for channelling i/o messages to and 
from the Transputer by means of one of the links. On the Transputer the 
"filter" process was installed to act as an intermediary between the 
simulation software and the afserver program. 

In order to obtain meaningful results from the simulation system care 
was needed in configuring the operation of the modules in the Transputer. 
The appropriate configuration was achieved by running a "config" process 
on the Transputer after linking and before execution of the simulation code. 
Two aspects of the system configuration were involved in this task: the 
relationship of the "filter" and simulation modules, and the memory 
management for the simulation code. 

Because the filter task was running concurrently with the simulation 
module on the Transputer it was necessary to ensure that the simulation 
task was not subject to "hidden" delays because of interruptions by the filter 
process as this could have affected the timings obtained from the 
simulation. This was the first aspect of the configuration of the system that 
required attention. The Parallel C system was configured to give the 
simulation module high priority which ensured it would not be 
interrupted by the filter process except when i/o was necessary. When 
requests for i/o were made from the simulation software these were dealt 
with by the filter process and clearly it was important to ensure that the 
positioning of calls to the timer within the C code did no include these 

opera tions. 
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The second aspect of the system that needed configuration was the 
usage of on-chip and external RAM. By default the Parallel C system places 
as much of the C system stack in on-chip RAM in order to produce good 
performance from the system. However for most substantial programs the 2 
Kbytes of on-chip memory is not sufficient for the total stack requirements 
and overflow into external RAM occurs. This arrangement means that 
absolute timings for parts of a program may vary with the state of the 
system stack: a function that is called at one point during program 
execution may take very much longer to complete than it does at an other 
stage in the program because the CPU is addressing values in off-chip 
memory. Measurements of these differences is shown in Fig.J2 which gives 
respective timing values for functions using internal and external RAM as 
the system stack. The functions used are those specified in Appendix I 
which were defined initially for determining the effect of parameters on 
function timings (see Chapter 9.3.1). 

Function On-Chip Off-Chip 

Null operation 185 283 

Assignment operation 270 365 

funcO 440 635 

funcl 480 697 

fune2 529 753 

func3 540 850 

fune4 635 968 

fune5 627 1057 

func6 675 1181 

funel2 864 1728 

Fi • J2 - Times in ms for 100,000 Iterations 
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The simulation software had been written to obtain data on aspects of 
the performance of the parallel PLL interpreter and real times were 
measured. When the disparity of times produced by the difference in "on
chip execution" and "off-chip execution" was recognised and understood it 
was decided that good comparative results could only be obtained by 
ensuring that only external RAM was allowed. The disabling of on-chip 
RAM could not be done directly on the T414b Transputer: the method 
employed was to use the 3L Parallel C configuration facilities to place 
dummy code on the on-chip RAM. By ensuring that this area of memory 
was occupied by code that was never used it was possible to obtained proper 
comparative measurements of different parts of the simulation code, 
although much of the performance advantage that is expected from the 

Transputer architecture was lost. 
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